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FOREWORD
The Proceedings contain the papers presented at the Ninth Annual
Precise Time and Time Interval (PTTI) Applications and Planning Meeting.
The questions and answers following the presentations are also included
after each paper.
This meeting provided an opportunity to exchange information on
precise time and frequency technology. The attendees came from various
U. S. Government agencies, private industry, and universities. A number
of foreign countries were also represented.
The meeting was divided into six sessions:
I. Topics of Special Interest
II. Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI)
III. Time Transfer Techniques
IV. Time Distribution
V. Hydrogen Masers
VI. Frequency Standards
On behalf of the Executive Committee, I want to thank all those who
contributed to the success of this year's meeting. Special credit should
go to the Technical Program Chairman and his committee, the Editorial
Chairman and his committee, the Session Chairmen, Speakers and Authors.
James A. Barnes
General Chairman
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CALL TO SESSION
Dr. James A. Barnes
National Bureau of Standards
DR. BARNES: Good morning. I am Jim Barnes with the Time and Frequency
Division of the National Bureau of Standards. It is my pleasure to call
to session the Ninth Annual Precise Time and Time Interval Applications
and Planning Meeting.
The main purpose of my opening remarks this morning is to handle a few
housekeeping details and then introduce the speakers for the Welcoming
Address and the Opening Comments. But first, I want to take this oppor-
tunity to call your attention to the banquet Wednesday evening. The
speaker is Professor Franz Halberg, who will speak on "Human Periodic
Phenomenon," which is a time and time interval problem and somewhat akin
to what we are doing here. If not quite as precise as we will be talk-
ing about for the next three days, it should be at least interesting.
I would heartily recommend that you consider the banquet.
I also want to bring uo my personal indebtedness to the members of the
organizing committee wno are listed in the program, and I want to take
this opportunity to publicly thank each and every one of them. I would
like to give some special thanks to a few members of the group: in
particular, Clark Wardrip of NASA, who has handled the many, many details
of putting the meeting together; and Lauren Rueger, who was the General
Chairman last year, for his guidance and assistance in helping me under-
stand what needed to be done. Also, of course, I must thank Henry Fliegel
of JPL, who is this year's Program Chairman, for putting together an
excellent program for the meeting.
Now to a couple of housekeeping details. As I am sure most of you remem-
ber, the questions, answers, and comments that follow each of the technical
papers are recorded and transcribed into the published proceedings of the
meeting. It is important that you use a microphone so these comments get
on tape and that you state your name and affiliation so they can be attri-
buted to the right person. In this way, we can get the proper documentation
and the proceedings will go much easier.
At this time, I would like to call on the representatives of the agencies
who sponsor the PTTI meetings, and to start with, Dr. Robert S. Cooper,
Director of NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, will present the Welcoming
Address.
xvii
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WELCOME ADDRESS
Dr. Robert S. Cooper
Director, Goddard Space Flight Center
Thank you Dr. Barnes and good morning ladies and gentlemen. It was my
pleasure last year to welcome you to the PTTI Meeting hosted by the Naval Re-
search Laboratory as a representative of one of the Sponsors. I am very pleased
to welcome you here this morning to Goddard as the host. This is the fourth (4)
time that Goddard has had the pleasure of hosting this annual meeting. As every-
one has probably become aware of by now it has become traditional for Goddard
and NRL to alternately host these important meetings.
Last year I talked briefly about some of our programs in the PTTI and re-
lated areas. We have made progress over the past year which is worthy to note.
To bring you up to date on our hydrogen maser frequency standard activity,
the four (4) Goddard built (NASA Prototype) NP type masers continue to be the
backbone of our frequency standard field work. These four (4) masers have im-
pressive field operable records. They have accumulated a total of thirty-three
(33) years of field operation and have traveled over one hundred and twenty thou-
sand (120,000) miles to thirty-five (35) separate installations in support of vari-
ous VLBI programs in the geodetic and astronomical work such as the ARIES,
MJS (Mars-Jupiter-Saturn) and the Goddard VLBI validation program.
We hope that the second generation hydrogen masers that we are presently
designing and constructing with support from the Applied Physics Lab will have
an equally impressive record. These new masers which we call NASA Research
or NR Hydrogen Masers have oscillated and are nearing final assembly and
testing.
With the NR masers, we hope to achieve the performance of our latest ex-
perimental masers in a rugged package designed to simplify field set up and
maintenance. These masers will have a microprocessor based electronics pack-
age which among other things will monitor its own performance and perform
self-diagnosis.
Work on our variable volume hydrogen masers and a new mercury ion fre-
quency standard is continuing. As you have heard us mention in the past, we hope
to achieve 10-14 frequency accuracy with these devices. I might mention that
because of some recent measurements we made with our Concertina Maser and -.
a new capillary bulb collimator developed at Williams College under a NASA
grant, we think we can develop field operable hydrogen masers with a line of 6.5
xIX
times ten to the ninth. This maser is presently being designed and promises to
yield parts in 1016 frequency stability.
Our new Frequency Standard Test Facility will at last be complete early in
1978. We have long awaited the completion of this separate isolated building.
This new facility, in addition to housing hydrogen masers of various designs and
configurations for our R&D programs, will contain an automatic data acquisition
system capable of intercomparing up to 16 frequency standards with picosecond
resolution. The facility will basically be used to study the long term stability,
environmental performance and accuracy of hydrogen masers under controlled
conditions.
As I mentioned we use hydrogen masers in support of VLBI work. Goddard,
with collaborators at MIT, Haystack Observatory and colleagues at JPL, pioneered
in applying hydrogen maser techniques to VLBI measurements in the geodetic and
astronomical work. Kydrogen masers of various designs are currently at use intracking stations, and radio astronomy stations in Massachusetts, California,
West Virginia and Sweden, to study polar motion, the structure and kinematics
of quasars and to develop VLBI techniques for subdecimeter accuracies neces-
sary to measure continental drift.
The VLBI activity at Goddard in FY-78 will include the completion of thedevelopment of the wideband, centimeter accuracy Mark-Il VLBI system. Bread-board Mark-III system tests were successfully completed in September and theimplementation of the final system is underway. This Mark-Inl system will be
used in the planned operational polar motion/UT.1 network of the National Geo-
detic Survey.
Starting next month, Goddard and JPL will jointly construct an interim in-
tercomparison between the satellite laser ranging and the older Mark-I andMark-IL VLBI systems for measuring transcontinental baselines between Hay-
stack Observatory, Massachusetts, Goldstone, California, and Owens Valley
Radio Observatory, California. This is part of the NASA validation program toprove the capability of laser ranging and VLBI for measuring small crustal
motions.
Since VLBI utilizes hydrogen masers and correlates the received signalsfrom widely separated stations, VLBI has the potential of very accurate time
synchronization between these stations. In March 1977 the GSFC/HaystackObservatory/MIT VLBI group and the U. S. Naval Observatory eonducted a VLBI
time synchronization experiment between stations at Haystack Observatory(Westford, Massachusetts) and the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (Green-bank, West Virginia). The synchronizaton was found to agree to within 25 nano-
seconds with an independent synchronization by USNO traveling cesium clocks.
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In addition to our frequency standard work and VLBI activity, Goddard also
has requirements for ver precise global clock synchronization, and we are con-
tinually looking to new techniques to meet our timing needs. As I reported last
year, in cooperation with the Applied Physics Lab and the Naval Surface Weapons
Center we were developing a time transfer receiver which would utilize the NRL
developed Navigational Technology Satellites for world wide sub-microsecond
clodk synchronization. I am very happy to report that these time transfer re-
ceivers are being implemented into our eight (8) transportable laser tracking
vans. One of the NTS time transfer receivers is on display at the rear of the
auditorium. I would like to congratulate Roger Easton's group at NRL and others
for the successful launch of NTS-2 this past summer. I know that the paper
scheduled for presentation on the preliminary results of the NTS-2 satellite should
be very interesting.
During the early to mid 1980's there will be two U.S. satellite systems that
can be used for sub-microsecond clock synchronization. These two systems are
the DOD Global Positioning System (GPS) and our own NASA Tracking Data Relay
Satellite Systems (TDRSS). I see from the program that papers will also be pre-
sented on the use of these two systems for tens of nanoseconds global timing.
Among our guests today from the other PTTI sponsoring agencies are Rear
Admiral Earl B. Fowler, Jr., Commander of the Naval Electronic Systems Com-
mand, Captain Joseph C. Smith, Superintendent of the Naval Observatory, Dr.
Gart Westerhout, Scientific Director of the Naval Observatory and Dr. Alan Ber-
man, Director of Research of the Naval Research Laboratory.
I would also like to welcome and acknowledge the attendance of the many
foreign nationals. Your presence here makes the PTTI Meetings that much more
meaningful. Goddard looks forward to continued cooperation with each of you and
this includes our friends here at home.
I think that it is significant to note that of the 34 papers scheduled for pre-
sentation, ten (10) will be presented by authors from other countries. This world
wide participation is evidence of the importance that the PTTI community and you
the attendees place on these annual meetings. I encourage to you to continue your
efforts.
I look forward to participating in the Sessions as my schedule permits and Ihope to get a chance to talk with many of you during the sessions. I thank you for
coming and hope that you have a rewarding three days here at Goddard.
Thank you.
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OPENING COMMENTS
RAdm. Earl B. Fowler, Jr.
Commander, Naval Electronic Systems Command
RADM. FOWLER: Thank you very much, Dr. Barnes, and good
morning, ladies and gentlemen. It is my pleasure to be
here at Goddard Space Flight Center this morning as one of
the co-sponsors of this meeting. I welcome each of you and
especially our distinguished foreign visitors. The Naval
Observatory, the Naval Research Laboratory, the Naval
Electronic Systems Command, the Defense Communications
Agency and the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion, Goddard Space Flight Center, are co-sponsoring this
event which bring together many of the national and inter-
national agencies with responsibilities and interests in
PTTI.
It is quite appropriate that three Navy organizations
participate in this co-sponsorship. It was the increasing
speed of ships as sail gave way to steam and their need for
improved timing to improve navigation that placed the
United States Navy in an early leading international
position in PTTI.
Our illustrious NavaL Obsr,'atory has from early time been
the timekeeper of the world, and much later our very
renowned Naval Research Laboratory began to play a key
scientific and engineering role as the use of PTTI became
important to communication and then later to almost all
electronic systems.
The Naval Electronic Systems Command is a late arrival on
the PTTI scene, but we now have a key role also. It among
other things contains the Navy project management for the
newest navigation system, the Global Positioning System
which Dr. Cooper mentioned, so now PTTI has come full circle.
We need your best PTTI efforts to improve navigation once
again. Just as our forefathers saw sail give way to steam,
we modern naval officers are seeing the most exciting and
revolutionary changes in our ships and airplanes, space-
craft, weapons, and command systems. Your best PTTI efforts
are needed now in more ways and in more places for more uses
than ever before. For the scientists here I challenge you
to put forth your best ideas, and for my colleagues the
xxiii
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engineers here we must do substantially more to make communi-
cators and navigators, the data processing specialists, and
so on, the designers of these systems, understand better the
fundamental place for PTTI in their design concepts.
Since the last time I addressed this meeting, the Naval
Electronic Systems Command has grown and matured in its
assignment as the Navy manager for PTTI. We have developed
a master plan, which has provided the Navy's PTTI program
with a new system concept and program direction which will
meet the current and future PTTI requirements of the Navy
and also be in accordance with the Naval Observatory's planfor the Department of Defense PTTI program.
The new concept for a PTTI system will provide the communica-
tion and navigation systems on Navy ships and aircraft andstations with PTTI information from the Naval Observatory tothe required accuracy on a continuous worldwide near realtime basis via two major subsystems. These are a primary
worldwide PTTI dissemination subsystem and a standardized
local distribution subsystem.
Today the technology is satisfying the current Navy PTTI re-quirements. However, it appears that we must continue toimprove on that technology in order to meet the needs of
tomorrow. This does not negate the need I outlined the lasttime I addressed this planning meeting to encourage maximum
usage of existing capabilities, to minimize the proliferation
of PTTI equipment and Systems. This need to improve tech-
nology and to maximize the use of existing systems emphasizes
the need for exchange of ideas and the dissemination of
information, which these meetings provide.
I encourage each of you to take full advantage of this forumto increase your knowledge and understanding of the problems,
techniques, and capabilities. The work you are doing is so
very, very important.
I am certain that our NAA hosts will provide once again an
enjoyable and informative meeting, and I certainly thank eachof you for your participation, And I wish you the very bestfor this session. Thank you very much.
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OPENING COMMENTS
Captain Joseph C. Smith
Superintendent, U. S. Naval Observatory
CAPT. SMITH: Dr. Barnes, Ladies and Gentlemen. It is indeed a
pleasure to have the opportunity to address the 9th Annual PTTI Plann-
ing Meeting. I thought it would be appropriate today to give a status
report of where we have been this past year and where we intend to go
this next year in PTTI and timing matters. I have found this past
year at the United States Naval Observatory most enjoyable and stim-
ulating working in this import-at field. During this past year we
have made advances in at least 10 separate timing matters:
1. The West Coast Loran-C chain has been synchronized and is now
directly traceable to the U. S. Naval Observatory Master Clock.
2. The U. S. Naval Observatory Master Clock is now automatically up-
dated by computer to provisional U. S. Naval Observatory mean time.
This additionally includes a new computer system which was put into
operation in Richmond, Florida.
3. Our publications have expanded in order to better service the
many users of PTTI worldwide. There are over 1200 different organi-
zations and individuals on our mailing list for various Time Service
Announcements of which 300 are foreign. Series 4, 7, and 17, which
are published weekly, go to about 800 different subscribers. Times of
coincidence tables for the new Loran-C chain are sent out to over 400
subcribers. The new experimental series precise time transfer report
is sent out to over 200 subscribers. It contains results of satellite
and television timing transfers, portable clock trips, and Loran-C
monitoring. The experimental series 6 publication is now sent to over
100 subscribers. This series contains time and latitude observations
at Washington and Richmond and other data.
4. In the astronomical area, we are now determining UTO using new
and different PZT's. The 65-centimeter PZT number 7 has become
operational in Washington, and the 20-centimeter PZT number 6 has be-
come operational in Richmond, Florida, along with a microdensitometer
to measure plates there.
5. We have expanded our telephone service to include daily TV,
Loran-C, and VLF phase values. The telephone series 4 is now avail-
able on both commercial and autovon numbers.
6. In the area of satellite usage for time transfer, the U. S. Naval
Observatory has worked with the Transit Satellite Office on the com-
mercial development of a transit time recovery receiver, which will
Xxv
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allow worldwide 25-microsecond time svnchronization traceable to the
U. S. Naval Observatory Master Clock. Additionally, the Naval Observa-
tory was the prime mover in obtaining the funds necessary to build
the first GPS timing receiver.
7. In the area of TV, our time work has expanded to now include
Channel 11, KTTV, in Los Angeles. This station is used for distribu-
tion of absolute time traceable to the U. S. Naval Observatory Master
Clock.
8. Our portable clock trips this year have visited 5 continents.
They have gone from north of the Arctic Circle to south of the Tropic
of Capricorn. They have traveled halfway around the world, east and
west, visiting some 70 installations worldwide.
9. We have not neglected international cooperation and assistance inmonitoring various timing systems. We are currently working with 10different countries at 11 different sites on timing matters worldwide.
10. In the area of VLBI time transfers, we have had the opportunityto work closely with NRL and NRAO in setting up time transfer experi-
ments. These experiments, conducted wit! Haystack and Algonquin Parkas well as Green Bank, West Virginia, have proven most useful in sett-
ing the course for future VLBI work.
During the coming year, we intend to continue these areas as well as
push forward in 10 other areas of concern.
1. We will be working on the synchronization of the Canadian West
Coast and Alaska Loran-C chains.
2. We will develop an algorithm to compute UTC (USNO) in real time.
3. We are constructing an additional clock vault which will housethe special clock boxes developed by the University of Maryland, and
we plan to continue the applied research using the University ofMaryland team working in close conjunction with our scientists.
4. The series 16 publications will be expanded from 4 to 6 pages inorder to contain more Precise Time Reference Stations (PTRS).
5. Construction of PZT number 8 has started and will be part of ouroverall astronomical instrumentation system to better observe time.
6. We will begin observations with NRAO utilizing their 35
-kilometer
interferometer.
7. The GPS time transfer unit will continue to be developed and thefirst operational test will take place at the Naval Observatory upon
xxvi
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receipt of the unit.
8. The Washington local distribution of time utilizing TV will be
further improved with a goal of 1 nanosecond precision.
9. We shall continue VLBI experimentation in conjunction with the
Max-Planck-Institute (West Germany) and the NRL Maryland Point facility
for time transfer.
10. We shall continue work with the Department of Defense on time
details in order to strengthen the timing capabilities and procedures
so necessary for the DoD to meet the future challenges of improved and
rapidly-increasing technology requiring precise time.
It is our sincere desire at the U. S. Naval Observatory to continue to
support the important role of timing in DoD and in the Navy. Obvious-
ly, these efforts carry over both nationally and internationally. It
has indeed been a pleasure for me to have had the opportunity to meet
many of you during this past year, and I look forward to meeting many
more of you during the coming one. Please do not hesitate to call us
on timing matters at any time. We are happy to be a part of this most
important undertaking. I am sure this meeting will once more point
out new avenues to explore and new challenges to conquer. We of the
Naval Observatory wish you well in this important collective endeavor.
I,
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WELCOME ADDRESS
Dr. Alan Berman, Director of Research
Naval Research Laboratory
On behalf of the Naval Research Laboratory, I would like to
welcome you to the Ninth Annual Precise Time and Time
Interval Application and Planning Meeting. It is a pleasure
for NRL to act as one of the Co-hosts and Sponsors of this
meeting. As Director of Research of NRL, it has been my
privilege to welcome five or six previous meetings in this
series. I have noted that the PTTI meeting has grown in
prestige each year. From rather small beginnings, attendance
has expanded remarkably and each year has seen more and more
foreign attendance.
In the course of writing welcoming addresses over a period
of years, I have run out of anecdotal information to use as
filler material. Therefore, I think it is appropriate that
I look somewhat seriously at the progress which has been
made by the PTTI community over the span of the last nine
meetings.
I am impressed with the progress that has been made in the
availability of frequency sources since the first meeting.
While rubidium and cesium sources were generally available
nine years ago, they have been made extremely compact, A
highly reliable, radiation hardened, and space qualified.
Indeed at this moment, there are cesium sources in space in
the NTS-2 satellite. Ten years ago a hydrogen maser was a
large ungainly installation that required a team of PhD's to
act as baby sitters. There are some who claim that this is
still the situation. Actually, I think considerable progress
has been made and we are developing hydrogen masers which
will be space qualified, physically compact, and relatively
light. For those of you who get a chance to visit Roger
Easton over at NRL, I think he can show you some space
qualified hardware that has been functioning for several
years and is yielding excellent performance.
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN U.S. NAVAL OBSFRVATORY
TI.ME SERVICE
Gart Westerhout
U7. S. Naval Observatory
Washington, D. C.
ABSTRACT
During the next 10 years, the U. S. Naval Observatorv will
be embarking on several new Programs. These programs are
intended to improve the U. S. Naval Observatorv clock svs-
tem in order to meet the stringent renuirements of future
systems and to improve time transfer and monitoring tech-
niques. A descriptive review of these programs and their
implementation will be given. They include radio astrometry
methods to determine UTO and polar motion and to do VLBI time
transfer, incorporation of hydrogen massers in the clock svs-
tem, development of GPS monitoring equipment, and additional
smaller programs.
INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Naval Observatorv (NAVOBSY) is charged, bv DoD directive, with |
sole responsibility for establishing, coordinating and maintaining PTIT
capabilities. Increasingly accurate time information is needed for both
navigation and communication. Since the development of capabilities for
better accuracy takes time, the Naval Observatorv must, of necessitv,
always be many years ahead of denlovment of new svstems reauiring accu-
rate time. This paper will review some of the plans to implement new
and more accurate methods of time determination and time transfer.
THE RADIO ASTROMETRY PROGRAM
The Naval Observatory plans to utilize the inherentlv more accurate
information obtainable through radio interferometrv in its overall
effort of obtaining more accurate positional reference frames. Of
interest at this meeting, of course, is the determination of UTO. The
main task of the NAVOBSY Time Service is operational: providing dailv
values of time and Earth rotation parameters. In Table 1, various
methods of determining these data are compared. The first part lists
the optical determinations for four different instruments, visual
zenith telescope, photographic zenith telescope, astrolabe, and the
NAVOBSY 65-cm photographic zenitti telescope. The internal mean errors
listed in the second column are averages over one night using the
observations of approximately 20 to 40 stars. The third column, giving
external mean errors, providing averages over many nights. Note that
.1_:
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Table 1
OPTICAL DETERMINATIONS OF UTO AND POLAR MOTION
m.e. (internal) m.e. (external)
VZT + Ot'20 (PM) +O'.'1 3 (PM)
PZT 0.'04 (PM) 0O'09 (PM)
4 mns (ITO) 7 ms (LITO)
L Iolabe O'.'0 6 01.10
4 ms 10ins
65- ii O'.'0 3
3 mns
Average over one Average over
night, 20-40 stars many nights
RADIO DETERMINATIONS OF UTO AND POLAR MOTION
m.e. (internal)
35-km Interfer. + O'Ol expected
I ms
VLBI 0".002 expected
0.1 mns
AVERAGE CURRENT DETERMINATIONS
in.e. (internal)_
IPMS + 01.0l (40 observatories)
BIH O'.'0 15 (50 observatories, one month)
1.2 mns
Doppler O'.'012 (10-20 stations, 2 days)
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in a number of cases the external mean error is larger than the internal
mean error. This is due to systematic errors caused by refraction
effects of a local nature which cannot be corrected for by the standard
methods. Another cause for systematic errors is the fact that on
different nights and in different seasons of the year different grouns
of stars are used: these stars are tied to a reference svstem which has
errors that can amount to 0.1 to 0.2 arc seconds, and the errors are
caused to a large extent by the poor knowledge of the proper motions of
the stars. Methods are being developed to better determine atmospheric
refraction and there are extensive efforts underway to considerably im-
prove the internal consistency of the stellar reference frame. It is
especially in this latter effort that radio interferometry, as well as
optical interferometric methods, might eventually play a very important
role.
In the second part of Table 1 are listed the expected mean errors using
two different types of radio determinations of UTO and polar motion.
The 35-km interferometer referred to is the connected-link inter-
ferometer of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory in Green Bank, WV.
The expected mean errors are based on a limited series of observations
of a few days each of a small number of radio sources. Similarly, the
expected very long baseline interferometric values are based on a few
experiments that have taken place in the last few vears. "Expected",
in this context, means that, with proper care and with extended observa-
tions, it is hoped that eventually such accuracies will be obtained on
a routine basis. In particular, it is hoped that development of equip-
ment especially geared to polar motion and UTO will increase the
accuracies considerably.
In the third part of Table 1 are listed the average mean errors of
polar motion and time published bv the International Polar MotionI
Service (IPMS) and the Bureau International de l'Heure (BIH). It will
be noted that averages over a month's observations using manv different
observatories provide approximately the same accuracy that a radio
interferometer can reach in a few hours of observation. Doppler and
laser ranging techniques provide approximately the same kind of
accuracies as expected from the 35-km interferometer. Daily values of
UT and polar motion to this precision are basically unknown. It should
be noted that 1 millisecond of time is equivalent to 1 feet. Obviously
the improved accuracy is needed for geodesy, surveying, and the physics
of the interior of the Earth.
The NAVOBSY, in collaboratioi. with the Naval Research Laboratory, hopes
to acquire and operate the Green Bank 35-km interferometer for daily
measurement of UTO and polar motion starting in FY79.
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TIME TRA SFFR VIA VERY LONG BASELINE INTERFERO'IFTRY (V1BI)
The inherent capabilitv of a VLRI system to synchronize two oscill.ator'
at each end of a network is better than 1 nanosecond. This Is an in-
herent capability - it has not been proven that this accuracv can ho
realisticallv utilized. No svstem vet exists to calibrate or check
this value.
It is important to realize that the most accurate time transfers with
portable clocks have accuracies of apnroxinatelv 25 nanoseconds. In
very special cases, using multiple trips, it is nossihle to obtain
10 nanoseconds accuracy. One experiment, which used an entirP clock
ensemble and provided extremely carefully controlled Dressure and
temperature surroundings, claims to have maintained an accuracy,
during transport of the clocks over a period of 15 hours, of the orderof 1 nanosecond. Transportation of a clock ensemble in this manner
may make it possible to verify the VLBI accuracies.
In order to reach such accuracies with VLBI, all antenna system delayshave to be very carefully calibrated on each end. It seems nossible
to set up an internal VLBI svstem with sub-nanosecond accuracv, huteventually the system will have to be tied to other time svtems. Itis dependent, therefore, on currently existing time transfer mech-
anisms, such as Loran-C, which presently provides accuracies of, at
most, 100 to 150 nanoseconds. Hopefully, more accurate continuous
time transfer techniques will be developed in the course of the nextfew years.
The advantage of VLBI time transfer is, of course, its great inherentprecision. There are many possible locations for VLBI stations usinc
existing antennas; it is relatively inexpensive to construct newstations at the existing antennas if such are renuired: and the system
spans intercontinental baselines with ease. Another great advantageis that there is no direct reliance for time transfer on vulnerable
satellites. A disadvantage is that clocks get synchronized ex postfacto; the digital tapes acquired at each of the VLBI stations haveto be transported to a central location for nrocessin. Fxperimentshave been run where the data has been transferred via satellites and
these will be reported on elsewhere in this volume. This technique,of course, does give instantaneous results but depends, again, onsatellite availabilitv which is expensive.
Requirements now demand an accuracy of 10 nanoseconds for time synch-
ronization around the globe. Tt is clear that in order to reach thattype of accuracy, the Naval Observatory needs to be able to transfer
time to approximately an order of magnitude better. So in order toeven reach the current requirements for communication and naviation
we already are reoi red to transfer time to the order of I nanosecond.
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It is especially for these reasons, and because the NAVPBSV is resnonsi-
ble for this work as far as the Do]) is concerned, that we are pushing so
hard towards making systems like this operational. We simnlv cannot
afford to remain in an experimental state for too long.
* MASTER CLOCK IMPROVEMINT
The requirement exists for an improved operational master clock system.
"Ile current Naval Observatory Master Clock is an ensemble of more than
20 cesium clocks interrelated via a computer. Presently, the computer
calculates a provisonal mean and controls a real-time clock which
differs from the provisional mean bv 5 nanoseconds, on the average. A
final mean is later calculated, and the difference of the provisional
:ean from the final mean can sometimes be as high as 40 nanoseconds.
'ie noise of the final mean is only a few nanoseconds. nbviouslv,
')rrecting the time provided bv the real-time clock a few days later is
a very cumbersome method. NAVOBSY's goal is the calculation of a real-
ti.:re final mean and to hzive a real-time clock which differs from this
mean bv no more than 1 nanosecond. Two things are reauired in order to
reach this: (a) improved algorithms in the calculations and, (b) im-
proved oscillators in order to eliminate noise and to obtain greater
inherent stability. The NAVOBSY is in the process of studvine: (a) the
acquisition of a clock ensemble consisting of hydrogen masers and,
(b) the feasibility of using super-conducting cavity oscillators or
*ther high performance cryogenic oscillators. Again it should be noted
that accuracy of a real-time clock of 1 nanosecond is a renuirement
that is here now. Users come to the NAVOBSY with their portable clock
.and expect accuracies of better than 10 nanoseconds: they do not want H
to later correct their time transfer from provisional to final mean
Lime. We need an operational system with 1 nanosecond accuracy.
D);:\ELOPMIENT OF GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) TIMIE TRANSPEP UNIT
2 ,rder to utilize the GPS system for time transfer and clock svnchro-
aization, a single channel time transfer unit is now being developed
!nd will be tested at the NAVOBSY. The unit will be available commer-
, i allv. The NAVOBSY will monitor on a regular basis the CPS satellite
* , cks for comparison with the imnroved master clock svstem which,
*,petully, will be stable enough as a comparison standard.
-parahle work has been done using the Transit Satellite svstem, in
conjunction with the Navv Astronautics Croup. To improve time distri-
'-ition around the world, a timing receiver was developed that can pro-
vide_ time anywhere with an accuracy of a few microseconds. This
receiver is commercially available at nominal cost. It is hoped that
thL (PS receiver now under construction will allow time distribution
several orders of magnitude better.
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IMPROVEMENT OF TV TIME TRANSFER
Details concerning AVOBSY's efforts in this area are published else-
where in this volume. The TV Time Transfer system which has been
operational in the Washington, D. C. area for some time is now being
implemented in the Los Angeles area as well. Currently, work is under
way to use this system for very precise navigation in local areas.
INCREASED LORAN-C COVERAGE
Due to the expansion of the Loran-C system, the NAVOBSY, which monitor
the Loran-C timing, will have to increase its monitoring capabilities.
Improvement in the 100 to 150 nanoseconds accuracy of Loran-C is not
expected as efforts for improving accuracies are going into other
systems. The very large area of coverage of the Loran-C svstem is its
major benefit.
LASER TIME TRANSFER
A program is underway, in collaboration with NASA, to perform an ex-
periment using the space shuttle. This svstem is the reverse of the
normal laser timing experiments in that the laser will be on-hoard
the space shuttle and the retro-reflectors will be on the ground. The
ground stations record the time of arrival and, using the on-board
clock on the space shuttle it is possible to transfer time with ex-
tremely high accuracy. In fact the accuracy expected is such that the
only method we see of checking it is by VLBI techninues and, therefore
it is planned to mount ground stations at various VLBI sites. Of
course this will work only if we already have proven the inherent
accuracy of the VLBI system.
CONCLUSION
The NAVOBSY continues to improve its determination of the Earth's
rotational parameters as well as its master atomic clock and time
transfer techniques. It is important to point out that the various
efforts in these directions should be coordinated as closely as
possible. All factors, whether they be astronomical, technological,
or geodetic, influencing time and time transfer should be considered.
It is hoped that the efforts being made for closer coordination will
continue.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
MR. LAUREN RUEGER, Johns Hopkins University, Applied Physics Lab:
You indicated Doppler measurements were only integrated for a
couple of days and you take your interferometer measurements
for a month. Is there some reason you discriminate against
the Doppler?
DR. WESTERHOUT:
No, I didn't discriminate against the Doppler at all. I was
simply saying that typically the Doppler values that are published
are averages over 10 or 20 stations over a few days, and they have
the same accuracy as what one expects to get out of the 35-kilometer
interferometer.
MR. RUEGER:
Our experience has been that we get a substantially better mean
for month averages.
DR. WESTERHOUT:
Thank you.
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by
Jacques Vanier
Laboratoi re d'l~lectronique Quantique
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Qk6boc, Canada
The present paper is a concise survey giving the characte-
ristics (mainly stability and accuracy) of state of the art Atomic Fro-
quency Standards. A modest attempt is made at a projection in the fu-
ture on improvements that could be accomplished with major research and
development efforts. The reader will find well documented information
on Atomic Frequency Standards in several review papers which have been
p ublished within the last ten years (1-7). The present paper is based
on some of these articles, and owes much to some other publications
more closely related to the question of forecast (8-10). Tt is also
based on private conmmunications with various scientists working active-
lv in this field.
The Basis of Atomic Irequency Standards.
Basic concepts
An atomic frequency standard is a frequency generator in
which the essential harmonic motion is produced by an atomic resonance.
Ihis resonance originates in a transition between two specific energy
levels of the atom in question. The resonance frequency is given by
F2 - F1
V (1)0 h
9
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where E2 and E1 are the energy of the two levels involved and h is
Planck's constant. The min reasons behind the idea of using such an
atomic resonance for producing an harmonic motion are:
a) The energy difference AE = E2-E1 giving rise to vo  is primari-
4. 0ly a function of fields internal to the atoms and, within some speci-
fic conditions and limit4 is only slightly affected by external fields
or perturbations. Furthermore these perturbations in many cases can be
well controlled and calculated, and corrections can be applied to the
frequency observed experimentally. When the corrections are well
known, one can retrace back from the frequency measured to the actual reso-
nance frequency vo of the free atom at rest. This consideration is
related to the accuracy of the particular standard. Here accuracy is
defined as the cumulative uncertainty on the frequency corrections which
must be applied to the observed frequency in order to obtain the transi-
tion frequency of the free atom at rest, divided by the nominal frequen-
cy. In practice it amounts to a measure of innacuracy. The smallest
nunbers give the highest accuracy.
b) !ith some ensembles of atoms it is possible to obtain very narrow
resonance lines. This is in fact related to the actual life time of
the atoms in a particular state. The longer the lifetime of the
atoms, the narrower the resonance is and one defines a line quality
factor as
0Qz , (2)
where Av is the width of resonance line. Although, in principle the
lifetime of atoms in a given state may be years, in practice the simple
process of probing the resonance limits this lifetime and a compromise
must be made between signal amplitude and linewidth. Furthermore, as
10
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will be discussed belo% other perturbations which broaden the line are
always present in actual devices. However, the line Q's possible in
practice for some atoms are still much higher than those obtained in the
best standard mechanical devices such as quartz crystals used in preci-
sion oscillators. The line quality factor relates to the precision with
which the line center can be determined experimentally. The line quali-
ty factor relates also to the stability of the frequency standard. Here
frequency stability is a measure of the degree to which the frequency
will stay constant after the oscillator has been set in operation. In
the present article we will characterize the stability either through
the spectral density S (f) of fractional frequency fluctuations or
y
SV(T), the two sample variance. (11)
E2 - 1
c) It is also believed that v= for a given pair of le-
vels in a specific atom, is a constant independent of time. This is
in contrast with the actual rotation rate of the earth which is known
to fluctuate and quartz crystals whose frequency is known to change I
with time. The idea is fundamental and drifts observed in actual fre-
quency standards are assumed at present to be entirely inherent to the
practical realization of the standard. The second is currently defined
in terms of a particular transition in cesium, whose frequency is
9, 192, 631, 770 Hz.
Practical realization.
In order to realize an actual device based on the concepts
discussed above, several practical considerations must be examined.
These considerations actually dictate the choice of atoms which is of
course a main point in the whole discussion.
The problem can be best situated with a block diagram sho-
wing the two possible approaches. In general one wants an oscillator
.... • -. 1 1
at a given nominal frequency of, sav, 10 \UTIz to represent as well as
possible the characteristics of the atoric resonance line. It thus
amoiuts to a question of locking a frequency generator, generally a
quart: oscillator to the atomic resonance line. This can he done in
the two modes illustrated in figure 1. In the active x~ode, the atomic
ensemble, well prepared in a 'given state, emits energy at its resonance
frequency. The quart: oscillator is locked in phase to the coherent
signal emitted h\ the atomic ensemble; one has what is called a phase
lock loop. In the passive mode, the ensemble of atoms also well prepa-
red in a given state is questionned or interrogated with a signal deri-
ved from the crystal oscillator as to what its frequency is; we then
have a frequency lock loop. Figures 2 and 3 give more details on the
two approaches.
From figure 1, it is seen that one must consider as essen-
tial processes: a) the choice of the atomic ensemble, b) its sto-
rage, c) its preparation, d) its interrogation and e) the detec-
tion of the atomic signal. These points have been discussed in some
details by several authors in various ways. (9, 10). It is clear that
the process's are not completlv independent and that interaction can
exist between them. For exemple the choice of the atomic ensemble is
dictated by practical considerations such as obtaining a decent vapor
pressure at a moderate temperature, the possibility of storing it in
some enclosure or forming a beam of these atoms.
a) Choice of the atomic ensembles: As a general rule and added to cons-
traints of practicality, the AE of the atomic ensemble chosen should
he affected as little as possible by external force fields and by the
experimental set up used to detect the resonance. Another considera-
tion, of course, is also that the line width should not he affected to
a too great extent by the same mechanisms used to detect the resonance.
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lnr the purpose of the discussion it is best to look at the reouirements
for active and passive devices separatly. However on a general basis,
for practical reasons, a first criterion should he fulfilled: the ato-
mic resonance frequency should he in a usefull range in order that its
detection is not too difficult and that it can be used, for examle, for
locking a crystal oscillator. This constraint has greatly limited the
choice of atoms for practical frequency standards. Olf course, frenuen-
cv standards exist at very high frequencies (stabilized lasers). Howe-
ver their signal frequency cannot be processed as easily as in the case
of basic standards in the microwave region. These standards exist as a
class almost by themselves and until, reliable, low cost, low comnlexi-
tv svnthesis techniques are developed they will stay that way. This
in no way, however, has inhibited research as such in this particular
sector.
In active devices, such as the hydrogen and rubidium masers,
,here the storage principle in a bulb is used, other requirements are
low atomic polarizability, in order that upon collisions M7 and A-I
are not altered too drastically, as well as absence of reaction with
other atoms used as buffer gas or wall coating of the container.
In passive devices using beam teclniques, t'ie detection of
particles requires a low ionization potential if the hot wire technique
is used for particle detection. On the other hand if selective optical
absorption is used to detect the state of the ensemble, the transition
probability at the photon wavelength should be hioi.
Noble gases are chemically inert but theyhave a Pround
state S , thus have no magnetic moment, have no hyerfinestructure
and do not possess a resonance frequency in the microwave range which '.-
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Thuis the main point to remember here is that the choice of
the atomic ensemble for practical frequency standard application, depends
largely on considerations related to the problem of "usable frequency"
and this will stay true until reliable frequency synthesis from micro-
wave to optical frequencies becomesroutine work in the laboratory. on
the other hand, intrinsic atomic particularities will dictate the expe-
rimental arrangement to be used.
b) The storage of the atomic ensemble: The atom must be stored
somewhere to be examined as to what is its resonance frequency. Here,
storage is taken in its most general sense. The most conventional sto-
rage processes are the following:
Storage in a bulb under the form of a vapor.
The inside of the bulb may be coated with an inert film. In that
case the atom is free to move inside the bulb and makes collision
with the wall. This hermits long observation times; for hydrogen
a ilifetime in excess of one second is possible. However collisions I
with the wall create perturbations in the atomic wave function, cau-
sing relaxation and an average frequency shift.
The bulb is not coated but an inert gas is introduced by which the
motion of the studied atoms is inhibited to some extent and can
take place mainly through diffusion. This technique is used pre-
sently in Rb and Cs vapor frequency standards (passive and ac-
tive). The buffer gases commonly used are N2, Ar, Nc, CH4. The
atom has a lifetime limited by collision processes with the buffer
gas atoms and diffusion to the wall.
In some cases, it is preferable to use both techniques at the same
time: wall coating and buffer gas. In this case the lifetime is
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limited mostly bv collision nrocesses with the buffer vas.
Storage through drift in a beam.
In this case the storage region is the atomic beam and the interro-
Ration or observation of the atomic ensemble is done at ver
, 
sneci-
fic regions in the path of the beam. A tyNical example is the casc
of the N1,l maser in which the beam of molecules passes throuoh a
microwave cavity and emits its energy inside this same cavity. The.
average storage time r is simnlv the length of the cavity divided
by the average speed of the molecules. The line width is thus of
the order of 1/ Another typica] example is the Cs beam tube
whose observation is done at two different regions of the beam path
in two ricrowave cavities. In this case although the observation
time in each region is short, the drift time between the two regions
is of fundamental importance. If L is the distance between these
regions the effective time of storage is -L/,, v=atnic speed). It
should b realized that this technique can be applied at any fre-
quencies t to the visible. Since the line width, V/T., is inprinciple a constant for a given L, the line Q increases with
the frequency. It is also clear that this type of storage is the
one that is closest to that in which the atom is observed as a "free
atom". However secondary effects are al,'vNs nresent which affect
either the stability or the accuracy of a particular device.
Other storage techniques.
Ther- are other storage, techniques possible like those used in ion
traps, in which the ion is kept in a region of space by alternating
electric fields.
Associated with storage the main effects on frequency affecting
stability or accuracy can be, collisions with the buffer gas or the
16
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vessell wall, storage time (line Q), electric and rnametic fields,
first and second order Doppler effects. The first order )onnIer
effect is mostlv a desiTn problem and is enerallv eliniinated
through a suitable experimental arrangement.
c) Preparation of the ensemble: Atoms are distributed aMonc the
energy levels according to the Boltzmann distribution law. This means
that for temperatures above 300 0 K,where the frequency standards normal-
l operate, all levels are equally populated even for energy differen-
ces corresponding to the microwanve region. This is of Fundamental
importance for the following reason. The detection of the resonance
signal is done through the excitation of transitiow araong a pair of le-
vels. It is clear that if the levels are eouallv populated, the exci-
t it ion of transitions has no effect on the populations themselves as
k, .ll as on the excitation field itself. Consequently no effect is oh-
sered. Hlovever if there is a difference of population between the
S lrels, the excitation field nay either he enhanced or decreased, de-
pending on the sign of the populationi difference. On the other hand
the atomic distribution among the levels mkay be altered by the excita-
tion and this effect, in ,i beam for example, may be detected through
propfer techniques like the coumtin.2 of narticles.
There are several methods that can be used to alter the no-
pulation of the levels. Among those, the most common are spatial selec-
tion through magnetic field gradients (electric field gradients in the
case of molecules with electric dipole moments) and optical pumping.
Other mechanisms that can he used for state selection are also spin
exchange, chemical reaction, electronic collisions, temnoral decay
from on state to another along a beam. However, they are not used in
the traditional frequency standards as such, and will he mentionned at
the time of discussion of some particular devices.
17
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The process of preparation or state selection, has in some
cases profound influence on the frequency of the atomic ensemble. For
example we may mention light shifts in the case of optical pumping and
creation of magnetic field inhomogeneities in the system where snatial
state selection is done with magnets.
d) Interrogation of the ensemble: In order to know the actual ato-
mic resonance frequency,a signal at that frequency is used. In the
case of masers, a signal is generated inside the device whic4 in a sense,
interrogates itself. This is the case of the 11, Rb and NH3 masers for
example. Lasers fall also in this class. It should be noted that in
all these cases the signal is affected by various effects inherent to
the process of emission in the resonance structure which is necessary
to obtain maser action. This is the so-called cavity Pulling effect
and it affects both accuracy and stability.
In the case of passive devices the interrogation of the
ensemble is done also at the resonance frequency. The atomic resonance
signal, however, is observed through Particular techniques which will
be discussed below. However, here again the process of ensemble inter-
rogation has very profound effects on the resonance signal. It can
affect its frequency (stability or accuracy) through unsymmetrical in-
terrogating spectrum, power shift through an unsynnetrical resonance
line, a phase shift associated with cavity construction in the case of
separated interrogating regions and cavity pulling. The interrogatinQ
signal used may also cause broadening of the line which may decrease
the ability to find its center and consequently influence the accuracy
and stability of the system.
e) Detection: In the case of masen, and some passive devices the
sigMal to he detected is in the microwave range and normally a
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sunerheterodyne technique is used. Although very efficient and sensi-
tive, the technique adds noise to the signal and decreases the observed
stability of the device. In passive devices the population difference
of the particles having made a transition is monitored. These techni-
ques are also very efficient but, of course, noise limits their sensi-
tivity. In optically pumped devices, the noise comes from the photo-
voltaic device itself or the detected light. In some beam devices the
counting of particles creates shot noise. Thus, detection in general is
plagued with the problem of noise inherent either to the detector it-
self or the signal being detected and it is a major subject of research.
Improvements in noise levels associated with detection means generally
improvements in short term stability.
Survey.
Traditional frequency standards.
Three atomic frequency standards have known a rather inten-
sive development phase. Those are the Hydrogen Maser, the Rubidium Gas
Cell Frequency Standard and the Cesium Beam Frequency Standard . Their
physical characteristics are given in table I.
Hydrogen Maser: (13, 14, 1S)
An energy level diagram of the S, ground state of H is
shourn in figure 4 along with a schematic diagram showing the principles
of operation of the device. The maser operates between levels F - 1,
mF = 0 and F = 0, mF - 0. Atomic hydrogen is produced in a dissocia-
tor and sent through a selector (hexapole magnet) under the form of a
beam. Atoms in the upper state tend to focus on the axis of symmetry
of the magnet while those in the lower states have a trajectory which
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"iv2:'s f:'o the xxis. TuLs, atoms in state F I and mF 0 enter
,e .:c:a.: b, which is coated internally with teflon and placed in-
s:.0 , caitv. hen the Flua is strong enough oscillation
,,-,ace xan the signral is observed with a sm all locp inside the ca-
v~-:,v cc~a'.,i to a s~.nerheterodvne receiver. Thus the preparation of the
sa::-. ! a sz-atial selection, the storave is done in a coated cell and
- -. -- --- , t ' is done in a Ticrowave cavity (self oscillation). The
I -'e cn Ihe S i ,al is done w-ith a superheterodyne receiver.
7te rrinzinal caracteristics of such a device are its n.m-
sass: srt, r.edir, and lcng term stability. The spectral nuri ty
ca "- l .aser is an.roximatv:
"- f 10'/f' (3)
k- 77e-ccr well below 1  Its stabilit-
:-e :z'e ;i : is s. n in figure 7. The characteristics
:-er : 're ar z zse 0z the szer itself. The stability is limited by
: --e. e =£i ¢.x-:i ICtS h cal-tv Dulling, magnetic field fluc-
.a :icns, eS-c:s off 1.ic fluctiaatins on the cavity tuning and by the
i<w-c:r._-e-- : ic IL-Lits -he short term stability. It is believed
:h- tie ffiiS'er f rlcc 'raS not been observed yet. The accurkacv of the
toaL-s ._ t _, l0- uIe to uncertainties in the %all
Thie i accracY ttr.h classical spin exchange
.c the cder ef a ff%- parts in 1014 (17). Other secon-
._-eczs are alsc zresert, but theY can be calculated or measured
a - ~:: :rat is no: a lvtin factor (18, 17).
hUe device is ac aailable camerciajv but is fabricated
incus. s:i- , re e-- 2 Iatxatorieu and universities,
'3t Available Copy
-esiu -ea Fr_-- ncv-ta-nd-r--: (19, 20, 21, 22, 23)
A diagram showing the principles of oneration of the
cesiti beam frequency standard is sliown in figire 5 along with an ener-
level diagram of the atom. The drift region between the two cavities
acts as the storage reiion. In the diagram shown, atoms in the F - 3,
il = 0 :tte are -hose which strike the detector. Thus when the atoms,
thich are selcrted by magnet A, are induced to make a transition from
the level F = 4, mu= 0 to F - 3, mF = 0 in the microwave cavity,
the beam becomes populated with atoms in the F - 3, m, = 0 level at
the exit of region C. The flux of atoms reaching the detector is
then a critical function of the frequency applied. The signal observed
is also shown in figure 5. The application of r.f. radiation at two
separate interrogation regions allos a considerable reduction in line
width. It is in fact a function of the distance L between the two
rs of the cavity: Av : 0.65 Vp/ 1 , where v is the most probable
velocity. 
The cesium beam tube, is a frequency discriminator and
must be incorporated in an electronic servo system which locks a crys-
tal oscillator to the resonance line. The spectral purity of a typi-
cal laboratory frequency standard is given by:
S (H) = 5 x 10-2%/f ± 10-24 (4)
Its stability a(T) in the time domain is given in figure 7. In the
short term region the stability is limited by shot noise at the detec-
tor. In laboratory devices, a flicker floor is observed at a level of
the order of 10-14 or lower. The accuracy is about 1 x 10-13 in . 'W
long laboratory models and is limited by magnetic field, cavity phase
shift and 2nd order Doppler effects.
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The cesium bean freauency standard exists as a nrimary
standard in several laboratories and small units are available 
corner-
ciallv.
Rubidium_ ano~or_frgq~cj y_stanDrJd: (24, 25, 26, 2?, 28, 29)
Fiure 6 shows a diagram of the passive, onti-
call-,- niped, rubidium 8- freauency standard (ontical package). The
basic princinles are the fnIlr%,inZ. Light from a rubidium 87 lamp is
filtered by a so called hx-nerfine filter made of an ampoule containing
rubidim 85 and a buffer gas such as orgon. This arrangement shapes the
spectrm of the light in such a way that a population inversion is oh-
tained in the cell which follows and which contains rubidim 87 and a
bouffer gas. This cell becomes transparent through this optical pumping
effect. If it is expoqed to radiation at the proper frequency, corres-
ponding to that which is necessary to excite transitions between the
state F = 3, mf = 0 and F = 2, mf = 0 of the ground state, this
same cell becomes onaque again and this effect can be detected through
a decrease in lipht intensity reaching the silicon solar cell detector.
Thus, in this nresent case, storage is done in a cell with a buffer gas,
interrogation is done in the same region, preparation is accomplished
throuah ontical pumning and the detection of the sia'nal is done with
a solar cell.
This optical package is used as a freuencv discrimator tc
lock a crystal oscillator to the resonance frequency. The spectral
nurity of the system 1s tvnicallv
SV(f) 10-2 /f +5 023, (5)
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ztnd its stability in the time domain shown in figure 7. The princi-
pal factors limiting its stability are magnetic field, 2nd order Doppler
effects, buffer gas and light shifts. All these effects may vary in
time depending on the environmental conditions. Furthermore, there is
generally a drift associated with the absorption cell which can be due
to a reaction of rubidium with the glass of the enclosure. The accu-
racy of this device is not competitive with the two previous standards,
mainly because of the very large buffer gas shift present.
The rubidium vapor frequency standard is available commer-
cially under various models.
Other well documented frequency standards.
The physical characteristics of some other well documented
frequency standards are sumarized in table 2.
15NIIn'aser: (30, 31)
In this maser the storage is accomplished through a single
pnssage of a beam in a microwave cavity. The preparation is spatial
electrostatic deflection. Interrogation is,as in the hydrogen maser,
in a cavityand the detection is done with a superheterodyne receiver.
The short interaction time limits the stability of the maser to about
5 x 10- 1 1 (cavity pulling). The accuracy is limited to the same value
by collisions between molecules in the beam (32). The amonia maser has
played a very important role in the history of the development of pre-
sently available frequency standards.
Rb maser: (33, 34, 35, 36, 37).
Masers using either of the two isotopes Rh85 or Rb87
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have been realized. Figure 8 is a block diagram of a Rh8 7 maser. The
principles of operation are the same as in the passive Rb gas cell, but
the cavity is designed to have a very high quality factor and self
oscillation is obtained. hlus the storage is done in a cell with a
buffer gas, the prenaration is done through optical ptnping, the
interrogation is made in a microwave cavity (self oscillation), and
the detection is done with a superheterodyne receiver. The main advan-
tage of the rubidium maser is its small size and its unsurpassed short
term stability. However its long term stability is limited by cavity
pulling effects and by the same factors as in the passive rubidium gas
cell. The short term stability in present devices, is described by
o(t) = 1 10- 1 3T -1
and it is not believed that the flicker floor has been observed yet.
TZ _beam: (38, 39, 40, 41)
This device works essentially in the same way as the Cs
beam tube, the only difference being the atom used and the frequency
involved. The main problem in its realization has been a detection
problem. The advantage over Cs would be a low magnetic field sensiti-
vity. No work is presently being done on the device.
Rb8 7 beam: (42, 43)
The implementation that has been studied in some detail is
shown in figure 9. Here the only difference from the cesium beam is
the method of preparation and of detection. This is done through op-
tical pumping. One advantage of this method over the magnetic selection
could be the realization of a better homogeneity of velocities
accross the beam. This could make cavity phase shift evaluation more
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rigorous. This selection method could also be u-ed with a Cs beam.
.Saturated absorption stabilized lasers. (44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 87)
This class of frequency standards Falls in the passive type,
the laser radiation beinp used as the interrogation sigmal generator
and thus being slaved to a resonance apnearing in an ahsorntion cell.
'These frequency standards form a class by themselves operating at very
high frequencies, in the terahertz region, where frequency comparisons
are still an art. A schematic diagram of the device is shown in fi-
.ure 10. Here the storage is done in a cell and actual nreparation is
not necessary. Due to the high frequency involved, the klaxw-ell Boltz-
--amn law provides sufficient population difference between the levels
of interest. The molecules commonly used are C14, T2 and C02, with
the proper laser providing the power for interrogation. The main nar-
ticularity of the device resides in the method of interrogation called
saturated absorntion. The beam of light traverses the absorption cell
twice in opposite directions, produces transitions and creates satura-
tion only for those atoms having no first order Doppler effect or in
other words crossing the beam at right angle. Thus, at the resonance
frequency a slight increase in transmission is observed and this is the
signal used to lock the laser to this same resonance frequency. The
detector can be a PTN photodiode or an infrared device such as an In Sb
detector. The stability G(T) of the methane stabilized fHe Ne laser
is shown in figure 7 along with the traditional frequency standards.
The accuracy of stabilized lasers is in the range of 10
-11 to 10-12
and is limited by hyperfine structure, pressure shift, wave front cur-
vature, 2nd order Doppler effect and recoil effect. (52).
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s .bmillimeter wavelenght radiation exciting the transition 3Po  to31 1, for instance, replenishes the 3Plevel. Its decay to the ground
state gives an added emission of light which allows the detection of
the transition. The main advantage would reside in a very high line Q,
clue to the long lifetime involved and the high frequency of the transi-
tion. Major problems reside in the generation of the submillimetre
wave for interrogating the resonance.
Ion storage (65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 88)
This device is based on the storage of ions in a trap
formed by non uniform alternating electric fields without the need
of any applied magnetic fields. The stored ions do not collide with
any surfaces and storage times longer than several hours have been re-
ported for sufficiently low background pressures. If the stored ions
possess a hyperfine structure, one could then think of state prepara-
tion, interrogation and detection in the same way a- in conventional
passive frequency standards. The hyperfine splitting of 3 He+ has been
precisely measured and the sources of frequency offsets analysed (65).
However light ions have a large second order Doppler frequency shift
and are not suited for frequency standard applications. Heavy ions
such as mercury appear to be more convenient. The hyperfine splitting
of 199 Hg + has been observed with a fractional linewidth of 2 x'10 1 0
and has been precisely measured. This result is attractive for fre-
quency standards application. The proposed scheme f)rdetection of the
resonance is similar to what is used in the passive optically pumped
standard. Light from a 202Hg 4 lamp is selectively absorbed by one of
199+the hyperfine" components of the Hg ion The hyperfine transition
at 40.5 GHz is thus detected by the change in the intensity of the re-
sonance fluorescence. One main difficulty in this technique resides
in the low signal to noise ratio available due to the low ion density
at which the trap operates.
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1 1beam storage (70, 71)
The basic idea behind the operation of this device is the
same as in the operation of the hydrogen maser, except that it is ope-
rated in the passive mode. A microwave signal is used to interrogate
the tttoMS StorCd In a coated 1)uli and th OCHoct or the atomic transi.-
tions on the interrogation signal is used to lock a crystal oscillator
to the atomi.c resonance. In one version, the modulation technique used
is one in which the intensity of the beam is altered. Otherwise the
system works in a way similar to passive frequency standards. The main
advantage is the reduction of the effect of cavity nulling through the
x)ssibility of using very low 0 cavities since the oscillation condi-
tion does not need to b satisfied. lowever the wall shift nrohlems
remains and should be the principal limit to the accuracy of the device.
NHI3.absor2tion ce (72, 73)
This is one of the simplest versions of an atomic frequency
standard and is based on one of the oldest ideas. The storage is done
in a cell and the full Doppler broadened absorntion line is interroga-
ted. The states are not prepared and for the absorption, one relies
on the Maxwell Boltzman distribution law of the povulations among the
levels. The microwave absorption is detected through standard techni-
ques and a crystal oscillator is locked t6 the atomic resonance signal.
The accuracy is low (,--I0) and the stability is given by
- 10
with a flicker floor in the 10 range. The main purpose is the rea-
lization of a small, rugged, fast warm up device.
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Atomic bean stabilized lasers (74, 75, 76, 77)
This is a class of devices in which a laser is stabilized
througYh its interaction with a resonance frequency that can exist in an
atom ic beam as shown in Fig. 11. In this case the atoms which are used
as a reference forstabilizing the laser can be considered free in the
same sense as in the passive cesium frequency standard. Several imple-
mcntations are possible. Tn the simplest approach the absorption of the
laser light by the atomic beam is detected and is used as the resonance
signal for locking the laser. More recently the technique of separated
Runsey interrogation regions has been proposed for the optical range.
Tn principle it should provide extremely high line O (1011 1012).
'11iis proposal coupled with the two photon absorption technique. (78, 79)
shows promises in stability and accuracy. Atomic beams which appear
to attract much attention are calcium, bismuth and iodine.
Forecast
Traditional devices
Figure 7 and equations 3, 4 and 5 give the present state
of the art stability of the three most documented and most utilized
frequency standards: H maser, Cs beam tube, Rb gas cell. An analy-
sis over the past years shows that the stability of these devices, espe-
cially in the long term region has been increasing continuously. Better
tmderstanding of the physical processes involved and of the sources of
* noise has provided a basis for a better design of the devices them-
selves. The II maser has now passed the 10-15 level in the 10,000 se-
cond region and it appears that the limitation is still a question of
cavity temperature control and magnetic shielding. It is thus proba-
ble that with some reasonable effort, fUrther improvements will be rea-
lized. It should be mentionned that the order of magnitude of
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stability montionned here is not common laboratory practice. Care
should be taken in the transfer of ,'his kind of stability to quartz
crystal oscillators. It appears that one must be extremely cautious
about time varyi.n phase shifts being generated in the detection com-
ponents. However it is not unlikely that through better cavity design
and magnetic shielding and through improved detection systems a flicker
floor below the 10"15 level would be observed. The laboratory Cs beam
tube has reached a level of flicker floor of the order of 7 x 10"14 .
In the short term region, better stability could be achieved with more
intense beams but this could affect the lifetime of the device.
The accuracy of the hydrogen maser is still limited at the
time of writing by the wall shift, to about 2 X 10-12. This is two
orders of magnitude worse than any other uncertainties related, for
example, ,to the magnetic field determination or cavity tniing. It is
not possible at this time to tell exactly what kind of improvement we
can hope for. However there is intensive work being done on wall coa-
tings and bulbs with variable geometries. It appears that operation at
a temperature close to the point where the wall shift goes to zero may
be a proper avenue of research. The accuracy of the laboratory cesim
beam device has passed the 10-13 level. The main uncertainties are
originating in the magnetic field and the cavity phase 'shifts. One
problem lies on the non-uniform distribution of velocities across
the beam. This makes the actual evaluation of the cavity phase shift
difficult. It is possible that through homogeneous state preparation
a better evaluation of the cavity phase shift could be done. People
working in this field believe that an accuracy of 1 x 10 14 can effec-
tively be achieved. These comments are sumarized in table 4along
with some rrojections on the rubidiun gas cell device. The numbers in
circles are the author's ev.luation of the Possibility th ai' projc-
tion will be realized, 0 mPM'Aing no confidence at all a4!ncfnih
s0
certainty. This evaluation is based on many intangible factors and is
entirely subjective.
Weight and size: The hydrogen maser has been reduced considerably in
size during the last several years and it appears that further reduc-
tion could be realized by using cavities in the TEll1 mode (80). Pre-
sent state of the art masers occupy a volume of the order of 100 liters
and weigh 45 kg. In the case of commercial cesium beam frequency stan-
dards it appears that further progress in size and weight could be
gained through a reduction in size of the tube-but with a parallel de-
gradation in stability and accuracy. On the other hand it appears that
further improvements are possible in the field of passive rubidium fre-
quency standards. The optical package is gaining more and more in sim-
plicity and the use of integrated circuits and modern technology has
made possible real gain in size. At present, units 2 liters in volume
and weighing 2 kg are available cormercially.
Other devices.
The other devices or techniques which appear most promising
are the hydrogen beam device, the ion storage technique, the magnesium
beam device and atomic beam stabilized lasers using optical Ramsey reso-
nance techniques. The hydrogen beam storage technique has proven to be
feasable and reports on its stability are most encouraging. The tech-
nique.will also allow an easier determination of the wall shift than
in an actual maser. The ion storage technique has made some progress
but it appears that serious problems are still encountered at the S/N
level. Work is in progress to solve this problem (81). In the case
of the magnesium beam proposal, the problem of generating an interro-
gating signal at the resonance frequency appears to be important. Ho-
wever efforts are being made with infrared lasers in this direction and we
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FI GURE CAPTIONS
Fig re 1. The two basic versions of atomic frequency standards. The
continuous paths apply to the passive mode, while the dotted
paths apply to the active mode.
Figure 2. Block diagram of the phase lock loop commonly used to lock
a crystal oscillator to a maser signal.
Figure 3. Block diagram of the frequency lock loop normally used to
lock a crystal oscillator to the atomic resonance line.
Figure 4. Schematic diagram of a hydrogen maser. I '
Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the cesium beam tube used in passive
cesium frequency standards and using the separated Ramsey
cavity technique.
Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the optical package used in the passive
rubidium 87 frequency standard. In some practical devices
the isotopic filter is removed and natural rubidium is used
in the storage cell. 'lixtures of isotopes can be used in
the lamp to reduce the light shift.
3
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Figure 7. Time domain frequency stability of the three traditional fre-
quencv standards: 11 maser, Cs beam frequency standard and
passive Rh gas cell. The stability of the methane stabilized
laser is also shoin for comparison.
Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the optical package of the Rb maser.
This is similar to the diagram of figrure 6 except for the
detection of the resonance signal. Here the cavity Q is
high enough to permit oscillation and the signal is detected
with a superheterodyne receiver.
Figure 9. Passive rubidium beam frequency standard using optical pLnM-
ning for state selection and detection.
Figure 10. Schematic diagram of a saturated absorption stabilized laser.
Figure 11. Basic concepts used in the stabilization of a laser with an
atomic beam. (One version is shown and several other imple-
mentations can be thought of.)
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should expect results soon (82). Finally the two photon absorption
technique coupled with the separated Ramsey interrogation 
techniaue
appears to be extremely promising. In fact a line 0 of the order 
of
1012 is projected and appears realistic (83). These projections are
summarized in table 5 along with projections on some other devices
which were examined in this paper.
Frequency synthesis.
As was mentioned earlier, stabilized lasers form a class
by themselves which has no easy connectionwith the traditional frequen-
cy standards such as the Cs beam frequency standards. Until reliable
synthesi4 un to the frequencies encountered in the laser stabilization
field, becomes a common laboratory technique, a gap will exist between
the traditional standards and the stabilized lasers, and these last
devices will have limited use. However research on this subject is being
done in some laboratories. (84, 85). Presently it is possible through
the use of several lasers and point contact metal diodes to mix up and
synthesize frequencies up to a corresponding wavelenght of 1.5 v. (86)
However this still remains somewhat of an art and intensive work is
required in this direction if substantial results are -anted.
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CRITERIA FOR THE SELECTION OF ATOMIC CLOCS
IN SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS
Gernot M. R. Winkler
U. S. Naval Observatory
Washington, DC
ABSTRACT
Increasina numbers of time ordered electronic
systems envision the use of atomic clocks as
their central or remote station time-freauencv
(T/F) reference. The selection of one of the
commercially available devices is not often a
clear and simple matter but reauires a qood
compromise between performance (given as spec-
tral purity of the output signal or as fre-
quency stability in one of the accepted
measures), environmental sensitivity (maanetic
field, temperature, pressure, etc.), relia-
bility, maintenance requirements and price.
After a brief discussion of the fundamental
concepts, as pertinent, the specifications
of the different types of clocks will be re-
viewed and examples for actual selection and
rationales discussed.
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A REVIEW OF METHODS OF ANALYZING
FREQUENCY STABILITY
James A. Barnes
ABSTRACT
Extensive research over the past years has provided a
model for the description of frequency instabilities of
clocks and oscillators. This model consists of the
superposition of three distinct parts: (1) random, non-
deterministic fluctuations described as noise; (2)
long-term, systematic trends or aging; and (3) fluc-
tuations induced by environmental sensitivities of the
oscillator or clock. The random part of the model
includes noises which have presented certain mathematical
problems. These mathematical problems are partly
responsible for the creation of numerous techniques of
analysis, but these techniques have neither produced
substantively new models nor have they added insight
into the physical origins of the random fluctuations--
some of which remain obscure. The purpose of the
measurement process is to estimate the levels and kinds
of instabilities present in a given device--that is, to
quantify the model. The mathematical analysis used is
merely a means toward this end, and it is important to
retain this perspective. Fortunately, there are rela-
tively simple means of analysis which are also commonly
used--the two-sample variance and the power spectral
density.
Crucial to any measurement are the intended uses of the
resu*t. This includes the levels of accuracy and
precision needed, as well as the intended application.
For example, one may wish only a relative comparison
between two oscillators; and, thus, absolute accuracy
(as opposed to precision) is of no interest. The
specific application intended for the measurement will
often influence the form in which the final quantified
model is reported.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It appears to be a custom, nowadays, to have a paper reviewing the con-
cepts of the measurement of frequency stability at conferences dealing
with time and frequency. Consistent with this trend, this paper has
been prepared at the request of the program committee.
Perhaps one of the most useful aspects of review papers is to provide an
entrance into the literature of the field being reviewed. In the case
of frequency stability, there is really a great deal published; and it
is with some difficulty, now, that anything new can be added--especially
in review papers. In order to provide entrance into the literature, fourspecific papers are cited here. The first two reasonably cover the tech-nical subject prior to about 1973. The next two papers are excellent
review papers on the subject and are more current:
[I] Barnes et al., "Characterization of Frequency Stability," IEEETrans. on I&M, Vol. IM-20, No. 2, May 1971, pp. 105-120.
[2] Lesage and Audoin, "Estimation of the Two-Sample Variance witha Limited Number of Data," Proceedings of the 31st Annual Sym-posium on Frequency Control, 1977, pp. 311-318.
[3] Rutman, "Oscillator Specifications: A Review of Classical and
New Ideas," Proceedings of the 31st Annual Symposium on Frequency
Control, June 1977, pp. 291-301.
[4] Winkler, "A Brief Review of Frequency Stability Measures," Pro-ceedings of the 8th Annual Precise Time and Time Interval (PTTI)Applications and Planning Meeting, Nov. 1976, pp. 489-527.
Not only are the last two excellent review papers, but they also providerather extensive bibliographies covering the more important publications
in the field.
The present paper attempts (in a rather tutorial vein) to review the sub-ject of frequency stability mainly from the viewpoint of OperationsResearch (OR), with the hope of developing an intuitive understanding ofthe concepts and operations. Those who prefer the more mathematicalapproach are referred to the above-cited references. Thus, it is byintent that detailed mathematical calculations are avoided as far aspossible in this paper.
II. MEASUREMENT AS AN OPERATION
Figure 1 is a somewhat simplified diagram of measurement operations.In any measurement, one begins with some idea about what one wants to
measure. That is, one has a model in mind.
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In the case of a measurement of the acceleration due to gravity, for
example, one assumes Newton's laws and assumes that g is reasonably con-
stant. In the case of i voltage measurement, as another example, one
assumes that a volt meter will not unduly load the source and that the
meter covers the range of expected voltages. All of these underlying
assumptions are part of the modeling process, and it is important not
only to make the assumptions but also to document them.
In the case of frequency fluctuations of clocks and oscillators, rather
comprehensive models already exist and are discussed below to some sig-
nificant extent. Thus, it is not necessary to invent new models to
begin the measurement process--they are already well documented. On
the other hand, a researcher might be able to improve our understanding
substantially with new models, but research is often a separate field
from straightforward measurements. The emphasis of this paper is to
review present measurements and not to discuss the opportunities for
research to produce or evaluate new models.
Based on the model assumed and the equipment available, one designs an
experiment to evaluate the model. If the experimenter is wise, he
will also design his analysis of the data at the beginning.
If one is performing a measurement, there is some aspect of the model
which is unknown. In the above-mentioned example, concerning the measure-
ment of the acceleration due to gravity, the parameter g of the equation
S = 1/2 gt2 was to be determined by experiment. It was assumed that the A
object accelerated uniformly, and only the constant g was to be deter- I
mined. That is, g was an undetermined parameter of the model.
In the case of the measurement of frequency fluctuations, the typical
models consist (among other things) of the superposition of several dif-
ferent noises. The levels of each of these noises are not normally
known in advance. That is, the noise levels are undetermined parameters
to be estimated in the measurement operation.
This leads us to what I think is an important definition: A measurement
is an operation designed to estimate the numerical value of a model pa-
rameter. Thus, without a model, no meaningful measurment is possible.
Given a model, many measurements often suggest themselves. For example,
when Newton suggested that every particle in the universe attracts every
other particle in the universe with a force that is prnportional to
etc., etc., one can immediately set about measuring that constant of
proportionality, big-G. Without the model, the experiments don't make
sense.
Based on the experimental design, one next actually performs the experi-
ment and obtains data. The data are subjected to the analysis routines
which had been previously designed, and the unknown parameters of "he
model are "fitted" to the results. One typically designs test experi-
ments to verify the functioning of the equipment and to ensure that
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one is actually fitting parameters to the oscillator being measured
and not the measuring system. For example, if the noise level 
of the
measuring system is higher than that of the oscillators 
under test,
one might get good model fits to the data; however, the results 
will
not be applicable to the oscillator but rather to the measurement
system.
It is at this point that the researcher and the engineer part company.
The researcher into frequency fluctuations will be interested in per-
fecting and refining the models or gaining insight into more fundamental
models. The specific levels of noise might not be of particular in-
terest to him, but rather the adequacy of the model in reflecting
"reality might be more important. For example, he might be interested
in whether other models might provide a better fit. On the other hand,
the engineer who just wanted to know how bad the oscillator was in order
to decide whether or not it was useful in his particular application has
his measurement, and he can leave the operations of Figure 1.
Fortunately, researchers have produced some rather comprehensive and
useful models which seem quite adequate to describe present-day oscillators
rather completely. This is a sign of a mature field of study. Even
though the physical origins of some of the noise components of oscilla-
tor models remain obscure, one really doesn't expect significant
revisions in the models themselves. We may gain added insight into
their origins or get small refinements; but, overall, no great changes
are expected in the mathematical form of the models.
III. MODELS OF FREQUENCY FLUCTUATIONS
The conventional models [1] of an oscillator begin by assuming that the
output signal, V(t), is approximately sinusoidal and can be represented
by the equation
V(t) = [V0 + c(t)] sin t(t) (1)
where V is the nominal (constant) amplitude; e(t) represents the
fluctuations in amplitude; and (t) is the instantaneous phase of the
oscillator. In particular, the phase is assumed to be represented in
the form
2(t) vrot + p(t), (2)
where vo is the nominal frequency of the oscillator and (t) represents
the instantaneous phase deviation from the nominal phase, 27rv 0t.
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For the sake of comp'eteness and utility, it should be noted that
there are certain restrictions on eq. (1) and (2). Stated in a quali-
tative way, these restrictions are (a) that the fluctuations in ampli-
tude, F(t), are small compared to the nominal amplitude, V ; and
(b) that the fluctuations in instantaneous frequency, - , are
small compared to the nominal frequency, v0  Mathematically, these
can be expressed in the form
(t) << V0 ,
1 d(t) .
2T7 dt o
Normally, high-quality oscillators easily meet these conditions.
It is of value, also, to introduce certain terms which are commonly used
throughout the literature on frequency stability. The instantaneous
(angular) frequency of an oscillator is defined to be the time rate of
change of the phase. Expressed as a cycle frequency, v(t),
1 dV(t) = - -- Dt 4
where v(r) is expressed in Hertz.
Also, the instantaneous, fractional frequency fluctuations about the
nominal are commonly defined by the expression [1]
1 dp(t)
7V U (5)y(t) =_ T_ 't
0
which, with the aid of equations (2) and (4) can be expressed in the
form
(t) -(6
y(t) - (6)
Most models are concerned with the quantity y(t). Occasionally,
however, one sees in the literature the time error, x(t), being
used. This quantity, x(t) is defined by the relation
x(t) 6(7)
6 5 : -
and clearly satisfies the relation
y(t) = dx(t) (8)dt
In words, x(t) is the instantaneous time error of a clock run from
the oscillator. It is thus expected that frequency stability measure-
ments will be concerned with various statistical functions of both x(t)
and y(t) such as power spectral densities, e.g., S y(f).
The conventional model used to describe frequency fluctuations, y(t),
has three main subdivisions (see table 1): (1) random, non-deterministic
fluctuations described as noise; (2) long-term, systematic trends or aging;
and (3) fluctuations induced by environmental sensitivities of the oscilla-
tor or clock.
The treatment of environmental sensitivities is a rather special case and
(although extremely important) will not be covered here. In general, one
wants to minimize environmental sensitivities. The separation of environ-
mentally induced fluctuations from intrinsic fluctuations is normally
done by correlation techniques. Toward this end the transfer function
models of Box & Jenkins [5] are of value.
The treatment of systematic trends is often given short shrift. In
principle, a linear drift in frequency of an oscillator with time can
be measured with arbitrarily high accuracy. In practice, however, one
might not have the time to evaluate the model parameter with sufficient
accuracy to relegate it to the status of an adequately well-known con-
stant. This is especially true when one realizes that the random parts
of the model disturb the accuracy with which the systematic parts can
be determined, and that an error in the frequency drift term, for example,
becomes a quadratic error with running time in the indicated time (or
phase) of a clock. Indeed, when one is attempting to predict clock per-
formance for the future, errors in estimating the systematic terms almost
always predominate for very long prediction intervals (months to years).
Percival [15] has proposed using prediction errors directly as a measure
of frequency stability because the important contribution of the sys-
tematic terms is automatically incorporated.
The random, non-deterministic parts of the model have received a great
deal of attention with primary emphasis on the continuous, Gaussian ele-
ments.
Generally, experiments have revealed five different noise types that
might be needed to model an oscillator. Typically, only two or three of
the terms are necessary to describe the noise elements of an individual
oscillator over a large range of time intervals. The five terms of the
Gaussian noise elements listed in table 1 have names and are listed in
table 2.
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The sporadic elements constitute a special problem. The objective docu-
mentation of their existence is limited [7,8], and no clear consensus
exists on how to handle them [4,6,8]. However, it does appear, in general,
that no great errors are committed if one simply ignores these elements
entirely. The reasons behind this are twofold. First, the step sizes
are normally small (of the order of other noises); and second, they tend
to be infrequent (perhaps less than once per day). For the remainder
of this paper, the sporadic elements will be ignored--a subject more
appropriate to research on oscillator models than to practical measure-
ments of frequency stability. It is acknowledged, however, that in some
applications the sporadic parts could be quite important.
III. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
To this point in the paper everything has been reasonably straightforward
and without much controversy. Indeed, there is amazing consensus on the
model elements. In the areas of analysis and (to a lesser extent) ex-
perimentation, there is not such close agreement. One can find numerous
analytical techniques designed to fit the model parameters (noise levels,
drift rate, etc.) to the data.
Each of the analytical techniques has its own advantages. Typically,
these advantages either favor a certain method of analysis of the data
as derived from special equipment (e.g., frequency counters or spectrum
analyzers), or they have the value of being useful for richer models
than those considered here. (For example, if one were to consider a
model with a frequency spectral density (S (f)) varying as Ifla for
< -3, then very special analysis techniques would be needed. However, I
such models are almost never needed in practice.)
There are two general considerations which should guide the design of
the experiments and the analysis. Basically, these two considerations are
(a) the resources available and (b) the intended use of the results.
The resources available which limit the measurements include equipment,
mathematical and computational sophistication, and time. In the absence
of elaborate equipment it may well be necessary to fill in with more
mathematical and computational skills. Time constraints limit both the
precision and range of the results and hence the range over which a model
can be verified.
The intended use of the results is equally important. For example, if
an experimenter has a requirement gor an oscillator to remain stable
in frequency to, say, a part in 10 for sample times from 1 to 10
seconds, and he discovers that his oscillator is, say, about 100 times
better than this, then that experimenter would be foolish to pursue his
measurements to a 1 percent accuracy tolerance--he can be sure that it's
adequate with a very rough experiment. Also, of course, one has greater
confidence in results which require less mathematical manipulation. Thus,
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one gains in designing experiments which come closest to reflecting the
intended use of the oscillator or clock when that use is known.
In the absence of overriding reasons to choose one analytical technique or
data-acquisition system over another, it clearly makes sense to choose
the simplest and easiest. Of course, with the simpler techniques there
are fewer opportunities for errors, and one can obtain reasonable confi-
dence in a short period of time. In keeping with the above, this paper
is confined to two analytical techniques as recommended in [1]: the power
spectral density of the fractional frequency fluctuations, S (f), and2 ythe two-sample variance, a y(T). (The two-sample variance is sometimes
referred to as the "Allan variance." Certainly there are values in
other techniques, but they are adequately covered in the literature and
will not be covered here. In particular, Rutman [3] provides an especi-
ally lucid comparison of the various analytical techniques.
Power Spectral Density of y(t)
Since the noise models suggested above were expressed directly in termsof the spectral density, Syf), of the fractional frequency fluctuations,yM), an obvious approach is to estimate directly S (f) This is typi-cally done either with analog techniques or by sampfing y(t) at regularintervals and converting to a spectral density with the aid of a com-puter [9]. Systems also exist which perform the sampling automaticallyand convert to spectral estimates without the need to transfer the data
to a computer.
Of course, the spectral estimates will not automatically be provided inthe same form as the model elements given in Tables 1 and 2. One must
"fit" the parameters or noise levels to, say, a graphical representationof the spectral density. In such a display, the periodic elements of themodel are revealed in an especially lucid form. The presence of theother systematic elements, however, is not so obvious and will probablyrequire special treatment to resolve.
With any of the measurement schemes there is often a problem in obtainingreliable values of y(t) or an analog signal of y(t) not contaminatedby the noise of associated circuitry. For very high-quality signalsources this is a major problem. Often one takes two or more comparableoscillators and "beats" their signals together to obtain the differencefrequency between the two oscillators. This difference signal can beamplified and analyzed by fairly conventional te:hniques provided thisdifference signal also satisfies the constraints of (3), above. However,the data are representative of both oscillators, and one must make somemodel assumptions about how to cTIvide the results between the two oscil-lators. If three oscillators are intercompared in all possible combina-tions, one can make a statistical separation of the results if one makesuse of a model assumption that the fluctuations of each Oscillator are
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statistically uncorrelated with the others [10]. Various techniques for
acquiring data on very stable oscillators have been devised and can be
found in the literature [11,12,13].
Two-Sample Variance, a2(T)
y
One of the most common ways of acquiring frequency data is by means of
a frequency counter which totals the number of cycles, n, of the signal
in a specified interval of time, T. The sample frequency is then just
n/u, and large volumes of data are easily generated.
The quantity n/T can be related to y(t) by some straightforward mathe-
matical manipulation. One can define the average fractional frequency,
Yk' over the interval tk to tk + T by the relation
= t+T y(t)dt. (9)Y k T
tk
where k+l t + T, and T is the interval between the beginnings of suc-
cessive averages. With the aid of (4) and (6) this can be written in
the form
1 tk dtYk = T f
___ !tk+T dO
2 +T dt-I (10)
k
_ 
1 [P(T k'F +T D('k
However, the quantity in the brackets is just the accumulated phase (in
radians) during the interval, divided by 2r. That is, it is the number
of cycles, nk. Thus, (10) becomes
1 nk
Yk v T
0
and nk is just the k-th counter reading.
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At this point one might be tempted 
to do some simple and conventional
son the - For example, one might compute 
a mean and a vari-statistics on th . ...... koeer hsi
ance for the set or perform a linear 
regression. However, this is
fraught with difficulty. The proble 
T arises fom the model elements of
S y(f) which are proportional to IfV and IfF 
; that is, flicker fre-
quency noise and random walk frequency 
noise. These types of noise do
not have convergent variances. That is, as 
more and more data are taken
and the variance is estimated with more and more 
data, the variance itself
grows, seemingly without bound.*
Clearly, some other statistical tool is necessary 
to analyze the data for
practical applications. Since the problem arises 
with adding too much
data to the variance estimate, the obvious solution 
is administratively to
limit the data used for each estimate and then average 
all of the indivi-
dual estimates. By convention the data limit has been 
taken at only two
values of Y for each variance estimate [1]. In order to gain confidence
in this estimate, one averages many estimates of the variance. 
Lesage
and Audoin [21 have derived expressions for the confidence intervals for
the estimates of the two-sample variance estimated in this way for the
model elements listed in Table 2.
It is of value to explicitly state the computations involved with
the two-sample variance. Normally, statisticians estimate a mean of a
set of N values of a random variable, ui , by the equation
-
I N
u NL ui. (12)i =l
The variance, a2, is estimated by the equation
N
a 2 = _1 1 ( u , - ) 2 ( 1 3 )N-l i l
For the case N = 2, equations (12) and (13) can be combined in the
simple form
a2 (N = 2) :(u 2  - ul )2
2 " (14)
*One is not suggesting here that the frequency fluctuations of real
devices are actually unbounded. Rather, in a practical sense one is
unlikely to have the time (perhaps many, many years) to take enough data
to see convergence in fact. See ref. [8].
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At this point, we can define the two-sample variance, (), as the
(infinite) average of estimates of the variance for two samples.That is, mathematically,
a ( T ) = L i m 1 i n -i5 
)
k=l 2(5
In practice, of course, one estimates a 2(T) from a finite set of m
y
values of yk and cannot pass to the limit.
An additional restriction must be added. In equation (9), above, Yk
was the average from tk to tk + T, but the next average began at
k+l = tk + T. The two-sample variance, a (T), is defined to be
restricted to those cases for which T = T. That is, in words, each
sample of Yk must be exactly adjacent in time to Yk+l with no "dead
time" between measurements. There are times when this condition is
difficult to meet, and corrections must be made. Again, for the model
elements of Table 2, the corrections can be found in the literature [14].
A final point on a (T) is to note that there is a bandwidth, fh' to the
y h
measuring system, and this can influence the results. Again, it is a
matter of convention to specify fh with the measurement and to require I
2
-Tfh T >> 1 for all measurements.
In practice one can determine a set of Yk-values, each of which is an
average of the fractional frequency fluctuations from nominal. One can
then form an estimate, y (T), of G (T) with the equation
(T m-1 (Yk+l - Yk) 2  (16)
k=l
For T' _ 2T, one can average adjacent values of Yk and obtain a new
list, Yk" where
R' 2k Y2k (17)
and hence determine a (2T) based on m' = values.
y 2
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This process can be repeated for integer 
multiples of T out to
half of the total data length.
it is then normal to plot o ) versus T on log-log graph 
paper.
Typically, regions of the plot can be 
approximated with straight line
segments (see Fig. 2). Since straight 
lines on log-log paper can be
represented by equations of the form 
a2 (C) = A-Ut, one is fitting this
2
form of a model to the o (T) estimates. 
However, this is essentially
equivalent to the models of Table 2 [1]. In 
fact, Table 3 shows that
the models of Table 2 translate into a(T) values 
varying as T to some
power. With the aid of Table 3, then one can estimate 
the levels, ha,
of the various noise terms; and, with the aid of the uncertainties
listed, obtain confidence intervals for the u y ) estimates 
plotted.
Thus, the analysis by the use of the two-sample variance 
allows one
to quantify the model parameters (i.e., to measure the stability 
of the
oscillator) and evaluate the adequacy of the model fit.
Although the two-sample variance has required a fair amount of space
to explain here, it is really one of the easiest analysis techniques 
to
use. Probably for this reason it is one of the most common techniques
used, also. The price one pays for this ease in analysis is some loss
in confidence in the results. If one is interested in the spectrum of
the frequency fluctuations, then it is probably true that direct spectral
estimates are slightly more precise for the measurement process than the
two-sample variance, but often this is not a critical issue. Often,
"final" results are simply reported as values of the two-sample variance
or its square root, since they can be readily translated into the spectral
densities via Table 3.
Spectral Density of Phase Fluctuations
One can estimate the power spectral densities of various quantities. Two
interesting quantities in addition to y(t) are V(t) and 0(t) as defined
in equations (1) and (2). The rf power spectral density, SvMf), is just
the spectral density one would obtain if he were to analyze 
directly
the output voltage, V(t), of the oscillator. Of 
course, it is important
whenever the rf spectral purity is important (e.g., in 
commiunications
systems). Included in S (f) are effects from th3 amplitude 
fluctua-
tions, c(t), as well as he phase (frequency) fluctuations, $(t).
Typically, direct estimates of Sv (f) are limited in resolution to a
few Hertz of bandwidth and, thL , are not particularly useful for
evaluating long-trm performance of the oscillator.
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For short-term fluctuations, one often sees estimates of the power spectral
density of the phase fluctuations, S f). Often it occurs for precision
oscillators that c(t) is sufficiently small that [1]
S -(f) Sv (V ± f), (18)
V0
where f > 0. That is, the sideband power at ±f removed from the carrier
frequency, v0, is proportional to the phase power spectral density.
There is another useful equation relating S (f) with Sy(f). Reference [1]
shows that
S = ( 2 S (f). (19)
Often one measures the sideband power of the rf spectrum, Sv (V ± f),
and uses (18) to estimate S (f). Occasionally, one devises a circuit
to obtain a voltage analog of 0(t) and spectrum analyzes it directly
[13]. Equation (19) provides a link of S(f) with Sy(f) and hence
the rest of the oscillator model.
Systematics
The power spectrum and the two-sample variance are useful tools for the
analysis of the random, non-deterministic elements of the model. Their
use in the presence of the systematic elements can cause problems [4,15],
and for this reason it is often important to remove the systematic ele-
ments before the noise analysis. It is important to emphasize that
"removal for analysis" does not imply that these elements are discarded--
they are recognized, evaluated, and remembered to be repo.ted in the
final accounting of the model parameters. Thus, the overall analysis
operations are shown in Figure 3.
The methods of separation of the systematics will vary with particular
applications. For example. some oscillators display a nearly linear
drift in frequency (i.e., yk) with running time. For analysis by the
two-sample variance technique it is often important to "remove" this
first. This can be done by means of a linear least squares regression
to the y, but the drift which is removed should be reported in the
final accounting of the model. Again in the presence of periodic terms,
the two-sample variance will be very difficult to interpret. Thus, one
should either use direct spectrum estimation or devise an appropriate
technique to remove periodicities before a two-sample variance is used.
Some of the difficulties associated with removing systematics are dis-
cussed by Winkler [4].
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IV. USES OF THE VARIOUS MEASURES OF FREQUENCY STABILITY
The estimates of the frequency stability of an oscillator or clock
have many uses, spanning the range from research to procurement speci-
fications. As mentioned above, the form in which the model is expressc
should be influenced by the intended use. For example, if the noise mo
for a given oscillator included flicker frequency noise as an element,
this could be equivalently expressed as a power spectral density varyin
as fK I or a constant c (T) with varying T. Which mode of expression
one uses is just a matte of convenience.
It is probably true that theoreticians and researchers in the field of
frequency instabilities normally use the power spectral densities. It
is probably this historical fact which is the source of the mode of
expression of the random parts of the model in Tables 1 and 2. That
is, the random model elements were expressed in terms of power spectral
densities. Also, for diagnostics of oscillators, the use of power spec
tral densities is very common. A spectrum analyzer can be a very
powerful tool in the design, construction, and evaluation of precision
signal sources.
Table 4 lists some uses of the measures of frequency instabilities withthe commonly used method of analysis. Included in the methods of analy
are references to ARIMA models [5]. ARIMA models provide a powerful anconvenient method of analysis, computer simulation, and prediction forrandom processes and deserve special mention in addition to S (f) and
y(T). Although they are not used to any great extent in theymeasureme
of frequency stability, they provide the only practical approach to
computer simulation of oscillator performance. It is possible totranslate from models based on Table 2 to ARIMA models directly [8,15].
V. SUMMARY
The measurement of frequency stability is the process of evaluating(i.e., quantifying) a set of model parameters. The typical model ele-
ments found to be adequate to model the frequency instabilities include(a) random, non-deterministic elements expressed in terms of power-law-
types of power spectral densities; (b) systematic terms like linear fre
quency drift; and (c) environmental sensitivities.
Various mathematical techniques exist to fit these model elements to aparticular oscillator, but the most common are power spectrum analysis
and the computation of the two-sample variance. Other analysis tech-
niques have been studied and have important advantages for special
situations. For example, ARIMA models [5] provide the only practical
approach to computer simulation of oscillator performance.
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A measurement of the frequency stability of an oscillator includes the
values and uncertainties of the model parameters, the range of appli-
cability of the model, and a description of the experiment and analytical
techniques.
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TABLE 1
Model Elements
1. Random (Noise) Elements
- Gaussian Noise Elements
Sy(f) =  h 21fl 2  + h-ifl-I  + ho  + hiIfI + h21fl
2
- Sporadic Elements
Sudden steps in frequency and/or time (phase)
2. Systematic Elements
- Linear frequency drift
- Frequency offset
- Time (phase) offset
- Periodic terms
3. Environmental Elements
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TABLE 2
Names of Noise Types
Frequency Dependence*
Power Spectral Power Spectral
Name Density of Frequency Density of Phase
White Phase Noise If1
2  If0
Flicker Phase Noise If!I  If!-l
White Frequency Noise If!
0  If1-2
Flicker Frequency Noise If!-  If-3
Random Walk Frequency Noise If-2  if-
I
*where
_ < If! < -Zo; To sampling
N-r0  0
interval, and N = total number of data points.
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TABLE 4
Uses of Measures of Frequency Stability
Generally Preferred
Use Method of Analysis
Theory/Research Power Spectral Densities, S y(f) & S (f
Diagnostics Power Spectral Densities, S y(f) & S (f)
Overall Performance Prediction Power Spectral Densities, S y(f) & S (f
Simple Comparisons Two-Sample Variances
Simple Estimate of PSD Two-Sample Variances
Procurement Specs. Two-Sample Variances
Computer Simulation ARIMA Models [5]
Prediction ARIMA Models [5]
Environmental Correlations ARIMA Models [5]
(Diagnostics)
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VLBI AND ITS CURRENT APPLICATIONS
WITHIN THE SOLAR SYSTEM
Dr. John L. Fanselow
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California 91103
ABSTRACT
This paper outlines the general theory of VLBI, and
discusses its sensitivity as a measurement tool.
Specific applications of the technique currently
in use or in advanced planning stages will be
summarized.
Independent station radio interferometry, more commonly known as VLBI
(Very Long Baseline Interferometry) is a technique that was pioneered
in 1967 by radio astronomers to study the structure of compact natural
radio sources. Since then its applications have expanded to geodesy,
spacecraft navigation, astrometry, and to time and frequency synchroni-
zation.
7igure 1 illustrates the underlying physical principles of interfero-
metry. Two points, separated by a baseline , receive a signal from a
very distant point source by way of the ray paths shown with the solid
lines. In the particular case shown the signal received at R2 will be
the same signal rec,. ed at R1, but at a time interval, r, later. Thus
there is a constant phase difference, Tc/A, between the signals received
at these two points.
Changing the angle between the baseline and the source by 6 0
causes the phase difference in the received 
signals at R1 and
R2 to be altered by one half cycle. This angle increment is thus
the interferometer angular resolution, which can be subarcsecond on
rather modest baselines at typical microwave frequencies. (See the
table in Fig. 1.) At transcontinental and intercontinental baselines
this resolution becomes milliarcseconds or less (1 milliarcsecond sub-
tends a distance of 750 meters at the sun as viewed from the earth).
It is this excellent angular resolution which first attracted the radio
astronomers in their quest to understand the small scale structure of
radio sources.
Couple this sensitivity to small changes in angle with the passive,
nearly all-weather capability of a microwave receiving system. You
will then understand radio interferometry's potential for spacecraft
navigation and for its use in the definition of a fundamental celestial
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coordinate system, a coordinate system tied to the most distant objects
in the known universe, the quasars. Further, add to this the experi-
mental fact that the time delay, T, can be measured with accuracies of
0.5-5 cm on most baselines, and you will appreciate that the technique
has great potential for geodetic measurements. Geodetic measurements
of a few centimeters, obtained with only a few hours of data, will
provide a new era in the geometric measurement of the crustal defor-
mations of the earth.
In this talk I want to limit myself to applications of VLBI within theSolar System. While the astrophysical applications are equally exci-
ting, my time limit of one half hour permits me to cover only a portion
of the field. However, before discussing the specific applications,I would like to outline the data acquisition, and reduction processes
for VLBI.
Fig. 2 schematically shows the earth-fixed geometry of two antennasreceiving the radio noise from a natural radio source at infinity. Ifthe source is nearby, such as a spacecraft in the solar system, thecurvature of the wave front must also be taken into account. For na-tural sources, the signal is usually white noise, while for artificialsources the signal is not usually purely random. (Spacecraft trans-mitting band-limited white noise, and natural radio sources, emittingspectral lines are important exceptions). Note also, that as the earth
rotates "under" the source, the time delay between the arrival of thesignal at station #1, and at #2 changes.
A typical data acquisition and processing flow is outlined in Figure 3.Each of the two stations receives the r.f. signal, digitizes and timetags it, and then records that data on magnetic tape. In this acqui-sition process independent frequency standards are used. For certain
applications, standards with a f/f %5 x 1o-13 performance over hoursare adequate. However, standards with a Af/f performance of %l0-15over nearly 24 hours are required for the most demanding of geodetic
applications, i.e. measurements of intercontinental baselines with
centimeter accuracy.
Variations on this acquisition process do exist. For example, onegroup does not digitize. Another group has also succeeded in trans-mitting the data back to a central correlation site by way of a wide
band satellite link, thereby eliminating tapes.
By whatever means the data is brought to the central correlation site,at that site the two data streams are reconstructed such that the datatransmission process is transparent. Since in the acquisition processthe signal arrived at station #1 at an interval, 1, ahead of its arri-val at station #2, it is necessary in the correlation process to delaythe data stream from station #I by some estimate, Tm, of the actual
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delay interval, T. Otherwise, there would be no correlation between
the bits.
in Figure 3 one can intuitively see that inserting a delay in the bit
stream coming from the tape obtained at the left hand station,#l, is
equivalent to moving that station along the incoming ray path until
the signal received at that station is in time coincidence with the
sicnal received at the other station. Since the correlator is free to
vary this model delay, any unknown T can thus be determined. The
hest estimate of Tg is that model defay, Tm9 which gives the maximum
,orrelation between the signals received at the two stations.
One further complication, however, is that the actual delay, T, is
,hanging with time as the earth rotates. Thus, the correlation pro-
cess must be driven by a computer capable of constantly updating the
model for Tm
. 
Since we are often dealing with signals whose correlated
power is 0.1 - 1% of the total received power, it is necessary to inte-
crate for many million bits in order to develop an adequate signal to
noise to detect the signal. Thus, the model for T, must be sufficient-
1v good such that the residual, Tg - Tm, is very nearly independent of
time.
Once this is done, the output of the correlation is a time sequence of
correlation sums, each sum being the sum of 106 - 10
7 single bit corre-
lations. The time history of these correlation sums is the fundamental
output of the interferometer, and up through this output all VLBI users
have common data flow requirements.
Application dependent processing starts branching out at this point.
However, for the applications I will review some sort of least squares
estimation process is usually involved. In general, the apriori models
of T are not optimal. However, by estimation techniques applied over
an ensemble of observations, both the geometric and hardware parameters
in the model for T can be refined from their apriori values. For
example,relative station locations, and source positions may be im-
proved. Clock differences, UTl, and Polar Motion are other parameters
which are regularly refined from their apriori values.
Figure 4 presents the sensitivity of the derived VLBI observables T,
and ; (more commonly vi, or fringe frequency, where v is the observing
frequency), to two typical VLBI geometric parameters, an angle, and a
baseline length. The seto-or column refers to the time delay observable,
Typically it can be measured with an accuracy of better than 0.1
'isec (3 cm). The sensitivity of this observable to.changes in angle
is proportional to baseline length and has a maximum of 150 nsec/arcsec
for a 10,000 km baseline. The sensitivity of observed time delay 
to
changes in baseline length is 3.3 nsec/meter and is independent of
baseline length.
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With such sensitivities, and with the observable accuracy of 0.1 nsec
it should not be surprising that VLBI has the potential accuracy for
centimeter level geodesy and for milliarcsec level astrometry.
The time rate of change of time delay, while not quite so powerful in
practice, does aid in the least squares parameter adjustments used for
long baseline observations. Inclusion of that observable in the esti-
mation processes decouples parameter correlations that would otherwise
degrade the parameter estimates. Column 3 provides typical measure-
ment accuracies and sensitivities on long baselines for the time
derivative of delay (fringe frequency).
Despite the great promise of radio interferometry, I do not want to
make obtaining this potential accuracy appear trivial. Calibrations
of the receiving system, of the atmosphere, ionosphere, and spaceplasma are necessary along with a great deal of care in the data pro-
cessing. The calibrations include simultaneous observations at S- andX-Band to remove the ionosphere and space plasma contributions, aswell as water vapor radiometer measurements of the atmospheric water
vapor along the line of sight to remove the differential delay contri-bution of the water vapor. Surface weather data, particularly atmos-pheric pressure, and receiver phase calibrations are also required.
However, these calibrations now appear feasible at the 0.5 - 2 cm level
with current technology, meticulously applied Actually, as some ofthe other speakers will discuss in more detail later, significant de-
monstrations of some aspects of this VLBI potential are already fi-
nished or are underway.
This concludes the outline of VLBI data acquisition, processing, and
sensitivity. In the time remaining, I would like very briefly to out-line the current and anticipated programs which apply radio interfero-
metry within the Solar System. Table I provides such a summary forprograms within the United States. Each entry in this table gives
the program name, the institutions responsible for its implementation,
the sponsoring agencies, the primary goal of the program, and the
status. Other countries, such as Canada (one of the founders of theVLBI technique), Norway, and Australia have embryonic programs inthese applications areas also. Since this table is self explanatory,
I wish to finish my talk with a guided study of this table.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DR. TOM CLARK, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center:
Another group that has participated with Goddard, Haystack, MIT,
et al, on an international front in many of our experiments, has
been the group at Chalmers Institute of Technology at their obser-
vatory in Uppsala, Sweden. They have been very active in all of
this and should have been included in the last list.
DR. FANSELOW:
Okay, fine.
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EARTH ROTATION FROM LUNAR DISTANCES:
BASIS AND CURRENT STATUS
J. Derral Mulholland (University of Texas at Austin) and
Odile Calame (Bureau International de l'Heure/Centre
d'Etudes et de Recherches Geodynamiques et Astronomiques
Grasse, France)
ABSTRACT
The observing campaign Earth Rotation from Lunar
Distances (EROLD) was o ganized to provide an initial
test of the applicability of lunar ranging to the
determination of Universal Time and polar motion
in a service bureau mode. Current plans call for
a two-year campaign, overlapping with similar efforts
using other techniques. The first year is largely
concerned with making the network of observing
stations operational, with the prospect that some
5-7 stations may be participating in 1978. Thispaper discusses the lunar laser technique, the
EROLD organization and goals, and the present
status of the observing campaign.
INTRODUCTION
It has been recognized for the past several years that the
presently-used techniques for routine determination of the rotational
position of the Earth's crust are no longer adequate for the 
scientific
and practical applications for which these data are required. Many 
of
the classical instruments are now of questionable utility and 
will
surely have to be retired from service within one or two 
decades. The
pertinent question, then, is not whether they will be replaced, 
but
with what will they be replaced.
There begin to be an impressive number of potential 
candi-
dates for the next-generation Earth rotation service. 
One can, for
9
example, imagine a network of instruments conceptually related to the
classical method, such as the new giant photographic zenith tube (PZT)
at the U. S. Naval Observatory, or the photoelectric astrolabes under
development in France and China. It seems more likely, however, that
the new network will rely primarily on completely new techniaues. Thepresent possibilities include various techniques for radio tracking of
artificial satellites, radio interferometry of celestial radio sources,and laser ranging to the Moon or to artificial satellites. In principle,
each of these systems presents unique advantages and capabilities nottotally shared by the others; in practical application to the needs ofan Earth rotation service, each of them also shows important drawbacks.We have tried to summarize both sides of this situation in Tables 1-4.
It is important to note that none of these systems wasinvented for the purpose of Universal Time and polar motion. Each ofthem had other motivations that seemed to be more important, and mostof them have demonstrated in practice that they are capable of importantscientific or technical tasks. But our present subject is their appli-cability to the daily needs of a service bureau function. The DopplerPolar Motion Service (DPMS) has shown that it can operate in this mode,but with severe disadvantages. Episodic determinations of UTO and/orthe variation in latitude have been obtained by VLBI, artificial satel-lite ranging, and LLR, but we believe that (excepting DPMS) none of thenew techniques have demonstrated their utility in a daily service net-
work mode, nor at what real cost. True, there are sensitivity studies
and projections for several of them, but most of these are believed atmost by their authors. It seems undeniable that the only real way todiscover the utility of the new techniques as potential next-generationEarth rotation networks is to perform realistic pilot demonstrationsfor each one, unless there are obvious grounds on which to exclude it.If this is done, we may suspect that the resulting "best buy" will be(as now) a hybrid system incorporating two or more of the new techniqueswhose advantages and disadvantages are in some way complementary.
The observing campaign called Earth Rotation from LunarDistances (EROLD) is intended to be just such a pilot demonstration.The concept was developed in discussions between us in 1974, and wasproposed first to the NASA Lunar Laser Ranging Team and then to COSPARWorking Group I that same year. COSPAR responded by recommending thatthe campaign be undertaken, and the Working Group appointed a SteeringCommittee to work out the details and provide coordination at theinternational level, recognizing that no one country is capable ofdetermining the three-dimensional rotation of Earth from entirely
within its own boundaries.
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BASIS OF THE TECHNIQUE
The laser ranging technique provides measures of a nature very
different from classical astronomical observations. It is an active
process, in which the observer illuminates a target and observes the
illumination that he himself has provided. It is also unlike at least
some of the other new techniques, in that the observed object is
entirely passive, and thus is not subject to technological failure nor
administrative shutdown. (The often-mentioned fact that the target
*.. be destroyed by a chance collision is in fact shared with all
techniques, and the probabilities are quite Infinitesimal for all of
them.) With the laser, a pulse of light is transmitted by a terrestrial
station towards a reflector on the lunar surface. Because of the cube-
corner design of the reflector, the light that strikes it is retransmit-
ted towards Earth in the same direction from which it came (Figure 1).
Thus, the signal is detected by a photomultiplier at the same station
from which it came. The observation recorded is the time delay between
the transmission of the laser pulse and the detection of the reflected
signal. For convenience, one often refers to this as a distance measure-
ment, but it is essential to understand that it is really an aberration
time, more commonly called "light time". The time delay cannot be sym-
metric about the reflection time, because of the relative motions of
the Earth and Moon during the interval of about 2.6 seconds (1).
Since 1969, five laser reflectors have been placed on the
lunar surface. The reflector on Lunakhod I has been observed only a
few times by the French and Soviet teams, with relatively poor accuracy.
Those carried by Apollo 11, Apollo 14, Apollo 15, and Luna 21 (Lunakhod
II) have been observed regularly from the McDonald Observatory since
they were deposited. The typical accuracy of these ranges, expressed
as an equivalent one-way distance. is now 10-15 cm, and 5-cm ranges are
no longer rare. We should note here that, at least in principle, only
one reflector is required for Earth rotation determinations, so there
seems to be a reserve that is more than adequate to render the meteorite
"problem" truly insignificant.
It does not seem necessary to give the details about the pro-
cess used to analyze these data to obtain improved estimates of the
physical parameters of the Earth-Moon system, as this information is
already published (e.g. 2,3). The two questions that do seem to be
important here are: a) are the Earth rotation parameters separable from
the other parts of the physical model, and b) can the geocentric motion
of the reflector be modelled with sufficient accuracy to permit mean-
ingful Earth rotation results?
Imagine a simplified problem in which the Moon does not move,
but is fixed like a star in distant inertial space. In that case, the
laser time delays measured from a point fixed on the surface of Earth
would vary only as a function of the Earth's motion. Neglecting the
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Earth's orbital motion for the moment, the delays would vary only as a
function of the local hour angle of the reflector and its minimum (i.e.
meridian) zenith distance. If the rotational axis of the Earth's crust
were also fixed in inertial space, then the range could be described as
exactly a simple harmonic function of time, and the determination of the
geocentric coordinates of the station would consist of finding the amp-
litude, phase and zero offset of that sine function. True enough, that
is not the real world. Suppose we approach the real world a little more
closely and imagine that the Moon does move about the Earth, that the
Earth does move about the Sun, and that the Earth's rotational axis doec
move in inertial space, but that we know these motions perfectly. Then
the range is no longer a sinusoid, but the residuals of the observations
with respect to the perfectly-known prediction model will be, with the
amplitude, phase and zero offset depending on the station coordinates.
If, however, our world includes the one imperfection of a plastic,inhomogeneous, poorly-understood Earth, then problems begin to arise.The rotation axis of the crust is no longer fixed with respect to the
crust itself, and the rotation rate of the crust is no longer constantor even perfectly predictable. In other words, there will be variationsin the apparent longitude and latitude of an observing station. Thesinusoid concept can still be used with lonq observation series to give
some sort of mean or nominal coordinates for the station, which can thenbe entered into the prediction model. The slippage of the Earth's
crust will then be exhibited as quasi-sinusoidal residuals, a functionthat is locally harmonic, but with variable amplitude and phase. Ifthe period of these modulations is long compared with one day, as sug-j gested by Stolz et al (4), then the sinusoid model can be applied daily
to obtain an estimate of the mean values of the apparent variations inlongitude (UTO) and latitude (meridian component of polar motion) forthat station and that day. The data from several stations can be com-bined to give an estimate of UTI, x and y for that day.
How does this idealized determination of Earth rotation fitinto the realities? Of course, we do not have a perfect model. Nobodyhas a perfect model, not for the Moon, not for optical or radio starpositions, not for TRANSIT nor for LAGEOS. And as with all systems,anything that introduces an error into the predicted hour angle or
meridian zenith distance of the observed object can be largely absorbed(rightly or wrongly) into an estimate of UTO and variation of latitude.In aZZ methods, the hope is that the physical model can be made suffi-
ciently complete by the addition of other solution parameters that thecontamination of Earth rotation results will be small compared to thevalues obtained. We repeat, because it is often ignore, that notechnique for modelling a phenomenon for which there is no theory canhope to do more. What we perceive to be an advantage for LLR is thatthere is no known non-gravitational phenomenon that is important in theorbital motion, and the only one that exists in the lunar rotation has
well-defined periods separable from the other factors. The modelling
of gravity fields seems not to be a serious problem, either. That is
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to say that there are no problems. The statement made five years
ao by one of our colleagues that "we know every factor that could
i,fluence the lunar orbit at the few-centimeter level" was not justified
uten and probably is not now. The best indication that there are still
*hings to discover is the fact that, with 15-cm data, the best global
\olutions without determination of the Earth rotation parameters give
fl-cm residuals, and including the Earth rotation parameters only
,-educes the rms residual to about 30 cm. The disparities between
different studies are still too high (about the same level as the
rumored differences between different LAGEOS results), but they are at
least within the BIH uncertainties. It is easy to overemphasize these
nroblems, however, because the uncertainties in the present classical
results are much smaller than the mean errors of single observations.
The conclusion that we continue to draw from this is that the
best, perhaps the only, way to draw clearly justified conclusions as to
the relative merits of the various techniques is to perform realistic
and extended tests of each one in a service mode of operation, prefer-
ably with temporal overlap between the different methods, to detect
systematic error within each.
EROLD OR3ANIZATION PLAN
In recognition of the necessity that EROLD be a collaboration
between observing groups and the Earth rotation services,. the Steering
"ommitcee appointed by COSPAR Working Group 1 consisted of one repre-
tentative from each national observing team then existing, the Bureau
,nternational de l'Heure (BIH), the International Polar Motion Service
,IP1S), plus the chairman of COSPAR Panel ID on Lunar Laser Ranging, ex
as'well.Since that time, one new observing team has been represented,
as'well as the group responsible for pre-processing the data from the
trree stations nearest operational status.
The first meeting of the Steering Committee was held at the
'JG General Assembly in 1975. As a result of strong urgings from
nron-members present, the BIH accepted (somewhat reluctantly) the
responsibility to act experimentally as the central agency for combin-
inq results from the individual stations for the determination of UTI,
I and y. This seemed a natural extension of one of the agency's
Jndamental activities, but it did pose a problem: the reduction of
IAP data requires significantly different analysis capability and
nrputing technique from that then existing at BIH. This problem was
,,lved by a collaboration between personnel at the Observatoire de
ais (BIH/OP) and the Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches Geodynamiques
of Astronomiques (BIH/CERGA). A plan for the BIH participation in
POLL) was presented to the Steering committee at its June 1976 Meeting
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at Austin (5). The BIH activity was defined to consist 
of:
--- Collection of normal points from participating observatories;
--- Calculation of residuals with respect to a uniform model;
--- Preliminary reduction of the raw residuals;
--- Calculation of UTI, x and y;
--- Regular distribution of results;
--- Study modes of combining LLR with other data types.
The regular distribution of results is a key factor in 
service bureau
operations. The proposed schedule is given in Table 
5. This will
provide important feedback to the observing crews, as well as valuable
data to the various users of LLR (and other) observations. This 
is,
after all, the prime function of an Earth rotation service.
PRESENT RESULTS OF EROLD AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
At what stage does November 1977 find EROLD? Not a very
satisfying one, unfortunately. In principle, the observing campaign
was to have begun on I January 1977, a date chosen because it seemed
likely that three stations would be fully operational at that time.
The planned duration was two years, which would include one year for/ the stations and the BIH to "shake down" their operations, to uncover
and solve the startup problems, and then another year of "production"
operations. In fact, at this moment, the only station producing real
observations of usable quality on a near-daily basis is the same one
that has been doing so for about eight years, the McDonald Observatory.
The BIH computation system, which was ready for experimental use last
January, has never yet been tested on real data, because there have
been essentially no multi-station data. The current status of the
prospective stations in the LLR network is as follows:
AUSTRALIA --- Of the new stations, Orroral appears to be the closest
to operation, which is a happy circumstance in view of its southern
latitude. They have been firing regularly for several months and
gradually isolating and fixing various problems. There have been
several successful echo detections, but they are not yet obtained
consistently. Experienced LLR people estimate that Orroral could
become operational at almost any instant.
FRANCE --- The station at Pic-du-Midi was closed in 1974 and a new one
begun on the Calern Plateau; it was to have been finished in 1976, but
they have experienced severe budget delays. The 1.5 m telescope was
mounted in June 1977, and optical/mechanical testing is now underway.
The refurbished and upgraded laser will be installed early next year.
Ranging tests couZd begin (optimistically) as early as June 1978.
Lunar acquisition may be attempted with the second-generation artificial
satellite station at Calern before that time.
GERMANY (Federal Republic) --- Approval and funding have been received
t 102
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to upgrade the operational second-generation artificial satellite
station at Wettzell to lunar capability. Equipment modifications are
expected to be delivered on site next June. Lunar tests might begin as
early as September 1978.
JAPAN --- Considerable difficulty has been experienced in bringing the
Dodaira station to operational status. Many equipment and optical
problems have been found and corrected. Further attempts at lunar
ranging are scheduled for November and December 1977.
USA --- The McDonald station has recently been upgraded to the point
that 5-cm normal points are common, even if not yet the rule. The
Haleakala station is continuing to experience great difficulty is
becoming operational. Some very high-quality echos have been received,
but system debugging continues to be a full-time occupation.
USSR --- Ranqing operations on the 2.6 m telescope at Crimea are still
permitted only 20-25 days per year, which is inadequate for full EROLD
participation. The proposed new dedicated station is still several
years in the future.
Thus, the situation can be summarized in the following way:
--- The data analysis and distribution system is ready;
--- One station demonstrates that near-daily operations are possible;
--- Three-station operation may become a reality at any moment;
--- Full network operation (5-6 stations) cannot be expected before
late 1978 or early 1979.
Everyone will likely agree that this is not very satisfying.
Is this equivalent to saying that it is a failure, or that it should
not have been tried? We think that the answer to both questions is "no".
Certainly, EROLD is not yet a success, but it is also not yet a failure;
it still has prospects for success. It has not yet been demonstrated
that LLR can serve as a cornerstone for the next-generation Earth
rotation service, but no other high-precision technique has yet demon-
strated this capacity either. Yes, it is true that satellite ranging
and VLBI have been used to determine Earth rotation parameters on a few
isolated days and much after the fact, just as LLR has done. What must
be demonstrated is the capability for, and the cost of, daily or near-
daily operations with quick turn-around of results. EROLD was the first
of the formally-organized campaigns to adopt this as its prime goal.
Such campaigns are now organized or in process of being organized for
the other techniques, and we are pleased to see this. We hope that our
own efforts have been among the stimuli for assuring that all of the
new techniques receive an adequate test. We do not know which tech-
nique or combination of techniques will prove to be the most viable for
an Earth rotation service, although we do have private opinions.
Opinions are not important; we must all try to assure that each tech-
nique is tested in a realistic mode, so that the best decisions may be
made. In that way, one does not seek that a technique "wins", but that
science and technology win.
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Table 5: Proposed Schedule for BIH Reduction of EROLD Data
Day j Beginning of an observing interval
j + a End of that observing interval
j + b Reception of the normal points at BIH/CERGA
j + c Reception of the residuals at BIH/OP
j + d Transmission of the results for Universal Time and pole
coordinates from BIH/OP to participating observing groups
The tentative values are: a 7 days, (b - a) 10-15 days, (c - b)
3-4 days, (d - c) = 2-3 days
I
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DR. WILLIAM KLEPCZYNSKI, U. S. Naval Observatory:
You indicated that a study showed that you could not determine
all the earth rotation parameters within any one country. Was
that with just lunar laser ranging?
DR. MULHOLLAND:
No, with anything.
DR. KLEPCZYNSKI:
Even VLBI?
DR. MULHOLLAND:
I think so.
DR. TOM CLARK, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center:
I would think that the Hawaiians and Texans would certainly want
to be thought of as being in the same country. In terms of the
lunar laser, those are nearly orthogonal on the earth, which I
think does meet the criteria. And certainly also in the case of
the VLBI situation, if you regard Alaska, Hawaii, and the conti-
nental United States as all members of the same country, I believe
the job can be done quite acmirably on baselines involving
combinations geographically deposed that way.
DR. MULHOLLAND:
I agree. I would be interested in seeing that done. I am reminded
of the idea that one can model the moon's gravitational field by
observations of one site only. Orthogonality is perhaps not enough.
I could say very distinctly that McDonald and Hawaii are not enough.Hawaii has too low a latitude.
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IDR. KLEPCZYNSKI:
I believe you really must qualify to what precision you wish
your quantities so that you could then determine them within
one country.
DR. MULHOLLAND:
All right, that's fair enough. But I think implicit in everything
we are talking about here today is the determination of all three
components of the rotational position, all to a consistently and
extremely high accuracy.
DR. KLEPCZYNSKI:
Next Monday, the Naval Observatory will begin observing on a monthly
basis at the Greenbank interferometer to determine earth rotation
parameters.
DR. MULHOLLAND:
I was under the impression, however, that the daily operation is
somewhat in the future. It is the daily operation that one has
to do eventually.
DR. KLEPCZYNSKI:
Well, if we can do it monthly, regularly, I think we will be
ahead of the game.
DR. MULHOLLAND:
If you can do it monthly, regularly, you will be ahead of us.
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CLOCK RATE COMPARISONS BY LONG BASELINE
INTERFEROMETRY
W. H. Cannon, R. B. Langley, W. T. Petrachenko
Department of Physics and CRESS, York University, Toronto, Canada.
ABSTRACT
We report a comparison of the determination of the
frequency difference between remotely sited frequency
standards by: (a) the technique of long baseline
interferometry (b) the use of Loran-C/Time Service
transmissions. In the long baseline interferometer
technique the frequency difference between the local
oscillators at each antenna site was modelled as a
polynomial in time whose coefficients were estimated
from the interferometer fringe frequencies simultaneously
with other parameters of the interferometer.
The agreement between the two techniques ranged from
5 parts in I13 r.m.s. for a 5 day continuous interval in
March 1973 to 6 parts in 1012 r.m.s. for a 2 day continuous
interval in June 1973. A number of experimental
difficulties degraded the results of the June 1973
experiment and the former figure of 5 parts in 1o3 is
regarded as being representative of the expected
agreement between the two techniques.
I INTRODUCTION
We report the results of some relative clock rate measurements
accomplished by remote comparison using the technique of long baseline
interferometry (LBI) . The interferometer was made up of the 25 m.
antenna at Chilbolton, England now known as the Chilbolton Observatory
(CR 0) operated by the Appleton Laboratory facility of the U. K.
Science Research Council, and the 46 m. antenna of the Algonquin Radio
Observatory (ARO) at Algonquin Park, Ontario, Canada operated by the
National Research Council of Canada. The interferometer which has a
baseline of 5265 km. was operated at 10,680 MHz (2.8 cm. wavelength).
The antenna sites were equipped with cooled parametric amplifiers,
local oscillators phase locked to Hewlett Packard H-IOA atomic hydrogen
'asers, and IVC 8O0 series video tape recorders recording an IF band-
iidth of about 5 MHz on standard one inch wide video tape.
The three experiments in March, May and June of 1973 were originally
intended only to reveal the structure of a number of extra galactic
radio sources (Legg et al., 1973, Legg et al., 1977). However the
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structure and operation of the interferometer were of a sufficiently
high quality that the interferometer output, particularly the fringe
frequencies, held the potential of yielding useful geodetic and astro-
metric results as well (Cannon et al., 1977).
The model used in the geodetic and astrometric analysis of the LBI
fringe frequencies included a polynomial in time representing the
relative frequency offset of the two on-site local oscillators , the
coefficients of which were to be estimated simultaneously with the
geodetic and astrometric parameters. In the results of the LBI parameter
estimation procedure the coefficients of the local oscillator polynomial
were correlated (in certain cases with correlation coefficients in excess
of 0.90) with the solutions for the other parameters of the model. In
order to assess the significance of these correlations and to test the
reliability of the LBI geodetic and astrometric solutions it wasdecided to attempt an independent estimate, using Loran-C transmissions,
of the local oscillator frequency offset for comparison with the LBI
solution.
The data necessary to make such a comparison wereavailable from the
station logs for the March and June experiments. For the most part thisdata consisted of a record at each site, maintained throughout the
experiment, of the drift of the "station clock" (driven by the hydrogen
maser in each case) relative to the time of arrival of a given Loran-Cpulse. The "Daily Phase Values" published in USNO Time Service Publi-
cation Series 4 would allow a determination of the relative drift of the
two Loran-C pulses and thus a determination of the relative drift of the
two "station clocks''.
A schematic diagram depicting that portion of the experimental arrange-
ment relevant to this study is shown in FIGURE I. The frequency
standard for the "station clock" at ARO is a hydrogen maser H.P.-IOA
Ser. 9 maintaining a time scale designated UTC[ARO-H9] while at CRO thefrequency standard for the "station clock" is a hydrogen maser H.P.-1OASer. 11 maintaining a time scale designated UTC[CRO-HI]]. The Loran-Cpulses received at ARO and CRO during these experiments were emittedfrom the Nantucket slave station (designated 9930Y) of the U.S. EastCoast chain and from the Sylt slave station (designated 797OW) of theNorwegian Sea chain respectively. The reception of the Loran-C pulses
at ARO and CRO is used to materialize a time scale designated UTCLoran-C [ARO 9930y] and UTC Loran-C[CRO 7970W] respectively.
The correlator for the interferometer used in these experiments was an
analogue device for which the amplitude of a zero frequency fringebecomes indeterminate. The interferometer was also operating in adouble side band mode which, while increasing the signal-to-noise ratio
of the correlation function has the disadvantage of being unable todistinguish positive and negative fringe frequencies. In an effort
to avoid experimental difficulties arising as a result of these two
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of experimental arrangement for
comparing LBI local oscillators.
factors it was decided to deliberately offset the local oscillator 
at
ARO from the local oscillator at CRO by a fixed frequency increment.
This "nominal local oscillator offset" was 300 mHz in the March 1973
experiment and 500 mHz in the June 1973 experiment.
II MARCH 1973 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The analysis of the experimental data for March 1973 proceeded 
as
fol lows.
Defining TARO(t) as
TARO(t) = UTC[ARO H9] - UTC Loran-C[ARO 9930Y] (1)
and TCRO(t) as
TCRO(t) UTCICRO Hill - UTC Loran-C[CRO 7970W] (2)
and defining T9930(t) as
T9930 (t) = UTC[USN0-M.C-- UTC[Loran-C 9930] 
(3)
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and 1 79 7 0 (t as
i79 70 (t) = UTC[USNO M.C.] - UTC[LORAN-C 79701 (4)
then the drift of the station clocks relative to each other is ATARO/CRO(t)
where
AITARO/CRO(t) = ITARO(t) - T99 30(t)]-[TCRO(t) T79 70(t)] (5)
The data for the determination of TAROit) and sRo (t) were logged during
the experiment of March 1973 at eac antenna sie and are shown together
with a maximum likelihood polynomial fit for ARO and CRO in FIGURES 2a
and 2b respectively. The error bars shown are + 0.2 ps which we have
taken as a measure of the standard deviation of a single determination
of TA5o(t)' TCRO(t). The order of the polynomial (which in this caseis 3rd order) was chosen as the lowest order polynomial from which afurther increase in order produced no significant reduction of variance.
The data for the determination of T9 9 3 0 (t) and t79 7 0 (t) are published as
"Daily Phase Values and Time Differences" in USNO Time Service Publica-
tion Series 4 (USNO Time Service Publications 1973). In determining
199 30(t) and T 97 W(t) from the "Daily Phase Values'' for March 1973
maximum likeli A96o first order polynomials were fitted to the U. S.
East Coast Chain data for February 14, 1973 to May 30, 1973 inclusive
to give T n t) and to the Norwegian Sea Chain data for January 1, 1973to June 41'T973 inclusive to give T79 70 (t).
The local oscillator frequency offset between ARO and CRO is Lf o(t) where
f (t) = f (t) - f 0 t) (6)
°AR0 °CR0
and where f 0 f are the local oscillator frequencies, nominally
°ARO °CRO10,680 MHz, at ARO and CRO respectively. The local oscillator frequency
offset as determined b.' the Loran-C/USNO M.C. data is Af (t) where
°Loran
AfOLoran(t) = fO t[ARO/CRO(t)] (7)
and where f. is the nominal local oscillator frequency.
The local oscillator frequency offset as determined by inversion of the
LBI fringe frequency data is Af (t).
°LBI
FIGURE 3 shows a comparison of Af 0 t) and Af "(t). The LBI
°Loran °LBI
fringe frequency model for Af (t) includes small relativistic effects
LBI
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of the order of a few milliHertz as indicated by Robertson (1975). Also
shown in FIGURE 3 are the + ]o standard deviations on Af (t)
-ae OLoran
indicated by dashed lines and computed by the usual techniques of propa-
qation of error assuming + 0.2 is standard deviation on the individual
Loran-C timing measurements. The width of the + lo region surrounding
fLoran (t) should probably be somewhat larger as the authors have
subsequently been informed (Lavanceau,1976) that the standard deviation
on Loran-C timing measurements for the Norwegian Sea Chain is more
typically - 0.5 ps. In spite of this it is seen that the two methods
of estimating the local oscillator offset agree rather well for the
experiment of March 1973. Both estimates are seen from FIGURE 3 to
disagree with the "expected' or nominal local oscillator offset of
300 mHz by about 20 mHz r.m.s. The disagreement of 20 mHz r.m.s. in 10
GHz between the two independent determinations of Lf (t) on the one hand
and the nominal value of Af_(t) on the other hand is of the order of 2
parts in lO1 2 and is of the order of the reproducibility or "setability"
of "commerical" hydrogen maser frequency standards (Audoin and Vanier,
1976). The disagreement between the two independent determinations of
-fo (t) by Loran-C on the one hand and by LBI on the other hnd is of
the order of 5 mHz r.m.s. or of the order of 5 parts in 1015 and is
comparable to the reproducibility or setability of "laboratory" Cs beam
frequency standards (Audoin and Vanier, 1976).
III JUNE 1973 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The data for the experiment of June 1973 were much poorer than those of
March 1973. In the first place due to a receiver malfunction 
at
Chilbolton it was not possible to monitor the drift of the station clock,
UTC[CRO-Hll], against UTC Loran-C[CRO 7970 W1. Instead, a transfer
frequency standard, Rb-340, was transported from the National Physical
Laboratory (NPL) Teddington and the time difference UTC[CRO-HIl] -
UTC[Rb-3401 was logged at Chilbolton during the experiment. At Algon-
quin Park the Loran receiver was functioning and the time difference
UTC[ARO-H9]-UTC Loran-C[ARO 9930Y] was logged as in March 1973. Trouble
with the local oscillator phase lock loop, once at Algonquin Park
('0930 U.T. June 17, 1973) and twice at Chilbolton (0430 U.T. and 1300
U.T. June 17, 1973) produced large discontinuities in these two data
sets as is indicated by FIGURES 4a and 4b. An attempt was made 
to
estimate the magnitude of the "time glitches" by piecewise fitting
curves to the continuous segments of the data and matching their 
first
derivatives at the times of local oscillator phase lock failure. 
The
resulting "deglitched" clock data are shown in FIGURES 5a and 5b.
In order to obtain a measure of the drift of the station clocks 
relative
to each other, AT RO(t), it was necessary to refer UTCLCRO Hll] 
back
to UTC[USNO M.C.] pte of the absence of the Loran-C timing data.
This was accomplished through the use of the transfer standard 
Rb-340
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and the laboratory frequency standard Cs-418 at NPL which rovides
time scale UTC[NPL]. The difference UTC[USNO-M.C.] - UTC ANPL] at
ten day intervals, was then obtained from the Annual Report of the
BIH (1974).
A comparison of the frequency standard Rb-340 against Cs-418 yielded
(i) %l0:00 U.T. June 12 1973
UTC[NPLJ - UTCrRb-340] = 43.31 Ps
(ii) ',10:00 U.T. June 19 1973
UTC[NPL] 
- UTC[Rb-340] = 48.44 Ps
It was necessary to assume that Rb-340 had drifted linearly relative toCs-340 had drifted linearly relative to Cs-418 at the constant rate of
-0.733 us per day for the duration of the experiment. With thisassumption the drift of the "station clock" UTC[CRO Hll] relative toUTC[NPL] could be established. The results of this calculation together
with a maximum likelihood polynomial fit to the data are shown in
FIGURE 6.
The rate of Cs-418 relative to USNO M.C. was established by a linear fit
to the BIH data for UTCLUSNO M.C.] - UTC[NPL] obtained from the
-930 UTCfCRO H//]-UTC[Cs-4/8 N P.L]
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BIH Annual Report for 1973 pp 30-33 (1974). Since NPL readjusted the
C field, beam current, and loop gain on (s-418 on June 25, 1973 (Swabey,
1976) the rate of UTC[NPL] relative to UTC[USNO M.C.] for the June
experiment was obtained on the basis of BIH data covering the interval
January 7, 1973 - June 16, 1973. During this interval UTC [USNO M.C.]
- UTC[NPL] was changing at the rate of -0.050 vis per day.
The results of this analysis are shown in FIGURE 7. The heavy curve
indicates fo (t), the LBI determination of the local oscillator
LBI
frequency offset including small relativistic corrections (Robertson,
1976) and the lighter curve indicates Af Ooran(t), the Loran-C/Time
Service determination of the local oscillator frequency offset. The
disagreement between the two solutions is quite large, ,60 mHz r.m.s.,
or roughly 6 parts in 1012 compared to the results for the March
experiment which were %5mHz r.m.s. or 5 parts in lol3 respectively.
The experimental procedure for June 1973 was clearly inferior to that
of March 1973. The experimental procedure for March 1973 allowed
(subject to the limitations on precision inherent in Loran-C timing
easurements) a more or less continuous, independent monitoring of the
relative rate of the two station clocks for comparison with the LBI
solution. This was not the case in the June 1973 experiment which
required interpolation of clock rates over 5 and 10 day intervals.
Considering the large number of assumptions and corrections (each of
them with their attendant errors) required to analyse the June 1973
data, even these somewhat poorer results should perhaps be seen as
encouraging.
Again in June 1973 as in March 1973 the two independant solutions to the
local oscillator frequency offset disagree with the nominal value of
500 mHz by significantly greater amounts than that by which 
they
disagree with each other.
IV CONCLUSIONS
This study appears to indicate that the technique of LBI compares
favourably with the use of the Loran-C/Time Service method as a means
of monitoring frequency differences between remotely sited frequency
standards.
The practical limitations on the precision with which 
this can be
achieved by the Loran-C/Time Service technique are imposed 
by the
variations in the propagation delays of the Loran-C pulses 
which are
the order of + 0.2 ps - + 1.0 ps. Even assuming favourable 
conditions
this effect appears to produce a + la standard deviation 
of the order
of 10-20 mHz relative oscillator frequency difference for 
oscillators
whsje frequencies are in the 10 GHz range. Thus it would appear that
the Loran-C/Time Service technique allows a comparison of remote
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frequency standards with a maximum precision of roughly one part in 1012
for ground wave Loran-C reception averaged over a few days.
The practical limitations on the LBI technique are imposed by:
(a) uncertainties in the baseline length and orientation
(b) uncertainties in the source coordinates
(c) uncertainties in the atmospheric transmission effects on the
received RF signal
(d) uncertainties in the short term rotation rate of the earth.
Estimates of the magnitudes of these effects can be made by combining
typical values of the partial derivative of fringe frequency with
respect to these various parameters with typical values of their
uncertainties. For an interferometer baseline %5000 km and observing
frequency "10 GHz these calculations are summarized in TABLE I.
TABLE I.
Uncertain Typical Typical contribution
quantity uncertainty to fringe frequency
vector baseline + I m. + 1 mHz
each coordinate
source + 01.11 + 3 mHz
coordinates each coordinate
atfo-pheric phase delay fluctuations + 2 mHz
phase delay ,6 cm. Time scale "-5
rate minutes
short term l.o.d. known + 3 mHz
rotation rate to + 3 ms on
of earth a single night
These various effects all combine to produce an uncertainty of + 5 mHz
in the LBI determination of the relative frequency of remotely sited
oscillators in the 1O GHz range. This corresponds to a precision of
roughly five parts in 113 or comparable to the precision of the
Loran-C/Time Service technique. This is confirmed by the experimental
results reported here.
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H.F. Hinteregger (Haystack Obs.), W. Klepczynski (USNO),
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ABSTRACT
Hydrogen-maser clocks at the 37-meter-diameter radio tele-
scope of the Haystack Observatory in Westford, Massachusetts,
and the 43-meter-diameter radio telescope of the National
Radio Astronomy Observatory in Green Bank, West Virginia,
were synchronized by very-long-baseline interferometry on
28 March 1977 and on 23 September 1977. The synchroniza-
tion was also accomplished independently on each of these
occasions by means of traveling Cesium clocks. The clock
data, fully analyzed in each case only after the completion
of the corresponding VLBI data analysis, confirmed the VLBI
results to within 19 and 13 nanoseconds for the first and
second experiments, respectively.
Accurate clock synchronization via very-long-baseline interferometry
(VLBI) has been possible for several years, and has been a byproduct of many
precision astrometric and geodetic experiments (1,2). However, most past
synchronization results have been limited in absolute accuracy by certain
constant, but poorly known, instrumental delays. Accurate absolute synchro-
nization by VLBI was only recently (3) demonstrated in a short (-I km) base-
line experiment, in which, for the first time, care was taken to estimate or
to measure all instrumental delays. Here we report the first absolute syn-
chronization results from relatively long, 845-km, baseline experiments.
These experiments are also the first in which the synchronization by inter-
ferometry was checked subsequently by an independent agency (the U. S. Naval
Observatory (USNO)].
The synchronization experimentsinvolved the hydrogen-maser clocks at
the 37-m-diameter radio telescope of the Haystack Observatory in Westford,
Massachusetts, and the 43-m-diameter radio telescope of the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) in Green Bank, West Virginia. In the first
experiment, on 28 March 1977, the synchronization via VLBI was 
checked by
transporting two Cesium clocks from the USNO in Washington, D.C., one to
each of the telescopes, and both back to Washington. In the second 
experi-
ment, on 23 September 1977, the two Cesium clocks were transported 
together
from the USNO to Haystack, then to NRAO, and finally back to the USNO.
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the interferometer terminals 
used in
the experiments. A fast rise time (<30 ps) pulse generator was used to cal-
ibrate delays in the receiver and recording electronics. The calibration
pulse was also returned from the pulse generator, which was 
located close
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ontrol room for easy comparison with the
n ch czont_r 7 - . ..- " recording. A hydrogen-maser frequency stan-
dard hcct . -hhe :alihration pulse generator and the recording clock
bot at Haystack a at ?A.
-n, our. I syste. the delay of a signal arriving from a distant quasi-
s ear rao source is measure- using a bandwidth synthesis technique (4)
invo1ing the seqpetial sampling of 360-kHz bands spaced over a much wider
spanned bandwidth of i:? Miz, centered at 8441 MHz. The multiband delay
measur*;eent has a I microsecond ambiguity imposed by a minimum spacing of 1
MHz between the narrow, ?3-C-kHz band samples. However, the ambiguity is
ei£z±nate by using the less precise, but unambiguous, delay measurement
obtained from the crcsscorrelation of signals within a single 360-kHz band.
The difference between the readings of the independent clocks control-
!ing the two interferometer terminals is derived from the analysis of a set
.BI observatior.s of several radio sources, by simultaneous estimation
of baseline vectors, radio source positions, and clock parameters (5). The
results from the experiment performed on 28 March 1977 are given in Table
1, where line 16 shows the estimated difference between the VLBI clocks
after correction for the instrumental delays. An instrumental delay correc-
tion for the antenna geometry (line 1) is needed to correct for the differ-
ence in signal delay between the baseline vector termination point (6) and
the antenna feed point. Line 21 shows the difference between the VLSI ter-
minal clocks as estimated from the traveling clocks, after correction for
the linearly-interpolated relative drift between the portable clocks, based
on pre-trip and post-trip comparisons made at the USNO in Washington.
Table 2 shows the results of the experiment performed on 23 September
1977. In this experiment, since Haystack was visited by the traveling
clocks approximately seven hours later than NRAO, it was necessary to
account for the estimated drifts, over this interval, of the traveling
clocks relative to Haystack's clock. (See line 24 of Table 2.) The lat-
ter's rate was already accurately known relative to that of the USNO
Master Clock, through long-term comparisons via Loran C. The rates of the
traveling clocks were determined from direct comparisons with the Master
Clock in Washington, before and after the trip.
The accuracy of the VLBI clock synchronization is not limited by the
uncertainty of the estimate of the radio signal (group) delay, which is
much less than 1 nanosecond, but rather by the accuracy of the determina-
tion of the various instrumental delays. The cumulative error arising from
these estimates of instrumental delays is thought to be less than ±10 nano-
seconds. The error of the synchronization via traveling clocks is limited
by clock drifts and is estimated to be under ±20 nanoseconds.
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rREAL-TIME ACCURATE TIME TRANSFER AND FREQUENCY STANDARDS
EVALUATION VIA SATELLITE LINK LONG BASELINE INTERFEROMETRY
S.H. Knowles, W.B. Waltman (E.O. Hulburt Center for
Space Research, NRL, Washington, D.C. 20375)
W. B. Klepczynski (USNO, Washington, D. C. 20390)
N.W. Broten, D.H. Fort (National Research Council,
Ottawa, Canada)
K. I. Kellermann, B. Rayhrer (NRAO,
Green Bank, West Virginia 24944)
G. W. Swenson, (University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois)
and
J.L. Yen (University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada)
Radio interferometry on natural sources which has been
an important radio astronomy technique, requires two connec-
tions between the antennas; a data link and a local oscil-
lator synchronization link. For baselines of up to a few
kilometers, these connections are made by cables, and for up
to about 50 kilometers by direct microwave link. Radio in-
terferometry over longer distances has used the "VLBI"
technique, which records the two data streams on'magnetic
tape for later correlation and uses independent atomic fre-
quency standards at each station. An alternative method for t
long-baseline interferometers is to use an artificial satel-
lite as a real-time link between the two antennas. This
method was first successfully demonstrated by our group in
November 1976, and reported on at the 8th PTTI Conference.
This report records the results of an experiment by our
group conducted in February 1977 to demonstrate the feasi-
bility of a real-time accurate time transfer. Observing
sites at Green Bank, West Virginia (National Radio Astronomy
Observatory) and Lake Traverse, Ontario (Algonquin Radio
observatory) were used for the experiment. A communications
satellite known variously as Hermes or CTS-I was made avail-
able courtesy of the Canadian Ministry of Communications.
Cesium beam time standards belonging to the U. S. Naval
Observatory were transported to each site as an independent
check on the accuracy of the time transfer; they were cali-
brated at the beginning and end of each trip. The actual
experiment was performed on 20 February 1977 at 1955 UT,
observing the natural radio source 3C84 at 2.8 cm wavelength.
The measured delay was observed in real time at the master
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station in Ontario by looking at the observed correlation on
a cathode-ray display. The correlation output was also
recorded on magnetic tape for later analysis. The raw
measured time difference was ARO-GB = +470 nanoseconds.
With our system bandwidth of 10 MHz, the correlation func-
tion was 100 nanoseconds wide, and its centroid could be
determined with a precision of about 10 nanoseconds. This
measurement was then corrected for the cable delays at each
station, and agreed with that predicted from the cesium
clocks to within 70 nanoseconds. This error could have been
accounted for, e.g., by a 25 meter error in baselines or the
relatively coarse cable delay measurements at AlgonquinRadio Observatory. Bandwidth synthesis and accurate cali-bration techniques as described in Counselman et al. (1977)
could be applied to yield real-time comparisons with anaccuracy of a few nanoseconds. It should be noted that bytransmitting sampled and clocked data the delay time of thesatellite link does not enter into the measurement.
As an additional demonstration of the versatility of areal-time interferometer link, the stabiLity of severaldifferent samples of atomic frequency standards was comparedby substituting them in turn as master oscillators for thelocal oscillator at one station and observing the apparentdispersion in frequency of the interferometer fringes. Thisis known to be a very sensitive test of frequency standardsbecause of the high multiplication involved. The resultsare displayed in figure 1. In each case a one minute avera-
gin 3 time was used. Resolution is 0.016 MHz, or about 6 x10
-  . It will be seen tha  the H-P 50 5A rubidium s andard
is close to the stability of a hydrogen maser over thisperiod, while a cesium standard, even the "supertube" ver-sion, is appreciably poorer. These measurements did nottest long-term stability. Also illustrated is an attempt toimprove a cesium standard by using an external crystal idlerinstead of its internal crystal. This did not result innoticeable improvement; the same is true when the timeconstant of the servo loop was changed in a cesium standardequipped with this adjustment. We are continuing our satel-lite-link VLBI experiments. Our current objective is to usethe satellite to provide a local oscillator link as well asa real-time data link. A two way path is required tocorrect for changes in the satellite Position. Since thetranslation oscillator in the Hermes satellite is not phasecoherent, the beacon signal from the satellite must also beused at each station to correct for the satellite oscillatorphase. The use of the satellite link to correct the L.O.Jphase will provide much higher phase accuracy then previousVLBI techniques and should greatly ease the requirements on
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the frequency standards used.
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TIME FROM NBS BY SATELLITE
D. W. Hanson, D. D. Davis, and J. V. Cateora National Bureau of
Standards, Boulder, Colorado
ABSTRACT
As a complement to the present time and frequency
services of WWV, WWVH, and WWVB, the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) is now sponsoring a 1
satellite-disseminated time code using the GOES
satellites of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Ad-iinistration. The time code is referenced to
the UTC(NBS) time scale, giving Coordinated
Universal Time. It is considered by NOAA to be a
permanent feature of the GOES satellites intended
to serve the GOES users. It may, however, be used
by others requiring a general purpose time reference.
The time code is available to the entire Western
Hemisphere from two satellites on a near full-time
basis.
This paper is basically an update of last year's
PTTI paper on the GOES time code. The time-code
generation system is being improved to include a
continuous update of its ephemeris message in
place of the present 30-minute updated message;
triple redundancy is being designed into the
generation equipment at the Wallops Island,
Virginia, ground station; and monthly status
reports will be included in the NBS Time and
Frequency Services Bulletin; e.g., scheduled
outages, solar eclipses, and past performances.
This paper includes comments on NBS experience
with the reception of the signals, possible
sources of interference, and how to obtain best
results.
INTRODUCTION
In May 1974, NBS began an experiment of time-code broadcasts from the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA's) Geostationary
Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES). Based upon subsequent suc-
cessful performance and useful application for the users of the GOES
GOES is the acronym for Geostationary Operational Environmental Sat-
ellite.
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satellites, NOAA now considers the time code to be a permanent feature.
In March 1977, NBS and NOAA formally agreed to continue the time code
broadcasts, with NBS operating the code and providing the time and
frequency reference.
There are now three satellites in orbit; two are operational and the
third is an ''in-orbit'' ''hot'' spare ready to replace either satellite in
case of failure. There is another satellite ready for launch when needed
and three more satellites are under construction. This complement ofGOES satellites is expected to insure two satellites in continuous opera-
tion until the late 1980's. Plans to continue the program beyond the
year 2000 are being made.
Considering the long life, the important mission2 of the GOES program,
and the wide geographical coverage of the satellites, the GOES time sig-nals are finding many applications where reliability, automatic signal
recovery, and accuracy are desirable. Being geostationary, GOES is a
source of continuous synchronization, offering a significant advantageover non-geostationary satellites which can only provide exposure to the
user during brief periods of time at intervals ranging from about one
hour to many hours or even days.
TIME CODE SYSTEM
The time code is part of the interrogation channel of the GOES satellites.
The interrogation channel is used to command remote sensors to send their
collected data to the GOES satellites. The satellites relay these datato the Command and Data Acquisition (CDA) facility at Wallops Island,Virginia, for processing and dissemination to users. Interrogation mes-sages are continuously being sent through the GOES satellites. The
format of the messages is shown in figure 1.
The interrogation message is exactly one-half second in length or 50 bits.The data rate, provided by atomic oscillators, is 100 bits per second
(b/s). The interrogation message is binary and phase modulates a carrier± 60 degrees after being Manchester-encoded; i.e., data and data clockare modulo-two added before modulating the carrier. An interrogation mes-sage consists of four bits representing a BCD word of time code beginning
2The GOES satellites provide meteorological observations for:
-Continuous storm tracking through cloud photography
-Cloud analysis-density, temperature, height, wind velocity
-Surface temperature mapping
-Space environment sun/earth interaction
-Remote sensing of floods, rain, snow, Tsunamis, earthquakes, air/
water pollution, etc.
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on the half-second of UTC, followed by a maximum length sequence (MLS)
15 bits in length for message synchronization, and ending with 31 bits
as an address for a particular remote sensor. Sixty interrogation mes-
sages are required to send the 60 BCD time-code words constituting a
time-code frame. The time-code frame begins on the half minute of UTC
and repeats every 30 seconds (see figure 2). The time code frame con-
tains a synchronization word, a time message (UTC), the UTI correction,
and the satellite's position in terms of its longitude, latitude, and
height above the surface of the earth minus a bias of 119,300 micro-
seconds. The position information is presently updated on the half hour.
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Fig. 2-Time code format
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NBS maintains an ensemble of three clocks at NOAA's CDA facility,
Wallops Island, Virginia. These clocks provide the time and frequency
reference for the time code. The time-code generation system, partly
shown in figure 3, is completely redundant and fully supported by an
uninterruptable power supply. There is a communication interface betweenthe equipment and NBS/Boulder using a telephone line. Over the telephoneline, satellite position information is sent to the CDA and stored in
memory for eventual incorporation into the time code and interrogation
message.
EASTERN
SATELLITE TV LORAN C WESTERN
NORFOLK, VA CAPE FEAR SATELLITE
RECEIER TVRECEIVER
& FRQENY LORA N
-
C ] & E:I:R
CLCKMEE CLOCK
______________DATA___ TELEPHONE
LOGGE COULER/NBS/BOULDER
ATOMIC TIME CODE SATELLITE
OSCILL ATOR CLOCK IFORMAT I POSITI ONDGENERATOR MEMORY
TO TO
WESTERN EASTERN
SATELLITE SATELLITE
Fig. 3-Time code generation at CJA
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Data are also retrieved from the CDA via the telephone line to Boulder.
These data include the frequency of the atomic oscillators and the time
of the clocks relative to UTC as compared to TV transmissions from
Norfolk, Virginia, and to Loran-C transmissions from Cape Fear, North
Carolina. The Data Logger also measures and stores the time of arrival
of the signals from both the Western and Eastern GOES satellites as
received at the CDA. Besides the time and frequency monitoring functions,
the Data Logger provides the information necessary for NBS staff at
Boulder to remotely determine if and where malfunctions exist and how to
correct them by switching in redundant system components.
The satellite position information is generated at Boulder using a CDC
6600 computer and orbital elements furnished by NOAA's National Environ-
mental Satellite Service (NESS). NESS generates these orbital elements
weekly using data obtained from their trilateration range and range rate
(R&RR) tracking network. The tracking data are obtained by measuring
the R&RR to the Western satellite from the CDA, and sites in the states
of Washington and Hawaii. The Eastern satellite is observed from the
CDA, Santiago, Chile, and Ascension Island in the South Atlantic.
WESTERN SATELLITE EASTERN SATELLITE
FREQUENCY 468.8250 MHz 468.8375 MHz
POLARIZATION RHCP RHCP
MODULATION CPSK (+ 600) CPSK (+ 600)
DATA RATE 100 BPS 100 BPS
SATELLITE LOCATION 1350 W 750 W
SIGNAL STRENGTH
(OUTPUT FROM -139 dBm -139 dBm
ISOTROPIC ANTENNA)
CODING MANCHESTER MANCHESTER
BANDWIDTH 400 Hz 400 Hz
rig. 4-Interrogation channel signal characteristics . I ;
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lb The GOES time signals for both satellites are summarized in figure 4.
The signals are right-hand circularly polarized and separated in frequen-
cy by 12.5 kHz. The data rate is 100 b/s requiring 400 Hz of bandwidth.
The data are Manchester coded and phase modulate the carrier ± 60 degrees,
thus providing a carrier for the application of conventional phase lockdemodulation techniques. The geographical coverage of the two satellites
is shown in figure 5.
Figure 6 shows equipment designed for automatic time recovery from theGOES sfatellites. The antenna uses microstrip construction and provides5 dB of gain right circularly polarized. It has a low noise preamplifier
attached to its back plane. The receiver contains a microprocessor todetermine and automatically compensate for net propagation delay of the
time signals.
RESULTS
Data have been collected at NBS in Boulder, Colorado, using a receiverdesiqned for automatic time recovery. Figure 7 shows the results ofmeasurements taken every half hour for one day. These results have beenrepeated every day for more than one year. The results have shown theGOES system to provide a time reference to easily within ± 20 micro-
seconds.
An equation relating the time recovered from the satellite to the master
clock at Wallops Island is given below. Term 1 is known to better thanI 0s using the data logger which compares the CDA clocks to Loran-C andTV Line-ID. This term will be controlled in the next generation systemto be installed at Wallops Island early next year at this level orbetter. Terms 2, 4, 5, and 6 are expected to remain constant at the fewmicroseconds level and can for the most part be calibrated out of a user'ssystem. Term 3 is computed and compensated for by the user or his
receiver with microprocessor capabilities.
1 2UTC(NBS) 
- SATELLITE RECEIVER = (UTC 
- CDA) + (CDA EQUIP DELAY) +
34
FREE SPACE + SATELLITE
PROPAGATION + ITRANSPONDER +
DELAY /DELAY/( 6
IONOSPHERE RECEIVERTROPOSPHERE) + (AND CLOCKS
DELAY DELAY/
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Since the GOES time code is transmitted outside the spectrum reserved
exclusively for time and frequency broadcasts, it cannot be considered
an NBS service in the same sense that WWV, WWVH, and WWVB are services.
The "land-mobile" services and the GOES interrogation channels use the
same frequency allocations (468.8250 and 468.8375 MHz), which means the
time code may suffer interference from land-mobile transmissions. This
is particularly true in urban areas where there is a high density of
land-mobile activity. The satellite frequency allocations are secondary
to the land-mobile services. Therefore, any such interference must be
accepted by the time signal users. Complaints to the FCC will not result
in any adjustments in favor of such users. The spectrum use by satellite
and land-mobile is illustrated in figure 8.
LAND WESTERN EASTERN LAND
MOBILE GOSGOES MOBILE
468.8250 468.8375 468.8500
(MHz)
Fig. 8-Frequency use
Because of the spacing of frequency assignments to the land-mobile users,
there is far less interference to the eastern satellite signals than to II
the western satellite. Therefore, the eastern satellite should be used
by those users situated in large urban areas.
Although the GOES satellites transmit continuously, there may be inter-
ruptions during the periods of solar eclipses. The GOES satellites
undergo spring and autumn eclipses during a 46-day interval at the
vernal and autumnal equinoxes. The eclipses vary from a few minutes at
the beginning and end of eclipse periods to a maximum of approximately 72
minutes at the equinox. The eclipses begin 23 days prior to equinox and
end 23 days after equinox; i.e., March I to April 15 and September 1 to
October 15. The outages occur during local midnight for the satellites'
mean meridian (see figure 9).
There will also be shutdowns for periodic maintenance at the Wallops
Island ground station. These scheduled outages will be reduced in the
future as redundancy is added to the system.
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Fig. 9-Solar eclipse time
FUTURE PLANS AND IMPROVEMENTS
The satellites now under construction will have a 3 dB increase in radi-
ated power and an improved antenna system. The time-code generation sys-
tem at Wallops Island will be replaced with one of an improved design
which reduces parts count by a factor of four. The system will be triple
redundant. The satellite position data will be compressed using Chebychev
polynomials to reduce storage requirements at the CDA and allow more fre-
quent updates in the time-code message. By early 1978, the satellite
position data will be updated every five minutes rather than at the
present thirty-minute intervals.
Early in 1978, NBS will begin to report on the status of the GOES time
system, including expected outages and improvements, in the NBS Time
gand Frequency Services Bulletin issued monthly.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
MR. ELLIS BRYANT, Weatherchron Company:
Our company uses the WWV code to update telephone time announce-
ments for the public. Are there any plans to put a daylight
savings marker of some sort in the time code so we can generate
local time?
MR. DAVIS:
We do have quite a number of bits that are designated for experi-
mental use at present, and this could certainly be easily done.
Frankly, we haven't finalized what all of those bits will be.
There are over a hundred of them in the 30 second time code mes-
sages that are presently unused. Some will be used for system
checking, but certainly I think it is a good idea to include the
daylight saving time marker.
MR. ROGER EASTON, Naval Research Laboratory:
What sort of accuracy do you advertise?
MR. DAVIS:
The stability is on the order of less than + 20 microseconds.
Now, we haven't done enough clock carries from Wallops to NBS/
Boulder to other locations to verify just what the level would
be for taking a unit out in the field, setting it up, and saying,
"Yes, we guarantee it at such and such accuracy." I am sure it
is well below 100 microseconds, but how much below I can't say
at this time.
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A TRANSIT SATELLITE TIMING RECEIVER
G. A. Hunt and R. E. Cashion
S. N., Inc., Silver Spring, Maryland
ABSTRACT
The development of a time transfer instrument
employing a TRANSIT satellite receiver and a
microprocessor based computer is described.
This instrument has been tested at the U. S.
Naval Observatory measuring the time differ-
ence between the USNO Master Clock and the
timing receiver. Data from these tests are
presented which show the system can provide
time referenced to UTC accurate to 25 micro-
seconds or better.
The paper treats principles of operation, time
transfer capabilities of the satellite system,
projected system capabilities, system errors,
and features of the timing receiver.
INTRODUCTION
The T-200 Satellite Timing Receiver uses signals from the Navy Naviga-
tion Satellite System (NNSS) or TRANSIT. Time marks in the satellite
signal are referenced to UTC (USNO). This allows an earth station to
derive accurate time from NNSS if the following functions are implemented:
1. Recover the satellite time
2. Reference a local clock to the received time
3. Correct the local clock for offset
The Satellite Timing Receiver was developed to accomplish these tasks
and to provide a synchronized 1 pulse/second output and UTC in hours-
minutes-seconds format.
The time-keeping ability of the operational NNSS is superior to that
required for the navigation function, but up to the present time no
instrument has been available to make full use of this fact. NNSS can
provide unique and desirable features for time transfer. For example,
the system is fully operational now and has been since 1964. The system
is fully funded and maintained by the U. S. Navy. A polar orbit satel-
lite configuration provides world-wide coverage. Transmission from the
satellites is at VHF with essentially no unpredictable signal propaga-
tion effects.
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THE NAVY NAVIGATION SATELLITE SYSTEM
TRANSIT (NNSS) is an operational system of five satellites and associated
ground support stations. The satellites are in almost circular polar
)rhits of approximately 7500 km radius. The system was funded by and is
supported by the U. S. Navy, and although the system continues to have
widesp:-ead military use, the U. S. Government released details of the
system for uncontrolled use world-wide in 1967.
Conventional (i.e., navigational) use of the NNSS is accomplished by apassive earth station receiving the signals from a single satellite with
an omnidirectional antenna. The received messages describe the satellite
orbit to an accuracy of approximately +5 meters. Included in the messageis a digital signal called the fiducial time mark (FTM) that delimitstwo-minute periods in the satellite transmission. Ground stations moni-tor each satellite and uplink new orbital data and clock adjustments tokeep the onboard satellite clock FTM synchronized to the USNO master
clock. Integration of the frequency difference between received signals
and a stable internal oscillator frequency (doppler) between FTMs pro-vides a measure of the change in slant range between the satellite and
the earth station.
Using an assumed position on Earth and the received orbital data, atheoretical change in slant range can be computed. Using several such
calculations nd their measured analog from the doppler, the error in
the assumed position can be deduced. This yields the "satellite fix".
RECOVERY OF TIME
Major functional elements of the timing receiver are shown in block dia-gram form in Fig. 1. The key elements are:
1. NNSS receiver
2. FTM detector
3. Microsecond clock
4. Microcomputer
The receiver gives orbital information from the satellite message to themicrocomputer and, in turn, is controlled by the microcomputer. The re-
ceiver also drives the fiducial time mark detector from its phase de-
tector output.
Precise time (to 1 microsecond) is kept in a 6 digit decade counterdriven by 1 MHz derived from the precision local Oscillator. The over-flow from this counter generates a 1 pps signal 
- the primary outputfrom the timing receiver. This microsecond register can be advanced orretarded by the computer in increments of 1 microsecond. Hours-minutes-
seconds time is kept by the computer and displayed in a seven segment
LED display on the front panel.
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rTransfer of the microsecond clock to the microcomputer is done by a
latch which the microcomputer can read at any time. The microsecond
clock continues to run when the latch is strobed.
Every two minutes the satellite transmits a sync word of 23 "ones"
followed by a "zero" and 400 Hz modulation. The FTM is defined to be
that transition between the final binary zero in the sync word and the
beginning of the 400 Hz "beep". Fig. 2a shows the end of one two-
minute message and the beginning of the next showing the FTM. The
microprocessor generates an enable signal for the FTM detection cir-
cuitry that allows detection of the first zero crossing after the last
bit of the message. This zero crossing occurs 1/16 of a bit time
(1229 microsecond) after the FTM at the detector. The FTM is delayed
through the receiver by 435 microseconds. Timing relationships of the
derived FTM (FTM') are shown in Fig. 2b.
FTM' is used to latch the microsecond clock during the satellite pass.
The latch reading is transferred to the microprocessor after each FTM
(i.e., every two minutes). Data stored in the microcomputer memory
represent the clock reading at each FTM' during the pass.
To detect any microsecond clock offset, it is necessary to modify these
readings so they are referenced to the transmitted FTM. The two sources
of difference between the transmitted FTM and FTM' are propagation path
(a function of slant range) and detection delay (a constant). Correc-
tions to the latched clock readings are therefore of the form:
Corr = A0 + A1 S (Equation 1.)
A0 = 1664 ps
A1 = 3.3356405 is/km
Where S = slant range in km
Using orbital information transmitted by the satellite and location of
the instrument read from internal registers, the slant range to the
satellite is computed for each point. Microsecond clock readings are
adjusted backwards by a number of microseconds indicated by Equation 1.
Because the FTM was transmitted on a second mark (every two minutes
UTC), the difference between corrected clock readings and zero (ahead
or behind) is the clock error indicated by that FTM reception. Between
3 and 9 of these corrections are available for each usable satellite
pass.
After data have been reduced to form a single clock correction amount,
the microsecond clock can be advanced or retarded accordingly. 17
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SOURCES OF ERROR
The primary sources of error are caused by (1) time jitter in FTM de-
tection and (2) offset in the FTM transmitted by the satellite. The
user has no control over the latter except to average clock corrections
over several satellites. The limiting factor in satellite FTM error is
the ability of the controlling agency to monitor satellite performance.
Corrections to satellite clock are straightforward once the offset is
determined. Summaries of offset data published by USNO show FTM accu-
racies in the ±30 ps range. The T-200 allows averaging over several
satellites to reduce time-keeping error at the expense of correction
response time. Filtering algorithms are discussed in the next section.
Reduction of time jitter in the FTM detection was an important part of
the development of this instrument. A combination of careful hardware
design and microcomputer control permits detection with very low jitter
considering the narrow bandwidth and low signal to noise ratio (S/N) of
the receiver. Fig. 3 shows the jitter as a function of signal strength.
These data were obtained in the laboratory by using a NNSS Test Set.
Using an omnidirectional antenna, full limiting signals are not always
possible. However, the 20 ,is peak-to-peak jitter for satellite ele-
vations above 100 allows good performance for most of an average satel-lite pass. Editing of FTM detection for elevation angle is done by
using corresponding slant ranges as described in the next section.
EDITING, AVERAGING, AND FILTERING
Although the clock correction corresponding to one FTM detection could
be used, the mean of an edited ensemble of the corrections from a single
pass yields significantly superior accuracy.
Editing of the points corresponding to a pass of a single satellite isdone after satellite set time and is a two-step process. The first
step removes clock corrections corresponding to slant ranges greater
than 2800 km (elevation angles less than 100). The mean and variance of
the remainder of the clock error points are computed. If the standard
deviation does not exceed 24 s, the ensemble is accepted. Otherwise,
all points more than I standard deviation from the mean are deleted.
If the ensemble has 3 or more points after all editing, a clock correc-
tion is computed as the mean ("best estimate") of the points.
Fig. 4a shows a computer printout of data from the T-200 for a single
pass of satellite 30120 on 23 October at 1648 UT. These data were
taken with intrapass editing disabled. The clock correcting subroutine
was disabled to permit data acquisition of the indicated corrections
under a variety of conditions.
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As can be seen, the data have a high standard deviation primarily due to
two data points (#0, #6). The mean clock error was -445 is, and would
have caused a 445 ps clock advance if it had been used.
Fig. 4b shows the same pass processed using the intrapass editing
algorithm described. Point #0 was eliminated because slant range was
greater than 2800 km, and point #6 was eliminated because it differed
from the mean by 1391 ps (2.27 a). The new mean, -74 ps, was computed
from the remaining points and the standard deviation improved to 15 Ps.
The T-200 permits the net clock correction at each pass to be filtered
over a number of satellite passes that is user selectable. Filtering
the correction over a number of satellites smooths the offset and im-
proves instrument performance at the expense of response time. Using a
filter time constant of one satellite average period will allow a
correction at every satellite that produces an acceptable result. Using
a larger time constant places more emphasis on the correction of the
satellite constellation and less on any one satellite. Also, a large
error in one satellite would not grossly effect the instrument error if
filtering was used.
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Transmission accuracy of the satellite FTM determines timing accuracy
in the T-200 receiver. Currently, NNSS satellites are controlled by
the U. S. Navy Astronautics Group (NAG), Point Mugu, California. Under
NAG control, FTM measurements are made at five different ground stations.
All stations receive data from each satellite for at least four passes I
per day. Each pass contains an average of seven FTM measurements, or a
total number of about 150 data points per day, thus, statistics on FTM
measurements are very good.
Synchronization between NAG and USNO is maintained to within 5 micro-
seconds by portable clock trips. Under present time-keeping procedures,
satellite time is maintained within about ±30 microseconds of UTC, but
it should be emphasized that satellite navigation does not require time
with greater accuracy. A change in operating procedures can yield time-
keeping within ±15 microseconds at little or no additional expense, and
a joint program between NAG and USNO is now underway to implement this
improvement.
Tests on the prototype T-200 receiver were performed at the U. S. Naval
Observatory during May and June, 1977, with results given in Fig. 5.
The receiver reference clock during these tests was an atomic source
and all measurements were relative to the USNO Master Clock. The re-.
sults of these tests were used to improve the correction algorithm and
to determine the exact equipment delays. The value used for equipment
delay during these tests was 1702 ps, whereas the correct value is
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actually 1664 -s. This caused the 38 gs bias shown in the receiver
performance of Fig. 5c and 5d.
Fig. 5a shows USNO published time differences (1) for the period May 2',
1977 through June 7, 1977. Fig. 5b shows raw T-200 Satellite Timing
Receiver measurements (T-200 clock - USNO Master Clock) for the same
time period. Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d show the T-200 and USNO time differ-
ence after application of computed filter corrections during this test
period.
From Fig. 5a it can be seen that satellite clock differences are ran-domly distributed with mean zero. Since T-200 clock corrections can be
filtered over all satellites in the constellation, the satellite clockerrors are integrated such that the receiver clock at any given time maybe closer to UTC than any individual satellite time. This result isshown in Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d. Improvements in control of satellite time
would, of course, improve the T-200 receiver clock.
OPERATOR CONTROLS
Two inputs are required to start the receiver: receiver location andinitial clock time. An internal receiver printed circuit containsdecimal switches for the input of latitude, longitude, and antennaheight. Once set, these switches need not be changed unless the re-
ceiver is moved to a new site.
The UTC clock must be set, but initial clock error may be up to 15minutes without effecting the T-200 accuracy after its first satellite
correction. At completion of the first satellite pass, hours, minutes,
and seconds are corrected to actual UTC, and the microseconds clock iscorrected for the computed error without filtering. This should placethe 1 pps output to within 50 microseconds of UTC. Each succeeding
satellite correction will have filtering applied if this has been
selected.
The microprocessor in the receiver design has made the T-200 automaticfor most operations. The microcomputer (1) sets initial parameters atturn-on, (2) controls receiver message recovery, (3) edits FTM databased on quality criteria, (4) computes and applies clock corrections,
and (5) automatically self-test6 once each hour.
Although the receiver can operate without attention, features are in-corporated in the design to permit operator adjustment of the clock
(!)Average values for time difference between NNSS satellites and USNO
are published by USNO in "TRANSIT Satellite Report, Series 17". Data
shown are from Reports No. 265, 26 May 1977; No. 266, 2 June 1977; No.267, 9 June 1977, and No. 268, 16 June 1977.
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(prior to the first satellite only), to delete corrections from specific
satellites, and to change the filter function.
An optional feature for the T-200 is a module which determines receiver
position. This design is useful on ships at sea or on vehicles which
are expected to move between locations. Another option provides a
summary printout of correction data at each satellite pass. Optional
internal oscillators are available with accuracies of 1 x 10-9/24 hours
or 5 x 10-11/24 hours.
SADD/DROP CONTROL 1MHZ
6 DIGIT 1 PPSMICRO COMPUTER DECADE COUNTER OUT
iDT p , s COUNT
0 LATCH
ENABLE TSTROBE (FTM')400 MHZ
IN
Y J NNSS DATA FTM
RECEIVER DETECTOR 
.. .
Fig. 1. Timing Receiver Block Diagram
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Fig. 3. FTM Detection Jitter
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Fig. 4a. T-200 Pass Without Editing
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Fig. 4b, T-200 Pass After Editing
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
MR. GEORGE OJA, U. S. Naval Representative Office:
For the maximum interval between satellite passes, what would you
expect the accumulated error to be into the internal oscillator?
MR. HUNT:
Knowing the precision and stability of your reference clock, it can
be computed directly. It is a function only of the clock. The
timing receiver removes the offset from the time. The precision of
time between satellite fixes is a function of the accuracy of the
clock, obviously, so it depends on how good your oscillator is.
If you work on a microsecond-a-day clock, which is very common,
your maximum error due to the non-continuous operation of the
satellite system would be 1 microsecond if it were a day. The
Constellation, as I understand it, is in a particularly bad phase
right now. It is working its way out. We are getting satellite
passes one after the other for a few times and then go several
hours without them. So given the maximum time of several hours,
what is your oscillator stability? You can answer your own question.
MR. OJA:
Yes, that's what I mean. What oscillator are you using?
MR. HUNT:
We provide no oscillator. I am sorry I didn't make tnis point
clear. You use your own oscillator. Or, there are two optional
oscillators, both of which offer microsecond-a-day type stability.
MR. LAUREN RUEGER, Johns Hopkins Uniersity Applied Physics Lab:
Have you tried reconciling the published excursions of the
satellite system time with the data that you have presented?
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MR. HUNT:
Yes. We see some correlation, but not a whole lot. Frankly, the
controlling agency has the same problem we do in measuring the
offset to the USNO master clock. We can see some correlation,
however. When the satellite indicates it is very far off in one
direction--20 or 30 microseconds one way or the other--we can see
that in our data also, although we can't measure it precisely to
that. Removing the satellite offset from our data after the fact
using USNO Publication 17 improves it somewhat but doesn't remove
all that we think it could.
MR. RUEGER:
Is there a limitation in the resolution if the satellite system
does get control down to + 5 microseconds? Will you be able to
see it?
MR. HUNT:
That I don't know. Perhaps the gentleman from NAJ or the Navy can
tell us. On one pass, we are looking at, typically, between 8 and
12 microseconds standard deviation. The slide I made showed 14.
We are doing better than that now because we have improved our
fiducial time mark detector. We are computing the position of the
satellite to well within 25 meters, which obviously is down in the
noise as far as microseconds are concerned. So, I think the reso-
lution available ultimately goes back to how well the satellite I
system can be controlled down to a floor in the 10-microsecond
region.
MR. RUEGER:
You would be able to see 1 microsecond if we were holding the mean
to that value?
MR. HUNT:
If you were holding the mean to that value and we filtered, we
would be in our floor cf around 10 microseconds due to the jitter
in the fiducial time mark detector, although some of that could be
removed with additional filtering. How much we don't know yet
because we don't have the Navy satellite system correctable to that
point. Hopefully, this new procedure will improve it enough so
that we can see these factors.
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DR. GERNOT M. R. WINKLER, U. S. Naval Observatory:
I would like to comment. The Naval Astronautics operations and
the timing control of the satellite system, as it is executed now,
is more than sufficient to satisfy navigational requirements. The
use which we see here represents additional potential of a national
resource. It is now up to us to tighten these operational pro-
cedures, to tighten up the timing. I am confident that we will be
able to do that to make that national resource more readily
available.
MR. ROGER EASTON, Naval Research Laboratory:
What is the cost of the receiver?
MR. HUNT:
I don't know the price. I can give a range. It is on the GSA
schedule, and the price depends, of course, on quantity. I believe
the price for quantity one is in the vicinity of $13,000 to $14,000.
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A TIME TRANSFER UNIT FOR GPS
Jackson T. Witherspoon, Leonard Schuchman
Stanford Telecommunications, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA & McLean, VA
ABSTRACT
A Time Transfer Unit (TTU) for use with NAVSTAR satellites of the
Global Positioning System (GPS) is described. The unit can provide
world-wide time transfer with an accuracy of better than 100 nano-
seconds relative to GPS system time. Techniques used for GPS signal
processing and data reduction are summarized, and potential appli-
cations discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Satellites have been used for a number of years for transfer of time and
frequency between primary standards and users of precise time [1].
NAVSTAR satellites of the Global Positioning System (GPS) will soon
provide world-wide access to precise timing signals which will permit a
properly equipped user to calibrate a local time source relative to a
primary standard to within fractions of a microsecond. The minimum user t
configuration consists of an omni-directional antenna and preamp, a Time
Transfer Receiver, a teletype or equivalent alphanumeric printer, and a
scientific hand calculator. Users with existing computers can eliminate
the manual computation by connecting the receiver directly to a host
processor.
For users without existing processing capability, an integrated receiver/
processor or Time Transfer Unit (TTU) is available which is completely
self-contained and fully automated. For users who do not have atomic
frequency standards but who wish to improve the accuracy of their local
time reference to better than 1 microsecond, the TTU can be operated in
an automatic time correction mode in which the local time reference is
periodically corrected.
This paper describes the operation and design of a prototype unit now
under development.
OPERATION
The basic configuration of the TTU is shown in Figure 1. The unit
accepts stable reference time (1 pps) and frequency (5 MHz) signals from
the local time standard or unit to be calibrated, and the Ll signal at " -
1575 MHz from any GPS NAVSTAR satellite. Ephemeris data from the
NAVSTAR satellite is detected and processed to determine satellite
position and to estimate the time of arrival of the satellite signal
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epoch. The actual time of arrival is recorded and compared with the
expected value after correction for ionospheric, tropospheric, and
relativistic errors, and the difference is displayed as the local tirie
error. Sequential time error measurements are filtered to provide
minimum variance time and frequency error data for display to the user
or for logging with other user applications data. Time error is dis-
played as a nine digit plus sign decimal number in units of seconds with
a range of + six seconds and a resolution of 10 nanoseconds. Frequency
error is computed from the rate of change of the filtered time error anld
displayed as a six digit6 plus sign decimal number in parts p? 10 with
a range of + one part 10 and a resolution of one part in 10 . The
output data i updated every six seconds; the normal smoothing intervalis two minutes but can be adjusted to a particular user's requirements.
The smoothing filter also generates an estimate of the variance of the
output data.
Several optional modes of operation are available to match different
user requirements. For the user who needs a corrected I pps time refer-
ence, a time synthesizer can be added to the basic configuration whichgenerates a 1 pps which is advanced or retarded relative to the refer-
ence 1 pps by an amount equal to the computed time error.
Time Transfer Technique
The time transfer technique used is illustrated in Figure 2 which shows
typical satellite, user and received time epochs relative to system
(GPS) time. GPS satellites transmit continuous navigation signals withreadily identified epochs every 6 seconds. The satellite transmissionis determined by an atomic standard which will in general differ by somn
amount (Parameter A in Figure 2) from system time. An estimate of A is
contained in the navigation data and is available to the TTU. The
satellite epoch arrives at the TTU and is detected by the receiver at
some later time and is measured by reference to the local station time
reference (Parameter C in Figure 2). The transit time (sum of A + B + Cin Figure 2) can be estimated from satellite ephemeris and ionospheric
error available in the navigation data, and from known user location and
equipment bias calibrations. The station time error is taken as thedifference between expected and measured time of arrival. Table 1summarizes the major sources of error in the technique described. Note
that these errors are associated with a single measurement and do notinclude potential improvement from smoothing over multiple samples orcombining measurements from multiple satellites. The reader is referred
to [2] for a more complete discussion of the GPS Navigation Data Message
and its contents.
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TABLE I
TTU ERROR BUDGET
Satellite Ephemeris 10 ns
Satellite Clock Drift 10 ns
Ionosphere/Troposphere 30 ns
User Location/Calibration 15 ns
Receiver Noise 20 ns
RSS Error 41 ns
Satellite Availability
NTS-2, the first of six NAVSTAR satellites planned for Phase I system
deployment was launched in 1977 and is undergoing test and evaluation.
This satellite can be seen for an average of six hours per day anywhere
in the world. Figure 3 illustrates expected times in view for the six
satellite constellation from San Francisco. Note that at least one
satellite is in view about 18 out of 24 hours each day.
RECEIVER DESCRIPTION
The fime Transfer Receiver is contained in a standard 19" wide rack
mounted chassis. A remotable L-band preamp and omni-directional antenna
are provided for external or roof top mounting.
RF Antenna/Preamp
The RF antenna/preamp assembly is designed to ensure a carrier-to-noise- i
density ratio for the Ll signal under worst case conditions of 37 dB/Hz.
The antenna is a narrowband, circularly polarized unit providing unity
gain over the Ll frequency band everywhere above 20 degrees elevation.
The preamplifier is of conventional design, preceded by a narrowband
preselector, providing a noise figure of better than 5 dB and a gain of
more than 40 dB. The entire assembly is designed for o eration in an
unprotected environment over a temperature range of -25 C to +65 C.
Time Transfer Receiver
The heart of the TTU is the Time Transfer Receiver (TTR). The TTR
receives ana tracks the PRN coded GPS signal at 1575 MHz, demodulates
the carrier and detects the 50 bps Navigation data which bi-phase modu-
lates the carrier. Navigation data, code epochs, and receiver status
are provided as outputs for processing or printing via an IEEE-488-1975
compatible interface bus every six seconds. Figure 4 illustrates the
TTR front panel controls. The receiver may be operated manually from
this panel or remotely via the processor interface. GPS time-of-week
is continuously displayed in the center display. Figure 5 illustrates
the major functional elements of the receiver.
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Downconverter
The downconverter preselects, downconverts, amplifies, filters, and
levels the input L-band signal. Single downconversion is used to an IF
of 81.84 MHz where signal distribution and correlation is performed.
All conversion signals are synthesized from the local frequency stan-
dard. Provisions are included for injection of test RF or IF signals
from a NAVSTAR test transmitter such as STI Model 5001.
Code Tracking Loop
The code tracking loop is a conventional early-late delay-locked loop
employing a single code channel which is switched between early and late
code references. An early-late discriminator accepts the early and late
codes, correlates the received and reference codes, and demultiplexes
the switched error signals to produce a digital error signal propor-
tional to the received code offset. The code loop filter and number-
controlled-oscillator circuits which generate the corrected code clock
are all digital designs which retain the phase noise purity of the
reference oscillator so as to achieve a very narrow band tracking loop.
The code generator generates any one of 37 Gold codes used for the GPS
C/A signals, the proper code selectable by satellite ID.
Navigation Data Detection
This module accepts video 50 Hz navigation data from the carrier loop,
synchronizes and detects the data and subframe synchronization, andgenerates data, timing and synchronization signals for the external
processor. The received HOW word is also extracted for panel display.
Frequency Synthesizer
This module plus an internal 10 MHz frequency reference provides forgeneration of all internally used frequencies from an internal or
external frequency standard.
Interface and Control
This module provides control of receiver operating modes, front panel
controls, local HOW generation and external control and status inter-faces with the processor via the IEEE Interface Bus.
Data Processing Configuratior.
As indicated earlier, the data processing configuration required for theTTU will depend on the particular host user's application. For thedevelopment model of the TTU, a time-shared 16-bit mini-processor/CRTkeyboard will be used. This configuration was selected to provideflexibility of test and evaluation, particularly with respect to evalua-
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tion of time-transfer algorithms. An extended precision time interval
counter is included in the processor configuration to process the re-
ceiver generated code epochs measurements with 10 nanosecond resolution.
The software provided with the TTU includes, in addition to standard
vendor operating systems and library routines, nine applications pecul-
iar modules which provide operator initiation, control, data acquisi-
tion, data reduction, display, and diagnostic capability, all at the
CRT/keyboard which acts as the control station for the system. Figure 6
illustrates the processing sequence.
Upon initialization, the system verifies proper program loading, checks
all Input/Output operations, and requests operator inputs for satellite
ID, initial doppler offset and verification of proper system time. The
receiver is then interrogated, and if status is valid, a navigation data
frame is read in and checked for validity. When a valid frame of data
is available, navigation data processing begins. This process produces
an estimate of transit-time'once every six seconds which is then com-
pared to the measured time-of-arrival as determined from the time inter-
val between received and local code epochs. Consecutive differences are
then smoothed over a two minute interval to produce refined estimates of
both time and frequency error in the local user's clock. These data are
displayed to the operator as illustrated in Figure 7.
SUMMARY
A Time Transfer Unit capable of providing 100 nanosecond world-wide time
synchronization via RF signals transmitted by GPS NAVSTAR satellites has
been described. Such units can provide more frequent and improved
calibration of existing atomic clocks at remote locations, and upgrading
of time and frequency accuracy available from conventional crystal
frequency standards.
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INITIAL RESULTS OF THE NAVSTAR GPS
NTS-2 SATELLITE
James A. Buisson, Roger L. Easton, Thomas B. McCaskill
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ABSTRACT
NTS-2 was successfully launched on 23 June 1977
into a near 12-hour circular orbit. Precise frequency
and timing signals are derived from the two cesium
frequency standards. This paper discusses the launch
and preliminary results which include verification of
the relativistic clock effect.
INTRODUCTION
The successful launch of the Navigation Technology Satellite No. 2
(NTS-2) marks the begi.ining of a new era in navigation and time-
keeping history. NTS-2 (Fig. 1) is the first NAVSTAR GPS (1) Phase I
Satellite, which will provide near-instantaneous navigation and
time-synchronization service on a worldwide, continuous basis to
the DOD community and a wide variety of commercial users. NTS-2 i!
technological features encompass the world's first orbiting cesium
frequency standards, built by Frequency and Time Systems (FTS);
nickel-hydrogen batteries (developed by COMSAT); three axis gravity
gradient stabilization with momentum wheel unloading; control of the
spacecraft orbit; verification of Einstein's relativistic clock shift;
time interval measurement precision of 3 nanoseconds; and a worldwide
network (GE International Time Sharing ) for data acquisition.
NTS-2 is also the fourth in a series of NRL technology satellites
(Fig. 2) which have carried quartz (2), rubidium (3) and cesium (4)
oscillators into orbit. The NTS-3 spacecraft, now under development
at NRL, is scheduled to carry the first orbiting hydrogen maser (5)
frequency standard(s). The primary data type for all of the technology
satellites has been precise time difference measurements, which have
been used for time transfer (6), navigation (7, 8) and orbit determina-
tion.
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GPS LAUNCH PROCEDURE
The GPS launch procedure (Fig. 3) requires that the spacecraft be
inserted into a pre-assigned position in the GPS constellation; first
into a high eccentricity transfer orbit (Fig. 4), then into a low
eccentricity drift orbit (Fig. 5), followed by final constellation place-
ment. A set of orbital values and tolerances was specified; the most
critical tolerance was for orbital period which was required to be
within an accuracy of 1 second of the specified value of 717.973
minutes (nearly 12 sidereal hours).
The NRL built spacecraft was launched into the transfer orbit from
Vandenburg Air Force Base on June 23, 1977, at 0817UrC. First
acq, Isition of signal (AOS) was made by the NTS tracking station inPanama. NTS-2 was then acquired and tracked from Blossom Point,
Md. Calculations of measurement residuals indicated a nominal
transfer orbit. The scheduled apogee kick motor (AKM) burn at thefirst apogee was deferred in order to allow processing of measurements
from the launch tracking network (Fig. 6). The launch tracking network
consisted of two of the NTS tracking stations (Panama and Chesapeake
Bay, Md.) complemented by Blossom Point, Md.; Millstone, Mass.;
thc Range Measurements Laboratory, Patrick AFB, Fla. rhe
tracking network is coordinated by the NRL Control Center (NRLCC),
which has links (Fig. 7) to the GPS Master Control Station. Transfer
orbit solutions were independently made by Bendix personnel atBlossom Point, Md. ; RML, Patrick AFB; and Millstone Radar personnel
using measurements from the launch tracking network. A merged orbit
solution (9) was performed by the Naval Surface Weapons Center(NSWC) which was compared with the independent solutions using
various data subsets. The AKM burn was performed at the sixth
apogee which resulted in a near circular drift orbit.
The pre-launch drift orbit profile (Fig. 8) was chosen to allow the
ascending node of NTS-2 to drift eastwards at a nominal value of 5deg/day. The actual drift orbit (Fig. 9) had a larger drift rate than
expected, resulting in NTS-2 reaching its Pre-assigned position inthe constellation of 28 ± 2 degrees West Longitude in 5 days. Three
velocity increments (Fig. 9) ranging from 1 to 3 feet per second were
used to increase the spacecraft period. The final orbit, excepting
small microthrusts, was achieved 15 days after launch. Three
axis gravity gradient stabilization and solar panel deployment
was achieved within 18 days after launch.
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The final drift orbit of NTS-2 in the GPS Phase I constellation is given
by Figure 10. The locations of the five Navigation Demonstration
Satellites (NDS) are possible positions; final satellite positions will
be determined later. These six satellites will comprise the GPS
Phase I Constellation.
NTS-2 follows a constant ground track orbit with an inclination of
63 degrees. Occasional orbital maneuvers of the spacecraft are
performed, as necessary, to maintain the ascending node within the
GPS specifications. Figure 11 presents a summary of four of the NTS-2
orbital parameters and the associated GPS specifications.
NTS-2 TRACKING NETWORK
The NTS-2 tracking network (Fig. 12) consists of U.S. stations located
in Chesapeake Beach, Md. (CBD), Panama Canal Zone (PMA); overseas
stations are located at the Royal Greenwich Observatory (RGO) in
England and in Australia (AUS) at a Division of National Mapping site.
United States stations are operated by Bendix Field Engineering, the
overseas sites are operated by personnel from England and Australia,
all under the direction of NRLCC. The NTS-2 measurements are used
by these cooperating countries for time comparison with the U.S. Naval
Observatory (USNO), independent orbit determination and polar motion
studies. The network provides almost complete tracking coverage of
NTS-2; Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16 depict the portions of the NTS-2 II
orbit when the spacecraft is above the horizon from PMA, RGO, AUS,
and CBD, respectively. Figure 17 shows that only a small segment of
the NTS-2 orbit is not observable from some station in the NTS network.
Noteworthy is the coverage obtained from Panama (Fig. 13); NTS-2 is
tracked for one complete revolution every day, thus allowing for imme-
diate analysis of any cesium frequency adjustment performed by NRLCC.Each of these stations has at least three cesium standards whose off-"...:
sets (independent of NTS-2) are related to the USNO Master Clock
No. 1 by timing links as detailed in Figure 18.
PRECISE TIME AND FREQUENCY TRANSMISSIONS
Precise frequency signals for NTS-2 transmissions are obtained from
one of the two spacecraft qualified (4) cesium frequency standards
built by FTS. Each cesium standard may also be operated in a quartz
oscillator mode which requires less power. The reduced power,
quartz only mode was used for the first 15 days after NTS-2 launch. r
The cesium standard was locked following solar panel deployment
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which allowed full power operation.
NTS-2 timing information is continuously transmitted in two modes, a
side tone ranging system, called the Orbit Determination and Tracking
System (ODATS); the other a Psuedo Random Noise Subsystem Assembly
(PRNSA). Time difference measurements between the spacecraft clock
and ground station clocks are made through special receivers (10, 11)
which measure time difference by comparing a waveform similar to that
transmitted by the spacecraft. These measurements are then used to
determine the spacecraft orbit, clcck difference (12), frequency
difference and other parameters associated with GPS operation.
FREQUENCY DETERMINATION
GPS requirements for the NTS-2 mission called for cesium controlledfrequency operation after full power was available, following solar
panel deployment. The first FTS cesium standard to be used, designa-
ted as PRO-5, was locked up (Fig. 19) on the first attempt on Day 190,
1977,at 1418 UTC following a frequency tune to bring the PRO-5jquartz oscillator frequency within the VCXO tuning range of the cesium
resonance frequency. Figure 19 presents the theoretical range minus
the observed range (T-O) values (13) which are calculated from
measurements collected at a one-minute interval from the Panama site.These (T-O) values yield a measure of the spacecraft clock offset
with respect to the PMA clock. Knowledge of the station clock offset
with respect to the USNO Master clock permits the spacecraft to be
referenced to USNO. Figure 20 presents a plot of (T-O) values (13) fromPMA over a six day span. The (T-O) slope gives the frequency offset
of +442.5 ppl01 2 with respect to the PMA clock. Inclusion of thePMA frequency offset of +0.6 pp10 1 2 produces an NTS measured value
of +443.1 ppl01 2 . Comparison of this value to the predicted value
of the relativistic offset of +445.0 ppl0 1 2 gives a difference of
-3.1 ppl0 1 2 . On Day 215, 1977, the NTS-2 PRO-5 output signal
was offset (Fig. 21) through the use of a frequency synthesizer (4).Closer frequency synchronization to the UTC rate is obtainable by
use of cesium C-field tuning which provides a resolution of
1.3 ppl0 13 . Before applying the C-field tune, the NTS-2 frequency
offset was re-determined using the CBD station. Figure 22 presents
a plot of UTC (USNO MC No. 1) - UTC (CBD), where CBD denotes
the clock used for the CBD receiver. The slope of this line yields
a frequency offset of 18.0 ppI0 13 . Figure 23 presents a plot of(NTS-CBD); a frequency offset of 10.1 ppl0 13 was measured. Com-bining these results Figure 24 produced a frequency offset of
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+7.9 ppl01 3 . On Day 287, 1977 (14 Oct), a C-field tune of 6 bits
was applied. Figure 25 presents a plot of the (T-O)'s after the C-field
tune; a resultant frequency of -6.6 Ppl01 3 was measured. The net
measured change was 14.5 ppl0 1 3 which exceeded the expected
value by 6.7 ppl0 1 3 . Figure 26 presents the preliminary results of
the C-field tune; the cause of the small differences are being investi-
gated. A frequency history of NTS-2 since launch is presented by
Figure 27, a split logarithmic scale is used so that positive and
negative values of frequency offset with respect to UTC (USNO) may
be included over a large range.
TIME TRANSFER
Preliminary time transfer results have also been obtained. Figure 28
depicts the technique and the links which are used to relate a time
difference, measured with respect to NTS-2, back to UTC (USNO).
The time transfer results are of interest to the PTTI community, but
also significantly to the GPS community because four simultaneous
time transfers measured between a user and four GPS satellites form
the basis of a GPS navigation and time synchronization. Figure 29
presents NTS-l time transfers results between the NASA station
located at Cape Kennedy and USNO via the CBD ground station link
to USNO. The results in Figure 30 present time transfer results
using identical ground station equipment but with measurement I
obtained from the NTS-2 spacecraft; these results are obtained with a
single channel 335- MHZ receiver (14) and are not corrected for
ionospheric delay. The NASA laser network which will use these
receivers is given by Figure 31.
INTERNATIONAL TIME TRANSFER EXPERIMENT
As a result of the encouraging time transfer results, an international
time transfer experiment has been planned in 1978. Figure 32 lists
the different participants from seven countries. Extensive use will
be made of the single channel 335-MHZ receiver; ionospheric delay
will be minimized by using measurements at the time of closest
approach of NTS-2. It is anticipated that a worldwide time synchroni-
zation accuracy of 100 nsec or less will be achieved by this effort.
LASER ORBIT VERIFICATION PROGRAM
A laser program has been started for the purpose of verification of
the GPS orbit accuracy. Initially, laser returns will be used to
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verify one component of the orbit at the time of the observation; later
as more laser stations track NTS-2, an independent orbit will be
calculated. An important part of the laser program is to obtain near-
simultaneous laser and time difference observations at co-located sites
which will be used for precise clock analysis in addition to orbit
determination. These and other objectives are summarized in Figure 33.
NTS-2 is equipped with a laser retroflector similar to NTS-1 which also
had a retroflector. One element of the retroflector is designed for light
emitted in the ultra violet region. Figures 34 and 35 show the retro-
flector elements for NTS-l and NTS-2. In addition to the NASA
network, the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) has four
stations capable of making laser observations on NTS-2; those stations
in the SAO network are detailed in Figure 36. Additional laser
observations may be obtained from stations (Fig. 37) located in
France, Germany, Holland, and Australia. Figure 38 presents measure-
ment resolutions from some of those stations with NTS tracking capabi-
lity. Laser returns have already been obtained from the SAO Mt.
Hopkins, Arizona, site. Figures 39 and 40 present the residuals
referenced to the NTS-2 orbit. The measured biases of 56 and 17 nsec
V provide preliminary verification of the NTS orbit. The noise levels
of 6 and 5 nsec are typical of the expected laser measurement noise
level for this laser configuration; implementation of a more accurate
laser pulse should improve these results.
A proposed laser precise orbit tracking network is shown by Figure 41.
This proposed network includes possible laser tracking at the
operational TRANET sites which are under the direction of the Defense
Mapping Agency.
NTS-2 ACHIEVEMENTS
GPS objectives that have been achieved to date are:
(1) launch insertion into GPS constellation position
(2) demonstrated orbit stability and controllability
(3) first cesium frequency standard in space
(4) verification of relativity theory
Other GPS objectives that are being pursued are:
(1) satellite clock analysis
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(2) error budget determination
(3) navigation with NDS satellite
(4) worldwide timing system synchronization
(5) refine coefficients of geopotential
(6) measure earth rotation rate
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DR. VICTOR REINHARDT, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center:
When you load the C-field adjustment into the cesium, is there a
possibility of glitching due to the serial-loading procedure that
could have given you hysteresis?
MR. BUISSON:
I guess the possibility exists, but we don't think so. We werethere when the load occurred, and it was a very clean load. There
was no uncertainty in the bit change whatsoever. We got immediate
acknowledgement of the numbers that were sent up.
DR. REINHARDT:
My question is not quite the same. Do you latch in the data afterit is loaded, or is it loaded as it serially comes in so there
could be a large C-field change during loadin,, time?
MR. BUISSON:
It is a two-step process. It is an immediate load, which takes
microseconds to do.
MR. LAUREN RUEGER, Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Lab:
Would you be able to operate this in the timing mode when you areworking with the GPS program? Or is that sort of a temporarything? Or do you use them simultaneously?
MR. BUISSON:
,4 This satellite will be operational. It is designed for a three-to-five year lifetime, and we would expect to be using it right up
through NTS-3 launch in 1981.
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MR. RUEGER:
No, I mean the side-tone ranging. Is that what you're receiving?
You will be able to operate them simultaneously?
MR. BUISSON:
Yes, it is being operated simultaneously right now. It has been
since we turned on around day 200 of this year.
DR. HELMUT HELLWIG, National Bureau of Standards:
Back to the C-field problem. We have done some measurements at the
Bureau that indicate that in cesium, the magnetic shielding proper-
ties may be responsible for not producing the calculated values
from the C-field adjust in the output frequency. In this case, I
think the reason is that you have put the cesium standard in a
totally different magnetic environment--actually a very low magnetic
field without degaussing--and now any touching of the C-field will
relax the magnetic stress in the shielding material.
MR. BUISSON:
That is correct. Bob Kern mentioned that yesterday.
DR. GERNOT M. R. WINKLER, U. S. Naval Observatory:
I completely agree because the same thing happens to portable
clocks, for instance, when you make adjustments. Am I correct that
during the tests of that satellite timing equipment, you did check
the C-field adjustment but only for small steps? You did not go
through such a large adjustment. Is that correct?
MR. BUISSON:
Well, a paper was presented by Joe White, I think, at the Frequency
Control Symposium. And I think it was done. I know it was done at
100 to 200-bit changes. I don't know if it was done individually,
one bit at a time. We did a 6-bit change, and possibly there is
some uncertainty. The hysteresis is unknown on a single 1,2,3-bit
change.
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DR. ROBERT H. KERN, Frequency and Time Systems:
We have been speculating on what is taking place. It is my under-
standing that the cesium was launched, turned on, and no C-field
adjustments were made. Is that true? The 6-bit change was the
first time the C-field was touched?
We were indeed very fortunate, as it came up, to come within about
7 parts in 1013 of the USNO clock. What Dr. Winkler has suggestedis the hysteresis effect which we have all come to know anytime youput a perturbation (mechanical, thermal, or magnetic) into the C-field of the cesium standard. I think the one thing that amazes meis the stability of the data over the first 50 days or so where wedid not see any aging in the C-field. And yet, upon the impact ofthe 6-bit load, something dramatic certainly happened, whether theloading was correct or.... But the stability that we see over timeis not characteristic of a thermal environment change. Jim (Buisson)showed us 30 degrees, I guess, change in the bird.
So it still remains to be determined what actually happened andfurther tests should bring it out nicely.
MR. WOLFGANG BAER, Ford Aerospace:
I notice you have very low eccentricity numbers. Do you plan tomaintain that orbit as close to circular as possible and if so, do
you require continual orbit adjustments?
MR. BUISSON:
We will maintain the period so that we have a constant groundtrack. And in doing that, whenever we do a period adjust, we havethe capability of doing an eccentricity adjust also. Right now weare quite satisfied with 0003. The specs were something like Ol or001. But whenever we do a period adjust to keep it on station,yes, we will hope to keep the eccentricity as circular, if not more
circular.
MR. DAVE DOUGLAS, University of Rochester:
In one of the plots in which you showed microseconds versus time,I thought I saw a periodicity. What was that? The oscillation
with time?
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MR. BUISSON:
A lot of this is due to the uncertainty of the orbit determination
at present. You are looking at one side of the orbit and then the
other side of the orbit, and it could occur in the order of 0.5
microsecond or less. And I think that is what you are referring to
on one of the long-term slides.
DR. HELLWIG:
Going back to the C-field problem. It is important to state again
that these effects, like magnetic hysteresis and large external
magnetic field changes, are cop~mon to all present atomic clocks and
are generic; that is, it is a magnetic shielding problem. We see
that even in our primary standards, so it should not be held against
a particular standard.
DR. MULHOLLAND, University of Texas:
Commenting on the previous remark about the periodicity in the
residuals, that in fact occurred on two slides in which you had
plots of normal points--essentially one point for each pass: It
looked as though the periodicity was about half a day which would
have to be the orbit.
MR. BUISSON:
Yes, we agree. That is being actively pursued now by Naval Surface
Weapons Center.
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ABSTRACT
Data communication via the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite (TDRS) is to become available to users in 1980.
The ranging and data services provided by the Tracking
and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) are to be an
integral part of NASA's post-1980 Spaceflight Tracking and
Data Network (STDN). The synchronous orbit TDR
satellites are to be positioned so as to provide near I
worldwide coverage, depending upon user satellite orbit or
user earth location. An essential service that NASA will
provide to its own tracking network (STDN) is precise time
transfer using the TDR satellites. The network ground
station's transmit/receive hardware will be essentially a
non-flight version of the TDRSS user transponder.
The paper discusses the time transfer technique and the
ground Time Transfer Unit (TTU) which contains a
microprocessor for determining and averaging various time
interval measurements. The TTU interfaces with the local
ground station timing system and with the transponder that
will be available at the NASA Network sites for TDRSS
orbit determination.
Time transfer communication between the TDRSS ground
station at White Sands and the STDN stations will be in a
Multiple Access service standard mode of operation. This
mode uses a combination of pseudorandom (PRN) codes and
data modulation for ranging and telemetry. A selected
code state indicator (e.g., the "all l's" state) provides
stable event markers.
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To transfer time via the TDRSS, the time interval between
a specific event marker and the master station clock's 1
PPS is measured. A similar interval is measured by the
user as his transponder receives the PRN code and hence
the event markers. The time interval measurements and
other information are exchanged between master and user
by forward and return telemetry. The master makes a
second time interval measurement to allow es'-imation of the
forward delay time.
The Time Transfer Unit includes a microprocessor and
associated peripheral chips used for synchronizing and
multiplexing the time transfer telemetry frame and for
computing clock error. The time interval measurements
required will be obtained from precision time interval
counters. The error in thp clock difference measurement
is expected to be less than 40 nanoseconds and to be
available once each second. The total elapsed time required
to complete a time transfer should be less than five
minutes.
1.0 SUMMARY OF THE TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE
SYSTEM (TDRSS)
1.1 General
The tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) is beingdeveloped for NASA by an industry team composed of Western UnionSpace Communications Inc. (WU), Harris Electronic Systems Division(HESD), and TRW Systems Group. The ranging and data servicesprovided by TDRSS are to become an integral part of NASA's post-1980Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN).
1.2 Coverage
Data communication accessibility will be nearly worldwidedepending upon user satellite altitude and inclination. This coverage isto be provided by three synchronous orbit relay satellites, two ofwhich (TDRS East and TDRS West) are spaced 130 apart in longitude.Considering remote ground stations as potential TDRSS users to receiveprecise time transfer, the zone of coverage would include EastLongitude locations to the east coast of Africa and West Longitudelocations to the west coast of Australia. This region of coverage at the
earth's surface includes all currently anticipated STDN stations. Abasic illustration of communication relay via TDRSS is shown in Figure
1.1.
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1.3 TDRSS Services
Two basic types of service will be provided by TDRSS, Single
Access and Multiple Access. For Single Access service, each TDR
satellite has two steerable dual-feed antennas. The dual feeds provide
for S-Band and Ku-Band communication (SSA and KSA) to and from
users. For Multiple Access (MA) service, each TDR satellite has a
planer S-Band array antenna capable of both forward and return beam
forming. Forward link beam forming to a user is done at the TDR
satellite and return link beam forming from a user is done at the TDRSS
ground station. Each MA user, therefore, has the equivalent of a
directed beam.
Forward and return relay between the TDRSS ground station and
the TDR satellites is at Ku-Band. The required multiplexing,
demultiplexing and frequency translations to and from the user are
done at the TDR satellite. Figure 1.2 is a simplified block diagram of
the signal flow through a TDR satellite.
1.4 TDRSS Siqnal Design
In order to best satisfy the combined requirements of limited
radiation flux density, Single and Multiple Access ranging and data
services, and individual beam forming for each Multiple Access user, a
pseudorandom (PRN) code signal design was chosen for TDRSS.
The capability of simultaneous ranging and data communication is
directly applicable to time transfer. Ranging is accomplished by
synchronized forward and return link PRN codes in a "round trip" or
"two way" ranging mode (TDRSS Mode 1). Forward and return
telemetry data are modulated onto the respective codes allowing
simultaneous two-way data transfer. The PRN code "epoch" signals or
"state indicators" serve as event markers for time transfer. Signal
margins are such that these markers will be quite stable and code
acquisition times relatively short.
1.5 TDRSS Interface
The basic type of interface between users and TDRSS is a data
interface, available with both Single and Multiple Access services.
Baseband digital data and data clock are applied at the TDRSS ground
station to a forward link data interface. Baseband digital data and data
clock are returned from the user via a return link data interface. The
forward and return PRN code "fepochs" or "state indicators" will be
utilized for time transfer to the NASA ground network stations
(STDN).
A block diagram of the time transfer hardware and the interface
with the TDRSS ground station at White Sands is shown in Figure 1.3.
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The basic time transfer unit (TTU) includes the microprocessor with
associated peripheral hardware, the time interval counting units, and
the frequency standard and clock.
A block diagram of the STDN station TTU and TDRSS interface
hardware is shown in Figure 1.4. Essentially the same hardware is
used here as issued at the TDRSS ground station except that the
transmit/receive interface is with a TDRSS user transponder.
2.0 TDRSS TIME TRANSFER TECHNIQUE
For the purposes of this paper, the transfer of time is defined to
mean the determination of the difference between the clock times of two
physically separated stations. It is assumed that each station has a
clock 1 PPS signal derived from and having the accuracy of its own time
standard. This allows the time interval between clocks to be measured
as the time interval between occurrences of the stations' respective 1
PPS signals. The objective of the technique described herein is to
determine the time interval between those 1 PPS signals (i.e., the clock
error, e).
2.1 Clock Error Calculation
The technique described below can assume a Master/Slave
relationship between the stations where in fact the master station would
be the NASA terminal at the White Sands TDRSS ground station. The
slave station would be one of the STDN tracking stations or other
suitably equipped TDRSS user. The implementation could be such that
essentially the same hardware but slightly different software (Section
3.0 discusses implementation) would make the two stations reciprocal,
so that either station could act as the master. This would be
advantageous if a given station was required to have 1he capabilities of
either master or slave, as in a chain-type time transfer.
T.o determine the clock error, e, the master must know when the
slave's 1 PPS occurred relative to his own. This is achieved by having
both master and user measure the time interval from their respective 1
PPS signals to a common reference. The common reference is an epoch
or state indicator signal of the PRN code being relayed between master
and slave, via the TDR satellite.
As this code is generated, the code vectors or state indicators
(SI's) occur repeatedly, once for each full cycle of the code. To avoid
ambiguity, one specific SI is selected or tagged so that both slave and
master refer their measurement to the same SI. A timing diagram
illustrating the intervals to be measured (A2 and A3) is given in Figure
2.1a. From the diagram, one can express the clock error as;
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C A3 - TR (2.1-1)
This represents a "one way" or "return only" method of time transfer
in which A and A are the intervals measured by the slave and master,
respectively, and TR is the return link path delay from slave to master.(It is assumed that any hardware delays have been taken into account;
this will be discussed in Section 4).
To actually calculate e, the delay TR must be determined. For a
one-way link of user-to-master (TDRSS Mode 2 return link only), TR
would have to be calculated using ephemeris data on the TDR satellite,
as well as the exact locations of slave and master.
A second method of determining TR is to estimate it from
measurements using a two-way link (TDRSS Mode 1). In this mode, themaster originates the PRN code; the slave receives and retransmits thecode, and makes his A2 measurement which is also sent back during thenext one-second measurement interval. The returning code enables themaster to make not only an initial interval measurement (A,), but also asecond interval measurement (A,). The measurements are made fromhis 1 PPS to the tagged SI as it is being transmitted (A,) and received(A,). Figure 2.1b illustrates the timing for this situation.
From Figure 2.1b one can see that the total path delay, TF+TR is;
TF+TR = A3 - A
where TF is the forward link path delay from master to slave. Hence,the two measurements made by the master, A, and A3 , allow estimationof the path delay. If we now assume that the forward and returndelays through the satellite hardware are equal and that the satellite is
motionless relative to the earth, the return path delay, TR, is equal tothe forward path delay, T. Using this assumption and Eq. (2.1-2),
Eq. (2.1-1) becomes;
A3-A IS---2- 
- ( 2-Al,) . (2.1-3)
2.3 Summary
Several assumptions were made to obtain the simple result of Eq.(2.1-3), namely equal forward and return delays through satellite,
master and user station hardware, and a "stationary" satellite. Theinfluence of hardware delay and satellite motion in the clock error
estimate are illustrated in Section 4.
Satellite motion can cause an error in the computed value of ofabout 25 nanoseconds over an interval of about 1 minute for a linearradial motion of 30 meters/sec. The time transfer system proposedherein is capable of estimating the first order (linear) motion of the
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satellite using the time interval measurements. With a set of
measurements being made once each second (corresponding to each 1
PPS), the previous two seconds of measurements will be sufficient to
estimate linear motion. Section 4 contains a more complete description
of satellite motion, hardware delay, and signal jitter contributions to
time transfer error.
3.0 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TDRSS TIME TRANSFER
TECHNIQUES
Section 2 discussed the general technique used to effect a "time
transfer" using the TDRSS. The details of implementation were
ignored. These will now be discussed.
3.1 Data Link
A number of questions were left unanswered in Section 2, such
as how the master obtains the measurements made at the slave station,
and especially how one particular SI is "tagged" so that both stations
recognize it. (This essential feature will be described in Section 3.2.2,
paragraph 2.) Communication through the TDRSS data link and the
format of this communication provide the answers. Modulated onto the
PRN code is data in block form as shown in Table 3.1. This data,
generated by the Time Transfer Terminal (TTU), is used to transfer
such required information as:
a. The quantities necessary for clock error calculations including
time interval measurements, time-of-day, and, in a "one-wzy"
situation, range information perhaps in the form of position
constants.
b. A status word used to communicate between master and user such
things as data validity, loss of frame, end of transmission, and
others.
c. Sync words which indicate the beginning of the telemetry frame
and also generate a "range gate" to resolve the state indicator
(SI) ambiguity by tagging a particular SI. This is discussed in
more detail in a later subsection.
d. A sixteen-bit SUMCHK is used to provide transmission error
detection since no allowance was made for word parity. The
SUMCHK holds the complement of the modulo 2 " sum of the
contents of the previous 27 bytes. In addition, the sync words,
frame ID, and status word also help maintain frame integrity.
Sufficient information is included in the formats to allow either master
or user to calculate the error between clocks.
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Table 3.1
TDRSS Time Transfer
Telemetry Frame Format - kth Interval
Master TLM User TLM
Byte No. Description Description
1 Frame Sync Frame Sync
2 Frame Sync Frame Sync
3 Frame ID Frame ID
4 STATUS WD STATUS WD
5 STATION ID STATION ID
6 TIME-OF-DAY, DAYS TIME-OF-DAY, DAYS
7 TIME-OF-DAY, DAYS TIME-OF-DAY, DAYS
8 TIME-OF-DAY, HRS TIME-OF-DAY, HRS
9 TIME-OF-DAY, MINS TIME-OF-DAY, MINS
10 TIME-OF-DAY, SECS TIME-OF-DAY, SECS
11 A1  (k-i) A2  (k-i)
12 A1  (k-i) A2 (k-i)
13 A1 (k-i) A2 (k-i)
14 A1 (k-i) A2 (k-i)
15 A1 (k-i) A2 (k-i)
16 A3 (k-i) e (k-2)
17 A3 (k-i) E (k-2)
18 A3 (k-i) e (k-2)
19 A3 (k-i) c (k-2)
20 A3 (k-i) c (k-2)
21 Position Const. ID SPARE
22 Position Const. SPARE
23 Position Const. SPARE
24 Position Const. SPARE
25 Position Const. SPARE
26 SPARE SPARE
27 SPARE SPARE
28 SUMCHK (LSB) SUMCHK (LSB)
29 SUMCHK (MSB) SUMCHK (MSB)
30 ETX (End of Text) ETX (End of Text)
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The data frames include thirty eight-bit bytes (or words) for a
total of 240 bits. At the proposed bit rate of 1200 BPS (a standard
modem baud rate), the frame period is 200 msecs. The resulting byte
period is 6.7 msecs, and the bit period is 0.83 msecs. It is suggested
that all numeric data be in a packed BCD format (two decimal digits per
byte). This allows the use of the data-independent values 10, -15,, in
4-bit nibbles for conveying alphabetic information such as sync words,
end-of-text (ETX), and frame and user ID.
3.2
The hardware used to generate, format, and control the
transmission and reception of the data frame is shown in Fig. 3.1 for
both master and slave. This hardware must also accept the necessary
inputs and make all calculations required to determine clock error, as
well as provide an interface to the ground network via NASCOM. For
discussion purposes, this hardware is separated into three general
areas:
1. TDRSS (ground station and user transponder) equipment.
2. Equipment which provides various required inputs to the
processor.
3. The processor unit.
The TDRSS equipment is used to provide the communications link
between master and slave. It also provides a common event marker
reference (the PRN code SI pulses) and a means of relaying the data
involved.
3.2.2
The second level hardware includes the items indicated below.
1. Time interval counters are required to measure the Ails.
2. Logic gates and latches are required to provide timing
synchronization for the interval counters via START/STOP
pulses and synchronization of certain interrupts. These units
also tag or gate the proper SI pulse using a Frame Sync detection
signal. The tagged SI is in turn latched as a low level into the
interval counter, thus stopping the A, count which had been
started by the 1 PPS via the same latch. Hence, A, is a measure
of the interval between the 1 PPS and the first SI pulse following
the Frame Sync words. Since the data frame is now referenced
to the PRN code (transmission is initiated by another SI pulse),
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the tagged SI pulse will always be the first one following the
Frame Sync. (During reception of a "turned-around" code, the
same sequence occurs, yielding the interval A,.)
3. The frequency standard, station clock, and time code
generator/buffer hardware provide the 1 PPS signals and allow
all data frames to be time tagged (hours/minutes/seconds).
4. A NASCOM interface is required to allow communications between
the master station and controlling locations (e.g., GSFC/NTTF).
5. An operator I/O console facility is required to allow interaction
between operators and the time transfer system. This allows
data values such as clock error to be displayed on demand as well
as providing a means of entering commands into the system.
3.2.3
The processor system, consisting of a microprocessor and
associated peripheral I/O chips, is the basis of the Time Transfer Unit
(TTU) hardware and does all required computation and most of the
control. In an application where a small amount of simple calculation
and a large amount of control are required, a microprocessor is the
natural solution. For the time transfer system, the Intel 8080 was
initially selected. Other processors (e.g., Zilog's Z-80) have similar
capabilities and could also be used. The 8080 was selected because not
only does it have a sufficient instruction set, word size, and speed,but also because it is currently well supported by available software,peripheral chips, development hardware, and second-source vendors.
Associated with the microprocessors (WPs) are three types of
peripheral interface chips (refer to Fig. 3.1). The USARTs are
universal synchronous/asynchronous receiver/transmitters which are
used to convert the parallel data of the pP into synchronous serial data
for the TDRSS transmission link and the reverse for reception. The
USARTs provide sync words at the start of each data frame during
transmission, sync word searching during reception, parity checking if
desired, half- or full-duplex operation, and a number of other
functions. The USARTs also interface naturally with interactive
terminal devices (e.g., teletype, CRT console, etc.).
The PPIs are parallel peripheral interfaces which allow direct
transfer of parallel data into and out of the WP. Each PPI has the
capability of transferring 24 parallel bits. So, for example, to transfer
the 40-bit interval measurements, two PPIs are required, leaving 8 bits
for control purposes.
Finally, the PIC is a priority interrupt controller which accept
external interrupt signals and, in a specified priority, allows one of
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them to interrupt the pp while holding any others that have occurred.
The PIC directs the pP to the processing routine corresponding to the
interrupt that was accepted. Hence, the time transfer program
operates as an interrupt driven system, making more efficient use of
the pP.
3.3 Processor Operation
Functional flowcharts of the master and user systems are given inFig. 3.2. In general, both master and user processors receive, store,and format the various inputs (e.g., Ai's and GMT time) into a dataframe. This information is stored in one or more of three tables orbuffers. One buffer contains the telemetry to be sent (TX BUFF),another stores the telemetry being received (RX BUFF), and the third
retains a history of pertinent data (OLD DATA BUFF). During the kthinterval TX BUFF and RX BUFF contain data measured during the (k-1)th interval as well as a running account of the calculated clock error,
e, which can be averaged. As part of each interval's calculationphase, the OLD DATA BUFF is updated from the RX BUFF and TXBUFF, and the TX BUFF is updated with new time interval
measurements, time-of-day, and a status word.
Each processor will have a simple resident monitor program whichallows communication with the I/O console, possibly with NASCOM, aidsin debugging, and allows software modifications. Commands to initiate
and terminate time transfer could be made by an operator from theconsole, via the monitor, to the time-transfer program. Thesecommands could also come via NASCOM or be initiated automatically if
one so desired. For example, a code lock indication from the TDRSSinterface could initiate transfer, and, after a pre-set time (e.g., 30seconds), the program itself could terminate transfer. There are manypossibilities, some of which will prove to be more operationally
acceptable than others.
Once initiated, the time transfer program is directed by a seriesof interrupts which are monitored by the processor's programmableinterrupt controller (PIC). Flags can be set to convey certaininformation required by the program once the data exchange is
completed (about 760 msecs into the one-second interval).
The processor is responsible for other activities as well. As theserial data are received by the 1JSART (universal
synchronous/asynchronous receiver/transmitter), data validity ischecked in various ways. As valid data is accepted and stored,
calculations needed to determine clock error are made and checks forEnd-of-Transmission (EOT) are made.
Finally, following EOT, the processor has the option ofperforming various kinds of analyses that may be desired and the
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capability of displaying requested results on the console or other
devices. From there, program control returns to the monitor to await
operator commands (either locally via console or remotely via NASCOM).
4.0 TIME TRANSFER ACCURACY
4.1 The TDRSS Relay Path Model
The time interval measurements and clock error calculations
which were discussed in Section 2 can be illustrated by the linear model
of the TDR satellite relay path shown in Figure 4.1. This linear model
assumes that TDR satellite motion results in a constant range raterelative to each station over the time period required for time transfer.The three basic factors which contribute to time transfer error can also
be visualized from Figure 4.1. These factors are:
a. The variation in the transmission time or relay path due to both
satellite motion and propagation effects. The variation due toTDR satellite motion is a potentially greater source of error if not
accounted for than propagation effects.
b. Hardware delays at the TDRSS ground station, the STDN user
station, and through the TDR satellite.
c. Variation or "jitter" in the PRN code state indicators (SI's) due
to noise in the tracking loops.
The contributions of these factors to the estimate of overall timetransfer error is tabulated in Table 4.1 of Section 4.3.
4.2 Calculations Based on the Linear Model
One form of the basic clock error calculation given in Section 2is:
TF •- (A2-A) (4.2-1)
Each of the terms of Eq. (4.2-1) is illustrated on Figure 4.1.The intervals A and A 2 are measured between a clock one pulse persecond (1 pps) and a PRN code state indicator (SI). The forward relaytime, TF, is to be estimated from measurements of the "round trip"
relay time, TT' 3 -,, based on the linear model. The estimate of the
forward relay time is:
1 (~,+-v+ 1TF = '1 ] +  (7FM- RM) (4.2-2)
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Table 4.1
Error Summary
- Column A assumes currently specified maximum delay variation (- 3o) for the TDRSS
ground station, TDRS Satellite and TDRSS user transponder.
- Column B assumes currently specified "repeatability" of delay variation (- lo) for the
TDRSS ground station, TDR satellite and TDRSS user transponder.
Source Error (A) Error (B)
1. Time Interval Measurements
and Calculations Based on Linear (no avg. or data
Model 6 nsec 6 nsec smoothing)
2. Differential Delay of STDN
Station Hardware (TDRSS
Transponder) 30 nsec 10 nsec
3. Differential Delay at TDRSS
Ground Station Hardware 20 nsec 7 nsec
4. Differential Delay at TDR
Satellite 30 nsec 10 nsec
5. Differential Propagation
Effects 
- 1 nsec? - 1 nsec?
6. Total RMS 47 nsec 17 nsec
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1 1.
(  -TRS) + (TFU -RU )
2 +
+ 1(T( ATCYY2)[ (F~lfR l -(FU+TRU)
T FS+TRS)
where Yt,=4,/v and -Y2 P 2/vp are the range rate parameters relative to
the two statiois, e.g., Master and User stations. The velocity of
propagation, v 0 -c/n, with n-i and c=2.998x10" meters/sec. A large
value of -,+7 2 ior a synchronous satellite orbit is Y-10 - . As stated in
Section 2, this can contribute about a 25 nanosecond bias error over
approximately a one minute interval.
Eq. (4.2-2) was derived directly from Figure 4.1 by equating
time intervals. Higher order terms in Y, e.g., f2, y 3, etc., are
neglected.
The interval A2 at the user, may be a fixed and known PRN code
epoch offset, a variable offset requiring measurement, orA'=O, implying
a "coherent retransmission" of the code received by the user. The
delay terms, TFM, TRbI , etc., refer to the forward and return link II
delays at the Master, User and TDR satellite.
The rate parameter, Y, + 2, can be estimated from the time
interval measurements as: (A3-A) (A3 .A 1 )
-- - TT (t) -TT (tl) 3 k+l k
'1 +-2 - - 1+ (A1 kl Alk) (4.2-3)
(A more elaborate "data filter" could be employed to continually update
the estimate of both TT and ^t,+t2, using all [he time interval
measurements obtained over a period of time.)
Eq. (4.2-2) shows that the hardware delays depicted in Figure
4.1 appear as a differential delay effect, e.g., +(rFNrRM). These
differential delays will have to be independently measured or
"calibrated out". Accurate ranging via TDRSS also requires knowledge
of these delays. Delay measurements for the channels in service will be
made as part of normal TDRSS operating procedure. The terms which
indicate total hardware delay show either a difference in total delay or
are significantly reduced by a differential range rate parameter.
Propagation path delay will also occur as a differential delay
between the forward and return paths. Since the forward and return
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propagation paths are through the same regions of space and the
forward and return transmissions occur within a very short time span,
the differential delay should be quite small. This should be the case
even though the forward and return Ku-band and S-band frequencies
are different.
4.3 Time Transfer Accuracy
The linear model discussed in the preceding sections allows the
factors which contribute to time transfer error to be categorized. The
time interval measurements A,, A, and A, which are used in the
estimation of forward time, TF, the range rate parameters yI+l2, andthe clock error calculation are all subject to noise or "jitter" in the PRN
code tracking loops. At the signal margins available for time transferthis tracking jitter would be quite small and averaging (or datafiltering based on the linear model) can reduce this contribution evenfurther. The linear model itself should be quite accurate overrelatively short intervals, e.g., 10 minutes or so. The time requiredfor forward and return link signal acquisition, data accumulation, and
clock error calculation will be about 5 minutes.
Unknown or uncalibrated hardware delay appears to be thelargest potential source of time transfer error. Specification data onground station, satellite and user transponder hardware delay
contributions to TDRSS ranging accuracy can be used to estimate timetransfer accuracy. These specifications were used to compile Table 4.1
which summarizes the anticipated accuracy of time transfer via TDRSS.Analysis and test data on PRN code tracking stability is used toestimate the effect of jitter. The error summary of Table 4.1 is for
"two-way" or "round trip" estimation oi forward delay to the user(TDRSS Mode 1).
5.0 SUMMARY OF OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
If two standard frequencies differ by a few parts in 1012 fromtheir nominal frequency of 5 MHz the corresponding clock ratedivergence would be about 150 nanoseconds per day or about one
microsecond per week. Once a week then, could be a reasonable rateat which to check STDN station clock error. Also, "intensive" testperiods of several weeks could be used to establish a "predicted" clockbehavior with each stations' clock error being measured twice a day,
for example.
5.1 TDRS System Loading
As stated in Section 4.3 the total time transfer interval isexpected to be about 5 minutes. This includes forward and return linkPRN code and carrier acquisition, data acquisition, and one to two
minutes of clock error calculation with sample values occurring at a rate
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of one per second. The 5 minute interval does not include service
configuration time. For example, the time to verify that an assigned
Multiple Access (MA) channel is available and operating properly is not
included.
If it is assumed that each STDN station's clock error is being
checked "regularly", 30 to 40 minutes per week might be required.
This would not appear to be a serious operational burden. It was noted
in Sections 2.0 and 4.0 that the role of Master and User stations could
be interchanged so that the error of the TDRSS ground station clock
could also be checked as a routine procedure.
5.2 Forward Beam Sharing
Since the Multiple Access (MA) service is to have 20 return
channels per TDR satellite (potential total of 3x20=60 channels) but
only one forward channel per TDR satellite (a total of 3) it will be the
forward link accessibility that places whatever limitations might arise on
time transfer via TDRSS Mode 1 operation. This mode is the two-way
"coherent ranging" mode which permits estimation of the forward
propagation time by the "round trip" measurements discussed in Section
4.2. Since the MA forward antenna beam is relatively broad, i.e.,
about 100, the possibility of several time transfer users sharing the
same forward beam exists and will be considered as an operational
possibility. Sharing a forward beam would permit clock error estimates
to be made for several STDN stations in rapid succession. This
approach would require additional time transfer signal multiplexing in
the processor/controller.
5.3 "One-Way" Time Transfer Accuracy
The basic technique and hardware discussed in Sections 2 and 3
and the model described in Section 4.1 permit clock error calculation
either by forward-link-only transmission from the TDRSS ground
station to the STDN user station or by return-link-only (TDRSS Mode
2) from the STDN user station to the TDRSS ground station. The
fundamental difference is that for these "one-way" transmissions, the
estimate of forward propagation time TF (or TR) required for the clock
error calculation must be obtained from TDR satellite ephemeris data
rather than a "round trip" delay measurement. Hardware and
propagation delays affect the error calculation directly, not as a delay
difference as in the "two-way" transmission case. The accuracy
available with return-link-only or forward-link-only transmission
should be in the order of 600 nanoseconds depending upon the validity
of TDR satellite orbit predictions for the time period over which the ..
clock error is being estimated. As noted in Section 1.5, one purpose of - 1
the TDRS user transponder at the STDN stations is for the support of
TDR satellite orbit determination by "bilateration ranging". This
support will contribute to the accuracy of time transfer to a STDN
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station when the transponder is used for that purpose in a "one-way"
transmission mode.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DR. GART WESTERHOUT, U. S. Naval Observatory:
Five speakers described satellite time transfer systems, all of
them different but all of them doing the same thing. Is there a
movement afoot to eventually standardize some of this?
MR. McINTYRE:
I'm not aware of any such efforts. The TDRS system is really to be
part of the NASA Tracking and Data Network in the 1980's, and it is
satisfying NASA purposes in supporting space missions of all vari-
eties--the space shuttle, for example. It turns out that the
particular signal design and implementations we have discussed here
are very suitable to transferring time to the ground stations of
that network. There is no attempt to duplicate or not duplicate
what someone else is doing. It is here--we will use it.
MR. ROGER EASTON, Naval Research Laboratory:
Let me answer a little differently. Paper 11 had 100 microseconds
as far as accuracy. Paper 12 was 25 microseconds, and paper 14 was
about 100 nanoseconds. So there is quite a difference in the
accuracy of several of the systems.
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A PRECISION MICROWAVE FREQUENCY
AND TIME DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM*
John W. MacConnell
Richard L. Sydnor
Jerrold T. Hinshaw
ABSTRACT
This paper describes a precision microwave
frequency and time distribution system capable
of distributing frequencies with stabilities
of several parts in 1015, and time to the 10 ns
level.
A method for distributing a hydrogen maser
frequency standard between sites separated by
20 km is required by the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory for the Deep Space Network. A distribution
system offers several advantages over individual
standards at each site. To verify the performance
of a hydrogen maser, a minimum of two masers is
required at each location, which becomes expensive
when multiple sites are involved. A frequency
distribution system allows several masers to be
maintained at a central standards laboratory,
where calibration, maintenance and data logging
are more efficient. Since the frequency distri-
bution system is substantially lower in cost than
a hydrogen maser, significant cost savings can be
realized if such a system is utilized. Using a
frequency distribution system rather than individual
standards also eliminates frequency offsets between
sites, since one standard is effectively present at
all the sites.
This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology,
under Contract No. NAS 7-100, sponsored by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
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INTRODUCTION
Distribution of stable frequencies over one-way radio links longer
than a few hundred meters is not possible without degradation of the
source stability; For example, a 50 km path has a stability of about
1010 (reference = NRL RPT 7140). This limits the stability of the
source after distribution to 10-10, unless some type of compensation
for the path can be provided. One method of compensation is to use a
two-way link that allows measurement of and compensation for the path
between the source (Master) station and the remote (Slave) station.
In order to distribute time, the path delay between stations must be
estimated, and the time code advanced by that delay prior to transmis-
sion to the remote site. Such a process can be realized by techniques
similar to those being employed in the frequency distribution system.
BASIC SYSTEM CONCEPT
The basic concept of the frequency distribution system is shown in
Fig. 1. A frequency w/wT is transmitted from the maser site to the
remote site. After encountering a delay of T, the phase of the received
signal is WL/, the reference frequency to be distributed, at the ref-
erence phase angle. This signal is then returned to the master station,
where the phase is _wZ " By forcing the transmitted signal to lead
the reference phase by the same amount that the received signal lags
the reference phase, correction for perturbations in the path canbe effected. This whole system is predicated on reciprocity of thepath. If T is different for the two directions, it will be impossible
to obtain proper correction. Any equipment that is common to both
transmit and receive functions (coax, waveguide, antennas, etc) will
be considered part of the path and will be corrected. Any phase shifts
that are not reciprocal will appear directly at the output of the
remote site.
PRACTICAL CIRCUIT CONSIDERATIONS
The circuit in Fig. 1 shows conceptually the operation of a self-
correcting frequency distribution system. There are, however. a host
of problems with the design as shown. Probably the most obvious
difficulty is that both stations are simultaneously transmitting and
receiving the same frequency. There are two simple solutions to this
problem: have each station (Master and Slave) transmit at a different
frequency, or alternately transmit and receive at each station. Un-
fortunately neither of these solutions is a perfect solution. If
widely differing frequencies are employed the dispersive effects of the
medium cause the path to become non-reciprocal, violating one of the
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basic premises of such a system. If the two transmitters operate at
very nearly the same frequency (say .002% separation) broadband noise
from the transmitter leaks into the receiver severely limiting the
sensitivity. The second alternative is to transmit and receive at the
same frequency but at different times. One major drawback with this
svstem is keeping the transmitter leakage in the off state to an ac-
ceptable level. The required isolation is approximately 160 db for a
-20 km path. (The isolation requirement increases as the path length
increases). This amount of isolation is extremely difficult to obtain.
A second difficulty is reflections off objects in the path. It is not
unusual for the reflections to be 10 to 20 db stionger than the desired
signal from the other station. This problem could be alleviated by
employing a long pulse with a dead time to allow all reflections to die
out. Such a system might be a viable solution (assuming the necessary
isolation could be obtained), however it requires very narrow loop
bandwidths. This requires a VCO at the slave station with medium-term
stability not now available.
The solution settled upon is a combination of the two schemes mentioned
above. The two transmitters are run at very nearly the same frequency
(less than .002% separation) and the system is switched on and off. Any
leakage or reflections of the transmitter, being at a different fre-
quency than the received signal (100 KHz at 8 GHz) can be filtered out
in the IF amplifiers. The problem of noise is eliminated since the
transmitter and receiver are never operating at the same time.
The final difficulty with the configuration shown in Fig. 1 lies in the
phase detectors. Such a circuit requires perfectly matched phase de-
tectors. These detectors must remain matched over an entire cycle,
since many cycles of phase go by in a typical system. The ideal
solution here would be a system with a single phase detector that con-
tinuously operates at the zero point on the S-curve.
Fig. 2 shows a basic system that meets all of the criteria previously
discussed. (It should be remembered that this is a basic circuit, and
could not be implemented exactly as shown). Fig. 3 is the same diagram
as Fig. 2 with all the phases and frequencies shown in general terms.
Some mention should be made of the synthesizer marked "X M/N". This
synthesiL . multiplies the 5 MHz signal at its input by the ratio M/N
(The ratiu of slave to master station transmit frequencies) and shifts
the frequency such that a 5 MHz input yields a 5 MHz output. This is
a non-trivial synthesis. For example, in the first system constructed,
the ratio M/N is 81001/81000. Since the input and output of the
synthesizer are at the same frequency, and the multiplication is very
nearly one (1.000012... in the system above) it might be interesting
to consider the effects on performance if this synthesizer were to be
deleted entirely. it is intuitively apparent that the correction in
such a system will be in-exact, that is to say, there will be some
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artifacts of the path present in the output. These residual contri-
butions of the path will be reduced over the uncompensated amount by
some constant factor. If the amount of correction could be made
sufficiently large, the contribution of the path would be sufficiently
small as to be masked by the stability of the standard being distri-
buted. The derivation of a correction factor for such an "approximate"
system is presented in Fig. 3. If K can be made large, very large
correction factors can be obtained. K is defined (Fig. 3) to be
F /(F 
-F ) or the frequency of the master station dividedmaster slave Master
by the difference in frequency between the master and slave stations.
In the firs JPL system K=8100/.1=81000, yielding a correction factor
of 1.6 X 10 . It was mentioned earlier that the intrinsic path
stability is approximately 10-10. By employing such an "approximate
system" the path stability is improved to approximately 6 X 10-16 :
which is sufficient for frequency standards presently available. If,
in the future, it becomes necessary to improve system performance the
synthesizer could be added without disturbing the rest of the system.
JPL FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
The first distribution systems being constructed at JPL are approximate
systems. There were two reasons for this decision. The first was
mentioned above: sufficient performance could be obtained with the
approximate system. The second reason is that it is questionable ifthe hardware in the link itself could be made sufficiently stable to
observe the added performance that would be predicted by employing the
synthesizer.
Upon completion of the first system, two sets of lab tests were run.
The test configurations are shown in Figs. 4a and 4b. Fig. 4a shows
the method used to measure the stability of the system with no path
contributions. This stability was found to be about 2.3 X 10- 5 .
This is really a very good stability when one considers the large
amount of hardware present in such a system. Fig. 4b shows the setup
used to measure the correction factor. We were able to resolve
correction factors of 105 with the setup shown in Fig. 4b. With this
setup we were not able to measure the correction factor of the link,
which implies it is probably near its theoretical value.
The first link has been moved to Goldstone for preliminary testing
with a real path. At this point, we have no actual performance data.
The tests we have run seem to indicate the link is functioning:
although its actual performance cannot be verified until the second
link is installed. Fig. 4c shows the test that will be run once two
distribution systems are available. With this setup a signal is
distributed to the remote sight by the first link. A second link
then distributes the output of the first link back to its origin. This
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allows direct comparison of the input signal to itself after passing
through two sets of distribution systems. Testing in this manner re-
moves uncertanties that are present if one link and two H-masers are
Lmployed for testing.
CONCLUS ION
Self correcting microwave links appear to be a viable solution to the
problem of providing multiple widely separated locations with stable
frequencies. Besides being lower in cost than individual high perform-
mcc frequency standards, they provide essentially the same frequency
at each station, eliminating the frequency offsets that are inevitably
present when separate frequency sources are employed. One requirement
for the same reference frequency at multiple sites is when differential
VLBI techniques are to be used for precision angle measurement of
ipacecraft, e.g., with respect to the fixed stars.
I:i the future it is planned to distribute time by suitably modulating
the transmitters with a time code and using similar path compensation
techniques to those employed in the frequency distribution system.
oace the clocks are in synchronization they should remain so, since the
same frequency is available at each site.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
MR. DANE CURKENDALL, Jet Propulsion Laboratory:
How is it working?
MR. MACCONNELL:
Like I said, we haven't been able to measure it against the maser.
We measured it looking at the return signal from the other station,
and we could see the path on it and see it correcting. It looks
like it is working okay. But until we actually do a round trip
with a pair of stations or get a pair of masers, we can't be positive
it works, although I really don't see any reason it shouldn't.
DR. VICTOR REINHARDT, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center:
15
You mentioned you got about 2.5 parts in 10 . Over what averaging
time was that?
MR. MACCONNELL:
One hundred seconds. I think we'll find it's going to be fairly
white noise. I think that we will be able to improve upon that
after we get a chance to work with it. This is really the first
prototype system, and we have some ideas about what's causing that
and may be able to improve it three or four times.
DR. REINHARDT:
Did you look at the phase stability at longer intervals for diurnal
shifts?
MR. MACCONNELL:
We ran some phase measurements on the thing sitting in the lab
with the air conditioning going up and down, and we could see maybe
two or three degrees peak-to-peak phase drift at X-band. For a
clock, I think this would be really a nice system because you could
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take two clocks and sync them up -- two or three degrees at X-band
doesn't correspond with very many nanoseconds offset between clocks.
DR. REINHARDT:
That one or two degrees at X-band is less than a picosecond, which is
considerably less than a nanosecond.
MR. RONALD WEIMER, National Radio Astronomy Observatory:
You've mentioned transferring time, and I was just wondering if
you have done anything like that?
MR. MACCONNELL:
At this point, we haven't built a system for controlling the time.
However, we have some ideas about how we are going to do it. Ithink we can do it by controlling the on and off pulsing of thetransmitters and receivers. The system will have a loop around itsimilar to the frequency control loop to take out the path delay.Also, because we have such good resolution of the X-band phase,j we'll be using that somewhat too.
MR. WEIMER:
How do you currently control the turning on and turning off of
these things?
MR. MACCONNELL:
We have a small frequency synthesizer that is just controlling thegates on the transmitter and receiver. We run at about 150 kHz forthe on-off ratio. We have another synthesizer at the slave station.We have a system that has ten phase-lock loops, which are all auto
acquire. Before it turns on the last transmitter, it lines up thephase of the synthesizer with the phase of the incoming burst of
rf. When it gets lined up, it switches over and turns on itstransmitter. Then it is running purely open loop at that point.
Both synthesizers are locked to the same reference, so there is no
problem there.
On the burst of rf: Actually, both transmitters transmit at the
same time, but there is a delay before the burst of rf that it
transmits gets to the second station. So we set it up so we have
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an integer number of half cycles of the switching array in the
path. The frequency that we chose to switch the transmitter and
receivers on and off is a function of the path length. We decided
to choose 150 kHz because we wanted a frequency higher than 100 kHz
so sidebands due to the switching wouldn't lay on top of the other
station.
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PRECISE TIME TRANSFER UNIT (PTTU)
John J. Wilson and James E. Britt
US Naval Ocean Systems Center
San Diego, CA
Philip A. Mitchell
US Army Satellite Communications Station
Camp Roberts, CA
Herbert A. Parrish
US Army Communications Systems Agency
Ft Monmouth, NJ
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ABSTRACT
The Precise Time Transfer Unit (PTTU) was developed by the
Naval Ocean Systems Center in suppot t of an effort by the US
Army Communications Command to demonstrate the feasibility
of transferring PTTI from the Army Satellite Communications
Station at Camp Roberts, California, to a remote location, via the
existing Federal Aviation Administration Radar microwave
link system. The demonstration will be in two phases:
Phase 1, a loop test, sending PTTI information from Camp
Roberts to the Temblor Radar Microwave Link/Repeater
where it is looped back and returned to Camp Roberts.
Phase 2, transfer of PTTI information from Camp Roberts
to a user site.
Time at stations having precise time standards is compared by
this system. Each station transmits its time, and receives time
sent by the other station. Received time is then compared
with local time at each end, and given the two measurements,
the difference between the two clocks is computed. The
computation removes propagation time and assumes only
that the propagation time is the same in both directions.
In order to implement this test two configurations of the basic
equipment were developed. (1) A terminal configuration, which
receives the incoming 3.2MHz timing signal, correlates a locally
generated pseudo random sequence with the received signal to
acquire the inherent microsecond timing, and decodes the one
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second epoch information. The received time is then compared
with local time and the difference displayed on the equipment
front panel. The terminal output encodes the local time on a
3.2Mlz carrier for transmission. (2) A regenerator configuration,
which receives the modulated 3.2MHz timing signal, correlates a
locally generated pseudo random sequence with the received signal,
and encodes the received one second epoch information on the
locally generated pseudo random sequence. This signal is then
used to bi-phase modulate a 3.2MHz carrier for re-transmission
on another microwave link.
Phase I tests were conducted during October and November 1977.
These tests demonstrated the feasibility of this technique with
tenths of a microsecond accuracy. Concurrently it was proved that
the PTTI signal did not interfere with existing FAA signal traffic.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents some results of a test to demonstrate PI transfer over the FederalAviation Administration Radar Microwave Link System. The phase I test was run 19-2 1October 1977 with Army SATCOMSTA, FAA Western Region, and Naval Ocean SystemsCenter personnel participating. It successfully demonstrated the time transfer techniquebetween Camp Roberts, California, and the FAA Temblor Radar Microwave Link/Repeater(RML/R) located approximately 65 miles to the southeast. The time transfer demonstra-
tion was repeated 1, 2 November 1977 by the original test participants, and witnessed byArmy Communications Command and Naval Observatory representatives.
A number of requirements were placed upon time transfer equipments, as follows:
a. Provide entry and exit to the FAA System.
b. Do not degrade existing traffic on the microwave link.
c. Maintain existing inter-system isolation when crossing between
the FAA Systems.
To achieve this the Precise Time Transfer Unit (PTTU) was developed by NOSC I . Section IIdiscusses, in brief, the design of the PTTU and the two configurations used in the Phase I
test, i:igure I is an illustration of this equipment.
IThe NOS(" design was based on a Satellite PTTI Modem design by J.A. Murray of NRL (ref. I). Thename Precise Time Transfer Unit (PTTU) was chosen to avoid confusion with the existing CM-427
Time Transfer Unit.
Ref. (1) J.A. Murray, "Mini Modem for PTTI Dissemination", Proceedings of the Third PTTIConference, pp 103-110, 1971
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Figure 1. Photograph of PTTU
II. PITU DESIGN
lime is transferred between stations with precise time standards. Each station sends its time
and receives time sent from the other station. The received time is then compared with the
local time standard. The measurable quantitites at each end are the time differences be-
tween received time and local time. The desired quantity is tile difference between the two
clocks, however the measurable quantity also contains the transmitter to receiver propaga-
tion time. which is in general not known-. If the propagation time is the same in both di-
rections. the clock difference is half the difference between the measurable quantities at
each end, i.e..
M I -M,
where C1 = station I clock time
C, = station 2 clock time
Mi = measured difference between received
time and local time at station I
M- = measured difference between received
time and local time at station 2
[iis is illustrated in figure 2.
I is anticipated that propagation time will be calibrated in an operational system, making one-way time
transfer possible, However this is not a necessary condition.
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Figure 2. Difference between clocks located at different terminals
The time is sent by synchronizing a pseudo random sequence (prs) so that the "all ones"
state coincides with the local clock each second. The prs is bi-phase modulated onto a
3.2MHz carrier for transmission. A maximal length prs of length 213 1 =8.191 states trunca-
ted to an even 8,000 state length is used. The sequence is clocked at 1MHz which establishes
an integer relationship of 125 periods per second . The 191 deleted states represent only
2.3% of the sequence length so the correlation properties of the prs are not appreciably de-
graded by this procedure.
The 8,000 state prs is used to bi-phase modulate the carrier to produce a spread spectrum
signal. The timing information is not conveyed by a time donmain pulse, but rather by tile
3 The original 8,191 state sequence does not have a real time cyclic integer relationship using standard, or
easily derived, clock frequencies. For example: at a clock frequency of IMHz an 8,191 state sequence.
with a period of 8,191 microseconds, has 122.08521 ... periods per second, thus precluding synchroniz-
ing the sequence with one pulse per second time ticks from a local clock.
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rcorrelationl properties of the prs modulation. Correlation to the prs provides fractional
microsecond timing, but with an ambiguity period of 8 milliseconds. The phase of every
125th prs is reversed to indicate the I second time tick.
Iwo different PTTU configurations were required for the test:
a. TERMINAL Configuration: to provide entry and exit to the microwave system.
b. REGENERATOR Configuration: to provide the link to cross over between
independent microwave systems.
[ iere 3 illustrates these configurations. The basic PTTU can be put into each configuration
b. plugging in tile proper printed circuit cards.
INPUT -i E DISPLAYTIME r
LOCAL
CLOCK
TRANSMITOUTPUT
T I
A. TERMINALi 1: CF:1 ::O T U
INPUT - - REIEEN OUTPUTTIME
OUTPUT 4 REGEN I RECEIVE7
i
P
T IM E  INPUT j
B. REGENERATOR
Figure 3. PTTU configurations
I igures 4 and 5 are block diagrams of the PTTU configurations. Much of the circuitry is
common: the basic differences being in input and output circuitry. The two configurations
accomplish the following:
lerminal Configuration. [he terminal receives the incoming modulated 3.2MHz timing
signal. correlates a locally generated pseudo random sequence with the received signal to
il(c11lire the inherent microsecond timing (8 millisecond ambiguity), and decodes the one
wccond epoch information. The received time is then compared with local time and the
difference displayed on the front panel. The terminal output encodes the local time on a
3.2MI1, carrier for transmission.
Regenerator Configuration. The regenerator receives the modulated 3.2MHz timing signal. -.
correlates a locally generated pseudo random sequence with the received signal, and encodes
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the received one second epoch information on the locally generated pseudo random seq ulcCC
This signal is then used to bi-phase modulate a 3.2MHz carrier for re-transmission on another
microwave link. This configuration thus "regenerates" the received timing signal and passcs
it on. No local clock is required. There are two regenerator circuits: one to pass the PTTI
signal in each direction.
I11. TEST DESCRIPTION
The objectives of the phase I test were:
I. To demonstrate feasibility of this PTTI transfer technique.
2. To determine whether this PTTI signal is compatable with the FAA
microwave system.
3. To determine the desirability of continuing on to the phase II tests.
The PTTI signal was sent from the Camp Roberts Satellite Communications Station to the
Paso Robles Radar Microwave Link/Repeater (RML/R) by way of a two way 15GHz micro-
wave radio link. At the Paso Robles RML/R it was entered into the FAA microwave system
and sent to the Black Mountain Long Range Radar (LRR) site, where it was transferred from
the FAA Oakland System to the FAA Los Angeles System and sent on to the Temblor
RML/R. The time transfer demonstration was carried out between Camp Roberts and
Temblor.
PTTUs in the REGENERATOR configuration were installed at the Paso Robles RML/R.
and at the Black Mountain LRR. TERMINALS were installed at Camp Roberts and at the
Temblor RML/R.
IV. TEST RESULTS
The following is a summary of the results of the Phase I test:
I Feasibility of transferring PTTI over the FAA system using this spread
spectrum technique was demonstrated. Fractional microsecond timing
was successfully transferred between Camp Roberts and the Temblor
RML/R, some 65 miles distant.
2. The spread spectrum PTTI signal was demonstrated to be compatible with
the FAA system. No interference with normal FAA operations was noted
by FAA test participants, or by FAA control centers in Los Angeles and
Oakland.
3. Desirability of continuing on to the Phase II test was clearly established.
Figure 6 presents the test results in greater detail,
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CAMP ROBERTS PASO ROBLES REPEATER
TERMINA ,Gz .135oz R EN FAA
ERMINAL RADIO RADIO PTTU UWAVE 28.85 mi
- I . J REGE N
? M = 348.3 1uS
1 p
BLACK MOUNTAIN TEMBLOR--& I -+O
FAA REGEN FAA 990 FAA PTTU
UWAVE L pTTU UWAVE 4-F 2 9  M0I UWAVE TERMINAL
_ 
LREGEN ,I
M 2 = 3 4 7 .4 u S
I pps
TIME TRANSFER:
M (measurement at Camp Roberts) ............................ 348.3 uS
M2 (measurement at Temblor) .............................. 347.4 uS
C2 - C1 (time transfer clock difference calculation)
M -M2 = 347.0.45 uS
2 2 15
(NOTE: Expected accuracy for this system ±0,2 uS)
C2 - C1 Iclock difference measured between the two clocks before
transporting CLOCK 2 to Temblor) ...................... 0.42 uS
RECIPROCITY:
TIME DELAY ROBERTS TO TEMBLOR 347.4 + 0.4 (clock error) .... 347.8 uS
TIME DELAY TEMBLOR TO ROBERTS 348.3 - 0.4 (clock error) .... 347.9 uS 
L.
Figure 6. Tests between Camp Roberts and Temblor, time transfer
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REAL TIME DISTRIBUTION VIA CONTROLLED
TV TRANSMISSIONS
J. D. Lavanceau
U. S. Naval Observatory
Washington, D. C. 203q0
L. F. Shepard
ILC Data Device Corporation
Bohemia, L. I., New York
ABSTRACT
Since first introduced as an experiment at
the Third Annual PTTI Conference in Washina-
ton, DC (1971), this system has become oper-
ational at the television stations, WTTG
(Channel 5), Washington, DC and KTTV (Channel
11) , Los Angeles, CA. It permits independent
and continuous transfers, without change in
the broadcast format, with accuracies in the
nanosecond region, as referenced to the U. S.
Naval Observatory master clock.
This paper describes the present system with
details of the equipment used in the control
of transmissions and decoding, and shows the
results of transfers made between some timing
centers.
SUMMARY
A technique to distribute absolute time and frequency
via controlled television transmissions was developed at
the U. S. Naval Observatory (USNO) and successfully demon-
strated in 1971 by an experiment performed between the
Metromedia TV Station WTTG and the U. S. Naval Observatory(reference (1)). .
This system is now operational from the TV stations WTT
(Channel 5) in Washington, DC, and KTTV (Channel 11) in
Los Angeles, CA. It is used routinely by some laborato-
ries around those areas to set their clocks to the U. S.
Naval Observatory master clock (USNO MC) with accuracies
and precision in the nanosecond region.
This paper describes the present system in detail, shows
the results of transfers made routinely between some local
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timing facilities, and the USNO MC and describes some of
its capabilities, limitations and applications.
INTRODUCTION
The technique consists of keeping TV transmissions syn-
chronized to a reference clock within limits of the PCC
broadcast specifications. These time coordinated trans-
missions are then used to set local clocks, or to measure
their time and frequency differences with the USNO MC.
REVIEW OF NTSC TV FUNDAMENTALS
For those of you who are not familiar with the current
NTSC color television standards, we would like to review
them as they apply to precision time transfer.
In the USA, commercial TV broadcasts are generated at a
rate of 30 pictures or frames per second. Each frame is
composed of 525 lines and it takes about 33 milliseconds
to transmit or to reproduce them. To minimize picture
flicker, each frame has been divided into two groups of
horizontal lines. Those groups, called odd and evenfields, are transmitted so as to interlace each other.
The process is called interlaced scanning. In this mode
of operation the end of one field is separated from the
start of the other by one half (1/2) a horizontal line(31.75 iis). The first nine lines of both fields contain
equalizing and vertical pulses used to control the posi-tion and motion of the lines. The horizontal line 10 of
the odd field was selected as a time marker because it
is an easy line to identify.
At the transmitter, all of the recurrent waveforms andfrequencies used in the modulation envelope are derived,
or may be derived, from a single frecuency. For exampleP,let us start with 5 MHz. To derive the color subcarrier
(SC):
SC = 5 x L3 = 3.5795454...MHz 
- 279.36 ns.
88
In case of the horizontal scan rate (H):
H 2SC = 5 x 106 x 63 x 2 15734.266 Hz 6 3.55..
45 88 455
,:I !250
For the vertical (frame) rate (V)
v =- = 5 x 106 x 63 x2 x 1_ - 29.97.. .Hz - 33.366
525 88 455 525 .. .ms.
Since all pulse signals are derived from the subcarrier
frequency, we can establish and maintain the pulses prop-
erly positioned in the time domain by phase shiftinT the
subcarrier continuously until the desired pulse position
is obtained. If we now consider the time period occupied
by 30,000 frames:
33.36667 x 10- 3 x 30,000 = 1001 seconds,
exactly. Thus, having caused an event which is periodic
at the television vertical rate to coincide with a 1 pps
pulse from the USNO MC, another coincidence must occur
exactly 1001 seconds later.
By establishing an arbitrary time of coincidence, it is
possible to calculate the dates (times) at which sub-
sequent coincidences will occur between the one pulse per
second time marks from the USNO MC and the emitted TV
line 10 odd field pulse. These times of coincidence have
been computed by assuming an initial coincidence at zero
hours UT 1 January 1958. They are published by the USNO
as TV TOC tables, Time Service Announcement Series 8.
These tables have the same format as those presently used
for Loran-C. Table 1 gives the first TV TOC for each day
in hours, minutes, and seconds. Table 2 gives all rela-
tive TOC's in a day. By adding the relative TOC's to the
first TOC of any day, one obtains all absolute TOC's for
that day. Table 3 gives the time differences for every
second of the time interval between the TOC's.
For precise time application, the line 10 pulse must be
precisely defined. We have defined this event as fol-
lows:
"The Timing Mark shall be the 50% point on the
leading edge of the first H synchronizing pulse
following, by 1/2 line (31.78 ps), the last
post-equalizing pulse in the vertical interval
or, the H synchronizing pulse at the start of
line 10 in fields 1 and 3 of the NTSC format
in accordance with EIA RS 170A as emitted."
This Timing Mark is shown on Figure 1.
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At this time we would like to call attention to the stand-
ard TV timing diagrams which appear in many publications
including the FCC rules (Fig. 2&3). These timing dia-
grams invariably show the start of the odd fields and the
start of the even field at the same T = 0 datum. The
start of the field is defined as the leading edge of the
first preequalizing pulse in the vertical interval (lir.e
1). After the vertical interval which has a duration of
9 lines, the line 10 pulse appears. In the case of the
fields 1 and 3, this pulse occurs 1/2 line or 31.75 is
after the start of the last post equalizing pulse; whilein fields 2 and 4, the line 10 pulse occurs a full line(63.6 is) after the last post equalizing pulse. Sincethe pulses start at the same datum (vertical rate), one
could erroneously draw the conclusion that the horizontalpulses in alternate fields are not in phase. To accurate-ly show the sequence of events in the extended horizontaltime domain, the vertical interval should be displaved
to the left in the case of fields 2 and 4. This would
show that ALL pulse leading edges, even those of the
equalizing pulses and the broad vertical serrations are
synchronous and in phase at a period of 63.55 1s. Durinathe vertical interval, extra pulses are inserted but syn-
chronism is maintained by inserting these extra pulsesat intervals of precisely twice the horizontal line rate.
By using circuitry which responds to all sync pulses andignoring those occurring at a 1/2 line period, the extrapulses in the vertical interval, we obtain a uniform pulse
train with a period of 63.55 is (15734 Hz). Every 525
lines we obtain a pulse which coincides with the line 10odd field pulse. This pulse train is processed by a phaselocked tracking filter with a 500 ms loop time constant.
A single pulse coincident with line 10 fields 1 and 3 is
gated out of the system as the timing pulse.
For sync timing, a dedicated high stability NTSC sync
generator is included in the transmitter control system.Additional signals are also available from the line 10
receiver for various display and calibration purposes.
REVIEW OF PAST WORK
The original system concept was evaluated on an experi-
-. mental basis at station WTTG in Washington, DC, startinain July 1971. This system involved stabilizjnq the time*.  base of the station sync generators to a cesium reference
oscillator and adjusting the phase of the emitted pulse
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in the time domain (Figure 4). By monitoring the time of
arrival of the line 10 pulses at the USNO, and correcting
for propagation delays and equipment delays, error infor-
mation was used to manually adjust the phase of the
transmitted pulses in order to maintain correct emission
time.
The frequency adjustments required at the transmitter
were subsequently greatly reduced by the development of
a controller, presently known as the TV time synchroni-
zer, which compared emitted pulses with reference pulses
generated internal to the system and issued phase-shift
commands to the station sync generators in order to
maintain on-time emission. Several safety devices were
necessary to assure that the TV station would remain
within FCC specifications and to inform users if the
emission was controlled and on time.
Introduction of the servo loop at the transmitter did
stablize the emission time of the transmitter and abso-
lute times of emission were held to within a few hundred
nanoseconds. Analysis of data taken before the installa-
tion of the servo loop showed considerably less scatter
(phase instability) over short term observations with the
absolute error removed. These observations prompted a
study into the interaction of the TV station equipment,
the receiving equipment, and the servo control system,
with the object of attaining the short term (1 second)
stability of the open loop system with the accuracy of
the closed loop.
The study resulted in the following conclusions:
1. The period of the H pulses sampled at the
vert. rate varied from frame to frame in excess of 150 ns.
2. The start and width of pulses were controlled
by R-C mono-stable multivibrator. Only the start of
blanking which preceeds sync by about 1.5 Us was con-
trolled by the reference oscillator.
3. The sync separator in the consumer type TV
receiver used to monitor the transmitter and feed back
to the servo was deliberately made slow to improve noise
immunity and also introduced about 100 ns additional
jitter.
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4. With the loop open, the short term stability
of the sub-carrier phase was excellent (in the picosecond
region).
5. Differential phase and gain in the receiver
had to be improved and stabilized if pulse fidelity was
to be maintained.
6. Differential phase and gain, as well as power
supply regulation in the transmitter, influenced pulse
stability, especially during changes in APL (averaae
picture level). (Did we say that what happened between
the pulses didn't concern us?)
The approach taken to system upgrading consisted of re-ducing jitter by speeding up the receiver sync separator,
improving waveform fidelity, and reduction of sync gen-
erator jitter. If these measures would reduce jitter to
below about 120 ns, the stable subcarrier (1/2 period
140 ns) could be used to clock control the timina pulses,
thus removing the residual jitter.
A prototype receiver system was constructed, alicned fo
optimum phase and gain uniformity, and a very high speed
comparator used for sync separation. In addition, the
transmitter was equipped with a digital sync generator for
the experiment. The result, as predicted, reduceO jitter
to the 100 ns range; low enough to warrant usina the re-
generated subcarrier to synchronize the timina pulse.
To evaluate this technique, the first zero crossina of the
regenerated subcarrier following the 50% point on the
leading edge of the line 10 (odd) pulse was selecteO as
the timing point. The results of this experiment were
encouraging. During some segments of program material,
standard deviations well below ±1 ns were obtained con-
sistently, while at other times, and during black and whiteprogramming, standard deviations increased to ±100-2nO ns.
The reason for the change during black and white transmis-
sion was, clearly, the loss of burst during monochrome
transmissions. This condition was expected. The color
transmission inconsistencies were traced to random phase
relationship of H sync to subcarrier from one program
segment to another. Since the film chains, tape machines,
and studio cameras were phase matched at the studio switch-ing point (within limits), the problem was isolated to the
source material. No requirement existed in the specifica-tions for consistence of phase between subcarrier and
sync.
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Discussions with TV network enqineering officials confirmed
our findings, but lent a note of encouragement. This aspect
of the specification, while it was an expedient in the
early days of color operations, was causing problems now
since, without Subcarrier Horizontal phase Coherence (SCH)
differentiation between fields one and three, as well as
between fields two and four of the field NTSC color format,
could not be readily accomplished. This fact causes many
problems in tape editing. Several proposals are under
consideration by the broadcast committee of the EIA. At
this writing, a new specification has been proposed which
specifies subcarrier phase to sync but is limited to studio
operations and not yet applied to transmitted signals.
Until the total television system establishes "SCF" the use
of subcarrier sync will have to wait.
The subcarrier phase and its consistency with chrominance
information in the picture is of great importance since it
directly and obviously affects the color fidelity of the
received picture. To maintain this quality, minor phase
perturbations are reduced by a color lock loop. H sync,
since it is less critical and at a much lower frequency,
does have residual jitter. This jitter (approx. 100 ns)
has negligible effect on picture quality for the viewer.
CURRENT SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
A. The system has been set up at the transmitter
as shown by Figure
1. A cesium beam oscillator supplies a 5 Mhz
frequency, via a phase microstepper, to a TV time syn-
chronizer.
2. The TV time synchronizer performs the fol-
lowing main functions:
a) Synthesizes the 3.58 Mhz color subcarrier
frequency for the TV transmitter.
b) Generates a reference time scale composed
of line 10 odd field pulses which are set- "on time" to
the USNO MC via the TOC table.
c) Automatically corrects the phase of the
generated 3.58 Mhz color subcarrier frequency, when
necessary, to maintain synchronization between the emritted
TV transmission and the USNO MC.
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3. A TV receiver and line 10 discriminator con-
tinuously monitor the emitted TV transmissions. Any
change in the time of emission of these transmissions
(line 10 odd) is detected in the TV time synchronizer by
comparing the received (or emitted) line 10 pulses output
of the discriminator against the generated "on time"
line 10 pulses reference.
If this difference is other than zero, but no morethan ±10 lis, the time of emission of the Tv transmis-
sions is adjusted automatically by the TV time synchro-
nizer by advancing or retarding the phase of the gener-
ated 3.58 Mhz color subcarrier frequency, until synchroni-
zation is again secured.
If this time difference exceeds ±5 vas, a slowmodulation of ±0.5 us is impressed on the 3.58 Mhz gen-
erated color subcarrier, and thus on the emitted TV pro-gram, to warn the PTTI user of a temporary larqe error inthe time of emission of the TV transmissions.
NOTE: Changes in the time of emission of the TV trans-
missions occur when TV programs are switched from filmlibrary to video tape recording, to live programs, etc.
Most of these changes are usually small.
The phase microstepper permits precise adjustmentof the cesium output frequency to the USNO MC and thus
maintains the generated line 10 odd reference on time.
B. The basic receiving or monitoring system used
at the USNO, or at any of the local clock locations, is
shown in Figures 7 and 8.
The TV receiver is tuned to the synchronized TVtransmissions (KTTV or WTTG). Line 10 pulses are gener-
ated from the discriminator and their time of arrival,
referenced to a local clock, are measured on a time
interval counter.
When the measurement is made or reduced at a TOC(USNO Time Service Bulletin Series No. 8), the timedifference obtained represents the time difference be-
tween the local clock and the TV clock (emitted sianal)
plus the propagation and system delay 
- or:
[(local clock 
- TV line 10 received) + C].
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The propagation and system delay (C) can be computed or
neasured.
Since the USNO publishes the daily absolute time
corrections to be applied to the WTTG and KTTN transmis-
sions (USNO MC - TV emitted, USNO Time Service Bulletin
Series No. 4) , Table 4, the actual time difference between
the USNO MC and the local clock can be obtained as fol-
lows:
(USNO MC - local clock) [(USNO MC - TV emitted) -
(local clock - T7 received)
- C].
Sophisticated TV transmitting, receiving and de-
coding equipment has been developed, and is available
commercially, to implement this system and to display
the absolute time difference between a local clock and
the TV transmissions.
SYSTEM SYNCHRONIZATION AND CAPABILITIES
The USNO monitors continuously the transmissions from WTTG
and KTTV (Fig. 9&10) and maintains them synchronized with
the USNO MC by changing, when necessary, the freauencv
output of the cesium oscillators installed at the T7 trans-
mitters. An arbitrary excursion limit of up to ±2.5 us
has been allowed in the TV transmissions before introducing
a rate correction to the TV clock. This limit could be
reduced, if desired.
Automatic time rate corrections as small as 0.86 nanosecond
per day can be initiated from the phase microstepper.
Figures 9 and 10 are plots of [USNO MC - WTTG) and of
[USNO MC - KTTV]. They show how well this synchronization
has been maintained in the last few months.
The daily time differences between the USNO MC and WTTG
and KTTV are given as corrections on USNO Time Service
Annoucements, Series 4 and 5, and by telephone announce-
ments available by dialing (202) 254-4662 or AUTOVON
294-4662.
Various organizations and laboratories are presently uti-
lizing this precise time distribution system to set 
or to
compare the time of their own reference clock 
standard
with that of the USNO MC. These TV time transfers are
done routinely to real time accuracies of ±20 nanoseconds
(ns) or better.
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As an illustration, Figures 11 and 12 show how well two
independent organizations, located approximately 25 km
from WTTG measure the time difference between their ref-
erence clocks and the USNO MC.
Figure 11 shows the time relationship between the USNn MC
and the USCG Washington Radio Station clock, located in
Alexandria, VA, obtained by portable clock and by TV time
measurement of WTTG transmissions. Neither statistical
manipulation nor selection has been applied to the data
used for this plot.
The measurements were obtained by utilizing a very simple
system which consists of a TV receiver/line 10 discrimi-
nator and a time interval counter.
Figure 12 shows the time relationship between the USNOMC and the Applied Physics Laboratories (APL) clock,located in Laurel, MD, obtained by portable clock and by
TV time measurements of WTTG transmissions with the slope
removed.
The APL measurements were obtained by using an automaticJ TV monitor system.
The RMS deviation of these TV real time transfers, asverified by portable clock measurements, is within ±20 ns.
WTTG and KTTV transmissions are used routinely to dis-tribute USNO MC time and frequency to locations as faraway as Fort Detrick (MD) (60 km from WTTG), Dover, DE(130 km from WTTG), and Point Mugu, CA, approximately
95 km from KTTV.
Greater accuracies can be achieved by taking the Tvmeasurements during periods when no phase corrections
are made to the 3.58 MHz color subcarrier frequency atthe TV transmitters (this can be ascertained easily byobserving the stability of the received color subcarrierfrequency or by looking at the received TV video), orby some statistical recognization or filterina of thedata. Dr. Winkler of the USNO has recently experimented
with an exponential weighted smoothing rejection tech-nique to reduce the time differences between the USNO MCand WTTG transmissions measured at the USNO and foundthat a precision of 1 ns or better is obtainable from this
TV system.
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Tests on the receiving systems, performed by usina RF
aenerators of known stability, show that these receiving
systems are capable of an absolute calibration accuracy
of better than ±15 ns, and 1 sigma scatter consistently
below 500 ps. The phase detector in the transmitter
loop showed a dead band of ±2 ns and the digital phase
shifter has a quantizing error of less than ±4 ns. The
video processing in the TV plant inserts at least two
slaved pulse generators before reaching the modulator,
and finally, less than ideal regulation of the trans-
mitter power supplies, especially during the vertical
interval, cause changes in sync tip levels and leading
edge slopes.
At the receiving site, antenna movement, transmission
line propagation delay changes with temperature and
humidity, and RF path propagation variations all con-
tribute to limit system precision. All factors con-
sidered, this present line 10 time transfer system, as
implemented, should be considered to have a precision
capability of ±20 ns or better over path lengths of
100 os or less and approaching ±50 ns at path lenaths
up to 350 is. These figures are well confirmed by the
time transfers reported above.
FUTURE PLANS AND APPLICATIONS
A problem encountered in installation of this system has
been selection of a TV station which has mostly local
program origination. Network affiliates were ruled out
since they must operate off network feeds for a larae
percentage of the time. However, as reported and noted
recently in the NBS Monthly Time and Freauency Bul. #238,
some of the larger network outlets are installing Frame
Synchronizers. These Frame Synchronizers destroy the
usefulness of the station for relative time and frequency
transfer using network observations. Simultaneous use
of the same transmitters is unaffected, but they present
an ideal situation for installation of the absolute time
and frequency system discussed in this paper, since
emission times may now be precisely controlled locally
through the Frame Synchronizers.
The USNO presently has plans underway to implement this
TV time distribution system in additional TV stations
in the Washington/Baltimore Area in order to evaluate
this technique as a means of providing an extremely
accurate position/navigation system. Further applica-
tions in the fields of collision avoidance, qeodesv .
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and real time computer operations will be possible at
low cost. Rapid navigation on the Capital Beltway, as
mentioned by the Scientific Director of the U. S. NavalObservatory, may also be made possible.
There are approximayely 800 TV transmitters operating inthe U.S. at this time and they offer tremendous poten-
tial for the distribution of real time, synchronized,
transmissions at relatively little cost.
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TABLE I
FIRST TOC FOR EACH DAY
TIMES OF COINCIDENCE |NULL EPHEMERIS
TELEVISICN LINE 10 CCD SYNC
33,366 MICROSECONDS/PERIOC
DATE TIME DATE TIE CATE TIME
1911 H M S 1977 H M S 1977 H P S
OCT 1 0 6 15 NOV 1 0 10 51 DEC I 0 4 0
2 C 1 1 2 0 5 37 2 0 15 27
3 C 12 28 3 0 0 Z3 3 0 10 13
4 0 7 14 4 0 11 50 4 0 4 59
5 0 2 C 5 0 6 36 5 0 16 Z6
6 C 13 27 6 0 1 22 6 0 tl 12
7 0 8 13 7 0 12 49 7 0 5 58
8 0 2 59 8 0 7 35 80 0 44
9 0 14 26 9 0 2 21 9 0 12 11
10 0 9 12 10 0 13 48 10 0 57
11 C 3 58 11 0 8 34 1t 0 1 43
12 0 15 25 12 0 3 20 12 0 13 10
13 0 10 11 13 0 14 47 13 0 7 56
14 C 4 57 14 0 9 33 14 0 2 42
15 C 16 24 15 0 4 19 15 0 14 9
16 0 11 10 16 0 15 46 16 0 a 55I? C 5 56 17 0 tC 32 17 0 3 41[
18 0 0 42 le 8 5 is 0o 15 8
19 0 12 9 19 0 0 4 190 9 54
2C C 6 55 20 c It 31 20 0 4 40
21 C 1 .1 21 0 6 IT 21 0 16 7
22 2 138 22 1 3 22 0 10 53
23 C 7 54 z3 o 12 3C Z3 0 5 39
24 C 2 4C 24 0 71 6 240 0 25
25 C 14 7 25 0 2 2 25 0 11 52
26 C IS 53 26 0 11 29 26 0 6 
38
27 C 3 39 27 0 8 15 27 0 1 24
28 C 15 6 28 0 3 1 28 0 12 51
29 C 9 52 29 0 14 28 29 0 7 37
30 C 4 38 30 09 14 30 0 2 23
31 C 16 5 31 0 13 50
NOTES
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TABLE 2
INTERPOLATIONS FOR ALL TOCIS IN A DAY
rIMES OF COINCIDENCE NULL) EPHENERIS
TELEVISION LINE 10 ODD SYNC
33,366 MICRQSECONDSIPERIOD
H mS H " S H S0 0 0 It 7 20 22 14 .400L6 41 11 24 1 22 31 2103322 11 40 42 2248 2050 3 11 57 23 23 4431 6 44 12 14 4 23 21 241 23 25 12 30 45 23 38 51 40 6 124726 2354461 56 47 13 4 72 13 28 13 20 402 30 9 133729246 50 13 54 103 3 31 14 10 513 20 12 14 27 323 36 53 14 44 133 5334 15 054
4 10 15 15 17 354 26 56' 15 34 164 43 37 iS SO 575 010 16 7 365 16 59 16 24 195 33 40 16 41 05 50 21 16 57 416 7 2 1? 114 226 23 43 17 31 -56 40 24 17 47446 57 5 18 4 25
7 13 46 18 21 67 30 27 18 37 4? 47 8 18 54 298 3 49 19 11 98 20 30 19 275
8 37 11 19 44 31
8 53 52 0 4 12
9 10 33 20 17 53927 14 20 34 34943 20 51 15
10 0 36 21 7 5610 17121 243710 33 58 21 41 1810 50 39 21 41
NOTES 262
-
-
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TABL 3
jM1TRP0&.ATIONS F0fk LL SECONDS BETWEEN TOCOS
TELEVISI'N LINE 0 OO SYNC
33,366 KICROSECONDSIPERIOD
K S $ IS S LAS) 1 S tis) N 5 PSI
O 1 1000.000 0 51. 17633.333 1 41 
900.000 31.7533.333
0 2 2000.000 0 52 16633.333 
1 42 1900.000 2 32 IsS33.3$3
0 3 3000.000 0.53 19633.333 
1 43 2900.000 2 33 19533.333
0 4000.000 0 54 20635.333 
1 4* 3900.000 2 34 20533.533
o 5 000.000 0 Ss 216)3.333 1 4S 4900.000 
2 35 21533.333
0 0 60000 0 56 22633.333 1 
46 5900.000 2 36 22533.333
0 1 700.00 a 57 23613333 
1 47 6900.000 2 3? 23533*333
0 3 $o00.000 0 SO 24633.333 1 46 
7900.000 2 36 24S33.333
0 9 9000.000 0 59 25633.333 1 49 8900.000 
2 39 25533.333
O 10 10000.000 1 0 26633.333 
1 50 9900.000 0263.3000 
2 40 6
o1 11000.000 3 1 2633.333 1 51 lo00bO0 2 41 27"33.330 10 12000.000 1 2 27633.333 1 52 11900.000 2412 28S33.333
0 13 13000.000 1 3 29633.333 
1 53 12900.0001 S 3 1 2 9 0 -0 0 0 2 43 2 9 5 3 
3 3 3 3
0 14 14000.000 3 4063333) 1 34 13900.000 Z 44 30533.333
0 14 15000.000 1 4 31633.331 1 55 1900.000 
.2 45 33533.333
0 16 16000.Q 1 60 3163*333 
1 56 14900.000 24 6 32S33.331
01 1000.000 7 266.667 1 51 16900.000 
2 46 166.667
0 16 16000.000 18 1266667 1 56 11900.000 2 46 1166.667
0 19 19000.000 1 9 22660667 I S9 1,900.000 2 49 1166-667
S20 0000. oo1 10 3266.667 2 0 19900.000 2 50 3166.667
0 21 21000.000 1 1 4266.66? 2 1 20900.00 2 51 4166.667
0 2 22000.000 1 12 3266.66? 2 2 21900.000 2 52 5166.667
0 23 23000.000 1 13 6266*667 2. 3 22900.000 2 S3 $166.667
0 24 24000.000 1 14 7266.667 2 4 23900000 2 S4 &166.667
0 25 23000.000 1 15 #2664667 2 k 24900.000 2 55 6166.667
0 26 26000.000 1 16 9266,667 2 6 25900.000 2 S6 9166.6670 2? 21000.000 4 17 10266.667 2 2 *2900.000 2 57 10166.667
0 26 25000.000 1 15 11266.667 2 S 27900.000 2 56 11166.667
o 29 29000.000 1 l 12266.667 2 9 26900.000 2 
59 12166.667
0 30 30000.000 1 20 13266.661 2 10 29900.000 3 0 13166.667
0 31 31000.000 1 1 141266.66? 2 11 
30900.000 3 1 14166.667
0 32 32000.000 1 22 15266.6G 2 
12 31900.000 3 6 15166.667
0 33 33000.000 13 16266.66? 2 
13 32900.00 3 0 16166.667
o 34 633.333 1 20 17266.66? 2 
1 0033.333 3 1 17166.667
o 35 1633.333 1 25 16266.667 2 
15 1533.333 3 S 16166.667
o 36 2633o)3 3 .1 26 19266.667 
2 16 2533.3 3 6 19166.667 
0 3 32633.3) 1 21 20266.667 
2 13 35"33.333 3 1 20166.667
0 38 4633.333 i 2 1?266.66? 
2 1S 4533.333 3 6 21166.667
0 39 5633.333 1 29 22266.667 
2 9 553.333 3 9 22166.66?
0 40 6633.333 1 30 23266.66? 
2 20 6S33.333 3 10 21166.667
0 3L 7633.333 1 31 24266.66? 
2 21 2533.335 3 11 20166.667
O 42 6633.331 1 2 25266.667 
2 22 533.33 3 12 25166.66?
0 43 9633..3) 1 33 26266.667 2 23 9533333 
3 13 2166.667
0 44 10633.333 I 34 Z266.667 
2 24 10533.333 3 14 2716.667
0 45 S633.333 1 35 28266.661 2 
25 1l533.333 3 15 26166.667
O 46 61633.333 1 36 29266.66? Z 
26 l2533.333 3 11 29166.667
o 41 633.331 1 31 20266.66? 
2 2? 13 33 3 L? 20166.667
0 46 1633.333 1 36 31266.-bb 
2 28 4533.333 3 18 31166.667
0 49 15633.333 1 39 32266.66b 2 29 15S33*33 3 LS 32166-667
o 40 16633.333 1 40 33266.667 2 30 16S33*333 3 20 33166.667
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NEW POSSIBILITIES FOR TIME AND STANDARD FREQUENCY
DISSEMINATION OVER TV NETWORKS
Bogosav 2. Kovadevid, Faculty of Electronic Engineering,
University of Ni§, Ni§, Yugoslavia
ABSTRACT
This paper describes the principles of a new Time
and TV Synchro System developed and currently in
experimental use at the TV Studio Belgrade in
Yugoslavia. This Time and TV Synchro System
secures the time of coincidence every second by
definition for all programs originating within
the TV studio Belgrade. The incorporation of
the digital TV frame synchronizer in the video
path enables its application with the same
quality of dissemination of time and standard
frequency signals, regardless of the place from
which the partic:lar program originates. The
system can also be applied in connection with
TV broadcasting over geostationary TV satellites.
INTRODUCTION
Recent research in many countries has resulted in a number on con-
clusions which indicate new possibilities for using the existing TV
networks for dissemination of time and standard frequency signals.
The advantage of such a system in many applications is obvious, and it
involves a relatively small investment of the capital for the adapta-
tion of the existing TV network. The ordinary TV receiver can easily
be adapted for the purpose of a user at a small cost. Such an adapted
TV receiver is very inexpensive compared to many time and standard
frequency facilities it offers to its user in the actual exploitation.
Practical redlization of the system for time and standard frequency
dissemination over the TV networks necessitates the consideration and
solution of many technical programs, such as:
1. Determination and maintenance of the time signals at the TV
transmitting point in relation to the time scale (UTC);
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2. The precise knowledge of the propagation time from the trans-
mitter to the receiver and the maintenance of that propagation
time to a fixed (constant) value as closely as possible;
3. Problems associated with a given particular TV system (NTSC,
PAL, SECAM, etc.);
4. Problems associated with the instantaneous TV picture formation
mode within the given TV system (live transmission from a
camera, VTR program, film presentation program, other TV network
program, etc.).
The purpose of this paper is to describe in principle a new Time and TVSynchro System developed and currently in experimental use at the TV
studio Belgrade in Yugoslavia. This Time and TV Synchro System secures
the Time of Coincidence every second in the transmission of the second
pulses.
TIME AND TV SYNCHRO SYSTEM
The TV studio Belgrade, Yugoslavia began over four years ago the
experimental transmission of time and standard frequency signals by
using the so-called active TV system (Kovacevic 1973 and 1974,
Kovacevic et al. 1976; also cf. Howe 1972). In this system, secondpulses, standard frequency and the coded time of day are injected intothe 19th and the 332nd line of the video signal, v. Figure 1. On the
other hand, the time signals, standard frequency and the TV syncpulses are all derived from the cesium clock which itself is located
within the TV studio premises.
At this point we define and understand by the complete or full synchro-
nization for the purposes of this system such a technical realization
of synchronization, in which the second pulses appear every second atprecisely the same point or place of a single selected line of the TV
picture. Since the second pulses must appear at the same place of the
selected line in accordance with the requirement of the full synchro-
nization, that means that the time information must be injected only
once within a single complete frame. This obviously necessitates that
the vertical interval TV sync pulses be referred and adjusted inaccordance with the second pulses from the same standard clock. This
can easily be realized in the case of all European TV systems, since
one second, the period of the second pulses, is an even integral
multiple of the field period of 20 ms. On the other hand, in the case
of the US TV system, the nominal field period is 16 and 2/3 ms, which
is not contained in one second as an even integer. For the TV systems
with 60 Hz as the fundamental frequency, the Time of Coincidence is16 min. and 41 sec. (CCIR 7/26E 1973, Davis 1975), or thereabouts
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depending on the actual field frequency in use. In that respect, it
should be mentioned that if there is no synchronism between the TV
frame frequencies and the time signals, the upper limit of ambiguity of
the time information transmission is 40 ms for the 50 Hz TV systems
(Europe), or 33 and 1/3 ms for the 60 Hz TV systems in the USA and
elsewhere, as the consequence of the waiting for the selected line into
which time information is injected. Possibilities of various TV
sy+ems for time and standard frequency dissemination are shown in
Ta- e 1.
Passive Active
COLOR Subcarrier Field Noina
STANDARD frequency frequency Second 1 MHz field
fsc fZ pulses Burst frequency
NTSC yes yes no yes 60 Hz
PAL yes yes yes yes 50 Hz
SEKAM no yes yes yes 50 Hz
TABLE 1
With reference to Figure 2, which shows in principle the Time and TV
Synchro System realized at the TV studio Belgrade, the time of coinci-
dence is realized every second in the case of the PAL 50 Hz TV system
in use at the TV Belgrade. It is clear from Figure 2 that the synchro-
nization between the clock and the Master TV Sync Generator is required
not only with respect to the frequency, but also with respect to the
phase. Figure 2, which shows in principle the realized Time and TV
Synchro System at the TV studio Belgrade, is self-explanatory to a
large extent. Note that the coincidence circuit resets the selected
line number 19, whenever the synchronization has been interrupted for
any reason, provided of course that the circuitry remains operable.
Figure 3 shows how the described Time and TV Synchro System was
incorporated within the normal TV circuit (video path), with some
obvious simplifications of the principle circuit diagram as shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 4 shows the adapted TV receiver with all the standard signals at
the disposal of the user at the receiving point, which are: I pps UTC
(YU) with minute and hour markers, 1 MHz, the subcarrier of 4.43 MHz,
the line frequency of 15,625 Hz, the field frequency of 50 Hz, and the
frame frequency of 25 Hz. An ordinary commercially manufactured TV
receiver has been adapted. The 13 digits, which appear on the TV
screen as shown in Figure 4, are obtained through the appropriate
blanking of the video signal. The accuracy code digit, which is
encoded in the time of day pulse train (v. Figure 1), indicates the
location of the source of the actual video signal, since the realized
accuracy, i.e., precision, of the time and standard frequency trans-
mission depends on that location. The difference between the UTC and
the local time (clock) (UTC - LOCAL TIME in Figure 4) is displayed on
the screen as the last six digits. The difference is given in the
appropriate units which can be chosen by the operator in microseconds
or tens of nanoseconds.
PRACTICAL TV BROADCASTS AND TIME OF COINCIDENCE
As already stated, the synchronization between the time signals and the
TV picture is achieved by the Master Sync Generator (v. Figure 2 and 3),
and forms as such a part of the entire developed system. The time of
coincidence is fully assured in this system whenever the TV program
originates within the system itself by definition. During the exploita-
tion of the developed system at the TV studio Belgrade it was noticed,
which was theoretically anticipated, that the time of coincidence is
subject to random fluctuations in the case of the VTR programs. Also
by definition the Time of Coincidence cannot be achieved when an
external program is being aired. The external program is normally not
locked on the same Master Sync generator, and there is also some random
fluctuation of the propagation time of that external program from a
distant studio. Thus, the accuracy is not the same all the time, and
it depends on the program itself and the means used for its realization.
The best quality is assured and is achieved practically when a local
live fully electronic video signal is transmitted (live camera within
the system). For instanre, during local VTR broadcasting, the random
fluctuation (jitter) of the sync pulses and the standard frequency of
1 MHz, including the second pulses, is normally 3 to 10 times greater
compared to similar fluctuation during the live fully electronic
camera programs.
Considering the fact that over 80% of the TV programs are often
obtained from VTR's and other networks, as is the case for the TV
studio Belgrade and most TV stations all over the world, then there
remains only 10 to 15% of broadcast time for telecine films and live
camera programs which offer the optimal conditions for time and
standard frequency dissemination. This practically means that there
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are only two to three intervals longer than 1,000 seconds for the
optimal time and standard frequency dissemination, which may not be
sufficient for the practical purposes of the users.
This disadvantage can be successfully overcome by utilizing a digital
TV frame store synchronizer in the video path and its incorporation in
the Time and TV Synchrosystem as previously outlined (Kano et al. 1974
and Butler 1974). Figure 5 shows the simplified block diagram of the
frame synchronizer. The basic characteristics of this scheme is that
it can store in the digital form one entire TV frame. The digital
recording-writing is accomplished by the application of the parameters
of the original composite sync pulses. The readout is accomplished by
the application of the Master Sync Generator (MSG). Thus, since the
MSG itself is locked within the Time and TV Synchro System, the Time of
Coincidence is realized every second with the accompanying optimal
time and standard frequency dissemination for the entire duration of
such a program, regardless of the place from which that original video
signal is transmitted. Figure 6 shows how the frame synchronizer is
incorporated in the TV video path. It should also be mentioned that
this system normally introduces a significant improvement of the
quality in the video signal processing.
During the last three days of the 1976 Montreal Olympic Games, the
receiving and converting service for the European TV viewers was
secured only through the Yugoslav TV facilities. The above described
system was used during that 1976 Montreal Olympic Games coverage for
Europe, but the digital memory from the Standard Converter (525/60-NTSC
into 625/50-PAL) was read by using the appropriate signals from the
Master Synchro Generator of the Time and TV Synchro System as shown
earlier in Figure 2. To the best of this author's knowledge, this
system has been used for the first time in this instance for the TV
coverage of a program over a wider geographic area. Detailed measure-
ments during that transmission have clearly proved that the quality of
the time and standard frequency dissemination through the TV network to
the receiving point is the same as the quality which is normally
achieved during the live camera programs, although the program origi-
nated about 7,000 km (geographic distance) from the Yugoslav Ground TV
Station to Satellite TV facility. Of course, the time and standard " -
frequency signals were injected at the TV studio Belgrade during all
that coverage for Eurovision.
TV SATELLITES AND TIME AND TV SYNCHRO SYSTEM
According to the planned distribution of TV satellites for Europe, each
European country has already been allocated at least one geostationary
TV satellite, which will cover only the territory of that country
(Geneva 1977, World Administrative Radio Conference for the Satellite
Broadcasting). The above described Time and TV Synchro System can be
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applied to TV transmission over TV broadcasting sacellites. The forma-
tion and injection of the time and standard frequency signals can be
performed either at the TV studio, or at the TV ground transmitting
facility.
The variations of the propagation time between the Earth and the
geostationary satellite are considerable and of the order of miliseconds.
These variations are the consequences of well-known causes and they are
relatively slow during the 24 hour period (Spilker 1977). These
variations can cause degradation of the quality of time and standardfrequency dissemination during TV satellite broadcasting, as compared
to the quality obtainable with the ground TV system. However, these
variations can be in principle corrected within the described Time andTV Synchro System, and the Time of Coincidence can be achieved every
second for the entire duration of such a program. This correction
consists of delaying or advancing the second pulses with reference tothe average propagation time, so that the received second pulses at theTV receiving ground point (v. Figure 8) coincide with the UTC (YU),
while the formation of the TV sync pulses are coordinated with and
referred to the advanced second pulses. Note that the second pulses
are all the time advanced for the total propagation time during such a
transmission, which is evident from Figure 8. The correction of these
variations can be improved over a given wide geographic area by
averaging delay times measured at a number of the fixed ground receiv-
ing points which are connected to the center via fixed groundfacilities.
The Yugoslav TV system has no geostationary TV satellite of its own atthe moment, and for that reason some limited experiments have beenperformed by utilizing the Yugoslav ground facilities and the INTELSAT-IVA telecommunications satellite. The results of those measurements
and analytical comparison with the theoretically introduced correctionshave proved that it is possible to realize the time and standardfrequency dissemination TV system covering the entire territory ofYugoslavia, whose second pulses will never deviate from any receiving
point for more than 20 microseconds.
CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of the extensive experimental data, the following con-
clusions have been obtained by this author:
1. It is possible to realize complete synchronization between the TV
picture and the second pulses for those TV systems for which thefield frequency is 50 Hz. This practically means that the second
pulses appear at precisely the same place of a selected line of theTV picture. Therefore, the Time of Coincidence for such a systemis every second, by definition.
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2. The utilization of the digital frame synchronizer in the video
signal processing offers the possibility to achieve the Time of
Coincidence every second for every program in the case of all
50 Hz TV systems with the same quality of dissemination of the time
and standard frequency signals within the wide area TV system.
3. The described Time and TV Synchro System also offers the possibility
for the correction of the propagation time variations encountered
during the TV broadcasting over the geostationary TV satellite
with the accompanying Time of Coincidence every second, and without
any interference with the video signals.
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INTERNATIONAL TIME AND FREQUENCY COMPARISON
FOR LONG TERM VIA VLF AND LORAN-C
Yoshiyuki Yasuda, Haruo Okazawa, Kohsuke Akatsuka
and Toyoshi Matsuura
Frequency Standard Division
Radio Research Laboratories
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunication
Koganei, Tokyo, Japan
ABSTRACT
The results are given of the time and frequency
comparison for about eight years between Radio
Research Laboratories(RRL), Tokyo and the U. S.
Naval Observatory(USNO), Washington, D. C. via
the VLF transmission, NLK, on 18.6 kHz from Jim
Creek, Washington and Loran-C transmission from
Iwo-Jima.
The phase of the received signal from Jim Creek
for daytime path showed a seasonal variation,
and was the most stable in summer. The values
of stability of frequency comparison, a (T),
between RRL and USNO in summer werenfl -  I
and n 6 x 10-13 for the averaging times of one
day and one month, respectively. The long-term
stability of the time comparison in summer was
about 2 Vs (]o) for recent six years.
On the other hand, long-term stability of time
comparison via Loran-C was as good as 0.3 Ps
for recent four years because of the improvement
in the Loran-C monitoring system of the U. S.
Coast Guard and USNO including the time transfer
by satellites.
Reception of VLF transmission from NPG/NLK) commenced in 1964 at RRL
and that of Loran-C from IWO-Jima in around 1965. The locations of
transmitters of NLK and Loran-C and receving sites are shown in Fig. I.
In f case of NLK, daily values of phase of the received signals at
RRL and USNO(3) for the daytime paths (rv 7700 km and'\ 3700 km,
respectively) are used, and they are shown by (a) UTC (RRL)-NLK and
(b) UTC (USNO)-NLK in Fig. 2. Seasonal variations are found in (b) as
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well as (a), the amplitude of the former is much larger than the latt
After removing the long-term drifts in (a) and (b), Oy(T) for UTC (RR
NLK and UTC (USNO)-NLK were calculated for winter as well as summer a
plotted in Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (b). The difference of the phase va
between (b) and (a) in Fig. 2 gives the relative time difference betwv
USNO and RRL, and corresponding values of ay(T) are plotted in Fig. 3
(c). The values for summer are as follows:
ay(l day)!-- I x 10- 11, ay(l0days) "- I x 10-12,
and Cy(l month) n  6 x 1l- 13
The values of the time difference between USNO and RRL, via Loran-C,
are plotted at intervals of ten days associated with the values via
portable clock of USNO. Relative variations are very small. Fig. 4
shows the variations of mean values for 90 days, centered on the summe
solstice, of UTC (USNO)-UTC (RRL) via NLK (Fig. 2) relative to the
corresponding mean values of that via Loran-C. Scatter of the values
as a whole is as large as 10 us in one sigma, but it is only 2 us for
the period 1972 to 1977 because an old homemade receiver was replaced
in 1972 by a new commercial one (TRACOR 599-J). No significant
correlation is found from Figs. 2 and 4 between the phase and the sun-
spot number in the long term.
Fig. 5 shows the relation between the amplitude of yearly variation oftime difference and the sunspot number, but it is not evident whether
the correlation exists or not, because the number of data is too small.
As to the Loran-C, the data analysis was mode of the published values
of time of emission from Iwo-Jima by RRL(2) and USNO 3) after 1969.
Since the greater part of the propagation path from Iwo-Jima to Tokyo
consists of sea water, day-to-day phase variations of the received
signal at RRL have been 0.1 us or so. Stability of the time differenc
between RRL and USNO via Loran-C, with respect to the time difference
via the portable clock is shown in Fig. 6. The stability has been ver
good - about 0.3 us (la) - because of the improvement in the Loran-C
monitoring system of the U.S. Coast Guard and USNO including the time
transfer by satellites.
Besides, the phase stability of several types of Loran-C receivers has
been investigated in Japan by the Radio Research Laboratories and the
Tokyo Astronomical Observatory. The analysis of four years of signal
reception data from these two laboratories produced a standard devia-
tion of less than 0.3 us and indicated that the yearly mean could vary
by as much as ± 0.3 us, corresponding to a rate of about l X 10-14 for
a year. The magnitude of the receiver delay instability is therefore
not of great significance en in frequency comparisons among recent
primary atomic standards M4).
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DIURNAL VARIATIONS IN LORAN-C GROUNDWAVE PROPAGATION
Walter N. Dean, Magnavox Government and Industrial Electronics Company,
Fort Wayne, Indiana
ABSTRACT
Measurements have been made of the time of arrival of
Loran-C groundwave signals propagated over a 1000 km
land path in which diurnal variations of several hun-
dred nanoseconds are observed. These variations are
well correlated with air temperature along the path, *
but show a negative correlation with refractive index.
Correlation with simultaneous measurements at other
locations confirms it to be a propagation rather than
equiF ient-related phenomenon. A relationship with the
"dry" component of the refractivity is established,
and an empirical algorithm is developed using surface
weather data which reduces variations by a factor of 2.5.
INTRODUCTION
Temporal variations in the apparent propagation velocity of Loran-C
signals have been observed for over 20 years (Ref. 1-8). Many of these
variations have a diurnal as well as a seasonal character. Early measure-
ments involved measuring the difference in the time of arrival of two
signals, making it difficult to identify the source of the apparent
variations. Recent data, however, represents single paths, using
cesium standards at the receivers.
Using two AN/BRN-5 Loran-C receivers for a U. S. Coast Guard field test
program, recordings of time-of-arrival (TOA) data from the U. S. East
Coast Loran-C chain, relative to a local cesium standard, were obtained
in the spring of 1977. Most of the data analyzed concerns the TOA of
the Master signal from Carolina Beach, N.C., propagated over an approxi-
mately 1000 km path to Fort Wayne, Ind. Records from the National
Weather Service (NWS) were obtained from the National Climatic Center
in Asheville, N.C., in an effort to identify phenomena which could
explain observed TOA variations.
INSTRUMENTATION
The instrumentation used, called the Precision Loran Data Collection
System (PLDCS) by the Coast Guard, consists of a prototype model AN/BRN-S
borrowed from the Navy, an HP 2808 computer, an HP 5061 Cesium Standard,
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Fig. 1 - PLDCS Configuration
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and a TI ASR 733 keyboard-printer and cassette recorder. Figure 1 shows
how these equipments were mounted. The antenna consisted of a 1.3 meter
whip with a ground plane and an untuned transformer matching twin-con-
ductor leadin.
The PLDCS is programmed to record a variety of signal and receiver status
parameters at periodic intervals. These include signal TOA for three
stations, two time differences, signal amplitudes, signal-to-noise ratios,
and pulse envelope measurements. Most of the data collected were at 15
minute intervals.
After being recorded on cassettes, the data were transferred to an in-
house disk system, and selected data plotted for easier analysis.
Selected TOA data from the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO) Washington, D.C.
and Newark AF Station, Ohio, were read visually from strip chart record-
ings and plotted manually for comparison with local data.
Weather data for selected locations obtained from the NWS were used in a
BASIC program to calculate the index of refraction. Both surface andupper
air (radiosonde) data were processed.
DATA COLLECTED
Most of the data analyzed consists of TOA measurements of the Loran-C
master station at Carolina Beach, N.C. (see Figure 2). The 1000 km path
to Fort Wayne is a mixed one of high and low conductivities. TOA measure-
ments were made over periods of several days taken in February, March and
April 1977.
OBSERVATIONS
Variations in TOA of several hundred nanoseconds were observed which
tended to have a diurnal character. Explanations for these effects have
been put forward, including:
I. Temperature effects in the receiver
2. Temperature effects at the transmitter
3. Skywaves
4. Index of Refraction
The BRN-5 receiver contains an automatic calibration system which meas-
ures and compensates for changes in phase shift through the receiver, to
an accuracy of one nanosecond. Additionally, a recording of room tempera-
ture showed no correlation with TOA variations. Receivers at different
locations showed similar variations. It is concluded that the receiver
is not the culprit.
Changes in antenna characteristics could cause changes in the phase of the
transmitted signal. However, a servo control loop at each transmitter
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continuously compares the phase of the transmitted signal with a local
reference and adjusts the transmitter drive to maintain constant phase
output. Also, if the variations were due to the transmitter, all receiv-
ers would see the same variation. Data from the USNO showed this not to be
so. The transmitter is exonerated.
Skywaves have been suspected as the cause of the phase shift, but the
tests proved this not to be so. The rationale is as follows.
Figure 3 shows the envelope of a Loran pulse, on a logarithmic amplitude
scale, out of the BRN-5 receiver. Assuming an unheard-of worst case of a
skywave delayed only 22 microseconds gives the dashed curve in Figure 3.
Now, if a receiver is sampling at 45 ps, the skywave will be -20 dB, and
a phase fluctuation of 317 ns could be encountered. If, simultaneously,
a receiver is sampling at 30 ps, the skywave will be -60 dB, and fluctua-
tions will be 3 ns.
Figure 4 shows the results of testing this hypothesis. The only apparent
difference between the performance of the two receivers is the increased
random fluctuations resulting from the 12 dB poorer signal-to-rw-ise ratio
of the receiver sampling at 30 ps. It follows that no skywave. ,a.e af-
fecting the measurements at 45 Ps.
To further test the hypothesis that the propagation velocity is varying,
TOA data were obtained from two other locations, the U.S. Naval Observa-
tory (USNO), Washington, D.C. and the Air Force Newaik Air Station, Ohio.
Figure 5 shows the Newark data compared with the Fort Wayne data. Figure 6
shows the measurements taken on two receivers at USNO compared to the Fort
Wayne data. The degree of correlation is readily apparent. Also notable is the
fact that the path to the USNO is approximately one-half the length of the path to
Fort Wayne.
INDEX OF REFRACTION
The natural phenomenon that experiences relatively rapid temporal changes
and can affect radio wave propagation is the index of refraction. Doherty
and Johler (5) correlate propagation variations with variations in N-dry,
and associate the phenomenon with changes in the a factor. Other obser-
vers (6, 9) have variously referred to lapse rate, or a factor, without
numerical confirmation. These hypotheses are examined in more detail.
Travel time of the groundwave Loran pulse is given by the expression
dn ....
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Values of t cas a function of earth conductivity, taken from NBS Circular
573, (10) are shown in Figure 7. Index of refraction is derived from
climatological data as follows:
N 77.6 P' + 3.76 x 10 5es RHl (2)
T2 T'
where N =refractivity =(n - 1) 10o6
P =atmospheric pressure
T =temperature,0
e saturation pressure of water
RH relative humidity
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The first term, sometimes called the "dry" term, represents 90 - 95% of
the refractivity, while the second, the "wet" term represents the re-
mainder. To test the correlation between N and the observed variation,
consider the period 0800 - 1800 on 2 March 1977. The value of N along
the path of propagation decreased 20 N units. According to equation 1,
the propagation velocity should go up by 20 x 10-6, and the propagation
time from Carolina Beach to Fort Wayne should decrease 67 nanoseconds.
Instead it increased 220 nanoseconds.
The explanation for this discrepancy is found in NBS 573, which indicates
that the secondary factor t is also a function of the lapse rate of the
refractivity. c
Figure 10 of NBS 573 shows the variation of tc with lapse rate in AN
units per kilometer, for various distances over good earth (a = 5 milli-
mhos/meter). This shows that, as the lapse rate increases, tcdecreases.
Re-plotting the data we find a linear relationship between the rate at
which the change in lapse rate causes a decrease in tc, and the distance.
This is shown in Figure 8. On the assumption, to be discussed later,
that the lapse rate is directly related to the surface value of N, a sec-
ond curve is shown in Figure 8 representing the net phase delay correction
taking into account the effect of refractivity on wave velocity.
Lapse rate of the refractivity can be calculated from data collected by
radiosonde by NWS. Unfortunately, these measurements are made, because
of the cost, only at relatively few selected places and times.
Examples of refractivity lapse rates calculated from data taken twice
daily at Dayton, Ohio are shown in Figure 9. It had been hoped that
some relationship between refractivity at the surface and the lapse rate
would be observed, but none is obvious. A plot of the lapse rate of
temperature, Figure 10, shows another erratic pattern.
The dry term of the refractivity, however, is something else. Figur- 11
shows the lapse rate of N-dry for the same period as Figures 9 and 10. ..
The value of N-dry at one kilometer above the ground is approximately '-
equal to 250, independent of the value at the ground. Data at other
stations and. times confirm this. This means that an estimate of the
lapse rate of N-dry for the first kilometer of height can be obtained
from the value of N-dry at the surface by the simple relationship
AN
N N-dry - 250 (3)
Having found a convenient way to find the lapse rate of N-dry, it is rele-
rant to test the hypothesis that it is this change in lapse rate of N-dry
which causes the variation in propagation time. Variations in propaga-
tion time from Carolina Beach to Fort Wayne (MTOA) during the period 1 -
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6 March 1977 are shown in Figure 12 along with variations in air tempera-
ture at a point near the propagation path, Roanoke, Va. A high degree of
correlation is apparent. This correlation between propagation time and
temperature has been observed many times over the past 20 years.
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Figure 13 shows the same variation in arrival time and the variation of
refractivity (N-total) at Roanoke. It is obvious that the correlation
of N-total is not nearly as good as that of temperature. Figure 14 shows
the same MTOA data with N-dry at Roanoke. The high degree of (negativci
correlation is obvious.
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Fig. 13 - MTOA at Fort Wayne and N-Total at Roanoke
To further test the hypothesis that the changes in propagation time are
correlated with N-dry, the curve of Figure 8 was combined with the ap-
proximation for lapse rate to give the following relationship for propaga-
tion time correlation.
At = (.015d - 2) (Ndry - 250) nanoseconds (4)
where d is the path length in kilometers
77.6 P
Ndry = ,. (from Equation 2)
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Figure 15 shows the NITOA data of 1 - 6 March corrected by the above
formula, using pressure and temperature data from Roanoke. The RMS
fluctuation is decreased by a factor of 2.
Huntington, W. Va. is located closer to the center of the Carolina Beach
- Fort Wayne path than Roanoke. Using data from that station produces
results shown in Figure 16. The PIS fluctuations after correction are
reduced to 30% of the original.
CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that observed variations in time of arrival of Loran-C
signals which tend to have a diurnal character are caused by changes in
effective propagation velocity and not by hardware or by skywave inter-
ference. Further, the correlation with the "dry" term of the refracti-
vity along the path has been established. A relationship of the dry term
at the surface to the lapse rate, and therefore to changes in second phase
factor, has been shown. A numerical expression capable of reducing fluc-
tuations over a 1000 km path by a factor of 2.5, using surface weather
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
MR. WAYNE H. CANNON, York University:
Please clarify one point. You just used the metrological data at
the same site as your LORAN receiver is located? Is that correct?
MR. DEAN:
No, that is wrong. The data I used consisted of data at a couple
of different points along the path between the two. And actually
that last curve used the data at Huntington, West Virginia, which
is approximately the midpoint between Carolina Beach and
Fort Wayne.
MR. CANNON:
So, you are attempting some kind of metrological average along the
path?
MR. DEAN:
That is correct, and we did some work on taking the average tem-
perature along the path. That seemed to be a little better corre-
lated than any individual point. The only problem was that all of
this was being done by hand, and the labor became so great that we
didn't do very many.
MR. CANNON:
I saw the ground conductivity classifications there on the map.
Did you do anything with that data at all?
MR. DEAN:
No, because the data that I got out of NBS-573 was just for a a5.
I just made the simplifying assumption that the average conductivity
was about 5 and let it go at that. I am sure that we could go back
into Johler's formulas. He may have written up some new ones since
then and that could be worked out. But I just haven't done it.
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NANOSECOND TIME TRANSFER
VIA
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ABSTRACT
A method is described to use a proposed shuttle laser
ranging experiment to transfer time with nanosecond
precision. All that need be added to the original
experiment are low cost ground stations and an atomic
clock on the shuttle. It is shown that global time
transfer can be accomplished with 1 ns precision and
transfer up to distances of 2000 km can be accomplished
with better than 100 ps precision.
INTRODUCTION
The Shuttle Geodynamic Ranging System (SGRS) as presently conceived
will employ laser ranging technology to achieve a one shot measurement
precision of 10 centimeters standard deviation.1,2 The instrument
will contain a narrow pulse neodymium-YAG frequency doubled laser and
an accurate pointing system to direct the 1/2 milliradian laser beam
from Shuttle to each of a large number of reflective targets placed
strategically throughout an area of interest on the surface of the
earth. The instrument's primary function is precise measurement of
baselines and relative heights between these targets where a typical
maximum baseline distance is five hundred kilometers. The applications
are varied but mainly rely on the ability of the system to perform its
task with centimeter precision. For instance, measurement of baseline
changes can yield information about tectonic plate motion and strain
accumulation across faults. Similarly, intertarget vertical motion
can be interpreted as dilatantcy (thought to be a precursor to earth-
quakes) or as subsidence due possibly to fluid extraction from or
influx into subsurface regions. Figure 1 pictures SGRS in operation
over the San Andreas fault in California.
SGRS does not measure baselines directly. Rather, it measures the
range between itself and each retroreflector target by measuring the
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time it takes laser pulses to traverse the distance between the space-
craft and the target and back. To measure baselines, a ranging
sequence is used which minimizes the effects of spacecraft motion.
Baselines are computed from the sequence of range measurements and the
equations of motion of the spacecraft. Error analysis indicates that
a ranging system having an accuracy of 10 centimeters for single
measurements and operating in this mode can indeed yield centimeter
precision with respect to intertarget measurements, assuming that
several thousand range observations are obtained per target.
To see how the SGRS can be used for time transfer, one must look
closely at the range system since the laser pulse is the only signal
which is common to both the SGRS and the ground. Figure 2 shows a
block diagram of the ranging subsystem as it is planned. The subsystem
will use a frequency doubled neodymium-YAG Laser with a pulse-width of
about 12 ns which is fired at about a 10 pps rate. Observe that both
the transmitted and reflected pulses will be measured through the same
channel to avoid range biases. The real-time correlator and peak de-
tector will operate in a fashion similar to a constant fraction dis-
criminator to find the center of the pulse independent of returning
pulse amplitude. This discriminator will have a dynamic range greater
than 100:1 to compensate for atmospheric scintillation and other effects.
Notice that an event clock will replace the usual "time of measurement"
and "range time interval" units. This event clock will record the
epoch of transmitted and reflected laser pulses with an accuracy of
greater than 40 picoseconds. Thus, the range time interval to a
target is the difference in epoch of the two pulses and the time of
measurement is the average epoch of the two pulses. The time of
measurement, which is also an estimate of the time of arrival of the
laser pulse at the target, is sufficiently accurate for ranging pur-
poses. When corrected for range rate effects, this time is also
sufficiently accurate for time transfer purposes.
A range precision of 10 centimeters implies a range timing precision
of 667 picoseconds and, if independence is assumed, a single pulse
timing precision of 471 picoseconds. This number includes all effects
of consequence within a time period comparable to the range time in-
terval; i.e., up to 7 milliseconds. Because of the common channel,
it is possible to compute the time of arrival of the laser pulses at
the ground target with respect to the SGRS clock from a knowledge of
the two event times and the range rate. The errors expected are
those related to pulse timing and to non-common channel effects.
Therefore, if the pulse timing precision on the ground is assumed to
be the same as that of the SGRS, a total one shot timing precision
at the ground target of 577 picoseconds should be expected.
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Laser Time Transfer
To use SGRS for time transfer all one need add is a ground station
capable of recording the epoch of laser pulses as they are reflected
from the station. Such a station is depicted in Figure 3. The way
these stations would be used to transfer time is shown in Figure 4.
As the shuttle flies over two or more remote clock sites equipped with
ground stations, it would range to them. Concurrently each ground
station would record the epoch of laser pulses as they hit the station
relative to its remote clock. The data on board the shuttle would
allow the computation of the epoch of arrival of laser pulses on the
ground relative to the on board frequency standard. By comparing all
the data after the fact, one obtains a synchronization between each
remote clock and the shuttle's on-board frequency standard. Therefore,
one transfers time between two ground sites by using the shuttle fre-
quency standard as a transfer standard.
For long range time transfers, one is limited by the transfer error of
the on-board frequency standard. It can be shown that the transfer
error of the on-board standard for times long compared with the pulse
transit time is approximately the two sample Allan Variance for the
transfer time. Figure 5 uses this to show the transfer error of several
atomic frequency standards. Notice there are several standards which
will maintain 1 ns for about 104 seconds, a little under three orbits.
This time is sufficient to cover most pairs of sites. This will be dis-
cussed in further detail later in the paper.
For short range time transfer up to 2000 Km, one can use the moveable
mirror on SGRS to sequentially hit several ground stations and thus
eliminate the transfer error of the on-board frequency standard. This
would allow one to average many measurements to reduce the one shot
measurement error. How much this can be done is determined by the
limits imposed by systematic errors or slowly varying time delays
effecting the measurement. Past results with ground based laser
measurements and analysis of atmospheric effects indicate that the
shuttle system will contribute less than 100 ps error.1 The effects of
the ground receiver on ultimate accuracy are discussed in the next
section.
Laser Time Transfer Receiver
A block diagram of the Laser time transfer ground station is shown in
Figure 5. The ground station has four basic elements: a retroreflector
receiver, a constant fraction discriminator, and event clock, and a
data logger. The retroreflector-receiver would consist of a cube
corner array to reflect the laser pulses and a photomultiplier tube or
a photodiode to detect the arrival of laser pulses
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For the detector, relatively inexpensive photomultiplier tubes are
available 3 with transit times of 10 to 30 ns, rise times of 1 to 3 ns,
and for the pulse amplitudes of concern here, Jitter4 of less than 100
ps. Errors caused by delay changes due to temperature or other varia-
tions occur principally through changes in power supply voltage. With
a total power supply stability of 0.1%, variations in transit time are
less than 20 ps. Any direct effects on the photomultiplier itself can
be eliminated by shielding and temperature control of the tube, though
this will probably not be necessary.
The constant fraction discriminator is necessary to compensate for re-
ceived pulse amplitude variations caused by angular effects and
scintillation. The discriminator would be set to trigger typically on
the half amplitude point to minimize amplitude to time conversion
effects. Constant fraction discriminators are available with a time
walk of less than 120 ps over a 100:1 change in pulse amplitude. 5
This is more than sufficient to compensate for pulse amplitude varia-
tions to be seen by the time transfer receiver. Temperature coefici-
ents are such to keep total time stability better than 120 ps. In any
case, since constant fraction discriminators with sufficient accuracy
can be built into a photomultiplier tube house, if necessary, one can
remove temperature effects with a temperature controlled shroud
around the photomultiplier assembly.
The event clock will run off 5 MHz and I pps supplied by the local
clock. Interpolators which measure intervals of 100 ns to 500 ns in
length to a resolution of 100 ps to 500 ps are available as standard
CAMAC modules. This means that an event clock with only a 100 ns to
500 ns resolution would have to be constructed which could easily
be accomplished with standard TTL logic. Of course care would have
to be exercised in relating the 1 pps input to the interpolation
measurement. This can be accomplished without too much difficulty
providing the 1 pps input has a relatively fast rise time. If this is
a problem, a scheme similar to that on the shuttle in which a laser
diode at the receiver input is triggered by the 1 pps input can be used
to record the epoch of the ground clock. Just as in the shuttle system,
this would cancel most systematic delay effects in the time transfer
ground station.
Since the pulses to be measured will occur only at a 10 pps rate for
30 seconds or so, the data logger need not be complicated. At these
speeds a simple parallel printer can handle the data. Alternatively
a calculator can be used to collect the data and store it on a tape
cassette.
Shuttle Time Transfer Feasibility Study
For time transfer to be feasible via the shuttle laser ranging system
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not only must the laser system be capable of time transfer, but the
shuttle orbit must also allow time transfers between reasonable
site locations. To determine whether the shuttle orbit would allow
such reasonable time transfers, a study of shuttle passes over selected
sites during a 12 day orbit was made. The sites are listed in Figure 7.
The sites were selected for use in a validation experiment; they either
had VLBI capability or had clocks available with nanosecond per day
stabilities.
For this study, a twelve day 50' inclination orbit was used. A pass
was defined as having at least a 200 inclination in the range vector
between the shuttle and the site. For this study, the sites were given
code numbers as listed in Figure 7. After a list of passes were com-
plied and time ordered, the list was searched for pairs of passes at
selected sites within time intervals from 60 seconds to 105 seconds.
The results of these passes are shown in Figures 8 through 15. These
charts contain the results of a computer search in which the computer
went sequentially down the master list to define the first site of a
pair and then counted the number of times the second site appeared
within the specified period after the time of the first site pass.
The results were suimmed as the computer went down the list sequentially
for the first site. This method of counting yields very large numbers
for long time intervals, but can be uvefwl in zombining weather data
where multiple occurences of a second site increase the probability of
obtaining a clear shot. In any case, the relative sizes of the
numbers can be used in site selection. On each of the charts theI
first column and first row are the code numbers of the sites. Notice
that pass pairs for the same site are included twice.
One can qualitatively understand the data by looking at Figure 17 which
shows a one day shuttle orbit superimposed over the sites. Of course
the extreme latitude of Onsala makes it a poor candidate for a site
as verified by the data. However, because the 200 inclination allows
the shuttle to hit anything within +1000 Km of the orbit position, even
Onsala has passes during the twelve day period. Since the orbit is
non-repeating over the earth, any two sites within +500 latitude will
be connected. The data shows that within 104 seconds most of the
sites are connected and within 3 x 104 seconds all of the sites are
connected. For short time intervals sites close together were of
course connected. As can be verified by the data, sites along orbit
paths are favorable for short term transfers even when separated by
large distances. An especially favorable site is Westford since it
sits on many orbit paths in common with other sites.
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Figures
1. Shuttle Geodynamic Ranging System
2. SGRS Ranging Subsystem
3. Laser Time Transfer Receiver
4. Shuttle Laser Time Transfer
5. On Board Clock Transfer Error
6. Time Transfer Ground Station
7. Laser Time Transfer Feasibility Study Locations
8. Number of pass pairs within 6.0 E+01 seconds
9. Number of pass pairs within 1.2 E+02 seconds
10. Number of pass pairs within 3.0 E+02 seconds
11. Number of pass pairs within 1.OE+03 seconds
12. Number of pass pairs within 3.OE+03 seconds
13. Number of pass pairs within 1.OE+04 seconds
14. Number of pass pairs within 3.OE+04 seconds
15. Number of pass pairs within 1.0E+05 seconds
16. Typical Shuttle One Day Orbit
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NUMBER OF FASS PAIRS WITHIN 6.OE+01 SECONDS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1. 0 0 0 21 0 33 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 0 34 33
2 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 0 0 0 0 0 38 0 0
3 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0
4 21 0 0 0 0 26 0 51 0 0 0 0 0 0 51 0 29 29
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 33 0 0 26 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 37 36
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 10 0 0 51 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 0 20 22
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 231 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 33 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 40 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 6 7 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 24 0 0 51 0 19 0 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 21
16 0 38 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
:17 34 0 0 29 0 37 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 02 1 0 0 38
18 33 0 0 29 0 36 0 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 0 38 0
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NUMBER OF' PASS PAIRS WITHIN 1.2E+02 SECONES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 0 0 0 26 0 33 0 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 0 34 33
2 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 12 0 38 0 0
3 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0
4 26 0 0 0 0 27 0 53 0 0 0 0 0 0 51 0 29 29
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 33 0 0 27 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 0 37 36
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 27 0 0 53 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 51 0 33 33
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 3 31 0 0 0 0 0
I 10 0 34 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 40 0 0
It 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 16 10 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 16 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 10 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0
15 24 0 0 .*;1 0 25 0 51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 27
16 0 38 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0
17 34 0 0 29 0 37 0 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 0 0 38
18 33 0 0 29 0 36 0 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 0 38 0
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NUMBER OF PASS PAIRS WITHIN 3.OE+02 SECONDS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 0 0 0 26 0 33 0 28 0 0 11 3 0 0 24 0 34 33
2 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 12 0 38 0 0
31 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 4 0 25 0 0
4 26 0 0 0 0 27 0 53 0 0 2 0 0 0 51 0 29 29
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 33 0 0 27 0 0 0 31 0 0 8 1 0 0 25 0 37 36
? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.28 0 0 53 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 51 0 33 33
" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 17 31 0 0 0 0 0 |
10 0 34 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 40 0 0
I LI 0 0 2 0 8 0 0 25 0 0 16 24 0 13 0 9 8
12 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 17 0 16 0 17 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 24 17 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0
L5 24 0 0 51 0 25 0 51 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 27 27
16 0 38 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0
17 34 0 0 29 0 37 0 33 0 0 9 0 0 0 27 0 0 38
18 33 0 0 29 0 36 0 33 0 0 8 0 0 0 27 0 38 0
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NUMBER OF PASS PAIRS WITHIN 1.OE+03 SECONDS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 0 10 15 26 0 33 0 28 0 6 11 10 1 0 24 12 34 33
2 10 0 19 8 0 12 0 12 0 34 0 0 0 12 6 38 12 12
3 15 19 0 20 0 14 0 20 0 19 0 0 0 4 18 25 15 15
4 26 8 20 0 0 27 0 53 18 4 21 14 17 0 51 10 29 29
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 33 12 14 27 0 0 0 31 0 B 9 9 0 0 25 14 37 36
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 28 12 20 53 0 31 0 0 18 8 21 14 17 0 51 14 33 33
9 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 18 0 0 25 17 31 0 18 0 0 0
:o 6 34 19 4 0 8 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 13 2 40 8 8
11 11 0 0 21 0 9 0 21 25 0 0 16 24 0 21 0 10 9
12 10 0 0 14 0 9 0 14 17 0 16 0 17 0 14 0 10 10
13 1 0 0 17 0 0 0 17 31 0 24 17 0 0 17 0 1 1
14 0 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0
15 24 6 18 51 0 25 0 51 18 2 21 14 17 0 0 8 27 27
16 12 38 25 10 0 14 0 14 0 40 0 0 0 13 8 0 14 14
17 34 12 15 29 0 37 0 33 0 8 10 10 1 0 27 14 0 38
18 33 12 15 29 0 36 0 33 0 8 9 10 1 0 27 14 38 0
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NUMBER OF PASS PAIRS WITHIN 3.OE+03 SECONDS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 0 10 15 26 3 33 0 28 0 6 11 10 1 0 24 12 34 33
2 10 0 19 8 11 12 0 12 0 35 0 3 0 12 6 39 12 12
3 15 19 0 20 16 14 0 20 4 19 8 14 6 4 18 25 15 15
4 26 8 20 0 15 27 0 53 18 4 21 14 17 0 51 10 29 29
5 3 11 16 15 0 5 0 15 4 14 2 0 1 3 15 14 6 6
6 33 12 14 27 5 0 0 31 0 8 9 9 0 0 25 14 37 36
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 4 9 14 0 0 0 0 0
8 28 12 20 53 15 31 0 0 18 8 21 14 17 0 51 14 33 33
9 0 0 4 18 4 0 13 18 0 0 25 17 31 0 18 0 0 0
10 6 35 19 4 14 8 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 13 2 40 8 8
11 11 0 8 21 2 9 4 21 25 0 0 16 24 0 21 0 10 9
12 10 3 14 14 0 9 9 14 17 0 16 0 17 0 14 5 10 10
13 1 0 6 17 1 0 14 17 31 0 24 17 0 0 17 0 1 1
14 0 12 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0
15 24 6 18 51 15 25 0 51 18 2 21 14 17 0 0 8 27 27f
16 12 39 25 10 14 14 0 14 0 40 0 5 0 13 8 0 14 14
17 34 12 15 29 6 37 0 33 0 8 10 10 1 0 27 14 0 38
18 33 12 15 29 6 36 0 33 0 8 9 10 1 0 27 14 38 0
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NUMBER OF PASS PAIRS WITHIN 1.0E+04 SECONDS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 .17 18
1 11 27 28 64 31 57 19 70 24 23 45 28 22 2 60 29 60 58
2 27 27 57 28 39 30 0 36 4 89 8 17 6 33 24 99 31 31
3 28 57 15 48 41 28 16 52 20 57 28 24 23 17 44 67 30 30
4 64 28 48 41 58 67 9 139 56 20 73 37 51 0 131 32 73 72
5 31 39 41 58 5 34 0 62 24 44 30 14 21 15 56 48 36 36
6 57 30 28 67 34 13 18 75 24 26 45 28 21 4 63 34 65 63
7 19 0 16 9 0 18 8 9 22 0 19 18 22 0 0 0 18 16
8 70 36 52 139 62 75 9 45 56 28 73 41 51 4 135 42 81 80
9 24 4 20 56 24 24 22 56 11 0 54 37 51 0 56 6 26 25
L0 23 89 57 20 44 26 0 28 0 28 4 11 2 38 16 102 27 27
11 45 8 28 73 30 45 19 73 54 4 16 41 52 0 71 10 48 46
12 28 17 24 37 14 28 18 41 37 11 41 3 37 0 35 19 29 28
13 22 6 23 51 21 21 22 51 51 2 52 37 9 0 51 8 24 23
14 2 33 17 0 15 4 0 4 0 38 0 0 0 1 0 38 4 4
15 60 24 44 131 56 63 0 135 56 16 71 35 51 0 39 28 69 68
16 29 99 67 32 48 34 0 42 6 102 10 19 8 38 28 34 35 35
17 60 31 30 73 36 65 18 81 26 27 48 29 24 4 69 35 15 67
18 58 31 30 72 36 63 16 80 25 27 46 28 23 4 68 35 67 14
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NUMBER OF PASS PAIRS WITHIN 3.0E+04 SECONDS
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
t 36 68 85 153 65 110 47 167 86 86 110 71 82 25 147 102 115 1:1.1
2 88 46 126 158 90 96 51 170 66 128 85 52 59 42 152 150 101 100
3 85 126 45 146 81 90 47 158 77 132 96 63 73 42 138 150 96 95
4 153 158 146 92 109 161 67 253 145 157 171 115 136 51 227 182 171 167
I 65 90 81 109 22 69 38 118 66 88 74 50 62 31 103 103 72 71
6 .110 96 90 161 69 41 49 176 96 91 116 74 86 28 155 111 123 119
7 47 51 47 67 38 49 30 73 66 52 65 50 63 17 65 60 51 48
8 167 :170 158 253 118 1.76 73 108 1.51 169 179 119 140 56 243 196 186 181
9 88 66 77 145 66 96 66 151 38 59 119 79 103 19 143 77 101 99
10 86 128 132 157 88 91 52 169 59 48 79 47 57 43 149 154 98 97
11 110 85 96 171 74 116 65 179 119 79 46 89 111 21 166 101 122 119
12 71 52 63 115 50 74 50 119 79 47 89 18 74 15 113 61 79 77
13 82 59 73 136 62 86 63 140 103 57 111 74 32 18 134 71 92 90
14 25 42 42 51 31 28 17 56 19 43 21 15 18 1 49 49 30 30
15 147 152 138 227 103 155 65 243 143 149 166 113 134 49 84 174 165 161
16 102 150 150 182 103 111 60 196 77 154 101 61 71 49 174 66 118 117
:17 115 101 96 171 72 123 51 186 101 98 122 79 92 30 165 118 45 125 ,7'k
18 111 100 95 167 71 119 48 181 99 97 119 77 90 30 161 117 125 42
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NUMBER OF PASS PAIRS WITHI' 1.OE+05 SECONDS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1.4 15 1-6 17 18
1 106 2'75 272 381 213 256 205 408 248 272 281 189 235 92 368 314 268 260
2 275 1.57 320 408 236 290 219 445 249 357 283 205 239 121 388 408 302 295
3 272 320 132 415 234 289 220 451. 246 328 275 196 235 A.08 395 373 303 29-/
4 381 408 415 278 315 401. 287 648 376 406 431. 279 355 130 586 476 421. 41
5 213 236 234 315 69 224 157 338 186 235 217 148 176 74 301. 275 234 228
6 256 290 289 401 224 1.17 218 428 261 287 294 197 245 94 385 335 282 274
7 205 219 220 287 157 218 90 31:L 206 223 223 157 193 75 278 257 225 218
8 408 445 451. 648 338 428 311 317 400 442 455 300 377 142 623 518 449 438
9 248 249 246 376 186 261 206 400 106 252 280 191 238 76 362 295 275 268
10 272 357 328 406 235 287 223 442 252 161 282 207 241 123 386 412 300 294
1:1. 281 283 275 431 217 294 223 455 280 282 136 213 266 89 416 330 309 301
12 189 205 196 279 148 197 157 300 191 207 213 60 183 70 268 239 207 201
13 235 239 235 355 176 245 193 377 238 241 266 183 97 75 342 282 2 5 9 '5:1
14 92 121 108 1.30 74 94 75 142 76 1.23 89 70 75 14 124 139 99 97
15 368 388 395 586 30:1. 385 278 623 362 386 416 268 342 124 257 453 405 395
16 314 408 373 476 275 335 257 518 295 412 330 239 282 139 453 213 350 343
17 268 302 303 42:1. 234 282 225 449 275 300 309 207 259 99 405 350 128 2s7
1.8 260 295 297 411 228 274 218 438 268 294 301 201 252 97 395 343 287 121
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DR. DERRAL MULHOLLAND, University of Texas:
Don't you have to know not only the orbit of the spacecraft to 15
centimeters, but also the position of the ground station with
respect to the geocenter to 15 centimeters and the position of the
clock with respect to the CG of the spacecraft to 15 centimeters?
DR. REINHARDT:
No. Let me explain that a little better. This is two-way transfer.
Because the shuttle itself is ranging, you have the time that the
pulse leaves the spacecraft to the time the pulse arrives. You can
compute the time that it arrives on the graph. You don't have to
know the location at all. The orbit is only a high-order fraction.
The first order, the time that the pulse hits the ground, i- just
the average of the transmit-to-receive time. There is a very small
correction due to the motion of the spacecraft--about 25 nanoseconds.
It is so small, in fact, that all path considerations just drop out
in terms of accuracy. Does that answer your question?
DR. MULHOLLAND:
It answers it, but it doesn't convince me.
DR. REINHARDT:
It is just a two-way time frame. It is the same as if you had two
stations on the ground using a satellite and beaming back and forth
over the same path. Don Premo, maybe you can help me.
MR. DON PREMO, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center:
Yes. The reason why we don't have to concern ourselves with the
orbit calculations or position of the instrument running through to
the center of gravity is that we have measured the path itself.
Since we measured that, we don't need to make any calculations of
the path. We measured the time it takes for the pulse to travel
down to the receiver and to return.
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Some Recent Progress in Microwave Frequency and Time Standards
at the National Bureau of Standards
D. W. Allan, R. J. Besson*, G. Busca**, R. M. Garvey,
H. Hellwig, D. A. Howe, S. Jarvis, A. Risley
S. R. Stein, F. L. Walls, D. J. Wineland
Frequency and Time Standards Section
National Bureau of Standards
Boulder, Colorado 80302
ABSTRACT
Research and advanced development at the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) in the area of microwave
frequency and time standards is discussed. New
insights into the causes of flicker noise and long-
term instability of cesium standards are discussed.
A new cesium beam tube configuration is described
with a potential accuracy of 10
-
"
'
. Results and
design of a passive hydrogen maser system are given
showing stabilities of better than 10 
- 4 . Causes
for frequency instabilities in rubidium gas cell
standards and on line-asymmetries are described.
New quartz crystal standards and special purpose
atomic standards for field use appear possible.
Excellent short-term stability can be realized by
superconducting cavity and qua--tz crystal oscillators.
INTRODUCTION
It is the intent of this paper to summarize and review 
efforts at the National
B ureau of Standards (NBS) in the area of advanced development 
and improvement of
microwave frequency and time standards. These efforts are aimed 
at fundamental
improvements of accuracy, short- and long-term stability, environmental 
insensi-
tivity, and practical utility for both laboratory and 
field applications. They
ire motivated by scientific and engineering opportunities 
uncovered within and
outside of NBS as well as by the needs for improved 
primary frequency and time
references and the demands of modern navigation 
and communication systems.
Progress in the area of traditional atomic standards 
is being made, opening up
new capabilities for cesium beam, hydrogen maser, and rubidium 
gas cell stand-
Ards. Coupling new electronic servo principles 
with one of the best known
quantum electronic resonances, the inversion transition 
in ammonia, has demon-
-trated the feasibility of atomic standards of modest 
performance but of small
size and a high degree of ruggedness. Advances 
in quartz crystal standards and
* Ecole Natlonale Superietire de (hronometrie et de Mirromecaniqtue
de Besancon, Cedex, FRANCE.
* Iaval University, uebec. CANADA.
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superconducting cavity oscillators are opening up new performance levels in
short-term stability. In addition, long-term stabilities in novel crystal
standards may soon rival those of some atomic standards, and atomic standards
may improve because of better slave (crystal) oscillators.
Cesium Beam Standards
One of the fundamental limitations to the accuracy of cesium beam frequency
standards is the Ramsey cavity phase shift (ist order Doppler shift). The
performai,,:e of commercially available cesium standards as well as laboratory
standards is significantly affected by this effect. A novel approach to remov-
this limitation has been conceived at NBS [1 and is now being investigated
experimentally.
Rather than attempt to adjust to zero the relative electrical phase of the two
cavity arms, two separate cavities with slightly different microwave frequencie.s
are employed, in this way, the relative cavity phase continually changes, pro-
ducing a signal envelope free from the effects of cavity phase shift. For
cesium beams with broad velocity distributions, little loss in signal linewidth
is incurred.
Not only may the accuracy of the standard be improved but the stability may also
be increased by the reduction of effects (as cavity phase shift) which couple
device parameter changes (as velocity distribution) to frequency changes.
It is important not only to investigate fundamental improvements but also to
study limitations of the existing concepts. Of particular practical importanIce.
in clock applications is an understanding (and cure!) of those parameters which
adversely affect the long-term stability of cesium beam clocks [2,31. Changes
of frequency have been correlated with changes in velocity distributions, chin!c
in microwave power, changes in voltages at the cesium beam detector, changes in
polarity of the C-field current, and changes in temperature.
A novel way of controlling the microwave power is being developed which should
reduce the sensitivity to temperature variations. Figure 1 illustrates for a
high performance commercial tube the microwave power dependence of the amplitude
of the signal at the detector, of the most probable transition velocity, and of
the Ramsey pattern side-lobe peak frequency. Figure 2 more graphically indi-
cates the sensitivity of the side-lobe peak frequency with microwave power. A
1% duty cycle sampling of the side-lobe frequency with respecc to the Ramsev
center peak would allow one to control the power to about 0.01 dB. Such a servo
may reduce, to first order, effects on frequency caused by changes in the Ranmsev
pattern; e.g., velocity distribution, microwave power, velocity selection at tht
detector, etc.
Hydrogen Maser Standards
Theoretical and experimental work at NBS is aimed at devel oping a clock with
substantially less long-term time dispersion than the best present clocks. This
has been accomplished by developing new electronic servo concepts and applying
them to a passively operating hydrogen maser 14,5!.
Using this new technique the microwave cavity is locked ith great precision to
( a probe signal which is In turn accurately locked to the hydrogen resonance
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linc. There is no need for a second reference maser as previously requir-ed.
this new ability to accurately control the cavity frequency permits one to
correct for environmental perturbations to the cavity and also to greatly sim-
plify the mechanical, thermal, and electrical designs.
Since the passive maser does not oscillate, one is even able to reduce the
hvdrogen density, thereby reducing spin exchange frequency pulling and the size
of the vacuum pumps, and to increase reliability. Moreover, tie traditional
bulky microwave cavity (-30 cm dia) and separate internal quartz bulb can be
replaced by a small (15 cm dia) dielectrically loaded cavity with an integral
storage bulb.
Fihe results obtained with the first prototype passive hydrogen maser frequency
standard are shown in figure 3. Once calibrated, the low drift of less than
6xlO - '/day and the excellent long-term stability of this new standard yield an
unsurpassed potential memory of the SI second.
Upgraded and reliable electronics are now being completed which should allow us
shortly to begin operating a passive maser in the NBS time scale and also in the
International Atomic Time scale. Progress is also being made on two small
dielectrically loaded cavity units.
Rubidium Gas Cell Standards
Frequencv measurements versus microwave power (P ) and lamp temperature (T 1 of
a passive Rb 7 frequency standard have been made. This is the first report of
tht frequency sensitivity as a function of P Th basis for the sensitivity
to P and T has been shown to be the spatial inhomogeneities related to high
buffer gas density. The type of Rb gas cell studied was an NMS-purchased,
commercially available, integrated cell. It must be rtalized that the data
reported herein are for a single unit, and that the coefficients stated below
may change markedly for different settings of the microwive power, of the Rb
excitation lamp temperature, and of the temperature of thi gas cell. In fact,
turnover points were found which, of course, greatly reduce the frequency sensi-
tivity to changes in that particular parameter. The followings' coefficients only
give a general value for nominal operating conditions: for microwave power,
5xlO-11/db; for lamp temperature, -7xl01/C'; and for gas cell temperature,
-x 0'- 0/CO" ,- .6
Tile overall results of this work gave some very interesting insights into the
causes of frequency instabilities in rubidium gas cell standards. Most 
impor-
tantly, a possible method of avoiding some of tile key problems was suggested 
by
this work and will be investigated 161.
Ammonia Frequency Standard
The feasibility of a special purpose frequency standard based 
on microwive %v
absorption in ammonia gas has been investigated 171. Such a device could poten-
tially fill a need in certain comunications and navigation applications 
for an
oscillator which has medium stability, and greater accuracy ( 10
W  ) than that
provided by crystal oscillators, but a cost significantly smaller than 
that of
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more sophisticated atomic frequency standards. A device was constructed* using
a stripline oscillator at -0.5 GHz whose multiplied output was frequency locked
to the absorption of the 3-3 line in NISH3 (~22.8 GHz). An output between 5 and
10 MHz was provided by direct division from the primary oscillator. Observed
stability was 2x1O -0 from 10 to 6000 s, and reproducibility (accuracy) is
estimated to be ± 2xlO -9 . The unique features of this device include: 1) reali-
zation of a high performance stripline oscillator; 2) use of digital servo
techniques; 3) unique oscillator cavity servo; 4) pressure shift compensation
scheme; 5) and the potential for high acceleration insensitivity.
Quartz Crystal Standards
Quartz crystal controlled oscillators, because of their small size and weight,
low power consumption, and commercially unexcelled, short-term stability, have
been used as the basic frequency reference in literally millions of systems.
Their main limitations have been the sensitivity of the quartz resonator to
shock and vibration, temperature variation, changes in driving amplitude, and
long-term aging.
Recent advances in quartz resonator design promise to greatly reduce all of
these effects, although perhaps not simultaneously. Of particular importance
are the new SC, TCC and electrodeless crystals [8,9,10,l11. Several labora-
tories, including NBS, are developing new electronic circuits which will more
fully exploit these new advancements in resonators. Acceleration sensitivities
of less than lxlO-1 0/g, 10 second frequency stabilities o (lOs) Ix 1O- 13
and aging rates of less than 10- 12 /day now appear feasible. Frequency retrace
after turn-off/turn-on are also much improved.
If one were to optimally lock a quartz crystal controlled oscillator with
excellent short-term stability (S (f) -180 dB, 1 kHz f! 100 kHz) to a reson-
ator or oscillator with the above expected performance, the resulting standard
would be more stable than most present atomic standards for a very large range
of sample times, r. The main limitation would be in the absolute accuracy.
The use of such a hybrid quartz controlled oscillator as the reference oscil-
lator of atomic standards would greatly improve the combined, overall perform-
ance including the vibration sensitivity. For example, such an oscillator lockt d
to a commercial cesium device would yield a stability of better than a few xlO - '
for all measurement times longer than .02s. Therefore, we expect quartz crystal
controlled oscillators based on these new resonators, possibly in combination
with presently available oscillators, to play an important role in the following
areas: frequency metrology, oscillators for field use, reference oscillators
for atomic standards, and spectrally pure sources for high order multiplication
applications, plus low temperature.
Superconducting Cavity Oscillator
Another nonatomic device with very interesting properties is the superconducting
oscillator. The frequency determining element is a. superconducting microwave
*This research was supported by the Advanced Research Project
Agency of the Department of Defense and was monitored by ARPA
under Contract #3140.
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resonator. At 10 GHz, superconducting niobium cavities can be fabricated with
Q-actors up to 1011. In addition, these resonators have much smaller nonlinear-
ities than quartz resonators and can be operated with very large internal stored
energy. Since the white frequency noise of an oscillator is inversely propor-
tional to both the stored energy and the Q, and the additive white phase noise
is inversely proportional to the power delivered to the load, such an oscillator
should have excellent spectral purity. Using reasonable parameters, the theoret-
ical noise limit has been predicted to be [121
_ O _ _18 _1
S (f) = 10 f Hz + 2x10 Hz
Since the resonators are mechanically and electrically very stable and the
linewidth is very narrow, superconducting oscillators achieve state-of-the-
art medium-term stability. For averaging times between 10s and lOOOs, the dem-
onstrated stability is 3 = 6xO - 1C for one type of oscillator which used the
cavity as a passive frequency discriminator [131.
The high frequency and potential spectral purity of superconducting oscillators
make them very desirable for use in frequency multiplication. One of the goals
of NBS is to synthesize frequencies from the infrared to the visible with the
full accuracy and stability of the primary cesium standard. If suitable non-
linear elements were available, then it would be theoretically possible to
multiply the signal from a superconducting oscillator all the way to the visible
without loss of the carrier. Other fields can also utilize the high frequency
and stability of superconducting oscillators. For example, millimeter wave VLBI
and deep space tracking could both utilize the increased coherence time (low
flicker noise floor) of superconducting cavity stabilized oscillators.
Conclusion
We believe that our work, as part of other advanced activities in the United
States and many other countries of the world, adds credibility to the following
predictions: commercial cesium standards with accuracies approaching 10 - 13 may
become widely available while laboratory devices may reach 101 '. Long-term
stabilities over days and weeks of cesium and hydrogen standards in reasonably
protected environments may reach reliably 10 - 15 resulting in time dispersions of
less than 10 ns in 10 days. Rubidium and quartz crystal standards may become
available with significantly reduced frequency drift; i.e., much less than
10- 13 per day for rubidium and less than 10- 1 per day for crystal standards.
Clocks and frequency standards for special applications under severe operational
or environmental constraints could be developed. Such devices could be based
on new quartz resonator types of configurations, and/or on quantum electronic
resonances such as rubidium or ammonia.
Devices could be built based on a systems integration of two or more concepts
featuring exceptional stability over a large range of averaging times. Examples .
are a crystal oscillator servoed to a crystal resonator (projected performance:
10- 1 3 for 0.Is T r < 105s) or a superconducting cavity oscillator servoed to a !
passive hydrogen maser (projected performance: 10 -15 for Is < T - 106s).
Finally, it must be realized that the above only touches those possibilities
which appear realizable with devices based in the rf and microwave region. In
numerous laboratories and organizations, including NBS, research and advanced
development are carried out on novel standards and metrology in the far infrared,
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DR. JACQUES VANIER, Laval University:
You mentioned accuracy for rubidium, and you mentioned at the same
time a breakthrough to get this accuracy. Could you elaborate on
this?
MR. ALLAN:
No. I would rather let the investigators have their chance. They
have to do their thing before it can be talked about.
MR. ANDREW CHI, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center:
I notice that the data that you give in the last slide is a mix
between projected and present-day performance. In the projected
data, for instance, the cesium stability for 10 days is approximately
1 part in 1015. Can you state at what time you can anticipate that
performance?
MR. ALLAN:
On NBS-4, we have already seen 7 parts in 1015 flicker floor at
sample times approaching 10 days. For commercial standards, I
would project that we would see consistent stabilities below
1 part in 1014 in the next three or four years.
MR. CHI:
Was this measured by two cesium standards or just one?
MR. ALLAN:
It depends. There are several ways you can do it, of course. If
you have a very good standard, you can use just one standard as the
reference. Let me mention specifically that the measurements on
the passive hydrogen maser were extremely difficult--it took a
whole ensemble just to measure that one device. Our net assess-
ment was that the passive hydrogen was as good as our whole clock
ensemble--maybe better.
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DR. ROBERT VESSOT, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory:
I think the acceleration question is probably the key to how you
treated the temperature coefficient, because it is a question of
engineering. I remember vividly when we were testing the Probe,
we had to estimate the effect of gravity. So we turned it upside
down and measured fhe two g effect. And it was a good deal less
than a part in lOl per g, and we did that just by making sure that
the end plates and the cavity were about the same weight so they
sagged by the same amount.
I should think the same sort of tricks could be done with cesium.
And in the case of quartz, it is obvious that the device is in fact
a mechanical thing and therefore subject directly to stress of
gravitational loading, and the same with the superconducting
cavity. So, I think you are right in saying you have to take it
with a grain of salt.
DR. REINHARDT, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center:
The fact that some of the standards use phase lock loops and some
use frequency lock loops greatly changes their sensitivity to
crystal effects used in the VCO. I don't think in the hydrogen you
can say that there is an actual frequency offset due to crystal
effects--A phase shift, yes, but not a frequency offset.
MR. ALLAN:
In the oscillator?
DR. REINHARDT:
Yes, due to the crystal oscillator being stressed.
MR. ALLAN:
Right. Of course, even in the passive hydrogen, if you have a
tight locked loop, you only see the output frequency move by one
over the loop gain times the natural frequency change of the quartz
oscillator. So it probably could be much less than the coefficient
shown in the slide also--in other words, not limited by the quartz
but by the atomic resonance.
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ANALYSIS OF OXGRAODbj OYN03EN DISSOCINPMR
ENVEL)PES 3 AES*
Victor H. Ritz, Victor M. Bermudez, and Vincent J. Folen
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, TDC 20375
ABSTRACT
The performance of hydrogen dissociators used in atomic
clocks is known to degrade after prolonged operation,
requiring large increases in rE power to naintain a con-
stant output of atomic hydrogen. Auger electron spectro-
scopy (AES) has been used to characterize the inner
surfaces of Pyrex dissociator envelopes obtained from
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center and Smithsonian Insti-
tution Astrophysical Observatory hydrogen masers.
Prolonged operation of the dissociators leads to bu ildup
of a dark film incorporating large quantities of carbon
in its ainrphous and carbide forms and smaller a:nounts
of nitrogen. Possible mechanisrs by which the film
could interfere with the operation of the dissociator
are given which involve its electrical conductivity
and its role as a catalyst in the recorbination of atomic
hydrogen.
T NTOUC~ ' )
A hydrogen maser will be used as a very accurate and stable frequency
standard in a Navigation Technology Satellite (NTS-3) for the NAVSTAR
31obal Positioning System (GPS). The atomic hydrogen for the maser
will be supplied by a dissociator of thle type shown schematically in
Fig. 1. The device_ operates by maintaining a rf glow discharge of
--100 MHz in low pressure hydrogen gas admittel to the glass dissociator
. nvelope. A gradual degradation in performnance of such dissociators
has been observed which apparently results from changes in the glass k
envelope after several months of operation. This degradation requires
large increases in rf power to maintain a resonable output of hydrogen
ato; from the dissociator and limits its useful lifetime in satellite
applications. Tbe degradation is apparently connected with the con-
comitant darkening of the glass which is observed to occur as a light
to dark brown film builds up on the inner surfaces of the dissociator.
A photograph of a used dissociator envelope obtained from a Smith-
3s53i;Ed by ihe NaVal Electrooic Systema Connand.
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sonian Institution Astrophysical Observatory hydrogen maser is shown
in Fig. 2. The arrow points to a dark brown discolored area. We have
characterized such films by using Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)
with in-depth sputter ion profiling. This paper will describe our
recent measureients and suminarize those obtained earlier [1].
EXPERIMENTAL PEONIQJES AND RESULTS
Auger electron spectroscopy is a .Tethoi of surface chemical analysis
which is accomplished by energy analysis of the electrons ejected fro'n
a sample while it is bombarded with an electron beam [21. The general
arrangem-ient of Cie apparatus (Physical Electronic Industries) is shown
in Fig. 3. Samples are placed on a carrousel target holder and bomb-
arded with Ponoenergetic electrons (3-5 kV) from either of the electron
guns. The sairple emits "Auger electrons" whose energies are character-
istic of the ato, from which t!hey were ejected. The Nuger electrons
are detected by the electron multiplier in the single pass cylindrical
mirror analyzer and, after electronic processing, an Auger spectrum is
displayed on an X-Y recorder. Since the Auger electrons which are
.etected comre from the top few layers (i.e., depths of 10-20 Angstrons),
NES is primarily a surface analytical technique. Information about the
composition of the sample at greater depths can be obtained by ion-
milling the surface with Nrgon ions from the sputter ion gun also
shown in Fig. 3.
Our AES measurements were made with a Physical Electronics Industries
cylindrical ,nirr:r analyzer (iodel 10-155) operated at S kV in the
derivative mide. The sample holder was oriented so the beam fron the
coaxial electron gun struck the dissociator glass at grazing incidence
to minimize 1 ging effects. The ultrahigh vaoium syste;n was ,pumped
down to ;Jxl0- Torr without bakeout before being backfilled1 with
Ar for profiling 4ith a PHI model 04-161 sputter-ion gun operated at
2 kV. An approxi(ate calibration of the sputter-etch rate was obtained
by profiling Ti films of known thickness deposited on glass substrates.
A typical AES spectrum for dissociator glass is shown in Fig. 4. The
derivative of the number of electrons detected in each Auger peak by
the analyzer is plotted as a function of the Auger electron energy.
The various peaks have been labeled according to their correspondin,3
ele'lents. A quantitative chemical analysis majy then be obtained from
these raw peak heights by applying apropriate corrections. The
elemental sensitivity factors of Palmbe.rg et al. [31 obtained with the
electron beain at 3 kV were scaled to 5 kV using correction factors
;r*easured in our apparatus for each element and .3i)2 . The raw Auger
peak heights were proces!sed with these sensitivity factors and sujrmeJ
over all the eleaments in the sample to obtain the atomic fraction of
each elerent. T'he di sociator glass was Pyrex with a nom[nl cv, i-
tion (,nol%) of 81% 3i0 2 , 13% 13203, 4% Na,3 and 2% Al) 3 . 1a was
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rather difficu-Lt to letect re,:producibly because of its high m)OLility
luinjg ;%ES at room i-eq-eratire [4] , and a con)rstant atomic fract ion
eusl Lo -.2 a as~ or it in summing the -rS oeak!3.
I-1 a djs.s-cjator of the '1.-3odr]coif iguration shown in Fig. 1,
thie rF power i's i-ntroducedI capacitiviely, ani the glass surface ioviiv3L-
,itly b,?neath the electrodles reiauins clear while thie 3urroonding walls
ire darkeaned. 'Presumably, the sputtering action of the glow discharge
riear the electrodes continuously clearvs the surface . Samp~les werze cut
fro)n adjacent clear and slightly darkened areas of a degraded NASA-
-xidard :]issocator (saiple 1) and subjected to PiES analysisi. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. Both the atomic fraction and deptho
s3cales should I>- cons idered to be approximte . The upper half of the
left side of Fig. '5 shows the ma~in conistitujents of the clear po-rtion
of sarTple 1. 0, Si, B, and Al are p)resent in Large concentrations
4h ich approacha the nio-inal co),Xos it ion of Pryex (shown on the right-
hiand ')rdiate) after the contaffinatel Surface layer has aee -i-utt, r-
-etchied away. 4, large amount of C is present on the surface which is
re: oved fairly rapidly as the etching proYgresses3. The lower hnalf of
Fig. 5 shows the ele'ients pre-sent in smaller concentrations. The
analysis of the slighltly darkened portion of sa'iole 1 is given on the
right side of Fig. 5. It is distinguished Iby a very high C concentra-
t ion on the surface which persist:3 throughout thie depth analyzed.
is also a3 prominent contaminiant bit at lower conicentratins.
Samples of clear and darkened glass were alotaken frotn another NA47SA-
3odda rd dissociator (saiaiple 2). ,in this case, the darkened glass had31
i th ick dark brown opaque f LIM On it. APS was per formA-d on the opaque
film on the inner surface of the dissociator and also on the outer
surface of an adjacent clear area as a check on the oposition of a
Su rfIace which htad niever be-en exposed to thte glow discharge. Results
r-)r mst elements parallel those for sairple 1, and are shown in Fig. 6.
Again, the primary difference was the presence of C and, to Muchi
jess.er extent, :j in the darkened glass.
In ?riflciple, the shape and oosition .f[ the u,-Lge-r pealks (e.g., Fig. 4)
should yield some information about the chemnical bundIing in thiese
filums whichi are probably a imixture of amorphrouis C, Si02, SiC- and
S i3T-14. The cheiric1l boninig shifts 4hiii hnave been seen by 
other
~okrs [5] [6] for the Si ulm and K(U.. peaks are- )hw cenaicailly
ini Fig. 7. The Si3H4 rIl peak at 32 eV, is a shoulder of the imini ,eak
at 37eV, and moves to 30 eV when the 3 i3 N4 , is grown in the pres:ence of
oxygen [3] . Unfortunately, the Close sp(acLig of these shifts and the
fact that several of these cofftpoun(35 were present SI11ultaneously made :-
it Linoossible for is to resolve them. Erratic chaarging of thle sa'ple
t5-10 Volts iuring analysis also contributed to the problem. 71ore
definitive results were obtained for C. Close inspectioni of the kuger
spectra for the darkened portion of salItle I revealed that the Cpeak
changed from that characteris5tic of amorphous C[7) the "carbide type"
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oberved by Grant and Haas [6). Details of our Auger spectra for the
amorphous and grapnitic forms of C are shown in Fig. 8 along with the
"carbide type" peak. We were thas able to distinguish between the
amorphous and carbide forms of C as the Films were sputter etched.
The atomic fractions of C in the clear and darkene] portions of N,3A-
Goddard sa:yples 1 and 2 are plotted in Fig. 9. The carbide peaks ace
designated by solid triangles. Figure 9 suggests that t-he surfaces oc
the dissociator fall into several categories. The clear outside sur-
face of sarple 2 incorporates very little C and no detectable N. This
surface is easily cleaned of C by sputter etching and hehaves in a way
similar to that of a clean smooth -aicr)i )oe slide. The lightly dark-
ened portion of sal)le I has a thin amorphous C layer on the surface
and a persistent high concentration of carbide ,underneath it. A
smaller c)ncentration of N is also present. The clear portion of
saaple 1 under the electrodes has a layer of amorphous C and N whic'i
can be etched off fairly rapidly. The very thick opaque iln analyzed
in the darkened portion of sa-ople 2 has -)iorphous C as its principal
lmpurLty along with sialler .aniunts of N. It does not etch off as
easily, and has substantial a:1nunts of C remaining at depths where
the clear portions are quite clean.
AES was alSo performed on the dissociator fron a Smithsonian i Trtiti-
t ion Astrophysical lbservatory hydrogen ,aaser 4hicdh was operated
continuously for 3 years at M-aryland ?oint. This dissociator presented
a variety of opa]ue discolorationsr which might 'oe describe d as being
milky, light brown, and dark brown. A milky ortion of the inside of
the dissociator was analyzed and copared to a portion of the out-side.
The most outstanding feat:jre of the analysis was a heavy coating of
amorphous C on the inside. The results are shown in Fig. 10 and
generally parallel those of Fig. 9. Note that the film has been
sputter-etched to a much greater depth and appear3s to be 1000-2000
Nngstro:ns th ick.
En addition to AES, some optical stijies were ;rde of: t'ie issociator
C ilms. Optical spectra were obtained in the so-called "window" region
of the gl3a!s substrate in the wavelength range between 300 im and '4P.
3ptical studies of '4VSA-Goddard dissociator saAIle I in the visible
are shown in Fig. I. The darkened glas.3 in :characterized by a
stra,=tireless absorption edge Tonotonically rising from a low value
Ln the near infrared to a highr alue in the ultraviolet. The results
in the visible are sigallar to the broad background observed by Matte,'i
4t al. [8] in the course oC - + - ifrlantitio)n eperI7,ents .)t fused
silica and attributed to bean-assisted formation oF a carbon film fro,n
organic containinants. The ass ignI;.nt -)F the dark .nirng to a .ar o',deposit is also supported by the proton irrdiation work of Ireer and
IHapke [9], -w point out that this aboi:)rptio,, may be .artly die to
radLation-indjced color center foriation in the glass. However, the
dominant effect would see to be --Fil-n buildup.
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Optical ,x-aure:f.lerts in the infrared are 3hown in Fig. 12 Ior p rtios
:)F NSA-Goddard dissociator sa, ple 1. The dif.er-nce in transniss)iO
)etween the clear (1) and dajk brown (2) aR)le, indicate the presence
of a weak band at -3240 7in- ; i.e. 3.1p. This band disa:peaere when
the dark brwn sa, ple was scraped to reamove the I 11n (3) and was there-
fore intrins ic to the Eilm. The band Ls t-3) low in energy to be as-
3 igned to the ')-H stre-tching vih ation in isolated 3i-OH Dr C-OH grouos
(36)0 - 3750);n- I ) [10] and is lower in energy thai the band observe.] in
N+ -implanted fused silica (3630cm-l) [8). It is, however, higher in
-nergy than the :-11 strieLzhing vibration in alkanes or alkenes (23'T) -
3i0.cm-l) and the ;i-H mrode in silanes (2150 - 2250cn - ) 110]. The band
falls within the range expected for hydrogen-bonded )-H groups but is
too sharp in conpariso-i qith the broad, asym:etrlic band which result:
from internal D-H groups in the glass (3600crn-I). 3i 3 N4 fil's Cord
by decoaos iton of gaseous mixtnrei of SilH4 and *'3 show a lband at
-)3ut 3340-m - , assigned to the iaIpurity N-11 stretching vibration [11d.
Since the dissociator filma contains a high oncentration of N, this is
a possible explanation Eor the infrared data. Furthernore, the 3240c-m-
band lies ithin the range of C-H stretchig freiuencies in alkynes
(nonosubstil:ted acetyltene, 3200 -3350c - ) [10) , in which the bondinj
orbitals on the carbon are in s-o hybridization. If this latter
interpretation is correct, it indicates the presence of highly nsatud-
rated carbon - carbon bonds in the film, which nay be an iavortant
contribution to its photoconductivity.
DISCOSS[fON
Our experitntal results indicate that the darkening of the glass
dissociator envelope is caused by the formation of a coiosite Filin
incorporating large luantities of C in its amfrphous and carbide forris
and smaller anounts of N. There are two general ffvchanis',M by which
Forration of Che film can interfere with the operation of the hydrogen
dissociator: The electrical conductivity -f the iln can be high
enough to exclude a fraction of the rF Field, or the film can catalyze
the reco,-Aination of hydrogen atoms.
The room t*3m1erature dc coductivity of various appropriate mterials
is given inTablq I. It is seen that the dc conductivity of graphite
(: 7xl0 ohm -cm ) is Much less than that of Cu (;06x0) . 4easure-
ments on o)rhous C films [121 have siown eyen 1;ower c,)nductivity
-c I), as have 'i4 (2x10 ohm -cm- ) and aivrphous SiC
(10-2 to I0-4 ohr--c&-). o higher value!, (3xl03) nave been
observed for SiC doped with ; .005 atolic fraction of N [131 . Uising
the latter value, one ,may calculate t.he classical skin depth to be
- 100 P at 100 MHz, and a rather thick film would be required to
attentuate tne rf input to the dissociator. One might also note that
a large iapurity ,Yhotoonductivity has been observed in 3iC [14],
although no similiar data are available for impure carbon. Thus it is
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possible that the conductivity of the coposite film on the dissociator
walls is higher than indicated in Table I under actual operating con-
ditions when illuminated by the hydrogen glow discharge. In general,
however, it would appear that very thick films would be required to
effectively exclude the rf field.
Either direct or catalyzed reaction of the atomic hydrogen at the film
would result in decreased output from the dissociator as the film is
deposited. The principal reaction product of direct reaction of atonic
hydrogen with carbon is known to be CH4 and its rate of reaction with
mnolecular H 2 is negligibly small below 1000&C [15]. However, King and
Wise [16] have found that the direct reaction is a ,ninor process in the
carbon-atomic hydrogen system below 200 °C and accounts for no inore than
0.5% of the hydrogen atom removal. At higher temperature, the direct
reaction increases but is still much smaller than catalytic rec.),rin-
ation of the hydrogen atoms at the carbon film. It should be pointed
out that ie low pressures under which the dissociators operate ensure
that recombinat ion at the walls is much larger than in the volume of the
gas itself.
There is a great variation in literature values of the heterogeneous
recobination o ef.icient ', defined as the fraction of atoms striking
the surface that recombine. The discrepancies among values for the
saae, material result from differences in thermal and cheaicl history
and in surrace roughness and contamination. A summary of values
wich have lyeen obtained by various workers is iven in Table TI.
Values for y 5 at roon temperature of ;:80 x 10 for Pyrex anJ )f
;I000 X 10 for an evaporated C film iave been obtained ' Wise 3oid
coworkers [161 [171. More recently, values of (5-50) x 10 have
been ,-rvasured .or clean Pyrex and fused silica, while studies of
pyrographite *vnd electrole graphite ha've yie-lded values3 From 5000-
10,900 x 10-118]. Thus, a contaminating C film can be ecpected to
increase the efficiency of recombination via aton-wall collision by
at least a factor of[ 2 and perhaps by as much as a Factor of 10-100.
Some possibe sources of the 7 which btlilds ap on the hydrogen dis-
sociator wall-3 are the residue left by inadequate initial cleaning of
the gla:ss, pinp oil, C), C 2 or CH4 outgassed fron the walls and
O-rings and the breakdown of epoxy celivnt into its constit ents.
Steps to ;inimize the inflIence of these sources would seem to be a
sensible precation in any hydrogen dissociator to be used for long
per iols of time.
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Fig. 2 Discolored portion of S.A.O. dissociator.
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TI
AN INVESTIGATION OF POLYMER COATINGS USED IN
HYDROGEN MASER STORAGE BULBS
N. H. Turner
Chemistry Division
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C. 20375
ABSTRACT
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy has been used to
investigate the surface composition (top 50 A) of some
fluorinated polymers that either have been, or could
be, used to coat the storage bulbs in hydrogen masers.
The results indicate inadequacies of some of the
coatings, and the long term effect of exposure to
hydrogen atoms. Recently developed fluorinated
polymers have been investigated also as possible
coating materials.
INTRODUCTION
With hydrogen masers under consideration as a timing standard in the
NAVSTAR Global Positioning System, this paper will report the results of
a study of some of the fluorinated polymer surfaces that have been used
in hydrogen maser storage bulbs. The possibility of the use of some
fluorinated polymers recently developed at the Naval Research Laboratory !(NRL) has been considered also. The surface of the hydrogen maser
storage bulbs may play an important role in both the short term and long
term stability of the mager. For example, it has been reported that the
lowest surface hydrogen atom recombination coefficient observed (by
about two orders of magnitude) is that in which the surface has been
coated with Teflon (1); this effect could be somewhat lar~et, but
precision of the reported results was poor. This comparison was made
with a wide number of surface treatments (2). Hydr pen atom recombina-
tion would take away hydrogen atoms that could b involved in the maser
action. Thus, the surface of the hydrogen" er storage bulb could
contribute to the poorly understood tempe ature effect on frequency
changes that have been noted with hydrogen masers.
Over the past several years many new techniques for the investigation of
surfaces have become widely available. One of these recent methods is
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), and it has been used to inves-
tigate the surfaces of a large number of materials including polymers.
A thorough review of XPS with an emphasis upon fluorocarbon polymers has
been made by Clark and Feast (3)', but a few highlights will be given
here. A low intensity X-ray source (usually about 1253 or 1486 eV)
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impinges upon the material of interest. Both orbital and valence 0]
trons are ejected, and the kinetic energy of these electrons is mea'-
The binding energies of the various levels of an element can be dete
mined from the following equation:
EBE = 1u) - EKE 
- SP
E is the binding energy of the level of interest, hu is the photon
BE
energy, E E is the kinetic energy of the ejected electron, and S
the ..ork function of the spectrometer. XPS spectra can be obsetved f
all of the elements except hydrogen and helium, and each element has
unique spectrum. The mean escape depth for X-ray induced photoelectr
is about 20 A, but with carbonaceous material the mean escape depth m
be greater. Changes in the atomic environment can be followed by the
observation of shifts in the binding energy. For example, the shift
the binding energy for the C Is line is about 7 eV between polytetra-
fluoroethylene (PTFE, compound I) and polyethylene (3).
*CF2 - CF 2} n
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
Three different types of fluorinated polymer samples have been inves-
tigated. All of the samples were put onto 2 by 1 cm stages. The firs
set of samples was a FEP Teflon coating of various configurations on
gold-coated Al and quartz stages, and was prepared under the directior
of Dr. R. Vessot of the Smithsonian Astronomical Observatory (SAO), C9
bridge, Mass. The coatings covered either part or all of the underlyi
,ubstrate and were thought to be on the order of a few thousand A. AL
was selected as one substrate so that the 4f712 photoelectron line cou
be used as a standard, and quartz was chosen o simulate a substrate
used in a maser. The coatings were made from an FEP-120 dispersion, n
aqueous dispersion of FEP Teflon containing a volatile wetting agent;
FEP Teflon is a mixture of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and polv-
hexafluoropropylene (HFP), Compound II.
4CF - CF}
2 in
CF3
II
The second set of samples was from a film of FEP Teflon that came frow
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the storage bulb of a used maser from SAO. This thick film had been
removed from the maser bulb by an overnight soaking with a few cc of
water. After receipt at NRL, the sample was manipulated with cleaned
tweezers and placed on fresh, clean aluminum foil; plastic gloves were
used also in the-handling of the film. When the sample was unfolded,
two distinct regions of the film were observed; one region was clear and
the other, much smaller in area, had a brown color. The third set of
samples was a fluorinated diglycidyl ether, compound III, and the
coupling agent compound IV, a fluorinated anhydride, which form a very
high molecular weight cross-linked polymer. Fluorinated amines have
been employed as coupling agents also.
CF
CH-CH -CH 2  - C - 0- CH - CH- CE
OCF 3  CF3  0
3 3
III
CF 2"7
CF3  0
IV
Some of the specimens of this set contained about 50%, by weight, PTFE.
These fluorinated polymers have the ability to "wet" PTFE, whereas most '
polymers do not have this property. 4:i
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES .!
Spectra were obtained with a Physical Electronics XPS/AES electron -
spectrometer operating in the 10- Pa region. The X-ray source was MgK ,radiation (1253.6 eV) at 10 V and 30 or 40 ma and a pass energy of either
109 or 25 V was used for all spectra. The area modlf analysiSpdS abfeW
mmn . Elemental ratios were determined from the moe eelpdb
Carter, Schweitzer, and Carlson (4), as given in equation (2).
nl- N1  02 12 $2 (2)
S  N 2 X S1373 U 3
04if
_ ~~ ~ ~ C -..,.,C.m , r':. T' r " ' " i..... ".
N is the area under the curve of the photoelectron peak, a is the
photoelectron cross section (5), X is the mean escape depth of the
photoelectron (4), and S is the spectrometer response, as a function of
energy (6). More detailed consideration of this model for the determina-
tion of elemental ratios in polymers will be given elsewhere (7).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Thin FEP Film from SAO
In Figure 1 is shown the XPS spectrum of a thin film made from FEP-
120 dispersion on a quartz substrate. From known binding energies (8),
the various peaks in Figure 1 have been identified and the atomic levels
BINDING ENERGY IN (eV
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Figure 1: XPS spectrum of a quartz stage coated with FEP 120 Teflon
dispersion. Elemental peaks are identified on the figure.
indicated. The identification of the X-ray-induced F Auger peaks was
made on the basis of the observed kinetic energy. In addition to the
expected C and F XPS peaks, both Si and 0 XPS lines were observed.
Thus, it appears that the coating is either in the form of "islands," or
that portions of the coating are so thin (perhaps 10-20 A at the most)
that the underlying quartz substrate can be observed. If the peaks
ascribed to 0 and Si are not considered, the spectrum in Figuie 1 is
very similar to that reported by Clark and Feast (3) for PTFE.
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From a detailed analysis of the small peaks due to the Mg Ka, . radia-
tion (9) it was concluded that the minor peak on the high kiA ic energy
side of the main Cls peak, was due, in part, to some hydrocarbon present
in the coating, possibly the residue of the wetting agent in the FEP-120
dispersion.
Table 1 gives the elemental ratios determined for the quartz sample
covered by the FEP-120 coating as determined by the use of equation 2.
Table I
Elemental and Group Ratios of FEP-120 Teflon-Coated
Quartz, as Determined by XPS
Ratio Experimental Theoretical
C(ls)/F(ls) 0.47 + 0.04 0.5
C(ls)/F(2s) 0.46 + 0.02 0.5
Si(2s)/O(ls) 0.6 + 0.1 0.5
CF /SiO 9.0 + 0.6
(First iocation on sample)
CF 2/Sio 2 15 + 2
(Second location on sample)
The observed Si/O and C/F (C ascribed to C-F bonds) ratios agree well
with the theoretical ratios. These results are gratifying considering
the approximations made and some of the small signals observed. For the
analysis of the C/F ratio, the contribution by the different C-F bonds
in HFP to the C Is signal has been neglected (9). The results show that
little, if any, 0 is present, except that from the quartz. On a com-
pletely polymer coated gold-covered Al stage, only a very faint 0 signal
was observed. Thus, it appears that the coating or surface contamina-
tion contributes very little 0 to the surface region.
After these encouraging results were obtained from the Si/O and C/F
ratio measurements, an attempt was made to find the amount of the
fluorocarbon coating relative to the quartz substrate. For this purpose
the number of apparent CF2 groups vs. the number of SiO2 groups 
is of
interest. The C/Si, F/O, C/O, and F/Si ratios were determined with the
proper consideration to stoichiometry, and the results are given 
also in
Table 1. Unfortunately, these ratios do not help answer the 
question of
whether there are blank spots in the coating or just some very thin
sections.
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B. Thick FEP Film From SAO
In Figure 2 (clear portion) and Figure 3 (brown portion) the XPS
spectra of the film obtained from a used hydrogen maser are shown. The
BINDING ENERGY IN eV
1000 800 600 400 200 0
F-
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250 450 650 850 1050 1250
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Figure 2: XPS spectrum of the clear portion of the FEP Teflon from
a used hydrogen maser.
spectra were from the side of the film that was believed to be exposed
to hydrogen atois (this tentative suggestion was prompted by the shape
of the film). All of the films appeared to be continuous, since peaks
from the substrate beneath the films were not detected, and the C/F
ratio (C ascribed to C bonded to F) was close to the expected ratio
(0.5) for FEP Teflon. By the same type of analysis mentioned previously
it was concluded that the clear part of the film indicated a small
hydrocarbon contribution to the C ls signal, while on the other side of
the film there appeared to be little, if any, hydrocarbon type C pre-
sent. Oxygen was not detected on either side of the clear portion of
the film.
The spectrum in Figure 3 (brown film) has marked differences from
the spectrum of the clear portion of the film. The spectra from both
sides of the brown colored film were similar. The C signal due to non-
fluorine bonded C was about one third of that due to F bonded C, while
the 0 present had about one sixth the intensity of the non-fluorine
bonded C. These results definitely show that there are differences
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Figure 3: XPS spectrum of the brown portion of the FEP Teflon
from a used hydrogen maser.
between the clear and the brown portions of the film. It seems rea-
sonable to suggest that the brown portion of the film was exposed
directly to the hydrogen atom source, and that the changes extended
throughout the extent of the film. Due to the prior handling and
treatment of the film the absolute results of these analyses cannot be
given with certainty; however, the differences between the clear and
brown portions of the film do appear to be real.
C. NRL Developed Fluorocarbon Polymers
In Figure 4 (spectrum B) the XPS spectrum of the epoxy polymer
mixture derived from compounds III and IV is shown. Detailed considera-
tion of these spectra will be given elsewhere (7) but a few comments
will be made. The surface composition, as determined by XPS, appeared
to be close to that of the expected bulk composition. The two peaks in
the C region are expected also. Spectrum A in Figure 4 is the spectrum
of the polymerized mixture of compounds III and IV containing 50 percent
by weight of powdered PTFE. As can be seen, the difference between the
spectra in Figure 4 is minimal. In a polymer system similar to that in
spectrum A of Figure 4, Hunston, Griffith, and Bowers (10) found that
the frictional behavior closely resembled that of pure PTFE. As a
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Figue 4:Spectrum A. XPS spectrum of compounds III and IV with
Figue 4:50 percent by weight powdered PTFE. Spectrum B. XI'S
spectrum of compounds III and IV.
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result of a simple scraping of the polymer mixture 
used in Figure 4
(spectrum A), the XPS spectrum of the resultant film that 
was observed
is shown in Figure 5. As can be seen this spectrum 
is vastly different
a
w
lox
250 450 650 850 1050 
1250
KINETIC ENERGY IN eV
Figure 5: XPs spectrum after scraping 
of the mixture used in
spectrum A, Figure 4.
from the spectra in Figure 4. The 
0 and the non-fluorilne bonded C 
peaks
have been reduced quite markedly. 
The C (bonded to F) to F ratio is
close to that expected for VTFE. 
These results suggest that it is
possible to form a film similar 
to PTFE from mixtures of PTFE and 
com-
pounds III and IV. (Compounds similar 
in chemical structure to III and
IV probably could also be used 
equally as well). Thus, it appears 
that
PTFE films could be produced in 
configurations that would be difficult
to fabricate from coimrcially 
available films or dispersions.
CONCLUSIONS
XS can be used to examine 
the fluorocarbon polymer coatings 
used in
hydrogen masers both before 
and after use in a maser. 
Films that appear
to be similar to PTFE can 
be made from powdered PTFE 
combined with
compounds such as III and IV.
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AN INVETIGATION OF THE SHIELDING PROPERTIES OF MOLY
PERMALLOY SHIELDS DESIGNED FOR USE WITH A HYDROGEN MASER
S. A. Wolf and John E. Cox
Material Sciences Division
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C. 20375
Introduction
Hydrogen masers are being considered for use as the
frequency standard in the next generation of navigational
satellites (NAVSTAR GPS). For these masers to achieve the
required frequency stability (1 part in 1014), the magne-
tic field environment in which the maser operates must be
accurately known and stable to 1 nT for ambiant magnetic
field changes of 100,000 nT. (The earth's magnetic field is
approximately 50,000 nT). The usual procedure is to sur-
round the hydrogen maser by one or more concentric magnetic
shields. The objective of this study is to verify the
shielding characteristics of the magnetic shield system
(Fig. 1) that has been designed for use with the VLG-11
ground based hydrogen maser.
Measurements were made in the 11.3 meter diameter
Braunbek coil system at the Spacecraft Magnetic Field Site, 
7
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. (See 
Fig. 2).
This coil system actively compensates for changes in the
Earth's magnetic field and is capable of nulling 
the
earth's field to better than 1 nT over a 1.3 m diameter
381
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sphere. In addition, this system has the capability of
applying a field, known to an accuracy of 1 nT over this
volume, with a magnitude as large as 60,000 nT.
Both the transverse and axial shielding factors of a
single layer shield and a four layer nested shield were
determined using a fluxgate magnetometer with 0.1 nT resolu-
tion and a Superconducting QUantum Interference Device
(SQUID) magnetometer with 0.001 nT resolution. Attenuation
was studied as a function of external magnetic field,
position within the shield, zero field magnetic moment
(perm), and thermal cycling.
Single Shield Results
A single layer shield of Moly Permalloy of the type
shown in Fig. 1 was placed at the center of the coil facil-
ity. Data were taken primarily with a three axis fluxgate
magnetometer, however a limited number of measurements were
also taken with a flip coil SQUID magnetometer.
Measurements were made of the internal field and the
differential shielding factor (the change in external field
divided by the change in internal field) as a function of:
applied field, axial distance from the center of the
shield, and "zero" field magnetic moment (perm) of the
skield.
These measurements basically fell into three categories
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characterized by the magnitude of the applied field:
(a) Low magnetic fields (50 to 500 nT) : Here the
changes in the internal field in a given direction for a
given change in the external field in the same direction was
constant, reproducible, and reversible, i.e., the "zero"
field readings which were taken after each application and
removal of the external field were reproduced to within 1
nT. These results were independent of the perm that the
shield had before initiating the measurements. Figure 3
displays the transverse and axial shielding factors as a
function of axial distance from the center of the shield.
The shielding factor at the center of the shield varied from
33 in both transverse directions to 20 in the axial direc-
t ion.
(b) Intermediate magnetic fields (500 to 30,000 nT):
These data are characterized by internal fields and shield-
ing factors which are dependent on the recent magnetic
history of the shield and the initial perm. In this field
region, the perm of the shield is dependent on the magnetic
history. Figure 4 illustrates a typical hysteresis loop
where the perm in the axial direction was initially small
1
.
In this range of magnetic fields, the shielding factor
always exceeded the low-field shielding factor.
(c) High magnetic fields (30,000 to 55,000 nT or a
field comparable to the Earth's magnetic field): In this
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range, the maqnitude of the applied field is sufficiently
large that the perm and previous magnetic history are not
important. In this field range, an absolute shielding factor
was determined rather than the differential one. Results for
the two orientations are included in Figure 3. For a
maximum applied field of 55,000 nT, the internal field never
exceeded 1000 nT at the center and 3400 nT at axial distance
of 200 mm from the center of the shield.
Aside from the determination of the details of the
shielding characteristics of this shield, another signifi-
cant result is that the perm of the sample shield was
unaffected (to the 1 nT level) by uniform fields of up to
500 nT. Thus in any shield design where the perm must
remain stable to this level, an upper limit on the fields
that a similarly fabricated shield can be exposed to and
have the perm remain unchanged has been established.
Four Layer Nested Shield Set Results
These measurements were made on a set of four shields
acquired from Allegheny Ludlum Corp. and built to SAO
specifications. The outermost shield of this set is essen-
tially of the same design as the single shield discussed
above. To preserve the high permeability of these shields
they were "nested" using carved balsa wood spacers and foam
rubber between successive layers. The spacing of the
shields was in conformance with specifictions supplied by
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SAO. These spacers and foam seperators were fashioned so
that the four layer set could be placed on its side or
inverted without changing the relative orientations of the
shields.
Prior to each of the measurements, the shields were
2
depermed using a combination of techniques The shields
were placed at the center of the 11.3 m coils and the
ambient field was nulled to approximately one nT. Before
the initial deperm, the internal field was at most 67 nT. A
pair of 3.05 m diameter coils spaced 2.24m apart were placed
on opposite sides of the shields. (See Fig. 5) A 60 Hz
current in the coils was raised to 100 amps (corresponding
to a field at the shields of 3x106 nT) and lowered in 10
seconds. The shield was then rotated 900 about the verti-
cal axis and the current was again brought to 100 Amps 
and
decreased at the same rate. As a result of this phase 
of
the deperm sequence, the internal field was now 
typically
approximately 5 nT. A cable was then run axially 
through
the shield forming a single loop, and a 250 amp 60 
Hz 4
current was passed through the cable. The current 
was then
reduced from 250A to 30 A in 2 minutes time, then 
increased
to 60 A and reduced to zero again in 2 minutes. 
The remnant
internal field was consistently below 0.1 
nT.
Axial measurements were made with both a 
fluxgate and a
SQUID magnetotmeter, with the shields depermed 
prior to
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either measurement. Data were obtained by increasing the
applied field in incremental steps from 0 to 60,000 nT
parallel to the Z axis (up direction), then incrementally
decreased to zero and then again increased incrementally to
60,000 nT directed antiparallel to the Z axis (down direc-
tion) and thence back to zero.
The fluxgate magnetometer was suspended at the center
of the shield with its sensing axis along the Z axis. The
SQUID magnetometer had a sensing coil which could be rotated
3600 in the horizontal plane and 2700 in the vertical
plane, permitting arbitrary field directions to be evaluated.
Transverse measurements with the fluxgate magnetometer were
inconclusive due to a lack of sensitivity, the SQUID magneto-
meter performed with satisfactory precision. Results for
the axial fields are shown in Fig. 6 and the transverse
measurements are shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 6, we see that
for a total field change of 120,000 nT (+60,000 to -60,000
nT) the total internal field change was approximately 2nT,
resulting in a shielding factor of 6x10 4 . The residual
moment or perm after traversing this one cycle changed by
0.25 nT. The transverse shielding factor was determined to
be 3.75xi05 and the change in perm was 0.05 nT.
Shielding factors as a function of axial distance from
the center of the shield were determined in the followinq
fashion. Axial fields of + 60,000 nT were applied to the
386faho. xa fed
shields and the internal fields at the center of the shield
were determined. The fields were monitored by the stationary
magnetometers as the shields were raised by discrete amounts.
(Fig. 8) . The shields were then inverted and the measure-
ments were repeated. In this manner any asymmetry introduc-
ed by the magnetometer probe itself is removed from the
final results. Note the large asymmetry in the internal
fields towards the welded end as compared to the press fit
end. This could be due to the fact that there are larger
access holes at the press fit end than at the welded end,
the incomplete ferromagnetic circuit due to a lack of
continuity of the shields, the stress of assembly at the
press fit end, or any combination of these factors.
Thermal Shock Test
The shields were placed in a thermostatically controlled
oven and maintained at 65C for two hours and allowed to cool
to 25C in 40 minutes. The magnetic shielding measurements
detailed above were repeated. No difference was detected
from the earlier results.
Discussion of Results
These results reflect significantly on the performance
of a hydrogen maser since the effect of a magnetic field is
to change the frequency of the maser according to the
following equation
3
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Av/v = 3.9x0-16 HAH
where u is the frequency and H is the field in nT required
to provide the quantization direction. For state-of-the-art
masers, H is in the range 10 to 50 nT. Thus an axial A H of
2 nT as measured at the center of the shield would produce
a frequency shift of from 0.7 part in 10 14 for a field of
10 nT and one of 3.5 parts in 1014 for a field of 50 nT.
The large measured anisotropy in the shielding factor
indicates that this estimate of frequency stability is
optimistic, since the maser cavity takes up a significant
portion of the inner shield volume and therefore the effec-
tive shielding factor will undoubtedly be less than the
value at the center. The lack of any measurable effect of
the mild thermal shock was not unexpected but is encouraging
since no degradation of the shielding was observed.
Conclusions
The present configuration of four shields designed for
use with ground based masers provides only marginally
adequate field attenuation for ambient excursions of 60,000
nT. This is based on the stability requirement of one part
in 10 If space applications require shielding of
60,000 nT ambient fields, some modifications in the shield
design appear necessary in order to assure the required
performance.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1. Four shield nested array.
2. Artists conception of NASA-Goddard Spacecraft Magnetic
Test Facility.
3. Transverse and axial shielding factors as a function
of axial distance from tha center of the shield for
a single Moly Permalloy shield. For the upper
two curves, the shielding factor was calculated by
dividing the applied field by the internal field. For
the lower two curves, the shielding factor was calcula-
ted by dividing the applied field by the change in the
internal field parallel to the applied field. The
filled circles are the SQUID data.
4. The internal axial field as a function of the external
axial field 150 mm from the center of the single
shield. The data were taken as follows: the field was
increased from "zero" with the axial perm small until
55,000 nT was reached (the maximum field that could be
uniformly applied). The field was then decreased to
zero and then increased to 55,000 nT in the opposite
direction. The field was decreased to zero again and
reversed and increased to 55,000 nT in the original
direction. The field was decreased to zero again and
reversed and increased to 55,000 nT. This cycle is
shown by the solid curve. The field was then
decreased to zero and increased to 55,000 nT in the
same direction as it had just been before. This
last cycle is illustrated by the dashed curve. Notice
that the internal field at 55,000 nT always reproduces.
5. (a) Deperming coils used to reduce the internal field
to approximately 5 nT.
(b) The 250 amp cable used to reduce the remmant
internal field to 0.1 nT is visible as it is passed
axially through the shields in the box.
6. Internal fields of a 4 layer nested Moly PermalloyR
shield set as a function of applied axial fields.
7. Internal fields of a 4 layer nested Moly PermalloyR
s~ield set as a function of applied transverse field.
8. Shielding factors as a function of axial distance from
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the center of the shield for applied axial field.
Shielding at the welded end is much more effective than
at the press fit end.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DR. ROBERT VESSOT, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory:
We measured three sets of shields using the maser as its own magne-
tometer, and we found that out of three, one set was very much worse
than the others by a factor of almost two. We strongly suspect
that part of the acceptance procedure, if you are going to build
masers, is to measure each individual magnetic shield before you
put it into the assembly. It is very likely that there is some
lack of control in the annealing process, or perhaps in the
metallurgy, which I doubt.
The other thing is that I heard you mention that the shielding had
to be over the whole cavity. I take it you meant over the bulb,
which is much smaller than the cavity.
MR. WOLF:
I realize it's not over the entire cavity, but also it is not
a point function at the center of the cavity either.
DR. VESSOT:
No, it is in a region of 7-inch diameter above the geometric center
of the array.
MR. WOLF:
We did not do an off-axis measurement. As you can see by the
configuration of the shields and the configuration of the magne-
tometer, it was impossible to do off-axis measurements. All we
could do was measure the axial asymmetry.
DR. VESSOT:
I agree with you. More work is certainly needed on magnetic
shields if you are expecting 60,000 nanotesla variations.
'
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MR. WOLF:
About the quality of shields: Are you saying that we should
measure each individual layer of the four-layer system as opposed
to the four nested layers as they are?
DR. VESSOT:
Yes.
44
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A Spaceborne Hydrogen Maser Design*
tA.E. Popa, H.T.M. Wang, W.B. Bridges, ,J.E. Etter, and D. Schnelker
Hughes Research Laboratories
Malibu, California
F.E. Goodwin, C. Lew, and M. Dials
Hughes Space and Communications Group
El Segundo, California
ABSTRACT
This paper presents the design for a space-qualifiable hydrogen
maser optimized to fit into the Naval Research Laboratory's
NTS-3 spacecraft. The design is derived from our experience
with an advanced development model (ADM) developed for and
delivered to the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). The NTS-3
satellite is a technology satellite built as part of the Navy
support for the NAVSTAR/Global Positioning System
INTRODUCTION
The excellent performance and superior stability of the atomic hydrogen
maser are well known. However, the sizes and weights of typical masers
designed for ground-based applications are not suitable for spaceborne
applications. In past maser designs a long hydrogen-beam drift space
was considered essential for effective state selection, and large sput-
ter ion pumps were employed to maintain the high vacuum necessary for !
maser operation. For spaceborne applications the maser must be smaller
and lighter than past designs and operate with a minimum of operator
intervention.
Spacecraft Constraints
The spaceborne maser must interface with the NTS-3 spacecraft, which
will be built by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) for launch in
1981. The spacecraft constraints shown in Figure 1, include a 15 in.
(38 cm) maximum allowable diameter and a maximum length of 30 in.
(78 cm). The maser must weigh less than 100 lb and consume less than
100 W from the spacecraft power bus. The operational temperature range
:ill be 20*C ± 100 C and an operating life greater than 5 yr is required.
This work has been supported by the Naval Research Laboratory under
Contract N00014-75-C-1149.
tPresent address: California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA
91125.
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TENTATIVE NTS-3 INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS
CENTER SUPPORT TUBE MOUNT/PANEL
TUBE REFERENCE TEMPERATURE 200 C i 1O0 c
OUTER SURFACE BLACK
COMPARTMENT MAXIMUMS:
MASER DIAMETER 15 in. (38 cm)
A MASER LENGTH 30 in. (78 cm)
.~25 in. " 1
' PRIMARY POWER SOURCE 27 V t IV dc
TT&C INTERFACE (SIMILAR TO NTS-2I
OUTPUT FREQUENCY 5 MHz
COMPARTMENT
~MAXIMUMS
Figure 1. Tentative NTS-3/hvdrogen maser interface lavout.
System Description
A block diagram of our advanced development model maser (AD) is shown
in Figure 2 and a photograph of the physics unit is shown in Figure 3.
We anticipate the spaceborne design will be quite similar to the ADM
tunits. The spaceborne design is shown in cross section in Figure 4
and a detailed descr.ption of each subsystem follows.
Hydrogen Flow
A space-qualified high-pressure hydrogen storage and control subsvster"
has been selected for the space maser to ensure reliability and to
minimize development costs. A 10-yr supply of hydrogen gas is stored
at 1500 psi in a small lightweight pressure vessel and the subsystem
is activated, on command, by a high-pressure solenoid valve. A strain
gauge sensor measures the tank pressure for telemetering, and a sptci-
qualified mechanical pressure regulator reduces the hydrogen pressure
enLering the palladium valve assembly to 10 psi. The hydrogen pres-
sure between the palladium valve and the mechanical regulator is also
measured and telemetered.
The palladium valve assembly shown in Figure 5 is used to reduce and
regulate the hydrogen pressure in the dissociator-to 50 mTorr ±1%.
Incorporated into the palladium valve assembly are a temperature-
stabilized thermistor bridge to measure dissociator pressure, and two
redundant palladium valves which diffuse hydrogen when heated by an
electric current fromthe hydrogen flow control servo. The dissociator
pressure is telemetered and one of the parallel palladium valves
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Figure 3. H-YMNS 1II advanced development model physics unit.
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Figure 4. Engineering development 
model layout.
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operates the system when selected by conmmand. Metal tubing is to 1h,
used between the pressure tank and the dissociator input port. For
diagnostic purposes, the hydrogen flow control servo c-n be programmed
through 256 pressure levels.
Dissociaton
Molecular hydrogen (H2 ) at the regulated 50 mTorr pressure is dissoci-
ated into atomic hydrogen (H) in an rf discharge. This discharg, i.
ignited, on command, and sustained with 5 W of 150 MHz power suppl!,-d
by the dissociator driver. Both the absorbed and reflected dissoiltor
power levels are measured and telemetered. The dissociator shown in
Figures 6 and 7 has a metal-ceramic envelope for thermal and mechanicil
strength and encloses a 2-in. diam. pyrex bulb to confine the hydroi.i
atoms.
6014 19
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED
SURFACE
HYDROGEN INLET" ::!/'i'J PoI-Ag ALLOY TUBES 2 si
0 o
/ "/ , I
-
-0
,r DCC~cK, ¢¢HYDROGEN OUTLET
OPEN AND REFERENCE LINE - 50p PRESSURE
THERMISTORS FOR
LOW PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
/
Figure 5. Integrated Pd-Ag regulator and thermistor pressure sensor.
Electrical connections are made through vacuum tight ceramic
feedthrough terminals.
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FLANGEL(COLD ,CYLINDE
HEMISPHERICALC
(HOT ELECTRODE)
\SILASTIC SiO2 LINER
PADS
Figure 6. Proposed hydrogen dissociator design utilizing a metal- I
ceramic vacuum envelope with a spherical 
SiO 2 liner.
M12026
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Figure 7.
Laboratory prototype of
hydrogen dissociator.
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State Selector
After leaving the dissociator, the atomic hydrogen is directed in a
beam along the hexapole magnet by an array of close-packed glass colli-
mating tubes 2 mm long by 50 micrometers in diameter. The strongly
inhomogeneous magnetic field of the hexapole magnet provides a selection
function, causing the atoms in the upper two hyperfine levels (F = i,
MF = 0, +1) to move toward its axis in a focusing action while the H
atoms in the lower two hyperfine levels (F = 1, MF = -1, and F = 0,
HF = 0) move radially outward and are defocused.
Storage Bulb
The focused beam of H atoms (predominantly in the upper two hyperfine
levels) emerges from the hexapole and is directed into the aperture tube
of a 6-in. diameter Teflon-coated quartz storage bulb situated in a
microwave cavity that is tuned to the 1420 MHz hyperfine frequency of
hydrogen. Due to the high degree of elasticity in the collisions
between the hydrogen atoms and the Teflon walls, the atoms are confined
for up to 1 sec without deexcitation to the lower hyperfine states or
recombination. The resonance linewidth of the bulb has been measured
to be 0.65 Hz.
Cavity
The microwave cavity operates in the TEOi1 mode. One distinguishing
feature of the cavity design shown in Figure 8 is the use of a squashed
geometry with a diameter to length ratio of 1.6. The overall height is
3.5 in. less than typical designs which use ratios equal or greater than
1.0.
A solenoid with second-order correction produces a dc magnetic field
that defines a quantization axis for the sublevels so that the F = 1,
H = 0 states are coupled to the microwave field in the cavity. When
the stimulated-emission gain of the atomic transition is sufficient to
overcome the storage bulb and cavity wall losses, the system can self-
oscillate. (For diagnostic purposes, the magnetic field control is com-
mandable in 256 field increments between 10 pG and 30 mG.)
Cavity Thermal Control
For structural and thermal integrity, a lightweight cavity with a Q in
excess of 70,000 is fabricated from beryllium or quartz and frequency
stabilized within 1 Hz by both the envelope thermal-control servo and
the cavity-tuning control. The envelope thermal-control servo with its
associated thermistor and heaters maintains the cavity temperature to
within a few millidegrees of 400 C; the loop error signal is telemetered.
Figure 9 shows interchangeable quartz and beryllium cavity walls that
are now being studied for strength and stability.
'I 410
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Figure 8. D/L = 1.6 short cavity alongside a D/L = I right
cylindrical cavity normally used in laboratory
masers.
M12290j
Figure 9. Interchangeable beryllium (left) and quartz cavities for
HYMNS III testbed maser.
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Cavity Varactor Tuning
Cavity tuning is accomplished by biasing a tuning varactor made of
nonmagnetic materials and located in the cavity. The varactor will
tune the maser through a 50 kHz range. The varactor tuning is con-
trolled by onboard logic or by ground command. Commandable dc offsets
in the control loop allow the clock system to be compensated for long-
term drift of the thermal sensor and possible mechanical detuning of
the cavity during launch.
Receiver Subsystem
The 1,420,405,751.xxxx Hz maser signal is amplified by space-qualified,
low-noise, temperature-stabilized microwave amplifier and down-convwrted
in a series of low noise mixers to 5751.xxx Hz. The phase of another
5751.xxx Hz signal, synthesized from the receiver's 5 MHz VCXO, is
compared to the downconverted maser signal, and a phase error signal
with a loop bandwidth of 0.1 to 10 H1z is derived to lock the frequency
of the VCXO to the atomic transition. The receiver synthesizer devwl-
oped for the ADM is programmable over a 2 Hz range, with each step
equivalent to about 1 part in 1014 of the maser frequency. This con-
trol enables the clock to be corrected for gravitational red shift and
other systematic errors in the GPS.
Zeeman Generator
For diagnostic purposes a Zeeman generator and beam shutter have ben
incorporated into the ADM maser design to detect long-term maser fre-
quency pulling by magnetic inhomogeneities and cavity tuning errors.
If required, a degaussing circuit can be activated on command to remoy.
magnetic anomalies in the magnetic shield assembly.
Beam Modulation
A beam shutter with a small mechanical iris is located in the hydrogen
beam near the hexapole magnet, and on command can reduce the hydrogen
beam flux by 50%. If the maser cavity frequency is tuned precisely to
the spin-exchange-tuned frequency, the maser frequency should then be
independent of the intensity of the hydrogen beam flux (i.e., beam-
shutter position). Using the beam shutter, long-term frequency-pulling
statistics by beam-flux modulation can be accumulated by comparing the
maser frequency with another onboard clock or by clock comparison on
the ground.
*. Vacuum Maintenance
The spent hydrogen atoms emerging from the storage bulb are selectivcl'
pumped by an ambient-temperature sorption getter pump. A small ion
pump is also used to pump hydrogen and other contaminant gases while
412
s;rving simultaneously as a high-vacuum gauge. We have conducted
oYt'nsive life testing of the getter material and find it should be
s,,Cfcient to pump the hydrogen supply of the maser when combined with
small ion pump to scavange impurities. The ion-pump voltage and cur-
rent will be telemetered. A space-qualified, squib-actuated vacuum
vent valve may be incorporated into the maser and on command vent the
mas.r to space to provide additional life after the ion pump and getter
;unMw are exhausted. The data in Figure 10 indicate venting is feasible
w,,ithin the first vear in orbit. if successful, the vent to space would
allow a significant reduction in the pump weight of future masers and
promises greatlv increased operational life for the hydrogen maser
lock system in space.
()NCLUSIONS
Through a systematic analysis and design program encompassing all phases
o hydrogen maser technology, we have designed and tested a compact
hyvdrogen maser compatible with the constraints imposed by the NTS series
spacecraft. Without sacrificing performance or operational life, a
significant reduction in size was accomplished by analytical and experi-
mental optimization of the hydrogen beam optics and microwave interac-
tion assembly. As in our traveling-wave tube devices, the maser has
been built in modular form to facilitate component interchange and
standardization. During the course of the technology program we have
also developed multiple vendor and in-house sources to supply critical
components including quartz cavities, magnetic shields, quartz storage
bulbs, and nonmagnetic varactors to assure an orderly progression into
the space hardware phase of the program.
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OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A PROTOTYPE
SPACEBORNE HYDROGEN MASER*
t
li.T.M. Wang, A.E. Popa, W.B. Bridges, and D. Schnelker
Hughes Research Laboratories
Malibu, California 90265
ABSTRACT
The operational characteristics are described of an advanced
development model of a spaceborne hydrogen maser developed
for the Naval Research Laboratory for possible use in their
NTS-3 spacecraft. The NTS-3 is a technology satellite
built as part of the Navy's support for the NAVSTAR/Global
Positioning System. Size reduction is shown to not neces-
sarly degrade maser performance.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes our experiences in developing and operating an
advanced development model (ADM) hydrogen maser testbed for the Naval
Research Laboratory (NRL). The design of a space-qualifiable version
based on these experiences has been described in a companion paper and
will not be repeated here.
Tht advanced development model maser, shown in Figure 1 and termed
"RUMNS Ill" (Hydrogen Maser for Navigational Satellites, IIIrd version) !
was delivered to the NR-- in October 1977 and was immediately operational.
Prior to delivery, some weeks of operating experience were obtained at
Hughes Research Laboratories on the completed maser, and prior to this,
considerable operating experience was obtained with an earlier version,
H1YMINS II, and a demountable testbed, HYMNS T. Separate tests were also
made on various subsystems as well. For convenience and ease of refer-
nce, the operational characteristics of HYMNS III are described under
thu headings of its major subsystems.
Vacuum System and Pumps
F)r this prototype spaceborne maser, no particular attempt was made
to fabricate a completely sealed, all-metallic system. Several viton
()-rings as well as an indium wire seal and copper gaskets were employed.
Supported by Naval Research Laboratory under Contract N00014-75-C-11
4 9.
tPresent address: California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA
9 125.1
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Figure 1. MNS III advanced development model testbcd maser.
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,.:'icia residual pressure in the maser was about 3 x 10 - 7 Torr. A
ian jM-(0 ion pump with a rated speed of 30 liter/sec for hydrogen
wcighing about 20 lb was selected early in the program for its
",c, ctness and relatively small stray magnetic field. With an opera-
, 1 hy'drogen through-put of about 0.05 ;,-liter/sec, the pump dissi-
.JLCs ,Onlv about 7 W of electrical power, thus eliminating the need for
in water. With a claimed 8000 Torr-liter hydrogen capacity, the
pump would have an estimated life of 7.6 vr. Unfortunately, the
:,iimp requoires a 7.5 kV operating voltage which is considered undesir-
for use in space. Laboratory life tests at only slightly acceler-
tcd hydrogen flow rates also indicated that premature pump failure is
e to occur due to short circuits caused by detached flakes of
i.idro,,en-saturated cathode material. As a result, alternative vacuum
:,imps were considered; active-metal chemical getter pumps were evalu-
_Ied in several life tests and were found to he satisfactory for both
ADM and the proposed spaceborne design. As a result of these
.sts, a SAES getter cartridge pump was added to the HYMNS III maser.
,-ter an initial activation at high temperature, this zirconium-
i7mnlinum alloy cartridge pumps hydrogen at room temperature with no
,,r consumption. Its specified end-of-life capacity of about 20,000
iyrr-liter has been confirmed by accelerated life tests giving it an
est imated life of about 12.7 yr. under normal maser operation without
Lon pump. The singular disadvantage of the sorption pump is that at
,,,,,c temperature its pumping speed for gases other than hydrogen is
"ry small. Thus a small supplementary ion pump will be required to
Vm 'vnge impurities. For this reason the Varian Hi-Q pump was retained
,n HYMNS III. Even if the efficiency of the beam optical system 
were
to remain at the level demonstrated in HYINS IIT, we can confidently
r,,o, ect a total pump subsystem weighing no more than 20 lb and 
consuming
than 3 W for a spaceborne maser with a five-year design 
life.
ag4netic Field and Shielding
iY>:MS IlI employs four layers of Mu-80 cylindrical magnetic 
shields with
domed end caps. During the development process we 
evaluated shields
fabricated from three different materials (molypermalloys, hypernom 
and
1'm-80) from three different suppliers. As far as can 
be judged from
the maser performance, we have no reason to prefer one 
over the others.
rIu, response to degaussing is also very similar for 
the three materials.
generate the small quantization field required to 
operate HYMNS TII,
a solenoid with a second-order correction is employed. 
Since the cur-
rent through the correction coil is a constant 
fraction of that in the
main coil, no separate optimization was required. 
The homogeneity of
the magnetic field averaged over the maser 
storage bulb is such that
strong maser oscillation was obtained at applied 
magnetic fields as
]ow as 50 IG. In fact, steady maser oscillation 
was observed at applied
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fields as low as 20 pG, at which point residual fields from the shields
and stray fields from the ac heaters of the temperature control system
introduce significant perturbations.
Thermal Control System
Temperature-control resistive heater windings in HYMNS III employ altr-
nating currents. Since perfect bifilar windings are difficult to obtain,
perturbations to the maser oscillation frequency caused by magnetic
field fluctuations arising from direct-current heater current variatitms
are substantially reduced by using ac. This makes a significant contri-
bution to the excellent operational characteristics of the maser at very
low applied magnetic fields. Four separate heaters and control circuit,
are employed. Glass bead thermistors with nominal resistance of 50 k,
at 25*C are used as sensors.
Atomic Hydrogen Source and Beam Optics
Atomic hydrogen is obtained by rf discharge in a 2-in. diam pyrex bulb.
Delays in material delivery prevented the incorporation of a novel
metal-ceramic dissociator in the delivered HYMNS III maser. However, a
prototype metal-ceramic dissociator had been bench-tested separately
and was found to be at least as efficient in hydrogen atom production.
The metal-ceramic structure provides significantly improved mechanical
strength and eliminates any possibility of breakage in the feed lines
supplying hydrogen. Dissociator pressure regulation is obtained by a
thermally regulated palladium-silver alloy valve in the form of a thin-
wall tubing which formed part of the electrical circuit. Typical powvr
consumption to heat this valve was about 0.5 W with a control constot,
about 30 sec. The rf power supply utilized a linear power ampiifitr
driven by a crystal-controlled oscillator at about 150 MHz. For norimal
maser operation, a sustaining rf power of about 3 to 5 W is sufficivicL.
It is necessary to momentarily raise the rf level to about 10 W to
ignite the discharge. The low sustaining drive level is desirable
extend the life of the dissociator. Moreover, higher rf levels do not
give correspondingly higher atom production, as proved by actual mea-
surement using thermal wire-bridge detectors and optical photometers in
a separate test-stand evaluation of dissociator performance.
A hexapole magnet (FTS model iHP-2) is used for state selection. Since
tie spacing between the hexapole magnet and the storage bulb aperture
is only 8 in., a beam stop is necessary to block the unselected atoms
travling along the axis of the magnet. However, the efficiency of the
system is such that under normal operation conditions, a total hy'dro c
throughput of less than 0.05 micron-liter/sec is sufficient.
For spin-exchange tuning, the flux Is modulated by an electricatlv opcr-
ated beam shutter with a beam attenuation of about 50% rather than h%
changing the 1low or rf drive to the dissociator bulb. Since the
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r;hutter operates independently of the dissociator, the response is
essentially instantaneous. More important, the dissociator operating
parameters remain constant, and the chances for irreversible damage to
the dissociator by pressure or drive modulation are greatly reduced.
Microwave Cavity
Thie TEo 1 microwave cavity is fabricated from a precision-machined
-,atin-fused silica cylinder with aluminum end plates. The inside
dimensions are 12 in. diam by 7.4 in. long, giving a length reduction
of about 3.5 in. compared to the right cylindrical cavity. It is
equipped with a linear varactor tuning loop and a single 50 2 output
coupling line. A high-conductivity silver coating gives the cavity a
measured loaded Q of 65,000 with a coupling coefficient of 0.21. This
is about 98% of the theoretical maximum. The resonant frequency of the
cavitY when loaded with the 6-in. maser storage bulb has a measured
temperature coefficient of 1.3 kHz/°C.
To prevent the long-term drift in the cavity resonant frequency from
limiting the maser stability performance, an electronic cavity frequency
monitoring and control system was designed. The system operated by
coherently detecting switched test signals at frequencies symmetrically
situated with respect to the spin-exchange-tuned cavity frequency, and
offset from it by about half the cavity resonant width. The error
voltage thus derived is used to bias the varactor tuning loop. A pro-
t tvpe tuning system was tested on the HYMNS II maser, however, the use
'If a single-line cavity coupling system resulted in poor signal-to-
noise ratio and the system has not been implemented on HYMNS III. In
the future, by using a two-port cavity coupling system, we expect sig- t
nificant improvement in signal-to-noise, and the system should prove to
be a valuable diagnostic tool in addition to the electronically stabil-
izing the cavity resonant frequency.
Mlaser Storage Bulb
The storage bulb is a 6-in. diam blown fused quartz sphere. It is
coated with FEP-120 teflon by standard techniques. Although the spheri- I
cal bulb geometry was selected for ease of fabrication, the filling
factor in the D/L = 1.6 microwave cavity is very nearly the same as
the optimal value of 0.37 for an ellipsoidal bulb. The geometrical
storage time is designed to be 1.25 sec. Although no systematic mea-
surement and analysis of linewidth contributions have been made yet,
the full maser transition linewidth under normal operating conditions
was measured as 0.75 Hz, corresponding to a line Q of 1.9 x 109. This
vatle compares very favorably with those for full-size laboratory
ma4sers.
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Maser Receiver
The triple-conversion maser receiver provides standard outputs at 5 an(]
10 MHz, phase-locked to the maser. It is equipped with a synthsizer it
5751.xxxx Hz and is adjustable in steps of 1 part in 1014 of the maser
frequency. For tuning and diagnostic purposes, the receiver can be
operated open-loop with an external 5 MHz reference signal. Down-
converted 5.75 kHz maser signal as well as low-frequency beat notes ar,.
available for measurements by a counter.
Spin-Exchange Tuning and Stability Measurement
The automated operating features of HYMNS III represent a significant
advance in maser design. The procedures generally encountered in maser
operations can be carried out simply by depressing appropriate control
buttons. An operator with detailed knowledge of maser theory is not
required to carry out what used to be a long, tedious and intricate
spin-exchange tuning process. In fact, when the spin-exchange tuning
program is executed, the process continues automatically until specified
precision is achieved, or it can be terminated at any time desired. As
mentioned earlier, since a beam shutter is employed for flux modulation,
long waiting periods for the dissociator to stabilize are unnecessary,
and a significant savings in tune-up time is obtained.
The system controller is a Hewlett-Packard Model 9825A programmable
calculator. Programs for functions such as initial setup, spin-
exchange tuning, stability measurement, adjustments of applied magnetic
field, varactor bias and receiver synthesizer, etc. are stored in the
calculator memory and are instantly accessible. As an illustration, a
typical spin-exchange tuning run is shown in Figure 2. When the pro-
gram is called, interactive messages are displayed. After the desireo
precision expressed by the varactor bias tolerance, the low-high flux
pulling, and the number of periods averaged and counter readings to
produce a frequency sample are specified, the program runs automatically.
The data were taken with a VLG-1O maser as an external reference, and
the tuning process was completed in less than 35 min. The specified
5 x 10- 3 V varactor bias tolerance corresponds to a possible tuning
error of 2 parts in 1013.
Preliminary stability data taken by NRL which compares the testbed with
a VLG-10 are shown in Figure 3. These data, taken with the exploratory
development model receiver can be improved by a factor of 3 when the
maser is used with our HYMNS II laboratory breadbpard receiver. We
plan to continue refinement of the receiver electronics as we proceed
in our technology studies.
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START SPIN EXCH TUNING END SPIN EXCH TUNING
AUTO TUNING VARB: 5.43789
Period Avged LoBm
1e5 5751.672737
Readings/Set 5751.672539
5 5751.672407
Pull Tol 5751.673091
1.4e-5 5751.672638
VARB Tol AvF: 5751.672683
5e-3 +/- 0.000259
VARB: 5.18292 HiBm
5751.672463
LoBm 5751.672929
5751.655968 5751,672506
5751.655866 5751.672741
5751.655833 5751.672608
5751.655598 AvF: 5751.672649
5751.655925 +/- 0.000190
AvF: 5751.655838
+1- 0.000144 Logm
5751.672774
HiBm 5751.672605
5751.653649 5751.672509
5751.653583 5751.672506
5751.653553 5751.672638
5751.653676 AvF: 5751.672606
5751.653653 +/- 0.000110
AvF: 5751.653623
+/- 0.000052 Pull= 0.000005
+/- 0.000236
LoBm
5751.655866 SETVB 5.437327
5751.655896 +0- 0.026795
5751.656031
5751.655790 Wd Av 5.43805
5751.655833 +/- 0.00474
AvF: 5751.655883
0.000092 Coy SETd at VB5.43805 
'
Full+ -0.002238 5 0;
+/- 0.000100
VAR 5.68260
Figure 2. Frequency comparison of the Hughes testbed maser and the
SAO VLG-1O maser using the XDM receiver in the Spin
Exchange Tuning mode. Only the final 10 digits are shown.
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CONCLUSIONS
The operational characteristics of HYMNS III along with extensive life-
test data obtained during our technology program lead us to the conclu-
sion that a reduced size, long-lived spaceborne maser can be space
qualified using existing technology. We also conclude that the maser
can be made compatible with the size, weight, and power constraints
of the NTS-3 spacecraft without any sacrifice in the superior stability
performance exhibited by laboratory devices.
6908- 1
10- 1 2  1
H MASER STABILITY
HYMNS III
NRL 10/77
10- 13
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10-14
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Figure 3. Preliminary stability data.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
MR. WOLFGANG BAER, Ford Aerospace:
What is the final weight that you expect on the NTS-3 satellite?
Where do you expect weight and size to go on the hydrogen maser
designs?
MR. WANG:
I guess the weight and size, as given in the previous talk, depends
on the spacecraft. Tentatively we are shooting for 100 pounds and
consuming less than 100 watts with a 15-inch diameter and less than
30-inches long. But that is very tentative. Roger Easton or some
people from NRL will be able to define those parameters better for
you.
MR. BAER:
Do you have any feeling for where you might go in terms of weight
and size in the maser development? j
MR. WANG:
I feel that we can probably reduce the length and diameter by
another inch or two on this active maser, but probably not much
more. The weight, of course, depends on the polymer you finally
select as well as the magnetic shield. Those are the heaviest
components.
DR. ROBERT VESSOT, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory:
To give a little perspective on this, the one we flew weighed 88
pounds. It was 19-inches in diameter and about 24 inches tall.
With a TE 111 cavity, allowing the same spacing between 4 layers of
magnetic shields, you could make a maser fasten in a 12-inch dia-
meter tube and be on the order of, I think, 20 inches in length.
The cavity is a valid concept because it does oscillate ard it will
work.
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In relation to the cartridge, we found that we could run the car-
tridge well over a year and it didn't saturate and it was a marvel-
ous getter. But we just needed a very, very small ion pump to take
care of the stuff that wasn't hydrogen, as I think you have also
seen. But the function of the ion pump was also to take apart
molecules that contained hydrogen as a dissociator.
I really think the future of hydrogen pumping for the maser is in
the cartridge. I feel that we are contributing noise to our system
by having a glow discharge. Even if it is in the milliamps, that
is just not a wholesome thing to have, plus the fact we have these
monstrous magnets in the vac ions, the weight, the shield, and all
the rest of it. I really feel that the way to go is in the cartridge.
MR. WOLF:
I agree.
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THE NEW STATE TIME AND FREQUENCY STANDARD
OF THE USER AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM OF
STANDARD FREQUENCY AND TIME SIGNAL EMISSION
V. G. Il'In
N. A. Tel'puchovskyi
V. V. Sazhin
USSR Gosstandart
9 Leninsky Av.
Moscow 147049, USSR
ABSTRACT
The new state time and frequency standard of the USSR in-
cludes the primary cesium beam frequency standard with a
transition distance of 75 cm. Frequency reproducibility
from switching to switching is t5 10
- 1 3
. This standard
is used as a base one for producing the units of frequency
and time intervals in the SI system. The hydrogen masers
with reproducibility not less than l 10
-  are the stand-
Ly clocks providing a clock on the units of frequency inter-
vals. The state time and frequency standard is preserved by
hydrogen masers and cesium atomic beam standards. The com-
parison between the state standard of the USSR and the BIH
standards in 1975-1977 showed that frequency and time units
producing by the above standards coinsided better than
s c n0- 1r with almost constant difference of 5 
b0- ra The
secondary time and frequency standard at the Siberian branch
of VNIIFTRI (All-Union Research Institute for Physics and
Radio Engineering Measurements) has close metrological 
para-
meters with somewhat different standard structure.
For comparison of the USSR state standard with the secondary
standards of the USSR and standards of the foreign countries
Vile use portable atomic clock, lines of meteor communication,
radiostation transmission in the LF- and VLF- range 
as well
as by means of meteor lines.
Time scale and standard frequency transmission from 
the
standards to the users is effected by means 
of meteor radio-
lines (accuracy is not worse than 100 ns), television 
chan-
nels (accuracy from 0.5 ps to 1-2 ps), navigation radio-
stations of LF- range, carrier frequencies 
of VLF- radio
stations as well as by means of radio stations 
in LF- and
HF- range. In the above channels there are shown 
the
achieved results and also the trends of further 
development
of the transmission system.
(Paper not Presented)
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STEERING OF A TIME SCALE
Michel Granveaud. Bureau International de l'Heure.
Paris - France
Jacques Azoubib. Bureau International des Poids et Mesures
S~vres - France
ABSTRACT
The atomic time scales can present some large time
and frequency errors. The primary cesium standards
which are the references allow to correct them. These
devices can be used as frequency standards running
from time to time or as clocks ; and two approaches
to the steering problem appear possible.
The starting point of this study is an independent atomic time scale S
computed by the laboratory I ; independent means that the scale has no
intentional relationship with the time scale of another laboratory m
and/or with a reference time and frequency standard . It is computed
using only the data coming from a set of atomic clocks running freely
and this computation is managed to get a time scale with a long term
good stability. Models of such time scales have been developed 
1l, 23
iigure 1 shows a purely random simulated time scale over 120 years the
stability of which has the following expression :
0 (T) = (324 C 2 + 0.25 + 4 x 10
- C )
where 0(t) is the square root of the pair variance of the time scale
frequency and is expressed in 10-13, the parameter I being expressed
in days. It appears that the time differences between this time scale
and the ideal one can be pretty large after a couple of years. 
Figure 2
gives the mean frequency of the time scale during a ten years 
interval
and shows an apparent frequency decrease of about 0.6 x 10-13 per 
year.
The only way to avoid so large time and frequency 
errors is to correct
the time scale S using inf- -mation coming from some references. 
Several
authors have derived filters in order to obtain the 
best estimate of
the frequency of a time scale from series of measurements 
of this
frequency by the primary standards L1, 3, 43. An empirical use of the
results of the filter developed in (41 has been proposed by the Bureau
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International de l'Heure (BIH) as an accuracy - stability algorithm f,r
the International Atomic Time scale (TAI). It was shown from simulatiqs
that the accuracy could be ensured and the stability of the original
time scale S could be maintained or improved L51. However it is
realized that estimation of the frequency and steering of the time sc.'V
are different problems, at least theoretically. We have tried to devcl. r
a steering filter. The figure 3 shows the general problem : the prisar%
cesium standards are used to compute a correction useful for the prescitt
date t ; this one is applied to the original time scale S which has a
good stability. It is desired that the corrected time scale S' be
accurate and stable at any present date t. Finding a linear predict, r
filter which allows the corrected time scale S' to be accurate and
stable is the problem. Solutions can be developed after some hypothesis
are adopted and the choice of assumptions leads to a specific approach
of the problem.
The table 1 details two approaches. The first one is the method
presently used by the BIH. It is based on the estimation filter t4,
and the steering process [51 ; it will be referred as approach 1. It
corresponds quite well to the use of the primary standards as frejuency
generators and research devices ; the standards and/or the calibration
measurements can be modified from one test to the other to obtain
better results than before. The approach 2 corresponds to the use of
the primary standards as clocks ; the standards are considered as
metrological devices which must run a long time (several months) without
changes.
Several points are common in both studies : the time scale model, the
independence of the involved primary standards and the stability
criterion. Important differences appear in the calibration models. In
approach 1, the calibrations can take place at any time and have any
duration, but they are supposed to be affected by white noise and
constant error. For the second approach, there is no theoretical
restriction concerning the calibrations noise but the calibrations have
to be considered as regularly distributed every 60 days in succession
without gap. The involved frequencies in this case are mean frequencies
over 60 days which is considered as the unit of time interval. If
several standards are involved in the computation, they are assumed
independent of each other in both cases ; but, in the first approach,
they are members of ensembles the statistical properties of which are
known. An accuracy filter was derived for the approach 1 and was
detailed in [41 . Pratical steering filters were proposed in L5]
in this case.
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APPROAC1 1 APPROACH 2
TIME SCALE MODEL
purely random time scale
with white PM plus flicker FM idem
plus random walk FM
sampling period : 10 d sampling period : 60 d
CALIBRATION MODEL
the calibrations occur randomly the calibrations occur
and their duration is variable, periodically every 60 d and
last 60 d.
the errors of the calibrations
belong to a white noise.
if several standards are involved, if several standards are
they are independent, involved, they are independent
each standard belongs to an
ensemble the statistical
properties of which are known. j j
y-'t CORRECTED FREQUENCY
It depends on the steering process the original frequency minus
see C51 * a weighted linear combination
of the corrections from each
standard.
ACCURACY CRITERION
the weighted linear combination the corrected frequency near
of all the calibration results to the best estimate of the
near to the time scale frequency frequency of the standards
(in mean square) see L41 • (in mean square).
STABILITY CRITERION
Pair variance of the corrected idem
frequency has to be minimum
TABLE 1. Main characteristics of two stee.ing approaches carried out
by the Bureau International de l'Heure (BIB).
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More details are given now for the approach 2. The corrected frequency
is computed at the present date t (which means t times the sampling
period 60 days). The data used to compute the correction are the mean
frequency differences Yi - Ri at the date i between the time scale S
and one primary standard, where i goes from 0 to t - a ; e represents
the delay of the available data. If they are used in real time , , - 0.
These data enter a linear filter the impulse response is G ; the output
of the filter is the convolution
C= ( Y- R) G
or more explicitly, at any present time t
t a
Ct = gi ( yi - Ri )
=0
When several independent primary standards are involved, the total
correction is a weighted linear combination of the individual
corrections as Ct ; the weight of a standard depends on its qualities.
Let us come back to the simpler case of only one standard. The corrected
frequency at the date t is :
yt - Ct
The scale S', represented by the time process jt is said accurate
if
r-- 2
E (\t - Rt ) is minimum
where E designates an ensemble average . The quantity 1t . Rt can
be written
t Rt = t R t g (Y )
~i =0
The functional diagram of the figure 4 represents this relation. It
appears that the filter G which is looked for and satisfies the
accuracy criterion is a pure prediction filter.
Let us see the stability criterion : the best stability of the corrected
scale S' is obtained if the pair variance of Nt is minimum. The
computation of the pair variance introduces the parameter ' (time
interval between two successive data) and it will be possible to obtain
the best stability for some specified value of T . The expression of
t is
- y - g (yi -Ri
i0
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and is represented by the functional diagram of the figure 5. The role
of the filter K in the chain is simply to convert the usual Wiener
criterion (minimization of the variance of the error) into the new
criterion : minimization of the pair variance of the error. The steering
filter G which satisfies the stability criterion is a predicting filter
which allows the signal Yt to be extracted from the imput Y' - R- .
Solutions of both separate problemsIi. e. filters G , are found using
the Z transform domain [61 which is deduced from the Laplace one
by
Z =e
where is the sampling period (here 60 days). The solutions depend on
the noise of the calibrations and this one of the time scale. The
table 2 presents, as an examplelthe steering filters which are obtained
when the time scale noise is either a flicker FM or a random walk FM
and the calibration noise is white FM. The last hypothesis corresponds
to the approach I and so the same exponential accuracy filter as in (4]
is obtained. The stability filter depends on the parameter
The second approach allowito obtain filters which ensure either accuracy
or stability (for a specified value of T ) whatever is the calibration
noise . A realistic steering filter will be a compromise between an
accuracy filter and a stability filter. Furthermore it will depend on
the noise of the primary standards and also on some practical limitations
of the involved calibrations due to a possible drift of the time scale S I
an improvement of the primary standards and/or of the calibration
measurements.
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TIME SCALE FLICKER FM RANDOM WALK FM
NOISE
& last calibration * last calibration
ACCURACY
steering filter
U exponential type exponential
STABILITY 0 Weighted past 0 weighted past
steering filter values values
depends on -U depends on
C idem iden
Table 2. Steering filters obtained when using the second approach.
The symbol 0 refers to non delayed data and O to delayed
data. The calibrations are affected by a white noise FM.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DR. GERNOT M. R. WINKLER, U. S. Naval Observatory:
To what degree would your results change if you drastically
change the assumed models by assuming a very large and
overwhelming contribution from just phase noise?
DR. GRANDVEAUD:
It depends on whether you are speaking from a theoretical point of
view or from the practical point of view. From a practical point
of view, it seemed that choosing an exponential figure and doing
some quite good manipulations produced satisfying results. But
from the theoretical point of view, I think it is quite different
and more complicated.
.4
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VDEVELOPMENT OF AN ATOMIC RUBIDIUM VAPOUR FREQUENCY
STANDARD AT NPL OF INDIA USING INDIGENOUS SOURCES
V. R. Singh, G. M. Saxena & B. S. Mathur
Time & Frequency Section
National Physical Laboratory, New Delhi - 110012.
India
ABSTRACT
The National Physical Laboratory (NPL)
of India is responsible for disseminat-
ing, maintaining and developing standards
of time and frequency. One of the major
activities of the Time and Frequency
Section of NPL is the development of
atomic standards, presently a rubidium
vapour frequency standard (RVFS) using
indigenous sources available in the
country. The standard mentioned above,
will not, of course, be a novel contri-
bution of the field of Time and Frequency
Standards, but will be first of its kind
of India. In this paper, design, develop-
ment and fabrication of a rubidium vapour
frequency standard is described with
necessary modifications and adaptations
made in the conventional design. The
availability of the indigenously developed
atomic standards will prove to be very use-
ful in space, meteorological and other
research and development work going on in
the country.
This project has been undertaken in
collaboration with the Indian Institute
of Technology, Kanpur (India).I--/
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INTRODUCTION
As the custodian of physical standards in our country,
National Physical Laboratory (NPL) of India took up the
time and frequency standardization project in 1956 on the
recommendation of the Indian National Committee for the
International Radio and Scientific Union (URSI). Standard
time and frequency signals from this station were first
transmitted on February 4, 1959 under the code identifica-
tion ATA, and since then it has been of continuous service
to its users. During this period of seventeen years, ATA
transmission has gone through several phases of development,
more specially so during the last few years. The large gapin the International Time service between Turino (Italy)
in the west, Tokyo (Japan) in the east and Irkutsk (USSR)
in the north gives considerable importance to this station.
The NPL has various Time and Frequency activities and an
overall view of such activities is mentioned in this paper
along with the description of indigenous development of an
atomic rubidium vapour frequency standards (RVFS). The
work on RVFS is being done in collaboration with Indian
Institute of Technology (IIT), Kanpur. The design, develop-
ment and fabrication of the RVFS and its electronics along
with the necessary modifications and adaptations made in
the conventional design is discussed. The availability of
such indigenous atomic standards will prove to be very use-
ful in space, meteorological and other research and develop-
ment work going on in the counitry.
AN OVERALL VIEW OF THE TIME AND FREQUENCY ACTIVITIES AT NPL
Figure 1 describes in a nut-shell the time and frequency
set-up at NPL. This set up is in two establishments, one
at the main building of NPL at Hillside Road which has
generation and monitoring facilities, and the other at ATA,Greater Kailash which has generation and dissemination
facilities. The two are at about 13 Kms crowfly distance
(i).
Time Comparison:
Regular intercomparisons are made between the generation
4' facilities of NPL and ATA via high frequency (HF) trans-
missions, portable standard and a direct line. Other
techniques of time and frequency comparison like television
pulse synchronization method (4); FM link which is being
set up in collaboration with the Research Department of All
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India Radio; and Microwave link (in collaboration with
Vicrowave Section of NPL) are also being developed between
the two stations. Some of these techniques of time synchro-
nization and frequency comparison will later be extended to
other user organizations as well.
Broadcasting:
The standard time and frequency broadcast (3) from ATA
transmitting station is now at three carrier frequencies
5 MHz, 10 MHz and 15 MHz and the peak envelope power of
each transmission is 8 kw. There has been a three fold
increase in transmission hours from 4 hours/day to 12
hours/day and these will soon be made round the clock. The
carrier frequencies and the electronically generated timing
pulses are now directly from the atomic cesium standard and
can claim the same order of accuracy. The new, completely
electronic, time processor is ready to be installed at ATA
(4). The details of ATA transmissions are given in Table 1.
These broadcasts are being done in collaboration with Over-
seas Communications Service of Ministry of Communications,
Government of India.
Updating of Electronics:
Another significant change during the last few years which
was long due is the switch over at ATA from tube electronics
to integrated circuit electronics, thus achieving not only
reliability and ease of operation and maintenance, but also
eliminating cumbersome 240 volts battery system needed for
continuous uninterrupted operation of ATA time units. The
ATA time system is now based only on two 12 volt batteries.
Generation:
The generation facilities at NPL main building consist of
a variety of crystal oscillators which include Hewlett-
Packard quartz frequency standards model 105B and 
Essen
Ring quartz oscillators. The measured aging rates 
of these
standards is found to be better than 1 X 10-
1 0/day. At
present, we are limited by having only one atomic cesium
standard which is kept at ATA. An additional atomic 
cesium
standard and a rubidium standard will, however, 
soon be
added to the list of standard time and frequency 
generating
devices at NPL and ATA.
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Monitoring:
So far, monitoring at NPL was done only at HF and the
stations tracked are, besides ATA itself, JJY (Japan); RKW
and RWM (USSR); WWV and WWVH (USA); etc. The reception of
WWV and WWVH is not very regular and depends very much on
weather conditions. A considerable accuracy has been
achieved in the last few years in monitoring these stations
and an epoch time to within a millisecond is easily realized.
This improvement was possible due to the use of time inter-
val counters and externally triggered dual trace or dual
beam oscilloscopes. There is always an effort to track as
many standard time and frequency broadcasts as possible and
keep a log of all these stations.
Recently, intensive studies have been initiated at NPL on
LF/VLF monitoring with the help of a Tracor LF/VLF receiver
model 599k. VLF stations tracked so far are GBR (England)
and NWC (Australia). The local frequency standards at NPL
were calibrated against GBR and NWC and accuracy of better
than 1 X 10 - 9 was achieved. As a typical example, the HP
105B oscillator as received had an accuracy of 5.43 X 10- 9
(a drift of 88 p sec. over an observation period of 4 1/2
hours). After setting against GBR an accuracy of 5.16 X
10 -10 (a drift of 13 V sec. over an observation period of
7 hours) was achieved. Since then, a continuous check is
being kept on the calibration of these standards against
GBR and NWC. Different antenna designs are being studied
and tried for good LF/VLF reception. With a good antenna,
it should be possible to track a number of LF/VLF stations
around the globe.
Portable Clock:
As a part of time synchronization program, a portable clock
is being developed at NPL to calibrate clocks which are far
away from NPL and cannot be either physically brought or
otherwise linked to NPL for calibration. A HP quartz fre-
quency standard model 105B will be used as the frequency
source of the portable clock.
Interface Logic Unit:
A time link between the atomic cesium clock at ATA and the
All India Radio (AIR) 'Time-Pips' has already been esta-
blished and now the 'Sixth-Pips' of AIR time signal is
derived from the atomic cesium clock. A correction for the
propagation time delay, of course, has to be made to get
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very precise times (3, 5). This work is only a part of the
project on achieving a 'time-Coordination' between different
time keeping and time using organizations within the country.
Atomic Clock:
The development of atomic clocks using indigenous sources
in India has already been started at NPL of India. The
mi-rk on an indigenous development of a rubidium vapour fre-
quency standard (in collaboration with 1IT, Kanpur) is at
quite an advanced stage and a laboratory model of rubidium
vapour frequency standard is expected to be ready very soon.
The development work is described in the next section.
DEVELOPMENT OF RVFS OPTICAL ASSEMBLY
The development of RVFS optical assembly is discussed in
the following.
Figure 2 depicts the assembly of various parts and components
(J the RVFS optical unit on a test bench. This test bench
4s used for testing various components: rubidium lamp,
absorption cell and photo-detector inside RVFS optical unit.
The test-bench uses Zeeman pumping principle where the
magnetic field and radio frequency field applied to absorp-
tion cell are tuned to the proper resonance line.
Detailed discussion of the fabrication of the system is for
the hyperfine optical pumping microwave RVFS system. ii
Principle:
Operation of the rubidium standard is based on a hyperfine
transition in rubidium 87 (Rb8 7 ) gas. The rubidium vapour
and an inert buffer gas (to reduce doppler broadening among
Other purposes) are contained in a cell illuminated by a
beam of filtered light (Figure 2). A photodetector monitors
changes, near resonance, in the amount of light absorbed 
as
a function of applied microwave frequencies. The microwave
signal is derived by multiplication of the quartz oscilla-
tor frequency. A servo-looP is used to connect the detector
output and oscillator so that the oscillator is locked 
to
the center of the resonance line.
~4.
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By an optical pumping technique (15-19), an excess popula-
tion is built up in one of the Rb 8 7 ground-state hyperfine
levels within the resonance cell. Population of the F = 2
level is increased at the expense of the F = 1 level.
Rb 8 7 atoms are optically excited into upper energy states
from which they decay quickly into both the F = 2 and the
F = 1 levels. Components linking the F = 2 level to the
upper energy states are removed by filtering the excitation
light. Since the light excites atoms out of the F = 1
level only, while they decay into both, an excess popula-
tion builds up on the F = 2 level. Because fewer atoms are
in the state where they can absorb the light, the optical
absorption coefficient is reduced.
Application of microwave energy, corresponding to that
which separates the two ground state hyperfine levels F = 2
and F = 1, induces transitions from the F = 2 to F = 1,
level so that more light is absorbed. In a typical system
arrangement, photodetector output reaches a minimum when
the microwave frequency corresponds to the Rb87 hyperfine
transition frequency of 6.834 GHz.
Resonance frequency is influenced by the buffer gas pressure
and to a lesser degree by other effects. For this reason,
a RVFS standard must be calibrated against a reference
standard, e.g. cesium standard. Once the cell is adjusted
sealed, the frequency remains highly stable.
RVFS OPTICAL ASSEMBLY
Optical Unit:
The RB-frequency standard optical unit consists of magneti-
cally shielded region with a Rb 8 7 lamp with oscillator
Rb 8 5 vapour filter cell and a microwave cavity with Rb6 7
vapour absorption cell placed inside it (Figure 3).
The magnetic shield consists of one outer netic and three
inner co-netic cylinders. The co-netic cylinders are used
as inner shield because of its high attenuation character-istics. Outer netic cylinder has only medium attenuation,
but does not saturate as easily as co-netic. Listing from
the inner cylinder to the outer, the diameters are 12, 15,
17 and 20 cms respectively and their respective lengths are
33, 35, 37 and 42 cms. The space between the shielding
cylinders is filled with the glass wool. This measure
avoids conductive cooling and vibration. The ends of the
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shielding cylinders are covered with caps of the same shield-
im, material. The only openings in the outer magnetic
shield are those for the wires of the necessary supply and
control voltages and a small hole to provide access to the
iuning shaft of the microwave cavity.
E1 87 Lamp:
This lamp consists of bulb blown from a Pyrex tubing to a
diameter of 1 cm with the wall thickness of 0.1 mm (Figure
4). The bulb is filled with Rb metal and noble gas at 5
torr. The use of the noble gas lowers the striking potential
for the lamp. The lamp is excited by a 100 MHz oscillator.
The circuit is very simple and stable.
Filter Cell:
Filter cell is a cylinderical bulb filled with Rb8 and
argon buffer gas at 50 torr. Addition of the buffer gas to
the filter cell broadens and shifts the Rb
8 s absorption
lines resulting in an improved filtering effect (Figure 5).
"hen Rb87 resonance radiation is passed through the Rb~
s
filter cell, the undesired light component 'a' is absorbed
by the component A in the filter cell while the component
'b' which is the desired pumping light is transmitted by
the filter cell unobstructed and this pumps atoms mostly
out of the F = 1 state of RB"
7 (Figure 6).
'IIcrowave Cavity:
This is a brass cylinder with the outer diameter of 6.5 cm
and a total tunable length 9.5 cm. The inside walls of the
cavity are highly silver coated. On one side of the cavity
there is a perforated tuning plunger which could be operated
manually with the help of a shaft for tuning the cavity.
The cavity is operated in TE 011 mode (Figure 7). The end
plate on the other side has two holes. Through 
the central
hole, light from the Rb
8 7 absorption cell falls on the
silicon photodiode which monitors the light intensity. 
The
output of the silicon photodiode contains the 
required fre-
quency correction in terms of the phase and 
the amplitude
of 137 Hz modulation and is one input to the amplifier
assembly of the electronic circuitry. The other 
hole in
the end plate is used for providing the microwave 
input at
the frequency 6.834 GHz through an Iris or a loop. 
Inside
the cavity rests a RB87 absorption cell containing Rb metal
with nitrogen buffer gas at 10 torr. The heater winding 
on
the outer walls of the cavity maintains Rb
8 7 vapour absorp-
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tion cell a7 the desired temperature. The cavity along
with the Rb absorption cell is placed inside a solenoid
which provides the statis magnetic field along the cavity
axis. The Q *of the cavity has been measured and found to
be above 15,000.
Power Supplies:
To run the lamp oscillator, a stabilized regulated power
supply is provided. The lamp is run at 200 volts and 40
mA. The temperature of the Rb87 vapour absorption cell and
Rb 85 vapour filter cell is maintained through the heaters,
powered by stabilized 12 volt, 4 amp. batteries. The tem-
perature is stabilized with the help of a temperature
sensor.
RB-lamp, Filtercell and Microwave cavity have been joined
together in an orderly form with the help of fiber rings
and two brass rods passing through these rings (Figure 8).
These rings are tightly fixed inside a solenoid which is
covered by magnetic shielding cylinders. The outermostlayer of the shield and the panel and semicircular strips
on which the unit rests, are of aluminium. The panel is
provided with the binding posts for the various connections
and wiring. This measure safeguards the unit against
acceleration and vibration.
DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRONICS FOR RVFS
Design and fabrication of electronics for RVFS was carried
out as said above at the Advanced Center for Electronics
System of the Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur (7-9).
The functional block diagram of the RVFS, as discussed
above, is given in Figure 9. RVFS electronics can be
functionally discussed into the following separate sub-
headings.
Voltage Controlled Crystal Oscillator (VCXO):
The short-term stability specification for RVFS is the same
as the short-term stability required of the VCXO. The
HP-105A, 5 MHz quartz oscillator selected to function as
VCXO in the RVFS has a stability of 1 X 10-11 over one-
second averaging period and hence meets the RVFS short-term
stability specification. The electronic frequency tuning
range of this model is 4 X 10- 8 for an input control voltage
of -5 to +5 V. Coarse screw driver adjustment up to a
range of 1 X 10- 6 is provided on the front panel. The
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harmonic distortion and the non-harmonic content are quite
low. The unit is temperature controlled and features an
aging rate better than 5 X 10-10 over 24 hours. It can
give 1 V r.m.s. into 50 ohms at 5 MHz.
Temperature and Magnetic Field Control:
The RVFS is required to have a very effective magnetic and
electrostatic shielding for the absorption cell to be kept
in a high Q microwave cavity. The ultimate long-term and
short-term stabilities of the RVFS are dependent upon the
vood optical assembly.
Frequency Multiplication and Synthesis:
The frequency multiplication and synthesis scheme is shown
in Figure 10, which is used to generate the microwave fre-
quency to match the Rb resonance frequency around
6.83468 . . . . GHz. The 1368 harmonic of the 5 MHz VCXO
output is mixed with the output of the 5.314 . . . . MHz
programmable frequency synthesizer in a harmonic generator-
cum-mixer and the resulting side band viz 6834.68 ....
M1Hz is selected by having the microwave cavity in the opti-
cal unit resonating at this frequency.
The tuning range and discrete step resolution specification
for RVFS dictates the resolution and range to be realized
from the programmable frequency synthesizer. A tuning
range of 5000 X 10-10 and a resolution of 3 X 10
-1 c corre- I
spond to around 4 KHz and 2 Hz change respectively, at
6.83468 .. GHz. This is achieved (8) by designing the
programmable frequency synthesizer tunable over 4 KHz is
approximately 2 Hz discrete steps around 5.316 . . . . MHz
(See Figure 11).
The Rbe7 resonance line used as the frequency reference is
extremely sharp and has a 3 dB bandwidth of about 25 Hz with
the peak around 6.83468 . ... GHz. The 137 Hz phase modu-
lation of the exciting microwave signal around 6.834 . .. .
GHz used to scan the peak of the atomic resonance is de-
signed to have an extremely small modulation index result-
ing in a peak deviation of about 100 Hz at the excitation
frequency. The phase modulated multiplier chain (9) for
RVFS is given in Figure 12.
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The HP VCXO used has an electronic tuning range of 4 X 10- 6
for an input voltage range of -5V to +5V. This corresponds
to 0.2 Hz in 5 MHz and when multiplied to the Rb 87 response
region results in 274 Hz. The feature of sensing the
approach of this electronic tuning limit of the VCXO is
provided in the Logic section of the RVFS system monitoring
circuitry to be described in a later section. When the
cumulative VCXO drift approaches this limit in the RVFS
system operation, manual screw driver adjustment of the
VCXO frequency is to be made until the error voltage
delivered to VCXO is close to zero volt.
The 5 MHz tuned buffer amplifiers in Figure 10, act as
distribution amplifiers distributing the VCXO output to the
various RVFS subsystems. The 5 MHz output serving as the
RVFS output is rectified and given to a panel meter to
enable checking the RVFS output amplitude.
Synchronous Error Detection and Control:
Figure 13 shows the synchronous error detection and control
scheme. The 137 Hz, harmonics and the noise appearing at
the output of the photodiode in the optical assembly is
amplified by a low noise A.C. preamplifier, passed through274 Hz notch filter and a 137 Hz tuned amplifier and then
given to the four quadrant analog multiplier used as a
phase detector for synchronous phase detector for synchro-
nous phase detection. The 137 Hz phase modulating signal
is the reference for this phase detector. The 137 Hz is
generated from a stable 274 Hz RC square wave oscillator by
dividing it by 2 using a flip-flop and then filtering out
the harmonic from the resulting 137 Hz fundamental thereby
insuring that the 137 Hz second harmonic is about 70 dB
down the fundamental. The filtered 137 Hz is sent to the
137 Hz phase modulator in the 5 MHz frequency multiplier
chain through a continuous phase shifter to enable phase
adjustments of the 137 Hz phase modulatingosignal. The
phase shifter is capable of providing 
-180 to +1800 phase
shift. The phase detector output is amplified, passed
through a precision loop error integrator and then delivered
to the VCXO frequency control input for frequency adjust-
ment consistent with the 137 Hz error signal amplitude and
phase.
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The preamplifier gain is continuously variable from 20 to
5000 in two steps. The overall gain of the 137 Hz error
signal channel until it is fed to the phase detector is
variable from around 102 to about 750 X i0 in two steps.
The bandwidth of the 137 Hz tuned amplifier is about 6 Hz.
The analog multiplier, the following amplifier and the 274
Hz square wave oscillator functions are derived from a
single linear MSI chip. The analog multiplier has a
variable gain and output zero adjust feature and the unit
has excellent immunity against temperature variations. The
loop error integrator employes an IC with excellent drift
characteristics. A D.C. drift of about 10 mV at the output
of the loop integrator results in a VCXO frequency drift of
about 4 X 10- 1 1. The loop integrator time constant is
normally one minute but provision is made to change it to
one second. When the integrator is set to 1 minute time
constant, the output should not drift more than 10 mV when
the feedback path is initially shorted and the output vol-
tage adjusted to zero, the short removed, and the output
voltage is observed after a minute. The integrator designed
and built meets this specification. The outputs of the D.C.
preamplifier, 137 Hz tuned amplifier and the filtered 137
Hz reference frequency are sent to the RVFS Logic subsystem.
RVFS System Operation Monitor:
The RVFS system operation monitors the signal levels of
importance at various stages in the standard and operates !
two front panel lights which indicate the status of the
system (see Figure 13).
The monitor essentially consists of two logic gates, con-
trolling the status of two lights on the front panel, whose
output states are determined by the detected 274 Hz signal
level from the optical assembly, the synchronously detected
137 Hz error signal level, the vcXO control voltage level
and the 4.816 . . . . MHz frequency synthesizer lock indi-
cating signal level. The voltage comparators, before the
logic gates inputs, trip when the above signals exceed the
preset levels at the comparators inputs. The preset levels
correspond to those levels appearing at the normal opera-
tion of the system. The comparators have a small hysteresis.
the VCXO input is monitored to provide indication on the
panel if the VCXO electronic tuning limit is approached.
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From the scheme, it is seen that the combined status of the
two front panel lights provides indication of the proper
functioning of the system and subsystem operation. When
the standard is functioning normally, only the light indi-
cating correct operation of the RVFS is 'ON'. To bring the
malfunctioning of the standard even for a very small time
to the notice of the operator of the standard, this correct
operation indication light remains 'OFF' until it is manually
reset when once put 'OFF' as a result of a small interrup-
tion on its continuous operation.
Regulated DC Power Supplies:
The RVFS derives its power from five well regulated DC
power supplies operating on 230 V, 50 Hz mains. These DC
power supplies deliver +28V, +15V, -15V, +5V and -5V and
have sufficient output current ratings with adjustable
current limit feature.
CONCLUSION
An overall view of Time and Frequency activities at NPL of
India is given in a nutshell. The design, development and
fabrication of rubidium vapour frequency standard along
with its electronics, is described using indigenous sourcesin India. The development work of RVFS is quite at an
advanced stage and the model will be ready soon. The skill
and experience gained through the development work of RVFS
will help taking up of making better frequency standards
like cesium, hydrogen, etc.
The availability of the indigenous atomic standards will
save a lot of foreign exchange and will help the ongoing
research projects in the country and also in taking up new
projects depending upon such available facilities.
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TABLE 1
TIME & FREQUENCY SIGNAL DATA OF ATA
Call Sign ATA
Location of the Greaser Mailash, Delhi
Station : N 280 33' 36"
E 77 18' 48"
lype of Service : Experimental
Primary Standard Commercial Atomic Cesium Standard.
(HP Model 5061A with option 004)
Other Standards "Essen Ring" type quartz crystals,
Commercial quartz standards.
(HP Model 105B).
Antenna H orizontal Folded Dipole.
Carrier Power : 8 KW (Peak Envelope Power).
Carrier Frequency 5 MHz, 10 MHz and 15 MHz.
Modulation
Frequency . 1 pps and 1000 Hz.
Time Broadcast : 11 Hours Per Day on Monday to Satur-
day. (9:00 - 20:00 IST or: 3:30 -
14:30 GMT).
4 Hours Per Day on Second Saturday
of the Month and Sundays.
(10:00 - 14:00 IST or 4:30 - 8:30 GMT).
Time Scale
Adopted UTC
Accuracy of Time + 1 10
Interval + _ 
0
Accuracy of + 1 10
Frequency I X 10
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FIGURE 8: Photograph of the RVFS Optical Unit
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TRW Defense and Space Systems, Redondo Beach, California, 90278
ABSTRACT
In order to predict the requirements and specifications
for a broad category of systems in today's technology,
one must take into account the effects which oscillator
instabilities produce in those systems.
The purpose of this presentation is to illustrate data
plots of phase noise characteristics of various comnuer-
cial frequency sources, a laser amplifier, Surface
Acoustic Wave (SAW) oscillators, and Gunn oscillators.
The phase noise characteristics are plotted in the
frequency domain as the Normalized Phase Noise Sideband
Power Spectral Density in dBc/Hz, which is called
Script d(f). Two automated measurement systems are
described with particular emphasis on practical exper-
ience in the measurements and assessed limitations
and characteristics of each system.
Measurement data is shown for measurements close to
the carrier.I
INTRODUCTION
Phase Noise is the term most widely used to describe the characteristic
randomness of frequency. Practical oscillators demonstrate noise which
appears to be a combination of causally generated signals and random,
non-deterministic noises. The random noises include thermal noise,
shot noise, noises of undetermined origin (such as flicker noise), and
integrals of those noises. The end result is time dependent phase and
amplitude fluctuations.
Measurements are performed in the frequency domain using a spectrum
analyzer which provides a frequency window following the phase or fre-
quency detector. One system measures the combined phase noise charac-
teristics of two sources. The two source signals are applied in
quadrature to a phase sensitive detector (double balanced mixer) and
the voltage fluctuations analog to the phase fluctuations are measured
at the detector output. One measurement system is designed to measure
the phase noise characteristics of a single oscillator. The single-
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oscillator measurement system is designed using the delay line as an
FM discriminator. Voltage fluctuations analog to frequency fluctuations
are measured at the detector output.
The calibration and measurement steps are controlled by a calculator
program. The calibration sequence requires several manual operations.
The software program controls frequency selection, bandwidth settings,
settling time, amplitude ranging, measurements, calculations, graphics,
and data plotting.
A quasi-continuous plot of phase noise is obtained by performing
measurements at Fourier frequencies separated by the IF bandwidth of
the spectrum analyzer used during the measurement. Plots of other
defined parameters can be obtained and plotted as desired. Data plots
will be used to show the effects of phase lock loops, inadequate isola-
tion of two sources when using the two-oscillator technique, and the
limiting frequency range of measurements performed using the delay line
as an FM discriminator.
In this presentation the Greek letter nu (v) represents frequency for
carrier-related measures. Modulation-related frequencies are desig.
nated f). If the carrier is considered as dc, the frequencies
measured, with respect to the carrier, are referred to as baseband,
offset from the carrier, modulation, noise, or Fourier frequencies.
General Theory and Definitions
A representation of fluctuations in the frequency domain is a graph
called spectral density. Spectral density is the distribution of
variance versus frequency,
The spectral density Sy(f) of the instantaneous fractional frequency
fluctuations y(t) is defined as a measure of frequency stability [1].
S (f) is the one-sided spectral density of fractional frequency
ductuations on a "per hertz" basis; the dimensionality is Hz-1.
S y(f) - S 6v(f)/Vo 2  [Hz " I1]  (I)
Sav(f), in Hz 2/Hz, is the one-sided spectral2density of frequency
fluctuations dv. It is calculated as (6vrmst(Bandwidth used in the
measurement of 6vrms).
The spectral density of phase fluctuations is a frequency domain
measure of phase fluctuations defined as follows:
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60(f), in rad/Hz, is the one-sided spectral distribution of the phase
fluctuations on a "per hertz" basis. It is calculated as
S (f'rms)260(f) Bandwidth used to meas. O~rms [rad2/Hz] (2)
The phase and fractional frequency fluctuation spectral densities are
related by:
S6,(f) V 2/f2  Sy (f) [rad 2/Hz] (3)
A useful measure of frequency stability relates the sideband power
associated with phase fluctuations to the carrier power level. The
defined measurand is called Script f(f). f'(f) is defined as the
ratio of the power in one sideband, referred to the input carrier
frequency, on a per hertz of bandwidth spectral density basis, to the
total siqnal power, at Fourier frequency f from the carrier, per one
device(2]. It is a normalized frequency domain measure of phase fluc-
tuation sideband power.
a Power Density (one phase modulation sideband) [Hz-l] (4)
Carrier Power
For the condition that the phase fluctuations occuring at rates f and
faster are small compared to one radian, a good approximation is [2]
S60(f)lone device = (2 rad2 ) 1(f) [rad
2/Hz] (5)
If the small angle condition is not met, Bessel function algebra
must be used to relate S84 (f) to X(f).
Script ;e(f) often is expressed in decibels relative to the carrier per
hertz (dBc/Hz) which is calculated as
10 log n unit [dBc/Hz] 
(6)
2 rad
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Basic Two-Oscillator Technique
A block diagram of the measurement system employing two oscillators
is shown in Figure 1. NBS has performed phase noise measurements using
this basic type system since 1967.
The double balanced mixer acts as a phase-sensitive detector so that
when two signals are identical in frequency and nominally are in phase
quadrature, the mixer output is a small fluctuating voltage 6v,
centered on approximately zero volts. This small fluctuating voltage
represents the phase modulation PM sideband components of the signal.
If the two oscillator signals applied to the mixer of Figure 1 are
slightly out of zero beat, a slow sinusoidal voltage with a peak-to-
peak voltage of VptD can be measured at the mixer output. Under the
conditions for which Equation (5) is valid, the relationship between
mean-square fluctuations of phase 6 and voltage 6v interpreted in a
spectral density fashion has been shown to be [l]
S (f) = S6v(f)/2(Vrms) 2 [rad2/Hz] (7)
Here, S6v, in volts squared per hertz, is the spectral density of the
voltage fluctuations at the mixer output. Since the spectrum analyzer
measures rms voltage in a bandwidth B, the analyzer reading is in units
of volts per /Bandwidth. Therefore,
S6v(f) = [6vrms/4- 2 = B [V2 /Hz] (8)
where B is the noise power bandwidth used in the measurement,
If it is assumed that the reference oscillator did not contribute any
phase noise, the voltage fluctuations (dV)m represents the oscillator
under test and the spectral density of the phase fluctuations in terms
of the voltage measurements performed with the spectrum analyzer is
1 (6vrms) 2$6,(f) =-- -B{VrMS) 2 [rad2 /Hz] (9)
The measurement system of Figure 1 yields the output noise from both
oscillators. If the reference and test oscillators are the same type,
a useful approximation is to assume that the measured noise power is
*'. twice that which is associated with one noisy oscillator. This
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approximation is in error by no more than 3 dB for the noiser oscillator
even if one oscillator is the major source of noise. The equation for
the spectral density of measured phase fluctuations is
S~v(f) I
+ S 60(f) 
__ _ two devices
#2 2(V rd)/H
= 2 S6 (f) one device rad2/Hz] (10)
A determination of the noise of each oscillator can be made if one has
three oscillators that can be measured in all pair combinations.
Automated Phase Noise Measurement System
The TRW Metrology Automated Phase Noise Measurement System is program
controlled by the Hewlett-Packard 9830 Programmable Calculator. Each
step of the calibration and measurement sequence is included in the
program. The system is used to obtain a direct plot of Script et'(f).
The direct measurement off(f) is represented by the following equation.
jf(f) in decibels relative to 1 Hz l = (Noise Power Level)(Carrier Power Level) in dB
-6 dB + 2.5 dB - 10 log(B) - 3 dB [dBc/Hz] (11)
The noise power is measured relative to the carrier power level and the
remaining terms of the equation represent corrections that must be
applied due to the type measurement and the characteristics of the
measurement equipment as follows.
o The basic measurement of noise sidebands with the signals in phase
quadrature requires the -6 dB correction due to the linear addition
of the two phase sidebands at the mixer output r3,4].
o The non-linearity of the spectrum analyzer logarithmic IF amplifier
results in compression of the noise peaks which, when average
detected, require the +2.5 dB correction for the HP 3571A Tracking
Spectrum Analyzer.
o The bandwidth correction is required because the spectrum analyzer
measurements of random noise are a function of the particular band-
width used in the measurement.
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o The -3 dB correction is required since this is a measurement of f(f
using two oscillators, assuming that the oscillators are of a simila
type and that the noise contribution is the same for each oscillator.
If one oscillator is sufficiently superior to the other, this correc
tion is not used.
The Calibration and Measurement Sequence
1. Automated Measurement of the noise power bandwidth of each IF band-
width setting on the Tracking Spectrum Analyzer.
2. Obtain a carrier power reference level (referenced to the output of
the mixer).
a) The precision IF step attenuator is set to a high value to
prevent overloading the spectrum analyzer.
b) Normally, we drive the mixer with a 10 to 13 dBm signal from
the reference then increase the signal arm input to obtain
operation at a 50 ohm output impedance of the mixer (in the
range of 1-3 milliwatts), If minimum noise floor is required,
then approximately equal power is applied to the inputs of
the mixer as required to obtain the 50 ohm output impedance of
the mixer in our 50 ohm system. Special techniques are required
to obtain the correct impedance when lower impedance is involvea
c) If the frequency of one of the oscillators can be adjusted,
adjust its frequency for an IF output frL;uency in the range
of 10 to 20 kHz.
d) The resulting IF power level is measured by the spectrum
analyzer and the measured value is corrected for the attenuator
setting. The correction is necessary since this attenuator
will be set to its zero dB indication during the measurements
of noise power.
3, Adjust fnr quadrature of the two signals applied to the mixer.
After the carrier power reference has been established, the
oscillator under test and the reference oscillator are tuned to the
same frequency and the original reference levels that were used
during calibration are re-established, The quadrature adjustment
depends upon the type of system used. Three possibilities are
illustrated in Figure 1.
a) If the oscillators are very stable, have high resolution
tuning, and are-not phase-locked, the frequency of one oscil-
lator is adjusted for zero dc voltage output of the mixer
as indicated by the sensitive oscilloscope.
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b) If the common reference frequency is used, as illustrated in
Figure 1, then it is necessary to include a phase shifter in the
line between one of the oscillators and the mixer (preferably
between the attenuator and mixer). The phase shifter is
adjusted to ootain zero dc output of the mixer.
c) If one oscillator is phase-locked using a phase-lock loop, as
shown dotted-in on Figure 1, the frequency of the unit under
test is adjusted for zero dc output of the mixer as indicated
on the oscilloscope.
NOTE: Throughout the measurement process one should check
and maintain phase quadrature.
4. Noise power is measured at the selected Fourier frequencies, the
calculations are performed, and the data is plotted (or stored)
using calculator and program control (fully automated).
5. Measure and plot the system noise floor characteristics if desired.
A plot of the noise floor characteristics is obtained by repeating
the measurements with the unit under test disconnected and and the
input to the mixer terminated in a matched load.
With the previous indicated offset power level at the mixer input, it
is not necessary to change the power level into the mixer, However, if
equal power levels are used, then the mixer input level from the refer-
ence must be increased to return the mixer output impedance to 50 ohms
when the signal is disconnected for a measurement of the noise floor,
Basics of the TRW Metrology Automated System
1. The HP 3330B Synthesizer serves as the local oscillator for the
HP 3571A Tracking Spectrum Analyzer, The calculator program
controls the switching of the synthesizer to the desired Fourier
frequencies.
2. The Fourier frequency increments are chosen to be eqiual to the
selected IF noise bandwidth in order to obtail a continuous
spectrum plot.
3. The minimum delay time for a measurement is determined by the IF
filter build-up in the spectrum analyzer. The range is from 2.5
seconds for the 3 Hz bandwidth, decreasing to 70 milliseconds for
the 10 kHz bandwidth setting.
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4. Video smoothing is used in order to obtain a better approximation
of the mean. The program can be designed so that a large number of
measurements can be taken for better estimation of the mean value,
From statistical theory the confidence in an average is improved by
the square root of the number of samples.
5. The IF bandwidth settings for the Fourier (offset) frequency
range selections are as follows:
IF IF Fourier
Bandwidth Fourier Bandwidth Frequency
(Hz) Frequency (kHz) (kHz)
3 10 - 400 Hz 1 40 -100
10 400 Hz - l kHz 3 100 - 400
30 1 - 4 kHz 10 400 - 1300
100 4 -10 kHz
200 10 - 40 kHz
Program running time is 27 minutes when using 100 measurements at
each Fourier measurement frequency out to 200 Hz.
6. The 60 Hz line frequency interference appears smaller than the
actual amplitude if the noise corrections are applied as set forth
in the noise measurement program. The corrections for the log
amplifier and detection, bandwidth, and equal oscillator contri-
bution should be removed for a plot of discrete frequencies,
7. Amplitude auto-ranging is used in the program to select the most
sensitive range that does not result in overload conditions.
The low-pass filter prevents local oscillator leakage power from over-
loading the spectrum analyzer when baseband measurements are performed
at the Fourier (offset) frequencies of interest. Leakage signals will
interfere with autoranging and the dynamic range of the spectrum
analyzer.
The low-noise, high-gain preamplifier provides additional system
sensitivity by amplifying the noise signals to be measured,
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Figure 2a illustrates phase-lock characteristics. The generator
if employs indirect synthesis, whereby, the output frequency is phase-
locked to a reference oscillator. Line harmonics were plotted with
)Y noise corrections and, therefore, have higher amplitudes than shown.
Figure 2b illustrates a roll-off characteristic near the carrier.
This is the effective loop bandwidth of the phase-locking between two
similar oscillators which were not adequately isolated from each other.
Radio station interference is observed since the measurements were not
performed in a screen room.
Figure 3a is a plot of the phase noise of the Hewlett-Packard 5061A
Cesium Beam Standard, with the "super tube". Figure 3b is the 5061A
with the original tube. The Austron 5 MHz Oscillator (see Fig. 4a)
was used as the reference when performing these measurements.
Figure 3c measurements of the Hewlett-Packard 8672A Microwave Synthe-
sizer were perfcrmed at 18 GHz. Measurements were performed using two
similar units.
Figure 3d is included to illustrate the effects of a phase-lock loop.
Two Hewlett-Packard 8640B Signal Generators were measured using a
phase-lock loop as illustrated in Figure 1.
Therefore, the oscillator phase noise characteristics are measured
only beyond the phase lock-loop.
Figure 4a shows a comparison of measurements performed using the
automated Hewlett-Packard 3045 System and the Rockland 512 Fourier
Analyzer. The Fourier analyzer measurements were performed from one
hertz to 100 kHz.
Fiqure 4b shows the phase noise characteristics of the Oscilloquartz
d High Stability Quartz Oscillator.
1 Figure 4c shows the phase noise characteristics of a frequency stabiliz-
ed laser amplifier. One phase noise plot was obtained with the laser
amplifier on and one plot was obtained when the amplifier was turned
off. Two noise floor plots were obtained. One represents the noise
floor of the complete system including the laser detector. One noise
floor plot was obtained without the laser detector signal.
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PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENTS USING DELAY LINE FM DISCRIMINATORS
Frequency fluctuations are measured directly using FM discriminat
techniques L5,6,7,8]. One of the important advantages of this ty
system is that the phase noise characteristics of a single oscill
can be measured without the requirement of a similar or better so
as a reference.
The delay line yields a phase shift by the time the signal arri~e
the balanced mixer. The phase shift depends upon the instantaneo
frequency of the signal. The presence of frequency modulation (F
signal gives rise to differential phase modulation (PM) at the ou
of the differential delay and its associated (non-delay) referencl
line. This is the property which allows the delay line to be use,
an FM discriminator. In general, the conversion factors are a fui
of the delay (Td) and the Fourier frequency (f), but not the carr
frequency.
The phase variation at the output of the two-channel system repre!
the same phase variation as if it consists of a noiseless referen4
signal and another noisy signal which has an equivalent noise at i
output of [5]
6v = a[Cos 2wf(t - Td) - Cos 2nft]
I where, in general, (a) is a function of f. The plot of the specti
density of frequency fluctuations is, therefore, periodic in 2wf
this will be noted in the data plots as a limitation of the range
valid measurement at Fourier frequencies determined by the time d(
of the delay line.
The maximum sensitivity of the transmission line discriminator del
upon the attenuation value of the delay line at the carrier frequ(
[5,7]. Analysis of the basic delay line system indicates that th(
length of the delay line is chosen so that the total attenuation ,
one neper (8.686 dB). This optimum value represented the point wt
the increase in delay was cancelled due to the increase in attenui
of the delay line, i.e., the basic system was power limited [4,6,,
In our system this limitation does not occur, since we can mainta,
the mixer input at the desired operating level and provided that I
is adequate source output power. The power input to the delay lir
can be increased to offset the delay line loss.
Figure 6. illustrates the relative sensitivity (noise floor) of pt
noise measurement systems. The delay ling system sensitivity difl
from the two-oscillator system by (2f) 5) The power levels
the mixer were the same for each of thege plots.
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Discriminator Calibrations
The measurement system is shown in Figure 5. The calculator program
performs the same functions as outlined for the measurement system of
Figure 1. The automated program is used to measure the IF noise power
bandwidths of the spectrum analyzer.
The oscillator under test is connected and the signal levels are
established for 50 ohm mixer output impedance, as discussed, for the
two oscillator technique. The phase shifter is adjusted to obtain
phase quadrature of the input to the mixer (i.e., zero volts dc at the
mixer output).
In this system Attenuator No. 4 is used to avoid overloading the
spectrum analyzer during calibration. Calibration usually requires
replacing the oscillator under test with a signal generator or oscil-
lator that can be frequency modulated.
The power output and operating frequency of the generator must be set
to the same precise frequency and amplitude values as the oscillator
under test.
The source is modulated to produce a known modulation index (m) and
the spectrum anlayzer displays a power reading corresponding to the
selected modulation frequency. This power reading is corrected for
the dB setting of Attenuator No. 4 and the resulting P(dBm) is used
to calculate the discriminator calibration factor.
We use a modulation frequency of 20 kHz and adjust the modulation
until the carrier is reduced to the first Bessel null of the carrier J
as indicated on a spectrum analyzer connected to Coupler No. 1.
The calibration factor is defined as:
CF = Ars/Vrms [Hz/V] (13)
Where AvrMs is the rms frequency deviation of the carrier due to the
intentional modulation and Vrm s is the spectrum analyzer voltage
measurement of the modulation sidebe,-d.
Avrms = Avpeak/V'-= m(fm)/V'- [Hz] (14)
The calibration factor of the discriminator is calculated as:
CF : M (fm)/VTVms [Hz/V] (14)
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The discriminator calibration factor can now be calculated, since this
power in dBm can be converted to the corresponding rms voltage using
the following equation.
.ho P(dBm)/l 0  V] (5
Vrms O0 0 [V] (15)
where R is 50 ohms in this system.
The discriminator calibration factor is calculated as,
CF = m - f m/& Vrms = 2.405 * fm/V-Vrms LHz/V] (16)
since 2.405 is the modulation index (m) for the first Bessel carrier
null as used in this technique. The modulation frequency is fm"
Measurement and Data Plotting
After replacing the modulatable source with the unit under test,
Attenuator No. 4 is set to zero dB indication and measurements and
data plotting are completely automated.
Each Fourier frequency noise power reading Pn (dBm) is converted to
the corresponding rms voltage designated as vlrms.
= ~ (Pn(dlm)+ 2.5)/10I lrms =- lodo x R IV] (17)
the rms frequency fluctuations are calculated as,
6vrms = SVlrms x CF [Hz] (18)
The spectral density of frequency fluctuations is calculated as,
S6V(f) = (6v [) /B Hz 2/Hz] (19)
where B is the measured IF noise power bandwidth of the spectrum
-! analyzer.
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The spectral density of phase fluctuations is calculated as,
S 6 (f) = S[v(f)/f2 [rad 2/Hz] (21)
The normalized phase noise sideband power spectral density is calcu-
lated as,
f (f [Hz - ] (22)
2 rad
Script a-(f), expressed in decibels relative to 1 Hz- , is plotted in
real time in our program.
Noise Floor Measurements
The system noise floor can be plotted by setting Attenuator No. 3 to
maximum and repeating the automated measurements. We increase the
LO power to obtain essentially the same mixer output impedance which
exists when both signals are applied. In systems which require differ-
ent impedance levels, it is necessary that the total input power
(Signal and LO) be adjusted to produce the required mixer output impe-
dance. This will require a method of measuring the mixer output
impedance and re-estabilishing the particular value when measuring the
noise floor.
Noise floor corrections can be performed as previously set forth.
Figure 7a illustrates measurements performed on a fundamental oscil-
lator at 600 MHz multiplied up to 2.4 GHz. Two different delay lines
were used. Note that the first null in the periodic plot, beyond the
calibrated area, occurs at 2 MHz for the phase noise plot of the 600
MHz fundamental. Therefore, the line has approximately 500 nanoseconds
delay. The null on the plot for the 2.4 GHz output is at 4 MHz and
thus indicates that this delay line was shorter (approximately 250 ns)
than the one used for the 600 MHz measurements.
Figure 7b is a plot of a cavity stabilized Gunn oscillator with an
internal crystal oscillator reference. The phase noise plot shows
the improvement in characteristics obtained using this phase-locking
technique.
Figure 7c shows measurements from within one hertz of the carrier to
25 kHz as measured using the Hewlett-Packard 5420 Digital Signal
Analyzer. The measurements agree closely with the continuous plot
that was obtained using the automated Hewlett-Packard 3045 System.
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Figure 7d is a plot of the AM and PM noise of a Gunn oscillator. The
measurements were performed using the single oscillator delay line
system described in the paper. The two Gunn oscillators were offset
in frequency (37 - 36.2) = 800 MHz and the measurements were, there-
fore, performed at 800 MHz. This illustrates that the technique can
be extended through the millimeter bands.
Measurement Uncertainty
There are many sources of uncertainties associated with phase noise
measurement systems and the techniques used in the measurement process.
Minimum uncertainty requires precise calibration of the measurement
equipment and proper application of that equipment in the measurement
process. Analysis of our specific system follows.
1. Power Level Measurements - (Relative to the unit under Unc.(dB)
test when an additional source is used for calibration 0.05
of the phase/frequency discriminator).
2. Hewlett-Packard 3571 Spectrum Analyzer Attenuator - Range -
(Reduced from manufacturer's specifications by special 0.03 to 0.12
calibration). Linearity -
0.01 to 0.25
3. Hewlett-Packard 355D Step Attenuator - Used in the 0.06
: :calibration of the system.
4. Mismatch Uncertainty - (associated with setting 0.15
CW reference level).
5. Uncertainty in ±2.5 dB Log/Det Amp. Correction - 0.20
(This estimation is based on the ability to verify,
with traceability, the calibration of the ±2.5 dB
stated correction).
6. IF Noise Power Bandwidth - (Based on measurements 0.20
of actual noise power bandwidth).
7. Relative IF Bandwidth Gain - (Relative gain between 0.05
the different IF bandwidths in 3571A).
8. Analyzer Frequency Response, 10 Hz to 13 MHz, Refer- 0.25
enced to 250 kHz - (Impractical to calibrate out).
9. Phase Discriminator Response - (Two-oscillator 0.20
technique).
Frequency Discriminator Response - (Single-oscil- 0.30
lator technique).
10. Random Error Due to Randomness of Noise - (Can be 0.50
reduced to this value by averaging).
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11. Setting Modulation Index of the Calibration Source 0.10
When Calibrating the FM Delay Line Discriminator.
12. Noise Floor Contribution,- (Can be essentially 0.2
calculated out).
The uncertainty that can result when performing measurements using the
two-oscillator technique has been discussed and must be taken into
account in the overall error analysis.
The following calculations are for minimum and maximum uncertainties
in measurement of relative measurements. The data represents these
considerations, (1) linear summation of all uncertainties, (2) root-
sum-square (RSS) of the errors that are small and independent, plus
the linear summation of the mismatch uncertainty and the random
errors, and (3) RSS of all uncertainties.
UNCERTAINTY (±dB)
Two-Oscillator Single-Oscillator
Technique Technique
Min. Max. Min. Max.
Linear Summation 2.01 2.33 2.11 2.43
RRSS (Systematic) + 1.14 1.21 1.17 1.26
Mismatch + Random
RSS - All Uncertainties .72 .77 .75 .80
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INCREASED RESOLUTION FOR BEAT-PERIOD BASED
FREQUENCY STABILITY MEASUREMENTS
By Eric L. Blomberg
Lincoln Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
Much of the work of the founders of this meeting has dealt with
the characterization of frequency sources by time domain measurements.
Typically the sources are offset to provide a low frequency beat
signal, statistics of whose period are collected. While the trans-
formation of these time domain statistics is available to the user in
manageable form, the actual beat measurement technique has some unex-
amined limitations. Let us look at the relation of errors in this
measurement to their frequency stability interpretation.
The Relation of Beat Frequency and Timing Errors to Measurement Noise
Floor
We wish to express the difference between two consecutive frequency
measurements in several forms. First we have:
Af = f - f2F
since f =t
Af 1Af
= tl t 2
if t - t
and t2 = t1 + At with At small
then Af= Attt 2
Af 1 1s f f t2
i i
Where t is the period measurement and At is the random error 
in this
measurement. We must remember that our measurements are 
actually
averages over the measurement interval; each quantity must 
be seen
as a time average. Hence t represents the nominal beat period, 
and
At represents the timing deviation normalized to a single 
period.
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If the beat and averaging periods are both one second, the distinc-
tion is hard to see. If ve choose a ten-period average of the one
second beat period, and further assume that only system timing errors
cause the deviations, then the difference is clear. If our timing erroy
for one measurement is one microsecond, then the normalized
error over the ten periods is only .1 microseconds, over 100 periods
.01 microseconds. For a fixed beat period, the effect of timing errors
goes down proportionately to the number of periods averaged.
Suppose that the beat period is changed to ten seconds and the same
timing error applies. In this case the At term is not decreased, since
only one period is averaged. The increased period, however, has a
quadratic effect. The Af for the first case is:
f
Af 10- 6  1 10 periods _0-7 1f -10
(1 second)
2
for the second:
Af 10-6 t 1 period 10-8 1
(10 seconds)2  f
or in general:
Af N 1
f 2 fT
Where T is the beat period
N is the number of contiguous periods measured
At is the uncertainty of each measurement
Hence we find different noise floors for different beat periods and the
same averaging time. (Measurement interval)
This would lead us to conclude that a longer beat period would
* yield better results. Unfortunately, for a sine wave beat signal,
increasing the beat period proportionately decreases the slew rate
which, in turn, proportionately increases timing error for the standard
counter configuration. Hence this is a no win game, unless we desensi-
tize our period measurement to slew rate.
The timing errors fall into two categories: those of much higher
frequency than the 1 Hz signals of interest, and those of somewhat lower
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frequency. The first corresponds to high frequency noise which can beseen simply as thermal noise at the input of the period measuringcounter. The effect of this noise is well known and its effect on low
slew rate measurements is often specified in commercial counters.
Suppose we have generated a 1 Hz beat signal i0 volts in amplitude. Itsslew rate at the zero crossings is about 30 volts/ sec. Pence a voltageexcursion of 30 microvolts corresponds to an error in the period measure-
ment of 1 microsecond. One commercial c unter cites an unc tainty of
100 s for such an input. If two10 MHz sources are being compared,this implies a noise floor of 10 for the frequency stability measure-
ment (10 periods measured).
The second source of error corresponds to longer term changes inthe operating point of the measurement system. A good example is a time
varying input offset voltage of a zero crossing detector or Schmitttrigger. This offset may come from the counter input stage, a preceding
amplifier or even the balanced mixer. It is often affected by long term
changes in the environment of the measurement system. The change inthis offset corresponds to a change in trigger point which, as seen inFig. 1, represents an over or under estimation of the period. If wecould somehow track a feature of the waveform's geometry, such as thepeak, rather than a level, we could acquire immunity to such long term
drifts.
Proposed Circuit
The integrating A/D convertor framework provides three features toachieve this end. It establishes zero-crossings by integration, cancancel DC drifts over intervals longer than one-half the beat period andeliminates the dead-time associated with traditional counter regimes.
Consider the circuit of Fig. 2 with a 1 11z sine wave input of 10volts peak to peak. Suppose that the integrator is shorted initially
and allowed to operate when the signal level first reaches 
-.6 volts.When the integrator output returns to zero, it is returned to the
shorted condition. If the input is an ideal noiseless sine wave, thenthe integrator output waveform is symmetric about its peak value, whichis analogous to the input's symmetry about its zero crossing. The best
estimate of the zero crossing time is a period following the -.6 volt
trigger time and equal to one-half the duration of the integrating
interval. Clearly there is nothing sacred about the -.6 volt level. It
merely provides an arbitrary starting point for the svmmetric interval.
If the input is corrupted by noise, any components with zero mean and
period less than the integrating interval will tend to be rejected.
These are precisely the higher frequency components which cause the gate
to flap when a conventional zero crossing detector confronts a low slew
rate signal. Notice that this technique always estimates the true zero
crossing of the input. If there is a residual DC offset to the input,
then the trigger point will be skewed relative to the true mean value of
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the input wave shape. Nonetheless this solves one of the difficultie
of timing the slow rise time signal, even though it exhibits the same
vulnerability to time varying offset as conventional means.
It is possible to perform this operation on both rising and fall
edges of the input. Taking the midpoint of these two zero crossing
estimates has the effect of rejecting DC offset altogether. It might
viewed as a best estimate of the peak of the sine wave input. Whethei
it actually corresponds to the peak or not is not significant. What
this process does in fact accomplish is to establish the timing of a
fixed point on the geometry of the waveform, so that our period measui
ment is actually a measurement of repetition of geometry rather than
some absolute level. While a varying DC offset certainly affects the
zero crossings, it would not affect the timing between two consecutivE
peaks. This technique is vulnerable to changes in offset level which
occur between the two integration intervals, but is able to reject suc
changes outside them. If we are measuring single periods, this method
will reject a linear drift occurring over half the cycle. If we are
measuring the length of a ten period sequence, it will reject level
changes occurring over 9-1/2 of those periods. Since systematic drift
are most likely to occur over long measurement intervals, we find that
this technique is extremely effective in removing them. This is not t
case with a simple period counter technique, which counts clock pulses
over the ten periods and suffers a trigger error equal to the total DC
level change times the slew rate of the input.
'We have actually formed a bandpass filter for the 1 Hz signal.
Since the 10 volt peak-to-peak signal will slew from -.6 volts to +.6
about 40 milliseconds, we have a high frequency cutoff of 25 Hz. (Act
a - response -3 dB at 12 Hz with a first null at 25 Hz.) This is
sufficiently higher than the preceding amplifier's bandwidth that the
system noise bandwidth is substantially unaffected. The low frequency
response rolls off at 6 dB/octave below one half the beat frequency.
Notice that the information content of the 1 Hz signal is not
affected. Its information is an FM modulation. Changes in frequency
over 1000 second intervals are present as .001 Hz sidebands of the 1 H:
carrier, not as direct .001 Hz signals. Hence we have prevented sys-
tematic offsets from irreversibly mixing with the long-term frequency
effects we seek to measure.
Construction Details
It was most desirable to implement a synchronous system to preser'
resolution and also to minimize the ill effects of attempting to derivw
logic triggers from slow analog signals. This is, after all, the fund
; e mental problem for which the proposed processor promises solace. The
entire operation is that of a four-state machine, whose states may be
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identified from the labels given the corresponding wave forms in Fig. 3.
Before describing the sequencer in detail, I would first like to explain
the overall means of obtaining a period measurement.
Consistent with my goal of a zero "dead time" system and my goals
of simplicity and low cost, an interpolation technique is used. A
counter with a 1 kJ z clock (my "coarse" register) is used in precisely
the traditional way to measure the period between -.6 volt initial
trigger points (the point which initiates the entire double integration
cycle). Its slow clock rate permits it to be strobed and reset on the
fly, so that no period goes unmeasured. This counter is possessed of
all the flaws previously described. Another register, the "fine," is
controlled by the integrator, and contains, after both integration
cycles are done, the timing from the somewhat arbitrary, but nonetheless
synchronous, -.6 volt point to the midpoint of the positive half cycle
of the wave. As mentioned earlier, this point is referred to the geom-
etry of the waveform and is DC level independent. The best estimate for
a given period is found by adjusting the coarse timing by the interpola-
tions before and after it.
T = cn + fn -tf
n n-i
Wre c is the t contents of the coarse register (its measurement of the
n period) nd f is the interpolation time for the end of the 
coarsely
determined n period to the next cycle's midpoint. Since 
the output of
system is alternating readouts of t and tc, it is a small matter to
arrive at a running readout of actual periods. Let us now consider the
operation of the integrator.
State A of Fig. 3 is the primordial state, the pre-interpolation
mode. The coarse counter is making its measurement 
and the integrator
is held in an auto-zero mode. This has an advantage 
over simply short-
ing the integrator in that it nulls out the integrator's 
offset voltage
as well. Since the integrator never works for 
more than one-half second
after an auto-zero, we can expect that long-term 
systematic changes in
the integrator itself are well below the 
total system noise floor.
State B is the estimation of the positive zero crossing time. Itis entered when the input first exceeds -.6 volt, synchronously with the
1 kHz coarse clock. This prevents a gross 1 millisecond quantization
error. At this moment the contents of the 
coarse counter are strobed
into the output latches and the coarse 
counter is reset to zero, long
before its next 1 kHz clock edge. Thus the entry 
point of State B has
an uncertainty range of ± 1 millisecond. At a 
30 volt per second slope
of the. input, this is only a voltage band 
of ± 30 millivolts about -. 6.
The absolute time is unimportant as all residues are absorbed 
into the
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interpolation measurement. When the integrator output is driven back to
zero, the symmetric interval about the true zero crossing is over. This
event is determined by a comparator which senses integrator output.
Notice that the comparator is not included in the auto-zero loop. Its
trigger point is actually biased .1 volts below zero. This prevents the
oscillation which usually accompanies attempted linear operation of a
comparator. This also provides a well defined comparator output. It
will always be low during auto-zero and during positive integrator
output. Thus it goes high only after the integrator has in fact crossed
zero at the end of B. Since the integrator is slewing approximately as
fast as the input here, there is a delay of 5 milliseconds until the
comparator trigger point is reached. The comparator has a window of
about 2 millivolts around its nominal trigger point within which noise
will cause multiple transitions. Since the 5 millisecond delay is
uniform from measurement to measurement and is only affected by changes
in the slope of the input, and since the noise at the integrator output
is quite small, we lose nothing to take the first comparator transition
as the integrator output zero crossing. The net delay is subtracted out
in the period determination algorithm and is uniform from period to
period.
Thus the comparator causes the system to enter State C, which is
almost identical to A. The integrator is auto-zeroed, and the coarse
counter is still running, but the duration of State C is being timed injthe fine counter.
State D is the exact analogue of State B, only it functions on the
falling slope edge of the input. It is triggered by the input signal
reaching +.6 volts (with no synchronization required this time). This
state defines a time interval symmetric about the zero crossing and
passes to State A when this is done, with the same convention on the
comparator as State B.
To construct an interpolation interval from the durations of States
B, C, and D is a simple matter. Suppose we assign the entry into State
B as our time origin. This is also the timing edge of the coarse regis-
ter, so it is the logical place to begin an interpolation. Clearly the
time to the best estimate of the zero crossing (rising edge) is half the
duration of State B. Similarly, the time to the best estimate of the
zero crossing of the falling edge is the sum of the durations of B and C
and half of D. Simple algebra yields a time to the midpoint of the zero
crossings and shows that a counter clocked with relative rates of 3:2:1
during B, C, and D respectively will yield this same interval. (See
Appendix 1). Specifically, rates of 15, 10, and 5 MHz will allow
interpolation to 100 nanoseconds. CMOS clocking rates limited me to one
quarter of this resolution. (See Fig. 4)
Thus we see how the interpolation is actually generated for the
1 Hz signal with a measurement of 1 second. Multiple period measurements
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required adding a period counter to the trigger of State B. This way an
interpolation will be performed initially and on the final period of the
number selected, and not for intervening periods.
Preliminary 
Results
Time permitted only a crude evaluation of this technique, but the
outcome shows the technique to be worth investigating further. A 1 Hz
test signal was derived from a 5 MHz quartz oscillator locked to a
hydrogen maser. It was shaped to approximately sine form with 10 volt
peak-to-peak amplitude and some white noise added. Three cases were
investigated, the traditional counter, the counter preceded by a high
gain limiter, and the circuit of this paper. Only single period measure-
nents were taken. The results are expressed as a fractional frequency
referred to 10 MHz and are the root of an Allen variance for 100 trials,
and may be compared to results of Allan [i and Reinhardt [21.
Case 1: - = 1.4 
x 10l
A slew rate of 30 volts/sec applied to an HP 5327B
close to the predicted error
Case 2: 3.5 
x 10-12f
The HP 5327B preceded by a gain of 1000 limiter,
effectively increasing slew rates to 30,000 volts/sec
Af .0 1-13
Case 3: A 
6.0 x 10
Although the proposed circuit clearly does 
have a lower noise floor, it
is hard to say by how much. These results represent 
a noise floor
approximately 5 times higher than Allan 
and 50 times higher than
Reinhardt. Three factors come to mind. 
We may be nearing the noise
level of the test signal itself. Here some further measurements would
be useful. Secondly, the clocking rate used i 3 this model yields a4
minimum relative quantization error 
of 2 x 10 . Thirdly, good low
noise circuit techniques, as exemplified 
in both All& 2 and Reinhardt,
may provide lower noise floors. Nonetheless, 
the 10 level is quite
respectable for a low cost alternative 
to a dedicated frequency counter.
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Response to Systematic Error
This is a fairly coarse test also, introducing about a 1 volt
offset for two out of every ten periods of the 1 Hz 10 volt peak-to-
input. Care was taken to make the transitions far from zero crossin,
so as to avoid changing trigger conditions. For a signal with a 20
per second slew rate we would expect a 50 millisecond timing error b
purely on the zero crossing detector technique. Only the high gain
limiter alternative was measured, as it would yield the same data as
the counter alone, but with less noise. Actual values of 42 milli-
seconds were observed. They occurred symmetrically since the long-te
average frequency did not change.
Figure 7 shows some results for a step change representing drift
during the integration period. Note that the counter's "dead time"
yields only half as much data. It gives three normal periods, follow
by a period 42 milliseconds too long, followed by one 42 milliseconds
too short, then back to three normal periods. Looking at the process
output, we see seven normal periods, one 20 milliseconds too long, on
normal, and finally one 20 milliseconds too short.
Notice how the full error is present in the coarse register and
half is compensated by changes in the interpolation register. These 6
other data show a factor of 25 suppression of DC offsets occurring
outside the integration period. Actual performance may be considerab
better with the much smaller perturbations one would expect in a prac-
tical system.
Note that in Fig. 7, due to the lowered clock rates, the period
determined by:
T= c + 2 (fn f n-i
Conclusion
Even in coarse testing, the circuit has achieved the goals of noi
floor reduction, reduced sensitivity to systematic drifts, and no deac
time. This level of performance was achieved by a prototype wherein
little attention was paid to low-noise techniques. Standard CMOS and
BiFET parts were used. No shielding or separation of analog and digit
grounds were attempted. The output of the prototype was 7 decades of
BCD information from three registers which could have easily been trar
mitted through the IEEE bus through an appropriate interface. All
subsequent calculations and choices of averaging time could be left tc
the minicomputer or calculator controlling the bus. It is interestinc
to note that the net cost of this technique is considerably below the
counter it outperformed.
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COUNTER WITH LIMITER
DATA At from 1.0 second in Tis
-7
9999903 T x 10 sec -9.7
9578161 -42183.9
10422557 +42255.7
10000136 +13.6
9999904 -9.6
10000134 +13.4
9578080 -42192.0
10422487 42248.7
9999854 -14.6
PROPOSED CIRCUIT (with 1 volt drift during one period)
DATA T At (11s)
-7
1724543 Tf in 2 x3 10 sec .9999978 -2.
001000 T in 10 sec
1724554 C .9999998 -.2
001000
1724555 .9792412 -20075.P
001040
1828349 .9999816 -16. z
001000
1828441 1.0208344 +20834.4
000960
1724269 .9999426 -57.4
001000
1724556
Figure 7. EFFECT OF SYSTEMATIC OFFSETS
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APPENDIX: Interpolation Interval
1) let t mark the entrance of State Bt mark the entrance of State C
t, mark the entrance of State D
t, mark the end of State D
Note that the system is synchronized so t also marks an epoch of the coarse
clock.
2) Since State B runs from t to ti , its mid-point lies ato
t+= 1/2 (t + t )
This is the best estimate of the time of the positive zero crossing
(referred to t ).0
3) Identically State D gives the best estimate of the negative zero
crossing 4
t =1/2 (t2 + t3 )
4) The "peak" is estimated by the mid-point of the two zero crossings
t p 1/2 (t+ + t-)
t 1/2 (1/2 (t0 + t) +1/2 (t 2 + t 3 )1
= 1/4 (t0 + t I + t 2 + t 3
= 1/4 (t 1 + t2 + t3 ) Since we set t o as our 
reference poit
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5) We have, however, measured the durations of B, C, and D and not their
absolute timing.
Euration of State B = tB = ti - to = t1
Duration of State C = tC = t2 - t1
Duration of State D = tD = t3 - t2
Substituting: tI  tB
t2 t B + tC
t3 tB + tC + tD
6) Substituting into the result of 4)
tp = 114 [tB = (tB + tc) + (tB + t dc + t )]
= 3/4 tB + 1/2 tC + 1/ 4  ,
hence the ease of computation ty measuring the state durations with
clock rates of 3:2:1.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DR. VICTOR REINHARDT, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center:
I think it is a very interesting approach, especially the summation
of the positive and negative edge. We had some later data from our
system--an equivalent dual-mixer system. In short term we did beat
you, but we did notice diurnal variations equivalent to 20 picoseconds
due to temperature effects. We traced it down to the mixer itself
and not any of the components--the DC offsets in the mixer. So if
Bob Vessot is going to give us a 10-17 oscillator, we certainly need
approaches similar to yours to get out the drifts in the measurement
system.
DR. BLOMBERG:
Thank you.
MR. HERMAN DAMS, National Research Council, Canada
You mentioned the problem of dead time in the dual balanced mixer
system. In the system we built at NRC about three years ago, which
was similar to Dave Allan's, we overcame that problem by simply
having a counter with a dual front end so that you count continu-
ously. You take your readout, of course, at the end of the one-
second period from the front end counter, which at that time has
stopped. The other one was still counting.
DR. BLOMBERG:
I mostly brought that up as a practical issue for systems that
would be implemented with commercially available counters. I
didn't mean to connect this with that effort.
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TIME TRANSFER EXPERIMENTS FOR DCS DIGITAL
NETWORK TIMING AND SYNCHRONIZATION
Peter Alexander
James W. Graham
CNR, Inc.
220 Reservoir Street
Needham, MA 02194
ABSTRACT
In the planned DCS digital network, the ability
to coordinate clocks placed at geographically
separated nodes will be of critical importance.
Aside from the characteristics of the clocks
themselves, medium and link equipment para-
meters play dominant roles in determining
performance for the system. The emphasis in
this paper is on troposcatter link parameters
and their relationship to network clock syn-
chronization. Following an analysis and
discussion of the important physical effects
in troposcatter propagation, a description is
given of experiments and data acquired during
a recent measurement program designed to es-
tablish a better understanding of the relevant
troposcatter and line-of-sight medium and
equipment effects.
INTRODUCTION
A digital transmission network can be visualized in its
most elementary form as a collection of nodes interconnected
by radio links or cascades of links. Bit streams origina-
ting from geographically-separated sources enter the node
and typically require multiplexing for retransmission to a
common destination node. While incoming data signals may be
conveniently buffered to smooth out the path length varia-
tions, drift between originating node clocks, if unchecked,
will eventually result in buffer depletion or overflow.
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In the past few years, various methods of avoiding c
minimizing these undesirable phenomena have been proposed
including independent highly stable atomic clocks [11,
mutual frequency averaging [21, hierarchical master-slave
and self-organizing master-slave [41. More recently, con
sideration has been given to the use of network facilitie
for systemwide transfer of a time reference [51, and theo
tical models have been used to predict relationships betw
time transfer accuracy and link parameters. To satisfy n
mal communication requirements, relative time synchroniza
tion of the nodes is sufficient, i.e., the node clocks nei
not be phased identically as long as their mutual average
frequency offsets are zero. On the other hand, transfer
a time reference throughout a network is equivalent to th(
requirement that node clocks be synchronized with zero phi
offset. The utility of such a scheme will not be elaborat
on here except to indicate that substantial link and sub-
system resynchronization benefits accrue.
The DCS network involves a large number of links and
nodes with various categories of transmission media, in-
cluding line-cf-sight microwave (LOS), troposcatter (TROP(
satellite, and cable. The variety of transmission equipmE
that is available now, or planned as part of the all-digit
network, makes a complete and comprehensive evaluation of
system performance difficult; therefore, the emphasis in t
experimental work reported on here has been toward a separ
tion of propagation and equipment effects. Furthermore, t
scope of the effort was limited to measurement of TROPO ar
LOS links because of equipment and site availability. Of
these two classes of transmission medium, troposcatter ir
volves a greater degree of variability in its parameters,
making its characterization and measurement substantially
more difficult. Accordingly, a more complete treatment ha
been given in this paper on the subject of time transfer
TROPO links, as compared with the more widely understood
LOS application.
TIME TRANSFER PARAMETERS
Before presenting the detailed experimental configure
tion and results, a brief review of the parameters control
ling system time transfer is in order. Consider, in
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particular, the transfer of time over a single link, as
depicted in Fig. 1. In this example, a troposcatter propa-
gation path is shown but, of course, other transmission
media are of direct applicability.
The primary function of the link is the transfer of
digital data between the nodes in both directions. At any
node, incoming data is clocked into a buffer by clock sig-
nals derived from the receiver-demodulator bit tracking loop.
This clock signal exhibits fluctuations and drift behavior
as a result of transmit clock variations, medium variability,
and tracking loop dynamics. In a synchronous network, the
received data is later clocked out of the buffer by the node
clock and multiplexed or switched with data from other ter-
minated links for retransmission; the primary objective is
to coordinate the collection of node clocks so that the buf-
fers do not overflow or deplete. In addition, a timekeeping
function for the node clock would involve the desire to meet
the above objective with zero phase offset between the node
clocks. Time is kept by the clocks at each end of the link
in terms of a periodic sequence of time reference pulses
(TRP's), which are synchronous with the high rate data clock.
If ambiguity issues are ignored in this discussion, it can
be simply stated that the time transfer objective is to
align the two TRP transmissions. At node B, this is
achieved by comparing the arrival time of a pulse trans-
mitted from node A with the locally-generated pulse time,
i.e., the node B clock pulse. Time transfer from A to B can
then be implemented using this measurement, denoted 
TB , in
one of two ways:
(I) Single-ended transfer, where 7B is viewed as
a combination of clock offset, average path/
equipment delay, plus a zero mean fluctuating
component. That is, if the average delay
through the link is known a priori, sufficient
averaging of TB should yield the clock offset
and allow a correction to be made.
(2) Double-ended transfers, where a similar
measurement, denoted TA, is carried out at
node A, and the quantities rA and TB are
exchanged by the two nodes. The difference
parameter A -TB, computed at either or both
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ends, is then proportional to the clock offset,
provided the transmission time is identical in
both directions. To the extent that this is
true, TA-TB may be used directly as a clock
correction signal.
In both of these situations, the medium and equipment delay
variations control the time transfer accuracy. For single-
ended systems, variability around a long-term mean, in terms
of both magnitude and spectral width, is the essential in-
gredient. However, the concept of a true known average will
be suspect in most operational systems, and the magnitude of
residual biases must also be estimated. Double-ended trans-
fer methods depend for their success on similar parameters
expressed instead in terms of bidirectional path delay dif-
ferences; namely, the time structure and magnitude of the
difference, along with residual biases which are not ac-
counted for a-priori.
One-way and bidirectional delay parameters have been
investigated for TROPO and LOS links at the RADC test faci-
lities during the last year, with measurements carried out
over a range of conditions encompassing seasonal, tempera-
ture, operating frequency, bit rate, signal level, and j
diversity angle effects. The temporal behavior of various
links has been studied with averaging times ranging from
seconds up to 20 minutes, and data records often extending
over 3- or 4-day periods.
In the next section, some of the more significant pro-
perties of troposcatter links are highlighted. Line-of-
sight links need not be described because of their ccmpara-
tively placid and better-understood properties.
TIME TRANSFER VIA THE TROPOSCATTER MEDIUM
General Troposcatter Link Characteristics
The usual assumptios invoked when deriving theoretical
models for troposcatter paths include a linear inhomogeneous
weak scattering medium, separating two antennas 
which are
not within line of sight to one another (see Fig. 
2). As a
result of the weak scattering assumption, a single 
scattering
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Figure 3 Troposcatter Link Response Characteristics
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model is normally used, with the refractivity inhomoqeneities
causing the scattering attributed to temperature, pressure,
aid water vapor variations in the atmosphere. The linearity
assumptions allow the link to be characterized in terms of
its (time-varying) pulse response g(r) and, with some fur-
ther very weak assumptions of the scattering mechanism, the
process g(r) can be described as a stationary Gaussian pro-
cess with zero mean and second-order characteristic:
Elig(,)j 2 }  - Q(T)
where E denotes statistical expectation, and Q is defined as
the delay power spectrum [6]. The functions g(T) and Q(T),
which are depicted in Fig. 3, typically extend over several
hundred nanoseconds. A more complete statistical descrip-
tion of the received TROPO signal can be formulated, but is
not required here.
It is convenient to introduce two different time scales
associated with the quantities g and Q. Typically, the
pulse response g(r) varies rapidly over a period of seconds,
depending on wind conditions, link geometry, and frequency
of operation. A second time variation is, in effect, a
deviation from the stationarity condition normally claimed.
Large-scale meteorological influences, typically seasonal
or diurnal in nature, give rise to changes in the shape 
of
average characteristics such as Q(r). A precise time-scale
possible, but for measurement purposes the medium is usually
considered to be stationary over nominal intervals of
20 minutes.
Time of Arrival Definitions
Even when the time-varying pulse response 
and its
second-order statistic Q(r) provide an adequate 
characteri-
zation of the troposcatter medium, there 
is clearly some
difficulty in defining time of arrival for 
a hypothetical
transmitted time reference pulse. An instantaneous 
arrival
time parameter can be defined, for example, 
in terms of the
response leading edge, energy centroid, 
energy median (early/
late), or function maximum, and in sympathy 
with g(T), the
parameter will exhibit fluctuations of 
a short-term nature.
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Furthermore, while two similar paths (e.g., forward and
return) might have the same profile Q(r), their instanta-
neous arrival time parameters could be quite different.
Fortunately, in digital network applications one is nor-
mally relieved of the philosophical burden of defining
transit time for multipath transmissions by the presence at
every link termination of a bit synchronization tracking
loop.
Bit synchronization circuits are provided in digital
modems to accommodate the timing variations caused by the
propagation medium and the timing clock at the transmitter.
The function of the sync circuit is generally to smooth out
short-term timing jitter present on the received signal so
that only the long-term effects are tracked. For tropo-
scatter channels, jitter occurs as a result of the multipath
propagation as well as receiver noise. The techniques used
vary widely but have the common feature of a continuous
channel measurement, either explicitly with the transmission
of separable pulses or an imbedded pseudo-noise probing 5e-
quence or, implicitly, by means of decision-directed
adaptive equalization processing. The derived bit clock,
therefore, responds to both short-term and long-term path
length changes. An equivalent of the TRP situation is ob-
tained when marked bits in the data stream, such as multi-
plexer frame patterns, are used as time-of-arrival events.
Virtually all troposcatter modem bit tracking loops
have time constants which exceed a few seconds in order to
smooth out short-term medium-induced timing fluctuations.
Reciprocity Considerations
One of the important fundamental parameters for a time
transfer system is the differential transit time between the
two nodes, since any residual difference directly corrupts
the clock alignment procedure. One must suppress the im-
mediate desire to invoke the reciprocity theorem, so that
some of the more subtle reciprocity issues are at least
examined. First consider the conditions under which reci-
procity applies, The simplest form of Lorentz's reciprocity
theorem [7] states that in a linear medium, a response of a
system to a source is unchanged when the source and measurer
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are interchanged. In the context of a troposcatter path,
this can be applied to single antennas placed at nodes A and
B. For a current pulse applied to the antenna terminals at
A, the response at B, g,(7), will be identical to the re-
sponse at A, gA(A), for a pulse originating at B. This will
not necessarily be true, however, if the antennas are inter-
changed along with the source. Other factors of interest in
a search for potential nonreciprocal effects can be listed
as follows:
(1) Transmissions in opposite link directions
will generally be on different (albeit
close) carrier frequencies.
(2) Space diversity transmission configurations
violate the assumptions necessary for appli-
cation of the reciprocity theorem. Consider
the use of a single current source at node A
to generate two port outputs, gBI(r) and
gB (r), at node B. A composite signal,
gBr), is then formed in the diversity com-
biner. Transmission in the reverse direction
(from B to A) normally uses only one of the
B node antennas, with reception on two an-
tennas at node A. Generally, there will not
be correspondence between the two diversity
combined responses gA
(T) and gB(T) for the
same current pulse transmission.
(3) Even with radios from the same family, dif-
ferences in tuning and temperature will
result in some path delay asymmetry. For
example, if receivers are more sensitive 
to
temperature than transmitters, complementary
delay/temperature effects will not be ex-
hibited for the two path directions.
With favorable geometry and recourse 
to some mild
assumptions, it is often possible to demonstrate 
that the
paths from A to B, and vice versa, will 
have the same delay
power spectra Q(T) if not the same instantaneous 
impulse
response g(r). In the experimental program 
to be described
next, the emphas'is was on long-term 
one-way link delay and
bidirectional delay asymmetries.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Link Measurement Configuration
Figure 4 indicates the geographic layout of the sites
used in the field test program. The LOS links were set up
in a cascade with a loop back from the Ava site to give a
total path length of approximately 75 miles. The Ava and
Stockbridge sites were normally unattended. Troposcatter
propagation experiments were carried out between Verona and
Youngstown using frequencies in the vicinity of I GHz and
4 GHz.
The equipment set up for the troposcatter experiments
is shown in block diagram form in Fig. 5. The atomic clocks
shown were calibrated on a weekly basis by means of direct
clock comparisons. A synchronized coded sequence trans-
mission was initiated at each end using the l-pps clock
outputs as a trigger. By time-multiplexing the available
equipment at each end, round-trip and one-way (Youngstown-
Verona) transmissions were made on an 8-second cycle, with
two seconds available for each combination. Time of arrival
was established by means of centroid calculations of the
measured delay power spectra (obtained with correlation
techniques), and one-minute averages were printed out,
followed by a cumulative 20-minute summary of signal level,
fade rate, delay power spectrum, and arrival time at the
end of the run.
Equipment Delay Characteristics
A thorough investigation of transit delay was carried
out for each piece of equipment used in the experiments,
including transmitters/receivers, waveguide runs, modulators/
demodulators, and digital instrumentation.
To establish an understanding of the temperature sta-
bility of the more significant delay components, combina-
tions of receivers and transmitters were cycled through a
range of temperatures. An example of a delay-temperature
characteristic is given in Fig. 6. The specified tempera-
ture is room temperature, and the three graphs show the
delay for loops taken at the power amplifier output and
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exciter output across to the receiver, as well as the FM
modulator and demodulator combination alone. These tests
were carried out using 100-kHz, 200-kHz, and 500-kHz tone
modulation. The results shown in Fig. 6 are for the 100-kHz
case indicating the worst temperature sensitivity, most of
which occurs in the modulator/demodulator units.
Digital TROPO Modem Jitter Characteristics
Two examples of the clock jitter measured at the output
of digital MDTS troposcatter modems on the Verona-Youngstown
link are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Although these digital
modems were only available for a brief period at the end of
the experimental program, they are more representative of
DCS network modems than most of the other equipment used,
and are of interest for that reason. Both figures show the
time jitter for a cascade of dual-diversity TROPO links
equipped with MDTS modems. Figure 7 indicates performance
with 3.088-Mb/s modems at 4 GHz, while Fig. 8 is for
6.276-Mb/s modems at 1 GHz. More severe fluctuations can
be seen with the latter including a particularly deep ex-
cursion corresponding to a momentary loss of sync by the
tracking loop.
Troposcatter Path Delay Data
We consider now the one-way and round-trip delay
measurements taken with the time-multiplexed configuration
illustrated in Fig. 5. The emphasis here is on longer
averaging periods, typically 20 minutes, to eliminate the
short-teim fluctuations, such as those shown in Figs. 7 
and
8. Furthermore, all of the equipment delay components 
have
been edited out of the data so that pure path delay is
obtained.
The results for a three-day data acquisition 
period
are presented in Fig. 9. Each point plotted represents 
a
20-minute average of transmit time. A direct comparison
between half theround-trip 792/912-MHz path delay 
and the
one-way 912-MHz path delay is shown. Also indicated 
is the
delay variation for one-way transmission on the 
C-band link.
The significant feature in Fig. 9 is the close correspon-
dence between one-way transit time and half round-trip
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transit time for the low frequency transmissions. On the
other hand, the one-way C-band data deviates from the cor-
responding 900-MHz data with the appearance of a bias on
the order of 200 ns as well as a lack of correlation between
fluctuations. Looking beyond the bidirectional asymmetry
considerations, the time history of absolute delay variation
is of interest from the point of view of single-ended time
transfer system performance, where a fixed medium delay must
be factored into the clock correction procedure, and path
length variations contribute directly to clock errors. In
addition, required capacity for the data buffers shown in
Fig. I is weakly related to medium delay variation, but, as
can be seen, the magnitude of the fluctuations amounts to a
small number of bits at the highest anticipated bit rate.
Because of conflicting coordinate data originally
available, the RADC sites were surveyed in July 1977 to
re-establish geometric path lengths. Also, some refractive
index data is available for correlation with the measured
path delay. As a guide, the following delay budget indi-
cates the relative importance of different effects, and
provides some insight into the mechanisms inducing path
delay fluctuations:
Great Circle Path 272695 + 3 
meters
Verona-Youngstown
(l-GHz antennas) F
Uncorrected Transit Time 909.612 
As
(using speed of light in
a vacuum)
Correction for Refractivity 0.291 
s
with n = 320N units
Correction for path Length ~ 0.150 As
corresponding to Delay
Power Spectrum Average
relative to the Great
Circle Path V
Total Path Delay 910.053 
As
Note that refractivity variations 
up to 20 N units are
common at the test sites, resulting 
in corresponding delay
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variations ranging as high as 20 ns. Similarly, refractive
index gradients can cause the path length to vary by alter-
ing the propagation geometry. The quantitative aspects of
this physical effect have yet to be explored.
Line-of-Sight Path Delay
By now it should be apparent that LOS links have rela-
tively mild delay characteristics when compared with TROPO
paths. Although several long data acquisition runs were
carried out on the 75-mile LOS link cascade, measured tran-
sit time was generally confined to a + 10-ns region about a
nominal path. Figure 10 shows a portion of a 4-day run in
which a quartz clock was set up to track a master cesium
standard at the originating end of the links. The time con-
stant selected in the clock control loop was 100 seconds.
The plotted variable is the difference in time between the
master and slave clocks. Path length variation on a time
scale of less than 100 seconds should, therefore, be
averaged out, while long-term path variations will be
present.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results obtained in this experimental program,
including those presented in this paper as being represen-
tative, must be used with some caution. It cannot be
emphasized too strongly that the range of climatic condi-
tions and equipment configurations involved was quite
narrow. However, the results to date do offer quantitative
data not previously available to the system designer, and
suggest definite guidelines in the development of time trans-
fer techniques to satisfy the DCS network requirements.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
MR. WALL, Jet Propulsion Laboratory:
Do high-flying aircraft have any appreciable effect?
DR. ALEXANDER:
Yes, they certainly do. When we were at the Tropo site, we were,
of course, near an air base and the presence of aircraft can be
observed by monitoring what is equivalent to that pulse response
that I showed. However, we are averaging over 20 minutes in some
of that data, and the occurrence of the aircraft is likely to be
shortlived. We think it is an insignificant error in our measure-
ments. But they are present, and they do have quite an effect on
what you observe in the lab.
I
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THE MECHANICS OF TRANSLATION OF FREQUENCY STABILITY
MEASURES BETWEEN FREQUENCY AND TIME
DOMAIN MEASUREMENTS
Andrew R. Chi
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD
ABSTRACT
The mechanics of translation of the frequency stability
measures from the frequency domein to the time domain and
vice versa will be presented and discussed. The discussion
will be based on the model proposed by Barnes, et al, of
the Subcommittee on Frequency Stability of the Technical
Committee on Frequency and Time of the IEEE's Group on
Instrumentation and Measurement.
Examples based on published frequency stability data
of various oscillators will be presented and examined.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Theoretical models on frequency stability of oscillators
have been developed and tested by various latoratories. Excellent
reviews from different approaches and view points on the subject
matter have also been published in the last two years. In addition,
extensive references are given in these review papers.
This paper deals with the mechanics of translation of fre-
quency stability measures from frequency domain to time domain
and vice versa. The technique is to use discrete data points to
approximate the characteristics of each noise source in the do-
main to which the data are translated. The difficulties encoun-
tered with this approach are often due to lack of complete data.
In particular for flicker phase data hard decisions have to be
made. The merit in using this technique is in the simplicity
of translation and as such, it provides a quick handle for the
users to examine the performance characteristics of oscillators
of interest in terms of the requirements. If, however, accurate
data on the performance characteristics of oscillators are needed,
the simplest approach is still the direct approach by measuring
the frequency stability in the domain of interest.
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2.0 DISCUSSION OF THEORY
A theoretical model which is in wide use to describe the
characteristics of frequency stability is the one recommended by
the Subcommittee on Frequency Stability of the IEEE. This model
is based on the assumptions that; (a) the instantaneous frequency
fluctuations of the output signal of an oscillator is due to
independent noise sources in the oscillator system; (b) as many
as five noise sources may be needed to characterize the frequency
instability observed in most oscillators; and (c) each indepen-
dent noise source can be modeled by a power law. Since each
no4 se source is independent of the rther they may be combined by
superposition.
2.1 FREQUENCY DOMAIN
In frequency domain measurement, the spectral density of a
noise source in an oscillator that perturbs the frequency stability
of the oscillator system can be considered as the average contri-
bution of all individual perturbations of noise components each
having a frequency, f, ranging from minus infinity to plus infini-
ty. Thus the total noise power is the sum of the contributions
of all of the noise components. In practical terms this frequency
range is folded and covers only the range of frequencies from zero
to positive infinity. The spectral density of a sianal of only
positive frequency components is called the one sided spectral
density of frequency and is represented by S (f) where f
is the variable frequency component, also caAed Fourier frequency,
and the subscript, y, is the fractional frequency change from the
nominal frequency, g of the oscillator. Thus the power law
noise model may be written as
5 j f) -gaf W(1)
where 4.is a constant and is characteristic of an oscillator
at is the characteristic value of a noise source and
takes the values of -2, -1, 0, 1 and 2.
Cutler and Searle have shown that5- (f= 4 ?rc A () (2)
54(f) =) (3)
5If) j/4W 5() (4)
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where the subscripts denotes phase#, 101#/dt and x =p/znro.
X is phase measured in units of time and is often written as phase-
time. Substituting equation (1) into equatons (2), (3) and (4)
one obtains the power law noise model for 4' and X.
5 t Y. 2 aof -z - (6)
Aj f (7)
where = 74&2 (8)
& (9)
#T r (10)
S(- I)
Since the power law model is based on five independent noise
sour:es and if they are all present in the oscilltor, the one-sided
spectral density becomes:
51)= - 0 # i: 2  (12)
2.2 TIME DOMAIN
In the time domain measurement, frequency perturbations of a
signal due to all frequency components of a noise source are measured
collectively as a function of time and are averaged over a sampling
time period. Thus the frequency stability charac'-r-ristics are
represented by variance or standard deviation of the measured 
fre-.
quency fluctutaticns based on statistical calculations. 
The ex-
pected value of the variance of fractional frequency 
fluctuations, y,
from the nominal freauency of an oscillator is:N 14- a
2 -- _ -- L1 (13)
where N is the number of datc, points
T is the time interval between the beginninqs 
of adJocent
measurements
'is the sampling time within T
is the average fractional fre,0c fluctuations over a
sampling time
is a symbol denoting an infinite average
In statistical analysis, N is desired to be 
large approaching
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infinity and the noise source is a random process. In real life N
is finite and noise source is not always random. In addition, it
may not even be stationary, thus corrections and approximations
are needed in statistical analysis in order to match or to check the
theory.
In the simplest case N = 2 and T =--, Allan has shown that
<d (2z) o - (14)
and Allan and Vessot have shown that
< > (15)Y
This variance and its square root, the standard deviation, have been
used to describe the frequency stability characteristics of oscilla-
tors in the time domain. The variance is known as the Allan variance.
2.3 CLOCK ERROR
Barnes has shown that to predict a clock reading error,
X(t), one may define a time stability by a time variance:
2 2 fa ( T1'X ( (.i-) - (r) (16)
3.0 TRANSLATION
The translation relationship between the frequency and time
domain measures based on equations (12) and (13) was derived by Cutler
and is given by< Tz( r4T 't >-ge "(7
) .4 (17)
where /sA. -o-!
-3 ,, <. I
and Ca  is a transfer ,inction given by
N w 4'2 .- fL__rA~ ) (18)
(54Pjzy * Ni ZAi.rlA
in equation (18) fl i" :
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In the case N : 2, r 1
Allan variance becomes:
-L- b(19)
Where JA is the high frequency cutoff of an ideazed infinitely
sharp cutoff low pass filter.
Equation (19) may be written also in the form of
2
< t > Z 1 C f (20)
so that
4 e' (21)
C - I. (22)
C (23)
0
Oz ,- . .1)1 k-TJ4 C-(24)
C = fft (25)
Thus the six basic power law eqvations from Equations (5), (6),
(7), (12), (16) and (20) may be collected togethe" for convenience
given below:
Al) (26A)
5 + kf - L -d T F Zf
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Comparing term by term for each noise source between equations
(26A) and 26B) one can derive the translation relationship. For
example the first terms for the random walk of frequency noise are
given by:
and
thus 14 (1fi t-I
Figure 1 shows the log-lo plots of frequency stability charac-
teristics of oscillators in frequency and time domairs; based on
the power law model of five noise sources. The equat'ons to) Itranslate the frequency stability measured in the frequency domainto the time domain and vice versa are given in Table 1. The
terms in the bracket are the measured quantitites. The subscript y
for )S  r'(-c) and is often deleted in most texts
withoui confusion if a subscript is always used for ;, * and X.
4 is not listed in Table 1 because it is not used often; however,
a general formula can be easily derived as shown in Table 1.
Sirce the theory in the frequency domain i!, modeled by a
power ltw it is reasonable to assume the flicker phase noise isindependent of the sampling time in the frequency domain. This
assumption gives a stairygq point for the translation. If the
flicker phase noise is translated from the frequency domain into the
time domain the flicker phase noise becomes dependent on the samplina
time. Flicker phase noise is generally lower in level than the white
phase noise and becomes indistinguishable from the white phase noisein the time domain unless it is specially tested. The time dependence
of the flicker phase noise in the time domain is therefore a major
problem for translation of frequency stability from time domain to
frequency domain.
4.0 EXAMPLES OF TRANSLATION FROM FREQUENCY DOMAIN TO TIME DOMAIN
4.1 DATA
Brandenberger et al published in 1971 an excellent set of
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data of frequency stability measurement of a very high quality
5 MHz quartz crystal controlled oscillator. The spectral density
of phase per oscillator measured in the frequency dorain is shown
in Figure 2 and is given for the frequency range between 0.1 and
104 Hz by:
I,5~l j+..tio.. 43.8* a (27)
The time domain measurements of the same oscill(c-r are shown in
Figure 3.
Usinq the coefficients of equation (27) one can plot thc"
flicker frequency noise, flicker phase noise and white phase noise
in Figure (2) by straight lines correspondingly proportional to
-
3
, 4-1  and Jo respectively. These datc, points are given in
Table 2.
4.2 FLICKER FREQUENCY
The calcul. ttions for the transletion of the flicker frequency,
for an ex4;ple, from frequency domain to time dom.air is given below:
c r)= t f "+S# (f)) -
32 _..atl 1 l x 1.58xlo-
=.76 x 16o2
-24
2) r~ o 13
If the calculated Allan variance is for one oscillator, the dati
plotted in Figure 3 are for both the test and reference oscillator.
If this is true, a factor of 2 should be multiplied.
Thus
2c xt-25
and Lt) 4 /,B x 1013
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4.3 FLICKER PHASE
Using Table 1 one obtains the trar...lation equation to be
1C i
at I 
-
0 f3( ak 1S
for - S .(SM Hzc.uIj=I.h
f8-732 7)(10 21Y.o52,? 0 /of -C
The calculated TraL) and 0(T) for flicker phase noise for three
values of T are given in Table 3.
4.4 WHITE PHASE
Again using Table 1 one obtains the translation equation to
be
22
for S.(tJ 3. ,1o 16 1," , ad m #Z  M/
T -C 8rt-15 'R
I, 2Ov8h.o~'
( = Ix o "
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The calculited values of al()and r() for white phase noise
ar? also given in TablE 3.
4.4 COMPARISON OF RESULTS
For comparison purposes a summary of the time domain data
for the crystal oscillator translated from the frequency domain is
shown ir Table 4 together with the measured time domain data taken
fro- Figure 3. One can see the aqreement is qen-rally qood except
for the flicker frequency noise. The difference is 2.2 db which
is within the measu-ed accuracy. This difference could be explair,d
if the data either in Figure 2 or in Fiqure 3 is plotted for both the
test and refere'c- oscillators insteat of for only one oscillator.
One can see the dependence of the flicker phase noise on the
sampling timn. The error it can introduce in translation by a
straight line ap'roximation from the time domain to the frequency
domain should be obvious. In the first place the "-l" slope data
of the sigma-tau plot in the time domain is the sum of the white
phase noise and flicker phase noise power. In the second the le":'
of the flicker phase noise is lower than the level of the white
phase noise and is also lower for shorter samplinq time.
5.0 EXAMPLES OF TRANSLATION FROM TIME DOMAIN TO FREQUENCY DOMAIN.
Figures 4 and 5 show the frequency stability of a high per--
formance cesium beam tube oscillator measured in time domain and
frequency domain respectively. The straight lines are the trans-
lated or predicted values using the power law m!(ol for N = 2 and
T =r. These data are based fror publications by Babitch and
Oliverio and private communications from M. Fischer.
Using the measured data points in Fiqure 4 one can translate
the identified noise sources from the time domain to the frequency
domain by using the relationship given in Table I. The results
are given in Table 5. The calculated spectral density of phase
for the flicker phase noise from the time domain data are based
on f 50 KHz and 14 = 5 MHz.
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Sample calculation of translating the flicker phase noise
from time domain to freqicncy domain are giver below:
L_ I t , R x 1 -)-I
I C
For 1 5tc
+t ) :3. ~o ', 7,0 j A/ -
-2
For - 0 C.
5) 3 qJ Y 9 ( I q "2( )I
a. Use measured data points in Figure 4 forZ= 10-1 and 2= I0
-2
seconds respectively
0, (16") = q, 0 Yo "0,1
(t Z.Sx /o"I
Thus for Z"=0 -1 3Cc. f 0r ,i~a X10 "',
. . -,l.c 4 -( o ) = .. . 4-b
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For t (o- ,. " )= .
-12 -Ig
10le b 00(o2  -43t JI
b. Use the translated data (straight line) in Figure 4 also
for - = 10-1 and 10-2 second-..
{ i o -  5 % 0 -, X o 4 1
Thus for I0-i ec. r ) 6See I, x1oS*(-I) = cf, 6141 Xi ,2 1' -0
IV 1o 5 4 ((o)= -Izo ,2 d4
For IC to v 6 2 -2 i
-(a 35. # ( ,1 -8) = -I .aI0
IV IV~ 5,(102) -~oi
It can b2 seen from Table 5 foi the flicker phase noise the trans-
lated results from the titre domain to the frequency domain show a
better agreement when the actual measured data in the time domain
are used. This is to be expected since the straight line data in
(b) are translated from the frequency domain. Further, the results
in (a) are better for lower value, of tau.
6.0 DISCUSSIO't
Historically the frequency stability measurements as most
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people have pointed out were made in a larger number of oscilla-
tors, in the time domain. This is because of the readily available
electronic counters in the laboratories for makinq the period
measurements. In addition, the sigma-tau plot of frequency
stability in the time domain seems to be easier to comrrunicate the
concept of the characteristics of the noise model based on the
power law. The difficulties are in the data analysis and in the
identification of noise processes. For example, the flicker
frequency noise in Figure 4 could be deleted if the dashed lines
were used. In this case only one data point is discarded (i.e.,
t = 2 sec). Another question can be raised. "Is white phase noise
present in Figure 4 in the time domain measurement?" The answer
is "negative" based on the spectral density of phase measurement
in the frequency domain in the freauency range measured. Obviously
there is no answer to the question if only time domain data is
available. Frequency stability measurements in the frequency
domain are becoming more available as improved design and computer
operated spectrum analyzers are becoming available in laboratories.
Thus, the interest in the relating of the measured data in the
two domains are continuously on the increase.
J Figures 6 and 7 show the relative frequency stability of
typical oscillators measured in the time domain and frequency
domains respectively. These data are based on the results of
Fischer and Vessot. It is to be noted that the apparent random
walk of frequency (lines with +1/2 slope in Figure 6) is nornally
not shown in frequency stability of sigma versus tau plots. This
is because the random walk of frequency noise Is likely to be the
net result of the noises in the electronic circuit of the frequency
locked loop, the white phase of the quartz crystal oscillator, and
the flicker phase of the cesium beam tube. The random walk of
frequency behavior (less than the servo loon time constant) is
therefore a characteristic of the system design of a manufacturer.
7.0 CONCLUSION.
The mechanics of translation of frequency stability from
frequency domain to time domain and vice versa have been shown. The
procedure is simple and the translation relationships are given in
Table 1. While the mechanics of translation are straight forward
the same cannot be said for the preservation of the accuracy after
translation. This is particularly true for the translation of the
white phase and flicker phase noises from the time domain to the
frequency domain. Additional errors may be introduced if the data
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collection and data analysis are not on a common base. Those who
are interested in the validity of translation and theoretical limita-
tions of the power law model of frequency stability are referred to
the original papers and review papers given in the reference.
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TABLE 2 DATA USED TO PLOT THE THEORETICAL NOISE SOURCES IN FIGURE 2
FLICK R FREQ. FLICKER PHASE WHITE PHASE
100 1.58xi0 "1 2  -118 db 3.16xi0 -13  -125 db 3.98xi0 -1 5  -144 db
101 1.58x10-15  -148 db - 3.98x10-15  -144 db
102 
-
- 3.16x10-15  
-145 db 3.98x10-1 5  
-144 db
TABLE 3 CALCULATED DATA FROM FREQUENCY DOMAIN TO TINE DOMAIN
FLICKER PHASE WHITE PHASE FLICKER + WHITE) " a 2 (--) rt() a' (c) a(-c) &-c ) TC_ ) I
10-1 6.52x10-2 5 8.1x10-13  1.21x1O -24  l.lxl0- 12  1.86x1O-2 4 1.91x10 -1 2
10-2 4.31x10 -23 6 . 6 xl0 - 1 2 1.21X10-22 1.lxl0- I 1.64x1O 22 1.76x10-1 I
10-3 2.10xlO-21 4.6x10- I  1.2ix10 -20  1. xl0-1 0  1.42x10-2 1 1.56x10- 0
TABLE 4 COMPARISON OF Q CC) BETWEEN CALCULATED FROM FREQUENCY DO-
MAIN AND MEASURED IN TIME DOMAIN
CALCULATED MEASURED
FLICKER FLICKER PHASE FLICKER FLICKER PHASEC FREQUENCY + WHITE PHASE FREQUENCY + WHITE PHASE
- 2.96x10 13  
- 5x10-13  -
101 - 1.9xl10 1 2  -. x0_1
10-2 - 1.8x10" 1 - 1.6x101
10- - 1.6x10"10  1.6x10- 1 0
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V
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DR. JACQUES VANIER, Laval University:
There is a question where you have the transition in the phase lock
or frequency lock loop. There I think the table you have shown for
transferring from the time to the frequency domain cannot be applied
directly like that. And you cannot identify the kind of noise
because you have a transition, and this may change the slope quite
a lot. This also depends on the damping factor or the time constant
in the servo loop.
MR. CHI: Correct.
DR. VANIER:
So, what I wanted to mention is that at some places we have a flat
portion in the sigma-tau curve. This is not flicker noise of
frequency, but just a question of the servo loop.
MR. CHI:
Within the servo loop, of course, it is partly a parameter for the
manufacturers who are designing that system. He would have to tell
what is the optimum for his own system.
DR. JAMES A. BARNES, National Bureau of Standards:
I would like to make one comment that is perhaps obvious, but I
think it is worth mentioning anyway. One is using these examples,
models, where you have super positions of noise. The noise laws
that one talks about are the asyntotic behaviors. When you super-
impose them, actually you don't make a sharp transition at a sharp
corner from a slope minus I, say, to a slope 0. It is a smooth
transition, and when you actually go through the process of filling
it in, you get smooth curves, not corners. And when you try to fit
the sharp cornered curves, there is a tendency to put in more terms
than necessary. -The modeling can be done much more straightforward.
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DR. GEPNOT M. R. WINKLER, U. S. Naval Observatory:
My own opinion is that one really shouldn't make these conversions
but that one should measure in that domain in which one needs 
to
have the values.
V ,
_. 
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COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND OBSERVED HYDROGEN
MASER STABILITY LIMITATION DUE TO THERMAL NOISE AND THE
PROSPECT FOR IMPROVEMENT BY LOW-TEMPERATURE OPERATION
R. F. C. Vessot, M. W. Levine, and E. M. Mattison
Center for Astrophysics
Harvard College Observatory and Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
ABSTRACT
Expressions describing the limitations to hydrogen maser stability
due to random thermal noise are derived in terms of parameters
that govern the operation of the maser oscillator. Possible effects
from cavity pulling have been included by the ad hoc assumption of
a random cavity resonance frequency variation characterized by a
f-1 spectrum. The measured stability of the recently developed
SAO VLG- 11 masers is compared with the predicted stability limi-
tations, and good agreement with theory is found for averaging
times T between 0.83 see and 4.2 X 103 sec. The best observed
Allan variance is a-(2,4.2 x 103, 4.2 X 103,6) = 6 X 10- 16 . For
T > 4.2 X 103 sec systematic variations appear to dominate the data,
and the variance representation is no longer appropriate.
Using the stability limitation expressions we analyze the conse- a
quences of low temperature maser operation. We find that if the
wall relaxation probability per collision remains at or below its
room temperature value, there is a high likelihood of substantial
improvement in maser performance from operation at cryogenic
temperatures.
INTRODUCTION
The invention of e atomic hydrogen maser by Kleppner, Goldenberg 
and
Ramsey in 1960[ lresulted from a search for means of reducing the resonance
linewidth of an atomic clock by increasing the unperturbed interaction 
time of
atoms in the microwave field that causes resonance transitions. 
An additional
attractive feature that stimulated the search was the possibility of 
operating an
atomic frequency standard as a microwave self-oscillator as had 
been done by
Townes and by Basov in their pioneering work
[2 p 31 using the ammonia molecule
as a maser oscillator.
Early results from the hydrogen maser indicated that storage 
times of about
1 sec could be realized by reflecting hydrogen atoms 
from surfaces coated with
This workis supported by NASA's George C. Marshall 
Space Flight Center and
Jet Propulsion Laboratory and also by the Office 
of Naval Research.
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alkylchloro-silanes (Dri-Film) or with Teflon. By using this type of wall cow.
ing in the maser storage bulb, oscillator line Q's on the order of 109 were
achieved.
Predictions of the stability of such high Q oscillators were made using tradi-
tional methods[ l ] that assume that instability is due mainly to thermal noise
within the oscillator linewidth. These predictions indicated that the stability
should vary as T- 1/ 2, where T is the averaging time interval, according to th,
expression
Af I kT i
-r =QII2 Pb T "
Here Q1 is the effective quality factor of the atomic resonance (the line Q), P,
is the power delivered by the radiating atoms to the resonant cavity, k is the
Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature.
Early measurements of maser stability [4 1 indicated that other noise processe-
completely overwhelmed the noise source described by equation (1). Cross-
correlation tests[5] of maser signals showed that the major source of maser
instability was additive white phase noise within the bandwidth of the receiving
or measuring system. In generall this noise could be described as due to an
r.m.s. phase deviation, A = N(KkT B/Po)
, 
where F is the noise figure of the
receiver, B is the effective noise bandwidth of the receiver, and Po is the po\%
input to the receiver. In terms of a frequency stability measurement over a
time interval T, we have
Af 1( I / F=T B
T = 2r fT = 2rofT Po
The two noise processes, one identified with noise energy whose spectral corn
ponents lie within the oscillator linewidth and the other with noise energy lying
within the bandwidth of the receiver, can be combined as uncorrelated pro-
cesses[ 61 to give
Af=[T FB + 1 YI]112*
T _2 272  f2 PoT2 Q -2 P b3T
Note that a distinction is made here between the oscillator power level Pb and
the power delivered to the receiver system, Po-
As the development, building, and testing of hydrogen masers continued, the
stability data[ agreed fairly well with equation (3), but the stability plot
almost invariably flattened out for long averaging times, becoming proportion.
to TO. This behavior couldbe characterized by a spectral distribution known
flicker of frequency noise. [8 It appeared to be due to a combination of systen
atic effects chiefly associated with the maser's resonant cavity. Variations
Afc in the cavity resonance frequency pull the maser output frequency by an
amount
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QL
Afou t = Afc ,(4)
%%here QL is the loaded cavity Q.
The statistical effect of such pulling can be included in the variance expression
in equation (3) if we postulate that Afc can be assigned a spectral behavior to
describe its frequency fluctuations. In view of the observed data the logical
choice is to assume that Afc follows the 1/f spectral law, and write the power
spectral density of cavity frequency variations as
h
SYc c (5)
where hc is a proportionality constant. We can thus express the power spectral
density of the output as
h_ 1 ( QL 2 hc  (6)S y~f) S -'7- =  QI] If 
If this spectral process is uncorrelated with the others, we can include it in
expression (3) for the variance.
Before we do this it is appropriate to describe the variance in terms of the two-
sample or Allan variance 0(2, T, T, B), where T is, as before, the averaging
interval, T is the time between the beginning of one such interval and the begin-
ning of the next in a time-ordered progression of data, and B is the noise band- I
width of the receiver. For the case where T > T, i.e., there is "dead time"
between data samples, and for the two types of noise processes represented by
equation (3), we have
Af
a (2 , T , T , B) = t
Since we desire to continue using the two-sample variance when we include the
cavity flicker effect, we must represent the flicker variance f as
0f( 2 , T, 1B) = [2()2 In + + I)2 In T+
In our practice (T - T)/T = 0. 83/T so that (T - T)/T < 0.01 for T > 83 sec and we
can write approximately
? 2P TP TsB).P, h_1 2 n2
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Thus for (T - T)/T << 1 the total Allan variance is
T 0  QB I~T L ~a- (22T, T, B) h-- 2 In (7)
According to the above description, the T- 1/2 behavior of o- can be observed if
the he factor describing the cavity resonance frequency variations is sufficiently
small. An example of this is shown in Figure 1,19 1 where we see that improv-
ing the power level Pb degrades the line Q owing to spin-exchange relaxation
and, for a given level of cavity instability the flicker floor or To, data can com-
bine with the T 1 data in such a way as to obscure the --1/2 behavior.
STABILITY EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF THE MASER OPERATING PARAMETEI,
The foregoing discussion has dealt with the operation of the hydrogen masers in
terms of overall parameters. We now look more closely at the behavior of the
hydrogen maser and seek to optimize its performance for various applications
by considering its internal parameters.
Figure 2 (after Kleppner et al. 1101) shows the relation between oscillation power]
Pb and atomic flux I. The functional relationship between flux and power
depends on a parameter, q, a threshold flux, Ith, and a critical powe" level, P(.
These three parameters are defined as follows:
'tot ( W) VC Tse(T) Vr(T)2 I + / nV--"b QL (8)
The value of q must be less than 0.172 for oscillation to occur.
8" f12 V c (yb + yw ) 2 q 2 1 2] +  ( I - 3q) I L - 1 (9)
0
This assumes wall relaxation processes for which ylw =2w"
-h Ve (_y + y%1t- (10)' th = 4r 2 Q 7
In these equations,
W = 2wf, where f is the hydrogen hyperfine separation transition
frequency.
= Planck's constant/21t.
40o  = the Bohr magneton.
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Itotal = the total flux entering the bulb.
I = the flux in the F = I, m F = 0 hyperfine sublevel of atomic
hydrogen.
Nw = the wall relaxation rate for loss of phase coherence.
Nb = the loss rate of atoms from the bulb.
Vc  = the resonant cavity volume.
Vb = the storage bulb volume.
(H averaged over bulb volume)
2
2 - = "filling factor"H averaged over the cavity volume
where H is the rf magnetic field strength in the cavity and
Hz is its component along the z axis.
se(T) = the spin exchange cross section, which depends on the speed
of interatomic collisions and therefore on temperature.
vr(T) = the average relative velocity of the hydrogen atoms in the
bulb.
QL = the loaded Q of the cavity resonator.
We have
QL T + Qext
where Qo is the unloaded Q of the resonator and Qext represents the loading due
to the external circuitry coupled to the cavity.
\e can express the line Q in terms of the parameter q and the beam flux as
follows: J
2N 2 (NYb + NYw + Nse) 2(Yb+N t
where Nse is the relaxation rate due to spin exchange. If we substitute the above
expressions for Qi, Pb, and Ith into the stability expressions given in equations
(1), (2), and (3), we have for the noise limit due to noise within the oscillation
linewidth
1/2
0 ' I I
lr (12)
[1 6 .g k T 0 Q__L 
i 2
w T -I + ( 3( 2( 12
c Ith (t
and for the additive noise limit
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I (FkTB Qext" 1" 2
a wT Pb QL/
S81r FkT B, Qext 1 1 1/2
2 22I - 3) 2
These relations allow us to relate the stability limit to the operating conditioi
of the maser and to optimize the stability for a given averaging time interval
In addition to the thermal noise terms we can, as before, include the systeirlL
effect of cavity mistuning if we characterize the mistuning by a flicker-of-fr.
quency behavior. Substituting for Qe in equation (6) we have
2Q L 2 1/2
c-f = - (-w +Yb) ( l+q I/Ith) (hc 2 fn2)
and the complete expression for the stability is given by
2
a(2, T, T, B) = 4(,yw 2 (1 + q I/Ith)2 hc 2 in2 Tr0
2 +'wYb)
2"I Q I 2
+ 16irkT 0QL (1 + q It-
+ 87rkT F Qext B J
w32Vc (Yb + w) 2 1 + (1 -3q). - 2q2(I)
(1
This expression, which relates the statistical behavior of the maser's stabilit
to its internal operating parameters, contains a great deal of information and
gives a considerable amount of insight to the compromises and tradeoffs that
must be considered in designing a device for a given application. For examph
if we choose an operating point by fixing q and I/Ith, we see that the value of
(N + 'b) r chosen for a particular design afffcts the To portion of (- as F, thT-I/2 portion as To, and the T- portion as IF- . The tradeoff between short-
term and long-term stability is very evident here.
The appearance in equation (14) of Qe t, the external loading Q, and of QL, thN
loaded cavity Q, also is of considerable interest. At first glance it would
appear that we should make Qo, the intrinsic cavity Q, as high as possible,
then make QL and Qext as low as possible by overcoupling. However, if we
look more critically we see that heavy external loading can be harmful becaust
the cavity resonance frequency (which necessarily depends on Qext) can be
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shifted by such effects as line variations owing to temperature or by variations
in the input impedance of the receiver. The fact that QL appears in the r° por-
tion of the stability function as QL2 may tempt us to reduce QL by loading the
cavity heavily, but systematic effects can negate any such benefits.
We have arbitrarily added the effect of cavity pulling in the stability equation to
illustrate the effect of line Q in competition with the cavity Q; there is no physi-
cal reason that the cavity effect will have the assigned flicker-like behavior.
Furthermore, if cavity rturbations can be reduced, it should be possible to
see the underlying T-'/ behavior of a- due to thermal noise within the oscillator
linewidth.
COMPARISON OF VLG-11 STABILITY DATA WITH THEORY
During the past summer we have had the I oportunity to make measurements on
the newly developed VLG-l masers[1 I , that were described at last year's
P. T. T. I. conference. The sensitivity of the maser to magnetic, thermal, and
barometric variations have been reported elsewhere;
1 1 3 there is no measurable
barometric effect and the sensitivity to temperature and magnetic fields have
been diminished by a factor of approximately 3 from the previous VLG-10A
design used as ground station equipment for the 1976 gravitational redshift
mission.
rhe stability data obtained from the VLG- 1I tests are shown in Figure 3 along
with the operating parameters for the test. The stability data closely follow the
theoretical limit for averaging intervals from 0. 83 sec to 1 hr. The best stabi-
lity is a(2,4.2 X 103, 4.2 X 103 6) = 6 ) 10-16. For T> 4.2 X 103 the statistical
representation of the data shows the evidence of the slow drift that seemed to 
be
the result of incomplete thermal stabilization of the masers and of 
variations in
the laboratory temperature. Representing such systematic effects 
by a statis-
tical variance is inappropriate.
The stability for T < 1 hr is limited by thermal noise. Perhaps 
it could be
improved by operating the maser at more nearly optimum conditions, 
but we
believe the improvement would not be a large one. Clearly, 
if a major improve-
ment is to be made it will have to be the result of a substantial 
change in the
parameters in equation (14) that describe the operating condition of the 
maser.
SPECULATION ON THE COLD HYDROGEN MASER
Recently the preliminary results of experiments on 
cold atomic hydrogen by
Professor Daniel Kleppner and his co-workers at 
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology were brought to our attention by Professor 
Irwin Shapiro, who sug-
gested that these data might offer new insights to 
hydrogen maser developments.
Kleppner and his co-workers found that atomic hydrogen 
could be stored as a
gas at 4 K even though molecular hydrogen freezes 
at 14 K.
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It appears that the retention of atomic hydrogen is made possible by the presence
of a coating of frozen molecular hydrogen on the walls of the storage vessel. If
such a coating became contaminated with impurity atoms, atomic hydrogen would
recombine on the impurity sites to form H2 , thus renewing the continuous
hydrogen film. This would be an attractive property for a hydrogen maser stor-
age bulb.
To illustrate the behavior of a cold hydrogen maser, we must establish a set of
oscillation conditions. We can fix an operating point in Figure 2 by holding q
and I/Ith constant as we lower the temperature. In this example we will also
keep the cavity and bulb dimensions constant and assume that the wall relaxa-
tion probability remains unchanged.
The parameter q contains two temperature-dependent terms, the spin-exchange
cross section, O-se, and the average relative velocity, vr. The dependence of
Gse on temperature is given by Allison[1 and is shown in Figure 4.
If we lower the temperature from 322 K to 4 K, we see that T decreases by a
factor of about 22 and the velocity decreases by the factor V3224 = 9. The
ratio [I-se( 3 2 2 ) vr(322)I/[ 0-se( 4 ) vr(4 )] is about 198, so in order to keep
q(322 K) = q(4 K), we can decrease QL by a factor of 198. In practice this would
be done by overcoupling the cavity so that Qext(4 K) << Qo(4 K). If, for example,
QL(3 2 2 K) = 3.5 X 104, we find that QL(4 K) should be made about(3. 5 X 104)/198 = 177, and Qext = 177. That the system should oscillate with
such a remarkably low cavity Q is due to the long storage time produced by the
low temperature.
Cooling the maser will also affect Q1 and from the right-hand side of equation
(11) we see that if we keep I/Ith unchanged Q1 will increase by the ratio 1"3224,
since both Yb and yw are proportional to velocity and, hence, to T 1/ 2 .
The pulling effect Afout = (QL Afc)/Ql, which is the chief source of systematic
drift in the maser, is reduced by a factor of 1776 = 198 X -322/4, since Q1 is
improved and QL is reduced.
In order to maintain the operating point we must keep I/Ith constant. The quan-
tity Ith depends on the ratio (Yb + Yw) 2/QL. At 4 K this quantity increases by
a factor of 198/80 = 2. 5, which means that we must increase the atomic
hydrogen flux by this amount in order to meet the conditions for our ,.:mparison.
Figure 5 shows the projected improvement in the stability limit under the above
conditions. In this example we assume that the receiver noise figure F
improves from 6 to 2 (7.8 db to 3 db) because the receiver's low noise pream-
plifier is considered to be at the same low temperature as the maser. The
output power level depends on (Yb + 'Yw) 2/QT and, under the assumptions of
this example, is seen to increase by the fac'or 198/'322 22 or 13 db.
Based on the comparison with the actual SAO VLG-11 maser data, 1121 we could
expect an output power level of -85 dbm.
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Maser operation at low temperatures leaves open other possibilities for improve-
ment resulting from such phenomena as the reduction of thermal coefficients of
expansion, the possibility of superconducting circuitry (including the cavity), and
the use of superconducting magnetic shields.
As mentioned earlier, the big question is whether or not the hydrogen atom will
successfully bounce off a frozen molecular hydrogen wall (or, if necessary,
some other type of wall not yet specified). The wall relaxation term, Y, =v/p,
contains p, the probability per collision of atomic relaxation by loss of phase
coherence.
At present, the only data we know of that relate p to temperature are due to
M. Desaintfuscien. 1151 Figure 6 (from ref. 15) shows the relaxation probability
per bounce for a F. E. P. Teflon-coated bulb. These data show a slight decrease
in p as temperature is decreased to 76 K. Whether or not the probability stays
reasonably low as we go from 76 K to 4 K is a very important question, as is the
question of the magnitude and stability of the wall shift at these low temperatures.
To test the feasibility of low-temperature operation, we have begun a program to
construct a maser that will operate at low temperatures. Figure 7 is a sche-
matic view of our planned apparatus. The dewar that houses the TE 111 mode
cavity assembly[ 16 ] has an inside diameter of 7" and is enclosed in a set of
magnetic shields. The first tests will be made at the boiling point of liquid
nitrogen (-77 K) to verify that we can reproduce Desaintfuscien's results for
F. E. P. Teflon wall coatings.
We will then bring the dewar to liquid helium temperature while continuing
pulsed operation and carefully monitoring the temperature of the cavity 
as it is
cooled past 20 K, the condensing point of hydrogen, and 14 K, the freezing point
of hydrogen. Successful pulsed operation below these temperatures will verify
the storage of spin-aligned atomic hydrogen and will be a critical test of 
the
device.
To prevent impurity atoms from reaching the interior of the cavity, 
a carefully
located beam stop will be placed at the exit of the state selector 
magnet. At
4 K the cryostat itself becomes an extremely effective vacuum pump that will
scavenge, by condensation and freezing, all stray gas other than helium in the
system. The cavity assembly, by virtue of its thermal 
lag, will stay relatively
clean until it, in turn, cools and condenses gas. It will then 
be possible to
introduce in a controllable way gases such as argon or 
H2 to serve as frozen-on
wall coatings, and to observe the effect of these coatings 
on the relaxation rate
of the hydrogen.
CONCLUSIONS
The relationship of the maser oscillation parameters 
to the ultimate stability of
masers provides considerable insight into the 
behavior of masers. Further
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work mould be usefui. A systematic parametrization of maser performance 
.
be made usL:g computer techniques, and a more general treatment 
of -\all
elaxation can be made by eliminating the reuirement made here that . , = 2.
I- nius: b-e ' haz our approach is valid only for stochastic 
processes
a S : nE rai :oise. Svstematic limitations of knoown origin can be include-i
A. he pert-rba:io. has a reasonably wvell uderstood spectrum, even though 
th,
ph\s-ca' I asis for the spectrum is in question.
Wht -her :- not -he cold maser wkill work can only be determined by experiment,
_Iad -e Lo.k forxvard .t, observing the behavior of the maser as temperature 
is
decreased. The prospect for making relativity measurements such as tests 
r
Ve would like to hank Drs. D. Kleppner, S. Crampton, and I. Shapiro cf M.I.T.
.or nmany useful an-d interesting discussions.
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Fig. 2-P/Pc versus I/Ith for different values of the parameter q. This family
of curves shows the strong influence of q on the operating conditions.
If spin exchange is neglected, q = 0 and radiated power increases mono-
tonically with beam flux. For q> 0 there is an upper limit to the flux
for oscillation to occur and above a certain value (q=0. 172) the maser
cannot oscillate at any beam flux. q is defined in Eq. (8) (from ref. 10).
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
MR. HARRY PETERS:
Could you address the question of accuracy with respect to a con-
stancy of the surfaces, the surface of hydrogen, the decrease in
velocity, and so forth.
DR. VESSOT:
In this case, accuracy is a question of the wall shift. I didn't
bring the plots that Desaintfuscien made of that, but there is
substantial wall shift on Teflon as the Teflon gets colder. I
don't know what happens with frozen molecular hydrogen. We can
only measure it. I suspect that there will be a wall shift and it
might be rather substantial.
I also would expect that it would be rather stable. First of all,
we are running at 40 Kelvin and that temperature stability is
usually pretty good. Secondly, the surface is, as I mentioned
before, self-renewing. Whether or not the texture of the surface
stays the same or whether you have frozen hydrogen icicles growing
in this thing is a good question. I kind of doubt that. I think
the vapor deposition will be very uniform. There is always the
question of what might happen with the build-up of frozen molecular
hydrogen within the cavity as time goes on. Will this bother us
significantly? With the pulling factor reduced by 2,000, I think
we might be able to relieve ourselves of some of those worries. I
don't really know--that's why we are trying.
MR. HARRY WANG, Hughes Laboratory:
What is the probability of the hydrogen atom sticking to the surface?
DR. VESSOT:
It doesn't have to stick. It will thermalize, but I don't believe
it has to stick. It will hit the surface and assume the surface
energy and evehtually reach the same level of energy as the surface.
But I don't believe it has to stick necessarily.
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MR. WANG:
In all these hydrogen masers running at different temperatures, we
come down to the practical problem of the thermal electric current.
It is entering all kinds of stray magnetic fields, and I wonder if
you have considered that in your projection for stability. Of
necessity, the way we have part of the maser at room temperature
and not the other part, there is a difference and a probability of
thermal electric current.
DR. VESSOT:
The cryostats were fine, made mostly of fiberglass. And we do
recognize that the thermal electric currents are a problem. We
have encountered them before in lasers. I assure you that this is
one of the things we are watching out for, but as a fundamental
limit I don't believe it ought to bother us.
The other things are that one can invoke the use of superconducting
magnetic shields. The cavity in this case is going to be the
copper cavity that we built for Roger Easton under previous con-
tract. We are going to cut it down so that it will fit in a 7-inch
pipe. Now that copper cavity may have thermal electric problems.
On the other hand, we are doing a very roughshod experiment here to
look for a relaxation rate below or at 40 Kelvin. If we see anythinc
that looks like a good relaxation rate, we are in business; and the
next experiment is the one that is going to show whether it runs as
a clock or not.
MR. V. J. FOLEN, Naval Research Laboratory:
The factor that you mentioned as a ratio of the Q's is really also
a function of the relaxation time. Now, in the case where one
normally runs the hydrogen maser, the relaxation time is changed by
about a factor of two or three. However, when you go to 40 Kelvin,
you have a radically different relaxation rate. In reality, you
really have to look at it more closely and consider the relaxation
times as well as the ratios of the Q to adequately determine the
-. - pulling factor.
DR. VESSOT:
That is correct. The relaxation time in question here is the same
one that Harry Wang is questioning. It is relaxation time of the
atom on the wall. In these conjectures here, we have taken the
same relaxation time as exists at room temperature and said what
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this obtains at 40 Kelvin. The relaxation number is contained in
this term here (referring to slide), assuming that his not changed.
In the geometry that we have, gamma wall is considered to be
somewhat less than gama bulb in all cases.
Why this optimism -- at least up to 760 Kelvin? The relaxation
probability seems to improve as temperature drops. Now whether
that will hold as this thing goes screaming up at 40 Kelvin is the
main issue, I think, of the whole experiment. And all the things
that happen as a result of this probability of relaxation is, in
fact, the bottom line.
If we can show that that relaxation rate is acceptable, then we may
be able to improve stability substantially.
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A NEW METHOD TO ELIMINATE CAVITY PHASE S-IFT IN
CESIUM BEAM STANDARDS
David J. Wineland, Stephen Jarvis, Jr.,
Helmut Hellwig, and R. Michael Garvey
National Bureau of Standards
Frequency & Time Standards Section
Boulder, Colorado 80302
Abstract
In our presently known laboratory and commercial cesium
standards, the so-called Ramsey cavity is employed. The
envelope of the associated Ramsey pattern is determined by the
distribution of atomic velocities in the atomic beam. The wider
the velocity distribution, the narrower will be the half-width
of the envelope of the Ramsey pattern. The envelope of this
Ramsey pattern is invariant against cavity phase shift. In
other words, the center of the envelope - in contrast to the
center of the main peak of the resonance - does not shift from
cesium atomic resonance frequency when the cavity phase shift is
varied.
Therefore, it is suggested that the systematic frequency
shift due to an rf phase difference between the two inter-
action regions of a normal Ramsey cavity can be eliminated by
using simultaneously two different frequencies around the
cesium resonance applied to two separated interaction regions
which are not part of the same cavity. To the atom this is
equivalent to a time-varying cavity phase shift between
the two interaction regions. A modulation of the frequencies
1 and v2 applied to cavities 1 and 2 will produce signals
symmetrically spaced around true line center of the cesium
resonance. This technique is briefly described and the advan-
tages are noted.
An improvement in the achievable accuracy with 
labora-
tory type primary frequency standards appears possible. Com-
mercially produced small beam tubes may realize 
acc-uracies
presently achieved only with the much larger 
and mtre expen-
sive laboratory units. In addition, long-term 
stability and
clock performance should be enhanced significantly 
in both
laboratory and commercial versions of this 
new technique.
An experimental program aimed at realizing 
these advan; ages
is presently under way.
.. .... 7W
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INTRODUCTION
Atomic clocks of many configurations have been studied, used,
commercially produced. The most used and important example is the
beam atomic frequency standard or clock. Devices of this type fort
basis for today's time services as well as for precision na-igatior
communication systems. They are also used as the primary standard
the unit of time. In addition to a number of laboratory built cesi
beam clocks, a large number of commercial cesium atomic clocks is i
existence in the world.
QUARTZ CRYSTAL FEEDBACK
OSCILLATOP &FREQUENCY.
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STATE STATE
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Figure 1. Schematic of a cesium beam frequency standard.
The basic configuration of a cesium standard is shown in Fig.
An oscillator (usually a crystal oscillator) is controlled via a se
loop by the cesium atomic resonator or beam tube. In order to lock
oscillator to the atomic resonance, the resonance has to be interro
in order to produce an electronic signal at the detector which indi
how large the frequency offset from the atomic line center is and o
which side of line center the frequency offset is located [1].
The properties of the microwave cavity to a high degree determ
the performance of this device as a frequency standard or clock in
of accuracy and long-term freluency stability. During the approxim
twenty-five years of development of cesium beam devices, different
configurations and different modulation schemes have been tried. M
notably, cavities of the Ramsey type are being employed, i.e., two
regions of interaction, spatially separated but part of the same mi
wave cavity as shown in Fig. 1 [2]. The modulation schemes for fin
center lock which have been employed are generally of the frequency
phase modulation type, and sinewave or squarewave modulation has bei
used.
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CAVITY PHASE SHIFT
The properties of the cavity affect the apparent frequency of the
cesium resonance, i.e., the interaction of the cavity with the resonating
cesium atoms may cause an apparent shift of the resonance frequency from
the true resonant frequency of the atom. Cavity phase shift is caused
by a non-uniform phase in the microwave cavity, either an end-to-end
phase difference or a distribution of phases along and across the atomic
beam trajectories in the cavity [3]. This cavity phase shift currently
limits the absolute accuracy of the primary cesium standards to about10130-12 "
10 and the accuracy of commercial units to about 7 x 10 . There
is also evidence that a time-varying cavity phase shift causes long-term
frequency changes and instabilities (over the period of months to years)
in such devices, limiting their usefulness as clocks in time generation.
In an atomic cesium standard using a Ramsey cavity there exists
time dispersion between the two pulses (e.g., atomic beam with velocity
spread which uses the separated oscillatory field technique) and one can
observe the envelope of the resonance spectrum g(w-wo,6) (Ramsey pattern)
as shown in Fig. 2. This envelope (dashed curve in Fig. 2) is symmetric
ENVELOPE OF
RAMSEY •%
PATTERN ,,
WO W
Figure 2. Microwave spectrum (Ramsey pattern) of a
cesium tube using a Ramsey cavity.
- atomic (angular) resonance frequency,0
8 - cavity phase difference,
<T> average time of flight between the
two cavity regions.
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with respect to rf phase shifts between the two interaction regions,
while the Ramsey pattern itself, in general, is not, due to the cavity
phase shift 6 [4]. The central peak of the Ramsey pattern occurs
approximately when w - w 0 6/<T> where <T> is the average transit timc
between interaction regions and where w is the true atomic (angular)
resonance frequency.
ELIMINATION OF THE CAVITY PHASE SHIFT
The purpose of this paper is to describe briefly a variation of
Ramsey's separated oscillatory field technique. In the simplest form
of this new technique, the resonance sample is interrogated by two
time-delayed pulses of radiation as in the original technique [2]. It
differs in that the rf phase of the second pulse is allowed to advance
(or recede) at a constant rate; that is, the microwave frequency of thiw
second pulse is offset from that of the first. In its practical real-
ization, the two interrogation regions are not part of a single cavity
(as in the traditional Ramsey cavity) but rather independent cavities
driven by the frequencies v, and v2 as shown in Fig. 3.
CESIUM STATE STATE
OVEN SELECTOR CAVITY I CAVITY 2 SELECTOR
r CEIUM AM T UDETECTOR
\V
1  
V1  VRV " AMPLITUDE SINUSOIDAL
V = ~DETECTOR SIGNAL S(f.
OUTPUT AT FREQUENCY
SYNTHSIZERVOLTAGE TO
OSCILLATOR SWITCHED BETWEEN FREQUENCY
AT v R  vAND vi CONVERTER
SWITCH PDW
•.J. tfl COTER
-
FEEDBACK
AMP
G(w)o
OUTPUT PROPORTIONAL
TO S(tiv) - S'(Av)
Figure 3. In this example; vi v, v VR9 v2 = VR - AV, V3 = VR + AV
where Av & l/T and where T is the approximate transit time
of atoms between cavities. The servo finds the condition
where S(Av) -S'(Av) which is true only when v R V 0
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These two frequencies have a fixed frequency relationship to each
other. The atoms are subjected to first the frequency v, in the inter-
action region 1, then to the frequency v2 in the interaction region 2.
To the atom, this is equivalent to a time-varying cavity phase shift
between the two interaction regions; this cavity phase shift depends on
the time-of-flight of the atoms between the two interaction regions and
on the frequency difference v1 - v2.
At the detector there is a sinusoidally varying "signal" at fre-
quency Av = v1 - v2 whose amplitude depends on v1 - v and v2 - v where
v is the atomic resonance frequency. If frequencies v' and v' are now
applied to cavities 1 and 2 respectively where v! - v! = - (v2 - vi)
then the signal at the detector has the same amplitude only when
(G, + vl)/2 = v = (v2 + v')/2. For this "resonance" condition, any of
the applied frequencies (v1, vj1 v2, v2) can be directly related to v .
One example is given in Fig. 3.
One slight disadvantage of this method, as compared to traditional
cesium standards, is that the Ramsey envelope is broader than the central
Ramsey peak obtained in the usual arrangement. However, this loss of
resolution should not have to be more than a factor of two for a beam
with a broad (e.g., Maxwellian) distribution. -
CONCLUSIONS
The advantages of the above scheme are several:
(1) First-order phase-shift problems such as the cavity phase shift
are eliminated in the two frequency separated oscillatory 
field
method.
(2) Background pulling effects are greatly minimized in certain 
ex-
periments. For example, in cesium clock operation 
systematic
frequency pulling normally occurs due to overlap 
of the main line
with (generally asymmetric) field-dependent transitions 
[5] ("Rabi"
patterns). No signal content occurs at frequency 
v from these
overlapping transitions; this allows use of 
significantly reduced
operating magnetic fields (which would normally 
increase this
background pulling), thus greatly reducing magnetic 
field sensi-
tivity of the clock transition, or alternatively 
reducing magnetic
shielding requirements.
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(3) Separate interaction regions can be constucted with low Q. This
an advantage because:
(a) Cavity pulling [3] can be made negligible. For example, in
conventional atomic beam resonance apparatus using separate(
oscillatory fields the Q of the resonant cavity is made verN
high to make 161 small. In the two-frequency method, two st
arate cavities of low Q can be made by terminating shorted
pieces of waveguide at the input, thus making cavity pullin
negligible. (We note that rf levels do not have to be the
same in the two cavities.)
(b) This may reduce fabrication complexity and cost. Moreover,
superconducting cavities could be installed in laboratory
standards such that only the end pieces were superconductin!
thus simplifying the required cooling and eliminating dis-
tributed cavity phase shifts (see below).
(4) In high-accuracy frequency determinations, beam reversal [3] is i
longer necessary, although it would provide a useful check of th(
method. Elimination of beam reversal would greatly simplify con-
struction of laboratory standards and would give commercial cesit
atomic clocks higher accuracy without increased complexity.
(5) Long-term frequency stability of devices using the two-frequency
method should be increased. For example, in cesium beam frequen
standards greater insensitivity to magnetic field, state selecti(
'1 or cavity parameter changes should be obtained.
The above method does not completely eliminate systematic frequer
offsets due to "distributed cavity phase shifts" [3,6]. This problem
arises because the phase shift of the rf field may not be constant
across the cross-section of the beam due to losses in the microwave
cavity. However, the "distributed phase shift" problem may be more
tractable with the two-frequency method. For example, the offset due
to distributed cavity phase vanishes if the shape of the velocity
distribution is the same on all the atomic trajectories through the
cavities. Furthermore, as noted above, the distributed phase shift
problem is completely eliminated by using superconducting cavities.
We have initiated an experimental program aimed at demonstrating
this new technique. We are modifying an existing cesium beam tube to
operate with this new cavity structure and a compatible electronic
system along the principles depicted in Fig. 3.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DR. VICTOR REINHARDT, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center:
What does the asymmetry in the velocity distribution do to this,
and also what happens to your frequency stability versus averaging
time due to the fact that you now have effectively a smaller lineQ?
DR. HELLWIG:
A smaller line Q, as most of you know, effects short-term stability.
And a factor of two in line Q means that you need a factor of four
more atoms to compensate for that. I think we have that leeway in
most tubes. It is not a big sacrifice. It is less than the dif-
ference, say, between so-called standard tubes and super tubes
right now.
I didn't quite understand your first question--asymmetry and
velocity distribution?
DR. REINHARDT:
In your previous slide, you've shown that some of the velocity
distributions coming out of some of the beam tubes have had double
humps. At first glance, it would seem that that nice picture with
the nice envelope could possibly be an asymmetrical one which might
lead to some frequency shifts in that case?
DR. HELLWIG:
No, it will not. The asymmetries in the velocity distribution will
not cause asymmetries in the envelope at all, except for the second-
order Doppler effect, which you know is a basic asymmetry to thatpattern anyway. With all present-day tubes, it is of the order of
10-13 or even less, because of the very heavy low-velocity selection
we are entering. So that is not a limitation.
To just comment one step further, if you really want to apply that
principle to so-called primary standard laboratory-type devices,
and you really want to push to 1 part in 1014 In accuracy, then you
have to watch those. If you use beam reversal, it allows you to
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reduce an absolute knowledge of the velocity distributions to a
symmetry argument. If you have basically similar velocity distri-
butions with the two beams' directions, you are safe as far as the
so-called distributed cavity phase shift is concerned, which is
still a limitation.
MR. ANDREW CHI, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center:
The cavity phase shift of a cesium beam tube has a very gradual and
slow change, which will stay put for a long time before you can
observe it continuously. What is the relative gain when you don't
shift the phase compared to when you do shift cavity phase? Also,
when you try to do that, can you also control the relative amplitude
of the side peak of the Ramsey resonance as a way to control its
symmetry?
DR. HELLWIG:
I didn't quite get the second question. The first question was,
what do you really gain by having rapidly changing phase shifts
versus the rather steady and hardly varying phase shift which is
present in present-day tubes?
First of all, the two animals are quite different. With the cavity
phase shift built into the Ramsey-type cavities, you have a thing
which causes you to be sensitive against other parameter variations. I
I agree with you that the phase shift itself doesn't vary much, but
it makes you, for example, microwave power sensitive. It makes you
sensitive against other things -- trajectory location effects andbeam geometry effects under acceleration. These things transduce
via a finite, even totally constant, cavity phase shift. And the
electronic cavity phase shift which we are introducing certainly is
varying. I just used that illustration as an example. The resonant
spectrum of such a tube would be quite different. You will have no
residual biases if you have the frequencies v1 and the sidebands v2
symmetric. Now, there is an easy way to do that: You create v2 by
having sidebands on vI, and it is as symmetric as you want it.
DR. JACQUES VANIER, Laval University:
I did not quite understand this distribution. Is it not coming out
to be the same thing as if you had simply one cavity after all?
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DR. HELLWIG:
Your question relates back to why a Ramsey cavity is used. It is
not equivalent because in a single cavity, you would have traveling
waves going along the beam axis. The primary limitation of using a
single cavity of a similar length is that you have residual losses
and phase variations due to imperfections. You really have traveling
waves along the whole interaction region which cause wild first-
order Doppler effects. In fact, people have tried to build such
things. They typically show parts in 1010 offsets because of them.
This is the main advantage of two separate interaction regions.
Additional advantages are the same whether you have it connected
coherently or separately -- the averaging between the two regions
as far as magnetic fields are concerned, for example. You are only
sensitive to the average. Same here. It doesn't change.
5
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